


11jusl drive straight ahead 
for 37,681 miles '' 

T HOSE beautiful, wide, straight, smooth roads you've been 
wishing for, are really on their way. The magnificent plan of 

interstate highways, greatest road program in U. S. history, is 
already taking form at the rate of 700 million dollars worth of con
struction per year. 

37,681 miles of swell driving • .. direct travel from any part of 
the country to any other part . .. routes north and south, east and 
west, and diagonal routes as well ... big highways directly serving 
practically all cities of 50,000 population or more ... 

This is part of the better America that our generation is build
ing. It's taking plenty of brains. Plenty of m anpower. Lots of 
cement. And lots of steel. 

United States Steel has always played an important part in 
building the nation's highways. We've supplied steel reinforcing 
bars and wire fabric to make roads stronger, smoother, longer-last
ing. We've made the steel for road-building machinery, the steel 
pipe and culverts for proper drainage. We've built bridges to 
carry highways over rivers and canyons. We've furnished steel and 
cement to help drill highway tunnels. 

Unite·d States Steel is ready to help with any job the nation 
has in the building of a better America. That's one reason why 
United States Steel is a good place to work. 

AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY· AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY· CARNEGIE·ILLINOIS STEEL CORPORATION · COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY 
H. C. FRICK COKE AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES • GENEVA STEEL COMPANY · GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING COMPANY 

MICHIGAN LIMESTONE & CHEMICAL COMPANY • NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY· OIL WELL SUPPLY COMPANY· OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY 
PITTSBURGH LIMESTONE CORPORATION • PITTSBURGH STEAMSHIP COMPANY • TENNESSEE COAL, IRON & RAILROAD COMPANY 

UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY COMPANY 
UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY • VIRGINIA BRIDGE COMPANY 

UNITED STATES STEEL 



How many 
Dimensions 

has a 
Name? 

When you measure a name, there are many 
"dimensions" to consider, such as: integrity, 
capacity, vision, strength and skill. These 
qualities constitute a yardstick for professional 
and public recognition. 
· There will be many times in your career 
when you can increase the "dimensions" of 
your name by the development of a product, a 
method or through a decision you make. 

Some idea of the dimensions of the name 
Westinghouse, for example, may be gained by 
a few facts about one of its many activities ... 
building turbines. 

In this field is the Westinghouse J-34 jet 
engine which is setting a new pace in aircraft 
propulsion in the much-discussed Navy "Ban
shee" and the Army Lockheed F-90, as well as 
in many other airplanes of both services-as 
yet unannounced. 

Such developments require a rich back-

ground of experience, technical knowledge 
and creative skill gained through constant 
search for more efficient, economical ·sources 
for power ••• qualifications needed to attain 
the eminent position the name Westinghouse 
holds as a leading producer of power equip
ment for land, sea and air. 

This is but one of many fields in which the 
name Westinghouse has been indelibly written 

over the years. 
In your career you will measure many names 

and products in industry. As you do, you will 
find the name Westinghouse prominently 
identified with practically every one. 

Whether those products are turbines or 
toasters, locomotives or lamps, electric stair
ways or x-ray machines, we will welcome the 
opportunity to share our experience ••• our 
sureness in designing and manufaeturing that 
adds a new dimension to a· name •. . 

you CAN BE SURE •• 1F 1rs \\estinghouse 
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The great majority of cast iron pressure 
pipe produced today is cast centrifugally, in metal or 
sand-lined molds. 

When this mechanized process was introduced 27 
years ago, its potentialities for improved production 
controls were evident. For human fallibility was largely 
replaced by machine accuracy based on scientific 
principles. 

The improved production controls made possible by 
the centrifugal casting process have long since been 
realized. Hundreds of millions of feet of centrifugally
cast-iron pressure pipe are now in service.All of this pipe 
is more uniform in metal structure, in wall thickness, 
and in concentricity, than pipe not centrifugally cast. 

Better production control means better pipe; it re
sults in greater uniformity of quality. 

Production controls in cast iron pipe foundries start 
almost literally from the ground up with inspection, 
analysis and testing of raw materials; continue with 
constant control of cupola operation by metal analysis; 
and end with rigid tests of the finished product. 

By metallurgical controls and tests of materials, our 
members are able to produce cast iron pipe with exact 
knowledge of the physical characteristics of the iron 
before it is poured into the ~old of a centrifugal casting 
machine. 

Cast iron pipe is the standard material for water 
and gas mains and is widely used in sewage works 
construction. 

Send for booklet, "Facts About Cast Iron Pipe." 
Address Dept. C., Cast Iron Pipe Research Association, 
T. F. Wolfe, Engineer, 122 So. Michigan Avenue, 
Chicago, 3, Illinois. 

Section of 114-year-old cast iron gas 
main still in service in Baltimore, Md. 

(}1\S'l' Ill()N PIPI~ SERVES FOR 
CENTURIES 
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Glass that you can twist, hend, roll ... 
This is a ribbon of glass so thin that it 
takes about one thousand thicknesses of it 
to make a stack an inch high. 

It is so flexible that you can roll it on a 
reel, twist it into a spiral, wrap it around 
your arm. 

If you should test it electrically, as 
Corning scientists have done thousands 
upon thousands of times, you'd find that 
it has superior electrical insulating and 
dielectric properties-equal to high-grade 
mica. 

One of the first experimental uses of 
Corning ribbon glass has been to alternate 
strips of it with metal foil and fuse them 
together to make electrical capacitors-or 
condensers-similar to those made of 
mica for television, radio, and other elec
tronic equipment. 
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Ribbon glass capacitors, which can be 
uniformly produced by machine, have al
ready shown many advantages over those 
made with other materials. 

Being hermetically sealed, they need no 
enclosing case. They can operate at tem
peratures which are too high for other 
capacitors to withstand. They do not de
teriorate with age or continued use. Small 
ones can do the job of conventional capac
itors of larger size. And for certain instal
lations only a ribbon glass capacitor will 
serve. 

And Corning research indicates that mak
ing capacitors is not the only problem that 
ribbon glass may solve. It can be laminated 
with resin and then cut, formed, shaped 
and used for other electrical purposes. 

Because ribbon glass is uniformly thin, 

it has already been considered for such 
other uses as microphone diaphragms and 
windows for Geiger counters that measure 
radio-activity. 

Glass ribbon is another striking example 
of how Corning, noted for its Pyrex brand 
products, has developed glass into a most 
versatile engineering material. 

That's why we invite you-when you've 
finished school and started work-to call 
in Corning before your product planning 
reaches the blueprint stage. Corning Glass 
Works, Corning, New York . 
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Research across the U. S. A. 
YOUNG SCIENTISTS ARE BUILDING 

CAREERS WITH DU PONT FROM 
CONNECTICUT TO TEXAS 

When you think of Du Pont research, 
you may think first of Wilmington, 
Delaware. Actually, only eight of the 
Company's 36 research groups are 
located there. Du Pont scientists now 
pursue their studies in 11 states scat
tered from Connecticut to Texas. 

Each of these laboratories is a self
contained operation. It may be de
voted in part to fundamental re
search and applied research, or to 
investigations looking to the devel
opment of new products-sometimes 
a combination of these activities. 

An unusual Du Pont laboratory 
is one opened last year at Newburgh, 
New York. 

Inside the Laboratory 

In the three-story building at New
burgh, scientists have at their dis
posal the most modern equipment 
for study of coated fabrics and plas
tic sheetings under all sorts of con
ditions. For example, a new product 
can be tested in a room maintained 

at a temperature of -20° F. In other 
rooms, the effects of high tempera
ture and humidity can be studied. 
Equipment is available for testing 
tensile strength, tear resistance, fad
ing, flex and flame resistance, and 
many other characteristics. One of 
Du Pont's 33 libraries has quarters 
in the building ; there is a photo
graphic darkroom, as well as offices, 
conference and work rooms. 

The Newburgh Laboratory works 
closely with the adjacent plant, which 
makes "Fabrikoid" pyroxylin coated 
fabrics, "Fabrilite" vinyl resin coated 
fabrics and plastic sheetings, "Ton
tine" washable window shade cloth, 
bookbinding materials, and other 
coated and impregnated fabrics and 
plastic sheetings for many uses. 

Research at Du Pont 

Research has long been a major ac
tivity at Du Pont, and it flourishes 
in an atmosphere of appreciation, 
encouragement and patience. The 
new products, the new plants, and 
the new and better jobs of the years 
to come will develop from the pains
taking research programs being car
ried on today in the laboratories. 

Newest Du Pont laboratory, at Newburgh, N. Y., was opened last year. It is devoted to research and 
development work in the field of coated and impregnated fabrics and allied products. 
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H. A. Van Etten, B. S. Ch., Colgate '42, and 
E. R. Grise, M. S. Ch., Worcester Polytechnic 
Institute '48, investigating the properties of 
vinyl compounds used in plastic-coated fabrics. 

K. F. Richards, B. S. Ch. E., Cornell '48, and 
E. K. Holden, M. S. Ch. E., Delaware '48, 
studying "Teflon" tetrafluoroethylene resin 
insulating material with special apparatus at 
the Newburgh Laboratory. 

Choice of Careers 

Each of the Du Pont manufacturing 
departments conducts continuous 
research. They operate much like 
separate companies, with interests 
ranging from heavy chemicals to 
plastics and textile fibers. Each holds 
challenging opportunities for college
trained chemists and physicists, as 
well as chemical, civil, electrical, in
dustrial and mechanical engineers, 
also those specializing in production, 
sales and many other fields. 

In this alert, ever-growing organi
zation, young graduates can choose 
from a variety of careers the one 
that suits them best as their ability 
and interests develop. 

PO 
REG. U.S. PAT. Off. 

BHTl:R THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 

•.. THROUGH CHEMISTRY 

Entertaining, informative-Listen to "Cavalcade of 

America" Tuesday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast 
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Editorial 
Every year graduating engineers all over the country leave their institu

tions of learning to seek positions in the various fields of engineering. Many 
of these become sadly disappointed. Some of them never find engineering 
positions, and a very large percentage leave the fields within a few years. 
Others do not advonce far, although they are efficient workers. 

Why are these men misfits in engineering practice? Their technical edu
cation is excellent. The fact that they have withstood rigorous schooling 
indicates that most of them are interested in engineering. 

Some of these men lack practicality, while others lack the willingness to 
accept responsibility. Those who are dishonest are soon eliminated. Most 
of these so-called "misfits" have one thing in common. They lack sociability
the ability to get along with others-an understanding of human problems, 
and a desire to be of service to society. 

The engineer who has acquired a wide social background finds it easier 
to adapt himself to the job and its responsibilities. Men can develop sociabil
ity through experience. True, experience is a good teacher, but it is often 
costly and heartbreaking: Clearly, a more liberal education will help develop 
the engineer's social background. 

The average graduating engineer has had a highly technical education, 
but little stress has been placed on his social education. Wouldn't he find 
it to his advantage to spend one or two more years in school, carrying addi
tional courses in literature, psychology, philosophy, sociology, history, politi
cal science, and public speaking? If taken along with the engineering sub
jects, these would relieve somewhat the strain on the student. Actually he 
would be able to absorb more technical knowledge, and at the same time, 
gain social prestige; moreover, he would be able to visualize means of apply
ing his engineering knowledge to the practical needs of society. 

With a somewhat lighter schedule the student would find more time for 
participation in extra-curricular activities, bringing him in contact with people 
of varied interests. These associations are invaluable in developing a social 
background. 

The engineering educational system, as it is now, gives a wonderful 
education to a few gifted individuals. Those who enter school with a wider 
social background find it possible to secure a broader education, just as 
graduating engineers with a wider social background find it possible to make 
new contacts and secure the better positions. Formal education should be 
adjusted to meet the requirements of the greater number of students. 

In broadening the engineer's education, we will produce engineers who 
will be more readily accepted by society. At the same time we will have 
men who will be more of a credit to engineering as a profession and better 
qualified to become leaders in civic and political affairs. Furthermore, they 
will be able to live the fuller and happier lives they so justly deserve. 

-A. B. H. 
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PIPELINING IN TEXAS 

Since the end of World War II , the public has for
gotten more or less the "Big Inch" pipe line. However, 
almost everyone remembers the wartime gasoline short
age due to lack of transportation means, rather than a 
scarcity of fuel itself, because in many instances the re
fineries were a considerable distance from the crude oil 
fields. Although no longer as much in the news, the pro
ject of creating additional cross-country pipe line systems, 
to convey crude oil to the refineries located over a thou
sand miles from the wells, has progressed. 

One of these systems, while not part of the "Big 
Inch," is equal to it in size. Completed line capacity will 
be approximately 195,000 barrels per day. Its importance 
cannot be stressed too greatly in this age of mechaniza
tion as petroleum and its by-products are truly the life 
blood of our nation. Experience gained in World War 
II has shown, beyond a doubt, that transportation of fuel 
by rail and truck is inadequate to meet the demands of 
modern warfare. With an eye for the future work goes 
on to complete this network of pipe lines that will even
tually reach all the important sections of the United 
States. 

June 13 of last year marked an important milestone 
in this project. The 22-inch line carrying crude oil from 
Midland, Texas, "arrived" at the Wichita Falls, Texas, 
booster pump station and tank farm. 

It was started as the joint endeavor of several of 
the country's largest oil companies, and extends across 
western and northern Texas to link New Mexico with 
Oklahoma. The line is planned initially for transporting 
125,000 barrels of crude daily. It includes 20 miles of 
20-inch line from Jal, New Mexico to Wink, Texas; 69 
miles of 20-inch line from Wink to Midland; 253 miles 
of 22-inch pipe from Midland to Wichita Falls; and 173 
miles of 24-inch from Wichita Falls to Cushing, Okla
homa. 
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By H. M. HOLLINGSWORTH, JR., C.E. '51 

The Jal station will be a receiving point for crude 
gathered by western Texas pipe line companies from 
Eddy and Lea Counties, New Mexico, and Andrews 
County, Texas. Additional capacity will be available at 
Wichita Falls where crude from wells in that area will 
be gathered. The carrier will terminate at a tank farm 
and main line pump station at Cushing, Oklahoma, which 
is accessible to the systems of Shell and Sinclair in the 
Mid-Continent area. 

Capacity of the line from western Texas to Wichita 
Falls can be increased to 218,000 barrels daily by addi
tion of two intermediate stations between Midland and 
Wichita Falls, while a single station between Wichita Falls 
and Cushing will bost the 24-inch unit to 241,000 barrels 
daily. 

Present day pipe line construction does justice to 
the well known tradition of American ingenuity and 
mass production. When viewed from the air, all phases 
of pipe line construction can be seen almost simultaneous
ly. At one end, unbroken ground ; at the other, bulldozers 
back-filling. 

The procession of machines is led by a 12-foot ditch
er. Some distance behind caterpillars equipped with blades 
are rolling lengths of pipe into place. This pipe is of the 
type fabricated from long rectangular sheets of steel. The 
sheet is rolled parallel to the long side into a cylindrical 
shape. With each edge of the steel as anodes, an arc 
is drawn between them. While heated to an almost molten 
state the edges are butted together and the seam formed. 

After being placed in the general position by side
boom cats, a lineup crew prepares the joints for welding. 
This is done with an inside and outside clamp. The in
side clamp, mounted on a long shaft, is inserted in the 
pipe straddling the joint and then expanded. While held 
in this position, the outside clamp is drawn up tight. The 
first welding crew tacks the joint together with a first of 
stringer bead. The second crew applies the second and 
third bead, completing the weld. 

Since the line is generally placed underground, it 
must be protected against electrolytic attack as well as 
oxidation. This is most efficiently accomplished by wrap
ping it with tar paper and a fiber-glass fabric. The first 

The young man had offered his heart and hand to 
the fair damsel. 

"Before giving you my decision," she said sweetly, "I 
wish to ask you a question." Then, as he nodded as
sent: "Do you drink anything?" 

The young man replied without an instant of hesi
tation and proudly : 

"Anything!" 
And she fell into his arms. 
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of several operations in this phase is the cleaning of the 
pipe. An engine mounted on a frame which fits over the 
pipe supplies power for moving the assembly along the 
pipe and for driving the rotating mechanism. After sev
eral lengths of pipe have been welded together, three of 
these machines are lifted over the open end and placed 
in position. A cast iron wheel and an axle, serving as 
an outrigger, keep the assembly up-right. The pipe is 
first scoured down to bare metal by wire brushes mount
ed on the rotating ring of the first machine. A similar 
machine, also traveling along the pipe, supplies the 
primer coat of a bituminous enamel by means of rota· 
tion brushes. The third machine equipped with reels of 
tar paper and fiber-glass fabric applies a spiral wrapping 
of tar felt, two layers of spun-glass, and a second and 
final layer of tar felt. These are all wrapped on with 
hot asphaltum. Trucks with tanks of "dope," kept in the 
molten state by their own heating plant, follow these ma
chines and keep them constantly supplied. 

This operation completed, the line is ready to be 
jeeped. Jeeping consists of rolling a light helical spring 
along the pipe. This spring encircles the pipe and is 
connected to a spark coil and generator which supplies 
high voltage. As the spring passes over a break in the 
insulation, an arc is drawn from the pipe to the spring. 
These spots are marked with chalk, and a patch of hot 
asphalt and tar felt is applied. Once under way, these 
various phases blend ,themselves into one continuous op
eration. This method of construction enabled the 22-inch 
"spread" (crew) to lay 1200 feet per day for a dis
tance of 256 miles from Midland to Wichita Falls. 

In order to maintain sufficient pressure to keep oil 
flowing, it is necessary to have a booster pump station at 
frequent intervals along the line. Wichita Falls is one of 
these stations. It is fed by a 22-inch line from Midland, 
a 10-inch line from Wichita Falls Junction, and a 10-inch 
from Holliday, Texas. The oil arriving at the station 
goes through the manifold to the tanks. This manifold 
is a complicated system of valves, all electrically operat
ed from a master control board in the pump station. The 
flow of crude, either from the station or between any com
bination of tanks plus two 80,000-barrel ones supply a 
reservoir for storage as well as equalization of flow. 
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In order to keep the line free of sludge and accumu- . 
lation of paraffin· a scraper trap is installed at each sta
tion. The trap is simply a continuation of the incoming 
line about 20 feet beyond the right angle turnoff leading 
into the manifold. The scraper, known to pipe liners as 
a "pig," consists of disk shaped wire brushes and a rub
ber. ring ( acting similarly to a window "squeege"), flexibly 
mounted on a short axle so that it can make the bends 
in the pipe. It is forced through the line by the oil 
pressure pushing the accumulated sludge ahead of it. As 
it approaches the station it continues past the tum-off 
into the trap, allowing the oil behind it to flow past into 
the manifold. After the line valve has been closed the 
cover is removed from the end · of the barrel and the 
scraper, and the sludge is removed. After being cleaned 
the scraper is inserted in the line at the other side of the 
station to be sent on. 

In conjunction with the tank farm is a tank car 
loading rack located a few miles east of Wichita Falls 
near the Wichita Falls-Henrietta Highway. This loading 
rack is the largest in the world since the one at the Po
lesti Pil Fields in Romania was destroyed during the war. 
Two cat-walks, approximately 1650 and 1260 feet in 
length, are each flanked by loading racks. With all con
nections along the sides of both cat-walks in operation, 
440 tank cars of 8000 to 10,000 capacity can be loaded 
every twenty-four hours. All of this trackage and equip
ment is the joint property of the pipe line corporations 
and is in use only to by-pass the uncompleted portion of 
the pi~ line. 

Some other features of the line are two suspension 
bridges, one over the Red River on the Texas-Oklahoma 
line and one over the South Canadian River near Okla
homa City. Each is made up of three 600-foot spans 
carrying pipe which has half-inch-thick walls for added 
rigidity. 

At the present time a 24-inch line out of Wichita 
Falls to Cushing, Oklahoma, a distance of about 186 
miles, is under construction. There will be a 24-inch line 
from Cushing to Woodriver, Illinois. From this point a 
large portion of the crude will continue on through a 22-
inch line to Patoka, Ill. There part of the stream will 
be diverted through as 18-inch line to Wilmington, Illi
nois ( near Chicago), where the refineries are located. 
The 22-inch line and the Patoka station are now under 
construction. The completion of this entire system is 
expected in the late fall-24 months after the work was 
begun. 

Father was deep in his easy chair, relaxing after a hard 
day at the office. Junior, age 5, was bedeviling him with 
an endless succession of questions. 

"Daddy, whatta you do down at the office?" he finally 
asked. 

"Nothing!" shouted daddy. 
Junior pondered this extraordinary statement for a mo

ment, and then, "How do you know when you get 
through?" 
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ABOUT FACES 
By GENE CASSIN and DON SPICER, C.E.' 50 

Huber Ogilvie Croft 

The staff of Missouri Shamrock extends a hearty 
welcome to Huber Ogilvie Croft, newly-appointed dean 
of the University of Missouri College of Engineering. 
He is the former head of the Mechanical Engineering 
Department at the State University of Iowa. 

Professor Croft succeeds Dr. Harry A. Curtis, who 
resigned as dean February 16 to become a director of 
the Tennessee Valley Authority. Professor Harry Rubey 
served as acting dean from that time until Professor Croft 
assumed his duties September · l. 

Professor Croft was born in Denver, Colo., April 11, 
1896, and was graduated from the. East Denver High 

(Continued on page 26) 

This is the first of a series of articles on the new 
assistant professors and graduate assistants here in the 
College of Engineering. It will afford the student the 
cpportunity to know the new instructors and their capa
bilitie3 through their e::iuc<Ctional and practical back
grounds. 

The Civil Department has one new assistant pro
fessor and two new graduate assistants who are instruct
ing this fall . Assistant Professor Arthur C. Murphy was 
a graduate assistant during the past spring semester. He 
is a Missouri gra:luate and took his M.S. in Civil Engi
neering here last year. He was a familiar figure in the 
C.E. 102 Mechanics of Material Lab. last spring. This 
semester Mr. Murphy is instructing C.E. 101, Mechanics 
of Material and C.E. 20, Engineering Surveys. 

Two new graduate assistants instruct C.E. 102 Lab
oratory. Charles H. Sampson, Jr., received his Bachelor 
of Science in Civil Engineering at Notre Dame in 1947. 
While instructing in the Hydraulics laboratory at Notre 
Dame he received his Master of Science in 1948. Before 
coming to Missouri this fall, he was an architectural field 
engineer in Chicago for the corporation contracted to 
develop the three-thousand-unit Park Forrest Housing 
Project. 

Robert E. Nebel is from Jefferson City, Mo., and 
received his B.S. in Civil Engineering at Missouri last 
year. .He attended Missouri Valley and Miami Univer
sity, Oxford, Ohio, while in the Navy V-12 program. 
Mr. Nebel is now working on his Master's degree. While 
an undergraduate, he was with the Missouri State High
way Department for two summers. This past summer, 
he did design work for the U. S. Army Corps of Engi
neers in the Omaha District. 

Charles H. Sampson, Jr. Arthur C. Murphy Robert E. Nebel 
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SPEAKING or 
This is my first year on The Shamrock so I'm a lit

tle bit behind the eight ball in getting this column started. 
If you bear with me for an issue or two, I will do my 
very best to effect some real improvements. So . . . keep 
reading because you might find your name here. 

If you have any suggestions for improvement or of 
people who are big enough "wheels" to write about, let 
me know. Anybody is eligible to break into print in this 
column. It doesn't matter whether he is a freshman or 
a senior, just so he's an outstanding engineer. 

Ted Verlin 

Ted Verlin, senior in Mechanical Engineering from 
Kansas City, Mo., came to M. U. in the fall of 1946, after 
having served in the Navy C.B.'s for three years. While 
in uniform, Ted did steel construction work in the New 
Guinea area. 

Earlier in his career, he was graduated from East 
High School in Kansas City. In 1941 he went to work 
as a draftsman in the Engineering Department of the 
Butler Manufacturing Company, Kansas City. 

As catcher for Mizzou's baseball team in his sopho
more year, he won his Varsity letter. He does all right 
on the academic side of the scale, too. He is a member 
of Pi Mu Epsilon and Tau Beta Pi and is treasurer of 
Pi Tau Sigma. 

As you might guess, Ted is an active member of 
the Engineers Club and is chairman of A. S. M. E. He · 
has worked on the prize-winning Pi Tau Sigma floats for 
the St. Pat's Celebration. 

Ted thinks that every effort should be made to ac
quaint entering freshmen with the many outside activities 

( Continued on pag,e 24) 
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CBABACTEBS 
By GRANT WILLIAMS, M.E. '52 

Roy Harrington, a full-time wheel on the M. U. 
campus, is a hard-working, likable sort of fellow. He 
spends the majority of his time attending meetings or 
studying for his many Ag Engine courses. 

After spending the first eighteen years of his life on 
his father's Atlanta, Missouri farm, Roy graduated from 
Atlanta High in 1943. That same year he enlisted in the 
U. S. Army Infantry. Before his two years of service 
were over, Roy attained the rank of Sergeant. Still 
marching when he was discharged, he marched off to 

Roy Harrington 

college to get the most out of the G. I. Bill, which means,. 
of course, that he ca~e to the Engine School at Old 
Mizzou. 

If you pin him down, Roy will modestly admit that 
he is one of the two Engineering school representatives 
on the S. G. A. Council; Treasurer of Omicron Delta 
Kappa, Men's Leadership Fraternity; Vice-President of 
Tau Beta Pi; and, naturally enough; a member of the 
Engine Club. 

In the past he has been active in the St. Pat's day 
celebration each year, and he will probably be just as busy 
working on it this year if not busier. At any rate he will 
be in there working as usual. 

For a quiet sort of fellow, Roy really does get around. 
He was Student Vice-Chairman of the Mid-Central Sec
tion of A. S. A. E. at Kansas State and Missouri's 
Student Representative to the National Convention at 
Michigan State. In the past he has been Treasurer and 
President, in that order, of the A. S. A. E. here on cam
pus, but now he has retired to the relatively peaceful 

(Continued on page 24) 
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AMPLIDYNE 
Fig. 1. How a generator works. 

When the armature of a generator rotates, it cuts 
through a magnetic field (arrows), and this causes an 
electric current to flow in the armature windings. In : 
the simplified sketch above, the magnetic field is produced 
by an external source of electricity called excitation. The 
electric power generated in the armature windings is 
picked up by the brushes and passed through conductors 
to the load, illustrated by a motor. The voltage at which 
the electric power is generated (assuming constant speed) 
depends on the strength of the magnetic field; hence, if 
the excitation varies, the output ·of the generator varies 
correspondingly. 

Excitation 

FIG. 1 

Fig. 2. The "Secondary" armature field. 

In this sketch the generator has been further sim-... 
plified to show the rotating armature only. The exciting 
field is indicated by the dotted lines A. The current 
generated, passing through the armature windings and 
out through the brushes tci the load, produces, however, 
another field-an armature field-which is lost in the 
generator and performs no useful work. It is indicated 
by the dotted lines B: 

A , ,___ ' .,. 

-----· 
Excitation j ( ) 

•A 
•' ' .,. 

FIG. 2 

OutpUt 

An electric shovel which strips nearly a million tons 
of earth a month from coal fields-or enough to load a 
70-car freight train in an hour--is speeding coal pro
duction. 

The shovel's 60-ton dipper, as big as a garage, and 
as large as any in the world, can scoop up a freight-car 
load of dirt in 50 seconds time. This speed is augment
ed by the first amplidyne control equipment ever perc 
manently installed on any type of shovel. This equip
ment, together with the power generators and the motors, 
with a combined rating totalling 4250 horsepower, was 
manufactured by General Electric. The complete shovel 
is the product of the Marion Steam Shovel Co. of Ma
rion, Ohio. It is being operated 24 hours a day by the 
Midla_nd Electric Coal Co. near Middlegrove, Ill. 

Approximately 10 per cent of the nation's coal is 
now being supplied by open pit mining, ordinarily re
ferred to as stripping, which is possible when layers of 
soft coal are found from 20 to 60 feet below the earth's 
surface. · The operation is made practical by the use of 
power shovels huge enough to pick up many tons of earth 
in a single bite and deposit this load up to 250 feet away. 
When the ground has been cleared to the coal level, spe
cial power shovels of a smaller type, a picture of which 
can be found on page 6, load onto waiting cars or trucks. 
Stripping is not only much faster than underground min
ing but more thorough-all of the coal in a field may be 
obtained whereas approximately 50 per cent of a field 
must be left in underground mining as support for the 
rock and earth overhead. Largely because one man can 

Fig. S. What happens when excitation is reduced . 

_In the sketch at the left the d-c generator is sup
plied with 100 watts of excitation to produce a main 
field A and to generate an output of 10,000 watts-say 
100 amperes at 100 volts. In the sketch at the right the 
excitation has been reduced to one watt, whereupon the 
magnetic field A decreases in strength and the voltage 
output of the generator drops to almost zero, while arma
ture field B practically disappears. 

Excitation 
100 Watts 

1 D,DOD Watts 
(10D amps, 
1 OD volts) Ex One 

Volt 
' 1 --~ 

~ 

FIG. S 
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ANTICS 
operate a power stripping shovel, the output per man 
is approximately 10 times that in underground mining. 

In connection with the use of the 35-cubic-yard dip
per, large enough to contain a fair-sized moving van, there 
are numerous engineering innovations in the shovel de
sign. The 60-foot dipper stick, which runs from the dip
p~r to the superstructure, or gantry, on top of the cab 
is jointed in the center, this "knee action" permitting 
the handling of additional weight. The dipper stick 
passes through the center of a 100-foot boom which sup
ports and guides cables which raise and lower the dipper. 
At each of the four comers of the cab is a hydraulic jack 
which automatically equalizes the position of the shovel as 
it reaches uneven ground, thus keeping it on a uniform 
level. 

By means of the G-E amplidyne control, one man, 
operating three master switches controls all three mo
tions of the shovel-swinging into position, crowding, or 
moving the dipper into the earth, and hoisting the load 
toward the dumping spot. The control uses only one
hundredth the current of the conventional control. Re
sembling an electric motor or generator, the amplidyne 
generator is, in a sense, similar to radio amplifier tubes. 
Just as certain vacuum tubes, through the control of 
minute amounts of electric power, can control the flow 
of large amounts of power in other electric equipment, 
so the amplidyne generator can amplify, hundreds or 
even thousands of times, the variations in the power 
impressed upon it. 

Heretofore there has been no simple explanation of 
what the amplidyne is or how it works. The graphic 
story on these pages attempts to give the answer. * 

By M. M.MANSHEL, JR., M.E. 'SO 

Fig. 4. Short-circuiting the brushes. 

But, if the generator brushes are short-circuited 
(which can be done safely at such a low-voltage output), 
the full current output of 100 amperes will again flow 
through the armature windings, just as it did when the 
100-watt field was applied and the generator was hooked 
up to its load. Armature field B leaps back to full 
strength, while main field A stays small. 

Excitation 
1 Watt 

FIG. 4 

A -MAIN FIELD 

I -ARMATURE FIELD 

Fig. 5. Using the armature field to generate watts. 

Now, by placing a new set of brushes in the center 
of the strong armature field B, we put that field to work 
as another main field; in other words, it acts as the ex
citation to produce an output of 10,000 watts. (The new 
brushes are shown connected to a load through a com
pensating winding, which, through an important part of 
the circuit, can be disregarded in this simplified expla
nation by all but engineers.) 

Excitation 
100 Watts 

10,000 Watts 

A -MAIN FIELD 

I -ARMATURE FIELD 

FIG. 5 

(Continued on next page) 

Eicltatlon 
100 Watts 

Output 
1 O,OOO Excitation 
Watts 1 Watt 

Output 
10,000 
Watts 

Excitation 
200 Watts 

( *) G. E . Research paper. 
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FIG. 6 

Output 
20,000 Excitation 
Watts 2 Watts 

FIG. 7 

Output 
20,000 
Watts 
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Fig. 6. Conventional generator vs. amplidyne. (Excitation 
can now be small) 

Fig. 7. Conventional generator vs. amplidyne. (Dou
bling power with weak impulses.) 

For example, to double the output of the conven
tional generator in Fig. 6, the excitation would have to 
be increased from 100 to 200 watts (as shown in the 
sketch at the left). The same increase in output can be 
produced from the amplidyne generator (right) by in
creasing its excitation by only a single watt-and a sin
gle watt is a comparatively weak impulse. 

But this new 10,000-watt output is produced by a 
mere one watt of outside excitation. As a result, very 
slight variations in that excitation will produce huge 
variations in generator output. (In thif! and subsequent 
sketches, the generators are shown without anything 
driving them.) 

output Excitation 
10,000 1 Watt 
Watts 

FIG. 8 

Fig. 8. Two conventional generators vs. one amplidyne. 
( One generator instead of two.) 

Thus we have a new kind of generator, in which 
tremendous changes in output can be created instan
taneously by slight variations in excitation. To obtain 
this result with ordinary machines would require two 
machines instead of one, and such a combination would 
respond much slower ·to variations in outside excitation. 
The new machine has great possibilities, for it is often 
desfrable to produce great changes in the operation of a 
power drive quickly and economically-and to have those 
changes governed automatically by changes that occur 
while the work is being performed. 

Output 
10,000 
Watts 

Fig. 9. Weak impulses control power. 
Fig. 10. The amplidyne as an exciter. 

Even very small changes in working conditions can 
almost inv·ariably be "translated" into corresponding 
changes in electric current. It is a simple matter to 
apply these current changes to the field of an ampli
dyne generator supplying power to the motor drive. 

Where great quantities of motor power are needed, 
it is the practice to use the amplidyne generator, not as 
a power supply for the mptor, but as an exciter for a still 
larger_ generator supplying the motor. 

~aJ;HD 
FIG. 9 

AMPLIDYNE CONVENTIONAL LARGE MOTOR 
GENERATOR 

Fig. 11. Governing speed. 

A typical application is to maintain constant speed 
of a motor under varying conditions. If a little "pilot" 
generator is attached to one end of the motor shaft, its 
output will vary as the motor speed varies. These out
put variations, applied to the excitation of the amplidyne, 
cause varying amounts of power to be supplied to the 
motor-just enough to compensate for the cause of the 
speed fluctuations and keep it running at the right rate. 
It all happens so quickly that, to all intents and purposes, 
the motor speed doesn't change at all. 

PILOT GENERA TOR 

FIG. 11 

FIG. 10 

In a parlor a davenport stands. A couple sits there 
holding hands. So far-no farther. 

Alan: "You have the second best pair of lips in · 
tli.e world, dear." 

Now in the parlor a cradle stands. A mother sits 
there wringing hands. Too far-no father. 
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Cutie (indignantly): "And who has the nicest?" 
Alan: ''I'd put mine up against yours any time." 
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RCA scientists develop new direct-reading Loran instrument 
which simplifies problems of navigation. 

7he ho1ning pigeon c;oes io geg Continue your education 
with pay-at RCA 

Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA 
Victor-one of the world's foremost manu
facturers of radio and electronic products 
-offers you opportunity to gain valuable, 
well-rounded training and experience at 
a good salary with opportunities for ad
vancement. Here are only five of the many 
projects which offer unusual promise: 

Now science gives the navigator an im
proved "homing pigeon instinct," a way 
by which~without checking sun or stars 
- he can head his ship directly home. 

Already thoroughly proved, Loran equip
ment has been simplified through RCA re
search and engineering, so that almost any
one can learn to use it in a few minutes. Free 
of human error, readings appear directly on 
the instrument. A quick check gives position. 

Brain of this Loran system is a circuit 
developed at RCA Laboratories which splits 
seconds into millions of parts-and accurately 
measures the difference in the time it talces 
a pair of radio signals to travel from shore 
to ship. 

Given this information, the navigator, hun
dreds of miles from shore, can determine his 
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position quickly and accurately. Loran's sim
plicity adapts it to every type of vessel from 
merchant ship to yacht. Manufactured by 
Radiomarine Corporation of America, a serv
ice of RCA, it is already being installed in 
U. S. Coast Guard rescue ships. 

T_he meaning of RCA research 

RCA's contribution to the development of 
this new direct-reading Loran is another ex
ample of the continued leadership in science 
and engineering which adds value beyond 
price to any product or service of RCA. 

• • • 
The newest advances in television, radio, 

and electronics can be seen in action at RCA 
Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49 St., N. Y. Admis
sion is free. Radio Corporation of America, 
RCA Building, Radio City, N. Y. 20. 

• Development and design of radio re
ceivers ( including broadcast, short wave 
and FM circuits, television, and phono
graph combinations). 

• Advanced development and design of 
AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F 
induction heating, mobile communications 
equipment, relay systems. 

• Design of component parts such as 
coils, loudspeakers, capacitors. 
• Development and design of new re
cording and producing methods. 

• Design of receiving, power, cathode 
ray, gas and photo tubes. 
Write today to National Recruiting Divi
sion, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey. 
Also many opportunities for Mechanical 
and Chemical Engineers and Physicists. 

IIAOIO eORPORAFION d AMIFRleA 

World L..eader in Radio -Rrsl- in 7elension 
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ENGINE CLUB 
By GENE MARQUIS, C.E. '50 

As the first semester of the 1949-50 academic year 
rolls around the Engineers Club begins its forty-seventh 
consecutive year on the M. U. campus. Since the origi
nal festivities in March, 1903, the club has grown from 
a few. seniors to its present status of the second largest 
organization on campus. 

Engine Club activities start with the beginning of 
classes and cease when the last class is dismissed in June. 
There is a heavy schedule of activities in which everyone 
has a swell time and learns about engineering from those 
in the profession. Speakers and movies on various phases 
of engineering, in addition to talks on other subjects, are 
designed to be of interest to the engineer and engineering 
student. 

Don't stop here because there is more to follow and 
you will see that the Engine Club is not all technical. 
It's a socially progressive organization, too. Our fall 
dance, held in November, will provide members with an 
opportunity to meet fellow students and instructors on a 
more equal plane. This event, an informal dance held 
in the Columbia Armory, will be free to all members of 
the Engine Club and their dates. 

Next on the social agenda is the fabulous Christmas 
Party held in the Engineering building. The rooms are 
decorated to give a night club atmosphere. Music is 
piped to rooms set aside for dancing; there are bingo 
games and air-locks for your date's embarrassment and 
your pleasure. The admission for the party is based on 
your date's weight, with a maximum of slightly over 
one dollar. 

Before the Christmas vacation, Dr. Paul Weaver of 
Stephens College honors us with open houses, which are 
attended by a group of hand-picked young ladies from 
the afore-mentioned campus. 

In passing over the highlights of the first semester's 
activities there has been nothing said of the business of 
the club in general or how it is conducted. Meetings are 
scheduled for the first and third Wednesdays of each 
month, with special meetings called if the necessity arises. 
These meetings are held in T-1 or, in the case of queen 
contests, in the University High School Auditorium, and 
begin at 7 :30 p. m. All of those present have the right 
to express their views on the various matters presented 
and they may suggest other issues. 

There are regular reports from the professional so
cieties and committee chairmen. When he deems it nec
essary, the dean gives us a few words of advice. The 
rest of the business is such as might be expected from 
any otgartization and is voted upon by all present with a 
q1ajority ruling. 
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When business has been transacted the program is 
turned over to the program and social chairman of the 
club. The duties of the program chairman ( the vice
president) are to arrange all entertainment and obtain 
speakers. The program is designed to benefit the mem
bers as a whole, and when at all possible it is arranged 
so that there will be alternating educational talks and 
feministic entertainment or class "A" motion pictures. 
The female contribution is made possible by the coopera
tion of the campus sororities and Stephens girls. There 
are smokers after the program, with free cigarettes and 
cokes. 

Saving the best for the last, we come to the most 
important of our social activities-the Saint Pat's cele
brations. On the Sunday at the beginning of St. Pat's 
week all members assemble in front of the main Engineer
ing building. The seniors are inspected to see if they 
are closely shaven and are entered in the beard-growing 
contest. · All present then attend Burrall Class at Ste
phens, as special guests of Dr. Paul Weaver. Each engi
neer is presented a green carnation. 

On Wednesday the club holds its bnly stag meeting, 
better known as the Hamburg show. At 10 o'clock on 
the same evening all gather for the serenading of the halls 
at Christian and Stephens and the sororities. 

Thursday there is the barbecue and beer bust held in 
dry weather at Rollins Spring. Friday put your books 
on the shelf and join in the celebration, for on that day 
there are no classes for any engineering student. On 
this evening at 5 o'clock our patron saint, Saint Patrick, 
appears to honor the outstanding seniors. Starting at 8 
p. m. that day is the all-school dance held in the Armory, 
which incidentally, is the only function during St. Pat's 
week for which a member of the Engine Club has to pay. 

As in any week, Saturday is the big day for every
one, not to mention the laboratory exhibits that have been 
reopened. At 4:30 the green tea is held in the Engineer
ing Library for all alums and seniors, and at 6 a ban
quet for everyone. The charge for this is merely the 
price of the meal. The St. Pat's ball follows at 8. This, 
along with the banquet, is a formal occasion. At the 
beginning of intermission our patron saint arrives and 
crowns the "Queen of Love and Beauty," who reigns over 
the club for the ensuing year. At 12 midnight St. Pat 
leaves his loyal disciples declaring an end to festivities 
for another year. 

"Where did you get that black eye, Silver?" 
"In the war." 
"What war?" 
"The boudoir." 
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* * 

(!(!Is this the same BOEBLIN6 that 

helped you build the 6olden 6ate Bridge P ~~ 

'Well, Ted, that's one way to put it! 
And this sure is the same Roehling. 
Besides making wire and huge 
cables for suspension bridges, 
Roehling weaves wire screens. I've 
seen screens like this in quarries and 
mines all over the country." 

* * * 
The fact is, its Bridge Division is only one 
of Roebling's seven major divisions, each 
producing a distinctive line of wire or wire 
products of wide and essential service 
in industry. Importantly too, at the big 
Roehling plants in and near Trenton, New 
Jersey, developments are made constantly 
that bring new efficiency and economy to 
a vast range of industrial operations. 

OCTOBER, 1949 

WIRE ROPE. Roehling wire rope is 
made in a large range of types to assure 
topflight performance in every application. 
Roehling Preformed "Blue Center" Wire 
Hope is unsurpassed for ease of handling, 
smooth operation and long life. 

ELECTRICAL WIRE-CABLE
MAGNET WIRE. Roehling makes more 
than 60 standard types of electrical wire 
and cable - meets practically every trans
mission, distribution and service require
ment. Roevar Magnet Wire is a leading 
specification for high-speed winding. 

WOVEN WIRE FABRIC. From the 
largest, most rugged Aggregate Screens 
to the most finely woven Filter Cloths, 
there's a full line of Roehling industrial 
screens. Wires made of special steels and 
non-ferrous metals assure longer wear and 
corrosion resistance. 

ROUND-FLAT-SHAPED-~·IRE. 
Roehling high carbon wire is a quality 
product and dependably uniform in gauge, 
grain structure and finish. This, of course, 
means that machine stoppages and rejects 
are cut to a minimum, and production 
costs pulled down. 

* * * Whatever career you are studying for, 
when you get on the job you will find one 
or more types of Roehling products serv
ing there, dependably and at low cost. 
John A. Roeblings Sons Company, Tren
ton 2, New Jersey. 

P.RANCH OFFICES: -Cllanta, 934 Ann Ave. * 
, (••ton, 51 Sleeper St.* Chka•o, 5525 W. Roo1eTelt 
:d . * Cleveland, ·701 St. Clair Ave. , N. E. * Denver, 

i 635 17th St. * Houston, 6216 Navigation Blvd. * Lo• 
Angeles, 216 S. Alameda St. * Neu, Yorle, 19 Rector 
St. * Philadelphia, 12 S. 12th St. * Plllaburo:h, 855 
W. North Ave.* Porlland, Ore., 103% N. W. l .h An. 
*SanFrancl,co,174017th St.* Seattle,900Fir1tAYe.So. 

ROEBLIHG 
A lEN T URf Of CONflD!N(f 
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4round the Columns 
SL/PST/CK SAM, B.S. '99 

. ·~~i\2 
..... _ .... 

, 

Well, fellow slipsticks, it's back to the old grind. 

Irregular hours, sad food, no time for lunch, and few 

women. You didn't hear me say anything about beer, 

did you? It's not the beer around here !hat takes time, 

it's the running after it, that gets you. 

As an intro. to the column, it's probably the correct 

procedure to let you know what we intend to convey, pass 

along, steal, or just throw at you. We figure on throw

ing together a few jokes ( we use the term very loosely) 

and all the dirt we, with your much needed help, can 

scrap~ up about professors, regular students, engineering 

students, and women. If you want to "get even," pile 

some dirt about him, her, or it at our door and we will 

be sure to see that it gets in ye old mag. Well, on with 

this month's excavation. 

Construction enthusiasts, NOTE! Have you seen 

the two new "naked" thrones located in the vicinity of 

the engineering library? It's Sam's thought that these 

jobs look slightly over designed, but possibly the design

ers, were anticipating greater stresses than usual. 

Sam just about had a woman, whoops, in one of 

his classes this semester. Yes, sir, she came into that 

Refrigeration Systems Lecture, checked with Bolstad to 

be sure it was Elementary Math I and then with that 

"Damn, I could have sworn that this was the right 

room" look .on her face merrily went on her way. Well, 

maybe next semester Sam'll have one. 

Just found out what those Humanistic Social studies 

are for. Professor Miller is reported to have said ( the 

first part of this sentence is a necessary precaution against 

libel), "Those Humanistic Social studies are required to 

give you prospective engineers a chance to share your 

Pony ( frosh, this is slang for a crib, draf size poop 

sheet, cuff notes, slide rule sentences, clip board para

graphs, etc.) with a coed. . . . . . 

Famous Last Words, by Bob F----: "I do." 

Who is this Mister Gordan Moore, who · assists the 

Mech. Lab. boys? Looks familiar. Which reminds us 
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of a little poem that Sam is going to dedicate to Mister 

Moore: 
I once had a classmate named Guesser, 

Whose knowledge grew lesser and lesser; 

It grew so small, 
He knew nothing at all . 
And now, heaven forbid, he's a professor. 

(We really didn't mean it, Gordan.) 

ASME, or AMSE as the president says, sure had a 

big turn out for their first meeting. Sam is still wonder

ing how many of the people in that East Lounge were 

ASME'ers, and not just frosh waiting for free informa

tion or guidance from that scholarly looking gentleman, 

Doc. Scorah. There was entertainment by Susies. Need 

more be said. 

Sam finally found out this summer why they have 

hostesses and not conductors on a Constellation. Seems 

that in the Constellation electrical specifications some

where there is a sentence which states, "Ground the 

Conductors." 
,,. Boy: "Who was that lady I saw you out with last 

night?" 
Brown: "I wasn't out, I was just dozing." 

SPECIAL BULLETIN 
STEPHENS COLLEGE 

COLUMBIA, MISSOURI 

Doctor Merle Prunty (FROSH, THIS BOY CAN HANG 

IT ON YOU IF YOU ARE CAUGHT) 

Dear Doc: 
It might be a good thought to check the defenses of 

Steve's Inn, and possibly bar up the windows of "The 

Club 2300." Les "Lochinvar" Owen is no longer steadily 

· employed, and is at this moment on the make. 

Typical Doc Prunty-Student conversation: 

Doc Prunty: "Why are you going with that girl?" 

Innocent Student: "Because I want to." 

Doc Prunty: "Want to what?" 

, Men, you just can't win with this fellow. 

Campus Fashion Notes: 

Have all you cats noted that "real gone" lime col

ored sweater of Doc Scorah's? This job gives him an 

even bolder look than usual 

Another Campus Fashion Note: About the same 

things are being worn in brassieres this season. 

Don Jones, M.E. 19??, is apparently very inter

ested in something real nice that is staying at Christian 

this fall. He was even active along those lines this sum

mer. Farewell, Don. Sam blows foam to another pros

pective engineer who is biting the dust. 

Ag Engineer Charles Powell was caught the other 

day in the E. E. lab, blowing the smoke away from an 

ammeter so he could read it. Seems he thought the 

meter could take a double overload. We quote Powell 

as saying: "They always over-design plows." 

Speaking of E. E. labs, Bill Sanderson, M.E., still 

thinks it is real cruel to use those squirrel cage induc

tion motors. If you think that's sad, we heard that Reese 
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Baker, E.E., is working to produce a wave form similar 
to a chair so that those standing waves on radio anten
naes will get a much needed rest. That's great, Bake, 
carry on. 

Professor Bolstad noted that the radius of curvature 
of "Spark" Rowel's stomach had increased 3 plus centi
meters since June. Seems Spark worked (another loose 
use) for and consumed much of Anheuser Busch this 
summer. 

Heard some one say that it's a great life if you don't 
weaken." Sam thinks it's even greater if you weaken 
a little bit. 

Ask Jeff Baker about this one: 
Housemother: "What do you mean by bringing Pat 

in at this hour of the morning?" 
Baker: "I've also got to make that seven-thirty." 

Police News: 
Warren Brandow was picked up three days ago for 

speeding along West Broadway. He still swears his bi
cycle slipped into overdrive while he wasn't looking. Keep 
your eyes on the road fellow, NO more of that ''RADAR" 
stuff. We found out at the M.E. inspection trip that 
Warren is affectionately known as "RADAR," since he 
can pick up just about anything. Mrs. Brandow, pardon 
us, we were only joking. 

Say, men, if you happen to see Cliff (Passion Plus) 
Hunt, Senior E.E., around, ask him about his love life; 
the BIG affair that is. This boy was very, very busy 
this summer. If you want to hear about his vacation, 
you should have plenty of time. The last time Sam 
heard it, the story lasted for three beers. It might even 
be true. 

THIS MONTH'S PET GRIPE: 
It's really amazing how one group of people (namely 

engine students) can be so consistently broke. Of course 
the fact that everytime you walk in the front door of 
the building, someone's going to do you a special favor 
and make you a member of some organization for a 
slight fee to cover handling, has nothing to do with it. 
First there's the Engineers' Club, and then, to save you 
trouble they start on the rest of the alphabet. 
ASME, AIEE, ASCE, AIChE, ASAE. Of course, we 
are lucky to be able to be affiliated with these organiza
tions, for where else would we be able to gain technical 
lmowlejge of football games, beer busts, girlie shows, 

(Continued on page 22) 

what the 
well
iacketed 
cable is 

• wear1ng 

'17ms smooth outer jacket of 
i7 Okoprene may be good-looking 
but it's chosen for service and not 
style. As its name suggests, Okoprene is a neoprene compound, 
a cable covering pioneered in the Okonite laboratories, developed 
to give electrical wires and cables the combination of properties 
demanded by severe usage. 

Specifically Okoprene resists corrosion, resists oils and acids, is 
non-flammable. It is not only ozone resistant but it does not develop 
static discharge below 5000 volts. It has been proved electrically 
stable and mechanically strong on millions of feet of cable installed 
since 1935. The Okonite Company, Passaic, New Jersey. 

HOMES AND FARMS FOR SALE 

PEAK and DODD 
REALTY CO. 

20 N. Ninth Dial 7869 

Under New Management 

TIGER DELICATESSEN 
Calering Service 

213 So. Ninth Dial 7714 

YOUR SAVITAR PHOTOGRAPHER 

OCTOBER, 1949 

1010 BROADWAY 

COLUMBIA, MO. 
Leon Srni±h, Photographer 
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BULLARNEY 
"Hello, little girl! Want a ride?" 
"No, thanks. I'm walking back from one now." 

Two very cute nurses slipping in late met two in
temes: 

"Shh, we're coming in after hours." 
Two intemes: "That's okay, we're going out after 

ours." 

Her: "For goodness sake use two hands." 
He : "Can't, I gotta drive with one." 

"My son says he doesn't want to get married." 
"Yeah! Just wait until the wrong girl comes along." 

Pat: "My boy friend has a gift for grab." 

Doc. Morman: "Will you men in the back of the 
room please stop exchanging notes?" 

Marquis: "They aren't notes, sir, they·re cards. We're 
playing bridge." 

Doc.: "Oh, I beg your pardon." 

DIAGRAMMATIC CROSS-SECTION 
VIEW OF A 

{vFKfN_ 
Chrome Clad 

Steel Tape 
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This cross section view gives you the "inside story" 
of the most outstanding development in steel tapes in 
years. (1) Hardened steel tape-tough-flexible
kink-resistant. (2) Rust resistant coating. (3) Multiple 
coats of electroplating. (4) Hard, smooth, non-glare 
chrome plating. Will not crack, chip or peel. (5) Jet 
black markings-easy to read in any light-bonded to 
steel base-sunk below chrome surface protecting them 
against wear. 

Ask your distributor for them or write for complete 
details on Lufkin Chrome Clad "Super Hi-Way," 
"Pioneer," and "Michigan" Chain Tapes. 

THE /uFK/N Hv~E Co. 
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN 

• 
PRECISION TOOLS-TAPES-RULES 

C 

EASY TD READ 
MARKINGS 

THAT All£ OU/lABLE -

The girl I left behind me 
I think of night and day 
For if she ever found me 
There'd sure be hell to pay. 

Davis: "I fainted. They brought me to. So I 
fainted again." 

Feber: "Why?" 
Davis: "Well, they brought me two more." 

And then there's the fellow who walked into a bar 
optimistically, ~nd left misty optically. 

Alice: "What's your father's occupation, Bill?" 
Bill : "My father's a cop; but I'm no flop." 
Alice: "My father's a baker; but I'm no Quaker." 
Fred : "Huh, my father's a chauffeur, but I'm no 

loafer." 
Helen: "Er-ah, my father's a surgeon." 

WHO, ME? 
He is not drunk 

Who from the floor 
Can rise again 

And drink some more. 

But drunk is he 
Who prostrate lies 

And can neither 
Drink nor rise. 

Then there's the African who was a social failure 
because he couldn't get ahead. . . 

Pat: "Does it make any difference which side of 
you I sit on." 

Bill: "No, I'm ambidextrous." 

Frosh: "Ouch! I've thrown my knee out of joint." 
Senior: "Aw, don't let that bother you. I've had 

-my whole body thrown out of joints." 

Bus Driver: "Watch your step, Miss!" 
Co-ed: "I don't need to. There's several engineers 

behind me taking care of that." 

Dean: "Know you? Why I knew you when your 
mother was kicked out of college." 

Whatever trouble Adam had, 
No man in days of yore 

Could say, when Adam cracked a joke, 
I've heard that one before. 

THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK 
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s"<tf.&OL OF 85,ooo YEARS Of \{t,10"4\.i~ 

If you had been horn 85,000 years ago and were 
still alive, _think of all you would know about 
what happened on earth. 

And if you had devoted all those years to work
ing with one particular material found on earth 
.. . say aluminum .. . think what you would 
know about that. 

Actually, man has known of aluminum for less 
than 150 years and didn't really start to use it 
commercially until 1888 when Alcoa started pro
ducing it. Yet in Alcoa's employ today is a group 
of men and women who possess a total of 85,000 
years of aluminum working knowledge. 

These people, 2,900 of them, proudly wear this 
button as members of the Alcoa 25-Year Service 
Club. Many have been in the family longer than 
25 years. Their jobs range all the way from mill 
hand to president, from engineer to chairman of 
the hoard. They are a fourth of all the employees 

Alcoa had 25 years ago, pretty good indication 
that it's "a good company to work for". 

But here's the most significant point: Sixty-one 
years ago, when Alcoa started, only five men 
were employed. Today about a million people 
have jobs in the aluminum industry, an industry 
comprised of: companies who produce aluminum 
from ore; companies who smelt aluminum scrap; 
others who make semi-finished aluminum prod
ucts; and hundreds of companies who manufac
ture useful articles in which aluminum plays an 
essential part. 

Today the same pioneering spirit that marked 
the founding of this industry is evident in 
Alcoa's laboratories, mills and foundries. Here 
men are developing new uses, new techniques 
that promise even more for the future of alumi
num. ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA, Gulf 
Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania. 

FIRST IN ALUMINUM 
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THE NE LINEI 

FITTINGS 

NE has everything 
..• in electrical roughing-in materials 
National Electric has a complete line of wires, cable, 
conduit, raceways and fittings for every wiring need. 

Just remember--when you get in a spot where 
you need something good (electrically speaking) but 
fast-the wholesaler who handles National Electric 
products is your safest bet. 

nationa.l Ele~trie 
PROOUCTS ~ORPOAATIOM 

PITTSIUIGH 30. PA. 

CHECK THESE 
IMPROVEMENTS 

V Improved wheel spindle 
and Headstock 

V 6 table speeds from 
7¾" to 100" a minute 

V New "bumping control 

general-purpose 
No. 13 Universal and 
Tool Grinding Machine 
embodies many outstand
ing refinements in design 
and construction for tool
room operations-grind
ing small and medium
sized cylindrical work, 
form grinding, sharpening 
milling cutters, reamers 
and similar tools and mis
cellaneous other types of 
work. knob for table adjustment 

V 4 ehanses of work speed 
V Automatic lubrication 
V Built-in electrical 

· controls 
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For complete specifica
tions and description of the 
New Design No. 13, write 
Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., 
Providence 1, R . I ., U.S.A. 

AROUND THE COLUMNS 

(Continued from page 19) 

and the latest dirty jokes. My only contention is that 
they throw too many good things at us at once. ( Just 
like some profs.) My pocket feels like "Slattery's Hur
ricane" just went through it. Personally speaking, after 
all of these slight, nominal fees are paid, if it cost a 
nickel to go around the world, I couldn't walk across 
Francis Quadrangle. Reflection : Gee, we're lucky to be 
engineering students. Where else could you be broke for 
so long? 

What was that Sam saw slinking through the cam
pus bushes last night??? Was it Frank Buck's brother 
looking for a Tiger? Or was it just a watchman looking 
for his customary couple of Tigers? Better watch out, 
boys, you might step into something or someone. 

Comment made in 7:30 Hydraulics class: 
Prof. Wood: Would the boys in the front of the 

room stop snoring so that those in the back of the room 
may hear the lecture? Yuk, yuk. 

Wonder whether any of you have partaken of any 
of that clear 10c coffee that is sold at once of the more 
infamous beaneries. 

Has anyone seen JT Kimbrell? Obviously the Dean'3 
Secretary hasn't. Sam caught her throwing his mail away 
the other day. Fan mail, no doubt! 

The University student store just confiscated three 
pre-war copies of The Shamrock. They had advertise
ments in them from Detizgen and K&E advertising new 
log log duplex slid rules for seven dollars. No wonder 
those old boys could party so hard. 

Just found out about Griesdieck Bros. new "De-Bit
terizing" process. They just bought shoes, "Patented 
Equipment," for their mash stompers, "Swiss Engineers." 

Milt Manshel is just about as busy these days as 
a one-armed paperhanger with poison-ivy 

I'm all done with coecis, 
They cheat and they lie; 
They prey on us engineers 
To the day that we die. 
They tease and torment us 
And drive us to sin-
Say, look at that blond 
That just breezed in! 

Sam's thought on world affairs : The meek are not 
only inheriting the earth, but in some places, they are 
getting their faces pushed into it. 

We have a feeling that there will undcub~edly ce 
someone who would like to tear this column apart. Come 
on up, jokers, we hurt for help. 

EVER EAT CAFE 
BREAKFAST, SANDWICHES, 

AND PLATE LUNCHES 

THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK 



Did Newton really 

owe it all to 

an apple? Of course not! Even if the "falling apple" myth 
were true, it would have merely been a 

meaningless annoyance to Sir Isaac Newton 
without his extensive background of reading and 

research. But he was able to apply principles 
learned in years of study to an apparently accidental 

phenomenon, and to come up with a whole new theory of 
physical relationships. 

You too will find that your progress in business, practice 
or research will depend on the background of knowledge 

and techniques learned while you are in school. The books you 
use today will never be discarded-they will go with 

you as long as you are active in your chosen field. Of course, 
many of them will bear the McGraw-Hill imprint because 

McGraw-Hill is the world's leading publisher of scientific and 
technical works both for learning and for reference. 

After graduation, with school behind you, you will find 
that constant advances in your field emphasize 

the importance of continual reading· and the value 
of keeping a close check on new products 

resulting from new and improved techniques. 
Keep up by studying both the editorial 

and advertising content of the McGraw-Hill 
magazine devoted to your field. 

Today in school and tomorrow in 
business or practice, you will 

find that your progress depends on 
your up-to-the-minute knowledge 
of your field. And, McGraw-Hill 
will continue to,serve with books 

and magazines designed to provide 
all that is important and current. 

McGraw-Hill Publications 

-------~~I~ HEADQUARTERS F O R TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

330 West 42nd Street, New Yorlr 18, New Yorlr 

OCTOBER, 1949 
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SPEAKING OF CHARACTERS 

(Continued from page 11) 
TED VERLIN 

Engineering School has to offer them. He hopes that 
other upperclassmen feel this responsibility, too. 

After graduation he plans to enter Design or Sales 
Engineering. We know he'll go a long way in his chosen 
field from the success he's made of his Missouri career. 

Ted's last comment was, "Let's have a beer bust!" 

ROY HARRINGTON 

orz e s 
position of mere membership. However, he is still on the 
go. He will be one of five representing Missouri at the 
Tau Beta Pi National Meeting at Purdue University. 

Roy's name can be found on a plaque in the Ag 
Engine Building, which designates him as one of two 
outstanding Ag Engineers for the year 1949. 

broadway at tenth During his summer vacations, he has been working 
on farm equipment for Sears, Roebuck and Company in 
and near Chicago. The first summer Roy worked on their 
experimental farm, the next summer in their Merchandise 
Testing and Development Laboratories, and last summer 
for Dunbar Kapple, Inc., a manufacturer of farm equip
ment. 

Upon graduation next spring, Roy plans to go into 
the farm equipment industry in design and development 
work. We sincerely hope that he is as successful in life 
as he has been here at Missouri U. 

ODE TO A HAPPY CIVIL ENGINEE 

I stood on the bridge at midnight, 
A simple Pratt-truss span, 
And my fingers were held fixed-ended 
In the clasp of my love-dear Ann. 

And I sighed as I there surveyed her, 
My love so passing fair. 
While a sportive wind loan sudden 
Caused tensile strength in her hair. 

"Ann, wilt thou walk beside me 
Along Life's hard-surfaced road?" 
On my ribs' spiral reinforcement 
My heart set up an impact load. 

"Oh, Ann, beam thou upon my life; 
I pray thee do not dim it." 
And .my joy, when she softly whispered 

"Yes" 
Exceeded the elastic limit. 

KEUFFEl & ESSER CO. 

ODE TO A STEPHENS SUSIE 

I'm just a modest little girl, 
I don't smoke or drink, 

EST. 1867 

NEW YORK • HOBOKEN, N. J. 
CHICAGO • ST. LOUIS • MONTREAL 

Or dare to sit at night 
Upon the river"s brink 

DETROIT • SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES So my parents think. 

THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK 
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Year by year, month by month, oil industry chemists find new, 
fascinating possibilities in the hydrocarbon molecules that make 
up petroleum. They have learned many ways to convert them into 
new and more valuable molecules. 

One result of this experimentation has been a flexibility that 
permits stepped-up output of whichever petroleum products are 
most urgently required. When the primary need was for vast quan
tities of aviation gasoline to help win the war, research showed how 
it could be produced. In a peace-time summer, the great demand 
is for an ocean of automobile gasoline; in winter, less gasoline and 
more fuel oil are needed. Research tells the industry how to make 

petroleum serve the public more efficiently. 
Standard Oil is a leader in petroleum research. Many remark

able developments have come from our laboratories; many more ..., 
are sure to come, in the future, if we continue to aftract good men, 
furnish them with the most modern equipment, and provide an 
intellectual climate in which they can do their best work. 

We are continuing. 

Standard Oil Company 
(INDIANA) 

910 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

• 

OCTOBER, 1949 

• 

• 
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ABOUT FACES 

(Continued from page 10) 

School in 1914. He received a Bachelor of Science de
gree in Mechanical Engineering from the University of 
Colorado in 1918 and a Master of Science in Mechanical 
Engineering at the University of Illinois in 1923. He 
was made a licensed engineer by the Iowa State Board 
of Engineer Examiners in 1931. 

He joined the mechanical engineering staff at the 
University of Illinois as assistant professor in 1922, and 
upon leaving there in 1927 became associate professor of 
mechanical engineering at Stanford Univerity, where he 
remained until 1929. Since that year he has been pro
fessor and head of the Mechanical Engineering Depart
ment at the University of Iowa. 

Professor Croft entered the field of engineering in 
1919, when he became assistant to the chief engineer of 
Swift and Company in Denver. The next year he was 
design engineer for the Stearns-Rogers Manufacturing 
Company, Denver, and in 1921 he was assistant to Dur
bia Van Law, consulting power plant engineer, Denver. 

During . two of the . summers he was at Illinois, he 
worked on special projects. In 1925, he did experimental 
work for the Hudson River Tunnel Commission and the 
following summer he made preliminary designs for the 
"Civic Center" Power Plant for the city of St. Louis. 

Professor Croft served in World War I as a pri
vate in the Air Service and was commissioned Lieutenant 
Commander in the U. S. Naval Reserve in 1936. 

Professor Croft became a member of the Society for 
Promoting Engineering Education in 1930 and a member 
of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers in 
1932. In 1936 he became a µiember of the National 
Committee on Professional Education, and in 1944 he 
wa3 consultant for the American Council on Education. 
Professor Croft was also elected to membership in the 
following honorary and professional societies : Tau Beta 
Pi, 1918; Sigma Xi, 1929; honorary member, Pi Tau 
Sigma, 1926; .and Theta Tau, 1935. 

The author of "Thermodynamics, Fluid Flow and 
Heat Transmission," he has also contributed numerous 
articles to mechanical journals. 

Those of us who have already met Professor Croft 
feel sure that the Dean's chair is filled by a man who 
has shown through past accomplishments that he is ca
pable of carrying on the fine work and traditions of th~ 
University of Missouri College. of Engineering. 
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Russell Stover's Candy 
Sold 

Exclusively in Columbia 

by 

PECK'S DRUG 

"The Tiger Can't Be Beat" 

TIGER LAUNDRY & 
DRY CLEANING co._ 

1101 Broadway 

KEEN 
PAINT 

GLASS 

KITCHENWARE 

TOOLS 

FENCE 

SPORTING Goons 

Dial 4155 
Columbia, Mo. 

KUTT ER 
ELECTRICAL AP-PLIANCES 

CUTLERY 

RANGES 

FUEL HEATERS 

BUILDER'S HARDWARE 

ROOF SUPPLIES 

We Sell the Famous and Dependable Products 

BA.TS HARDWARE CO. 
808 Broadway Dial 4710 

Welcome 

Engineers! 

'YOU RECEIVE MORE 

AT 'YOUR 

UNIVERSITY 
8001( STORE 

Basemen± Jesse Hall 

THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK 



BUILD the basic machines . 

of an industrial world! 
by CARL MALMBERG 

Superintendent, Tank and Plate Shop 
ALLIS-CHALMERS MANUFACTURING CO. 

WEST ALLIS WORKS 

(Graduate Training Course-1930) 

PRODUCTION METHODS have become a 
good deal more technical and compli

cated in the last few years. There is a big 
difference between the way we do things 

now and the way we 
did them when I left 
the Allis-Chalmers 
Graduate Training 
Course to work in the 
machine shop in 1930. 
That is why there are 
more and more op
p ortu ni ties in the 
manufacturing end 
of the business for 

CARL MALMBERG young engineers who 
get a thrill from watching a project grow 
from a roll of blueprints to a big electric 
power installation or machinerv for a 
giant processing plant. 

Close Coordination 

In my section of the shop we specialize in 
fabricating machines and parts from sheet 
and plate steel. We work closely with the 
design engineers to develop the most eco
nomical way of producing their designs 
and we do much designing on our own. 
We work closely with every other manu
facturing department, because more and 
more Allis-Chalmers products are being 
designed to replace cast members with 
welded members, and in my work we do 

Welding stator yoke on 38,889 kva 
hydraulic turbine-driven generator. 

OCTOBER, 1949 

Machining speed ring for a 55,000 hp turbine on a 40' boring mill, one of 
the largest in the country. Many A-C machines and methods are unique 
because of the tremendous size of work pieces and wide variety of operations 
required in building the world's greatest range of industrial equipment. 

the welding for the whole plant. 

One recent interesting project was the 
fabrication of stainless steel buckets for 
impulse-type hydraulic turbines to replace 
the old cast-type buckets. Working with 
design engineers and hydraulic engineers, 
our tank and plate specialists developed a 
design and method of manufacturing that 
produced buckets with several times the 
life of the old type. 

Opportunities Everywhere 

New developments in every department 
mean almost endless opportunities for 
young engineers. Right now, the erection 
shop is building a big crusher for process-

. ing taconite in the Mesabi range, and we 
are supplying most of the other ore proc
essing equipment for this gigantic plant, 
too. At our Norwood plant, engineers 
have completely rebuilt the production 
system on motors and small pumps for 
greater efficiency and lower costs. 

In fact, here at Allis-Chalmers there are 
big opportunities for young engineers in 
all phases of engineering work-design, 
research and development, manufactur
ing, sales and erection-in nearly any in
dustry you can name. For Allis-Chalmers 
builds primary equipment for electric 
power ..• mining and ore processing ... 
pulp and wood products ... flour mill
ing • . . steel • . • agriculture . . . public 
works ..• for every basic industry. 

The thing that influenced me most when 
I left the University of Illinois to join 
Allis-Chalmers, was the tremendous 
breadth of opportunity. Some of my 
friends from that GTC class of 1930 are 
sales engineers now, some are design en
gineers, some have traveled around the 
world with erection crews. I chose manu
facturing because I like to see things take 
shape before my eyes. I tried a good many 
things before I made my choice and my 
choice has been good. 

Write for details of the Allis-Chalmers Graduate Training Course-requirements, 
salary, advantages. Representatives may visit your school. Watch for date. 

Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee I, Wisconsin 

ALLI 5-C HALME RS 
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Problem: 
Clothes: Dirly 

Time: Very Lillie 

Money: Dillo 

Question: Where? 

Answer: 

Free Pick-Up and Delivery 

DORN-CLONEY 
Laundry ... Cleaning 

107 South Eighth Dial 3114 

OF COURSE! 

BLACK & VEATCH 
Consulting Engineers 

E. B. Black N. T. Veatch 

A. P. Learned R. E. Lawrence 

J. F. Brown F. M. Veatch 

Ed Wilkes, Jr. C. I. Dodd 

E. L. Filby W. L. Patterson 

A. V. Ferry 

4 706 Broadway - - - Kansas City 2, Mo. 

PENNEY'S 
For Your Complete
College Wardrobe 

e SHOES 

e SLACKS 

e SPORT COATS 

e TOP COATS 

e DRESS SHIRTS 

Shop PENNEY'S 
••• and SAVE! 

708-10 Broadway 

Rental Service 

Electric Floor Polishers 

-•-
All Types of Floor Wax 

704 Broadway 

IOTTLID UHDII AUJHOIITY OP lHI CO(A. (OLA COMPANY IY 

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMP ANY OF COLUMBIA, MO. 

THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK 
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Because photography is accurate 
to the last detail 

The magic of photography turns hours of costly drafting room 
time into a minute-quick iob of utmost accuracy. 

Correcting an engineering drawing
or restoring a dimmed one-used to 
take long, tiresome hours. But not 
today. For photography with its abil
ity to record detail in a flick of time 
has been put to work, and the most 
intricate drawing is copied accu
rately, inexpensively, and with last
ing quality. 

Using the new Kodagraph Auto
positive Paper, you can get sharp 
positive prints directly from originals 
of every type, even from worn or 
weak tracings-get them with regu
lar blueprint or direct process equip
ment- in ordinary room light, without 
negatives. 

Using the new Koda graph Contact 
Paper (with conventional photo-copy
ing equipment and negative step) you 
can produce sharp, clear, legible pho-

tographic prints of letters, specifica
tion sheets, forms, drawings. 

Using the new Kodagraph Projec
tion Papers, you can enlarge small
scale negatives of drawings and docu
ments to original size or larger .. . get 
high contrast reproductions. 

With Kodagraph or Recordak 
Micro-File Equipment, you can re
produce the most detailed drawings, 
charts, etc. - "de-bulk" them 98% ... 
and protect your valuable originals. 

This same ability to reproduce de
tail exactly, completely, lastingly . .. 
even to improve its quality . . . gives 
photography a multitude of uses in 
your plant. It can help make your 
designs faster, your production meth
ods smoother, and get your-product 
to the dealer's sooner. 

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester 4, N. Y. 

Advancing industrial technics-Functional Photography 

/ 

\ 

I 
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FIELD STUDIES of lightning 
by General Electric use the 
Empire State Building as a 
laboratory. Knowledge gained 
from these and from ... 

LABORATORY BOLTS-the 
most powerful ever producea 
- aid G-E engineers in develop
ing better and lower-cost pro
tective equipment. 

G-E LIGHTNING LABORA
TORY-world's largest- is 
new center for continuing 
ligh tning research. 

'Tamed' lightning helps to write its brother's story ... 
T IGHTNING-when you consider it in terms of 

L microseconds-is not nearly so impetuous as 

summer storms might indicate. Before loosing its 

charge, for instance, it sends down advance "stream

ers" to plot out the easiest path and makes sure that 

the earth sends up other streamers to meet it. In its 

downward course it may hesitate forty times and more 

before deciding on its next step ... 

Some strokes are extremely slow, building up and 

releasing their charges in a tenth of a second rather 

than the usual millionth. They produce no thunder ... 

More than 95% of our lightning comes from nega

tively charged clouds ... 

Facts like these are part of the working knowledge 

of the engineers in General Electric's High Voltage 

Engineering Laboratory in Pittsfield, Mass. It's their 

job to develop lower-cost equipment that will better 

withstand lightning and that will better protect elec

tric service against it. 

To aid these specialists, General Electric recently 

equipped them with a new laboratory, the world's 

largest lightning center. O ne of the main tools: the 

most powerful man-made lightning ever produced, 

rivalling the force of natural bolts, adding further to 

our knowledge of this "weap on of the gods." 

By emphasizing research and creative thinking, by 

encouraging fertile minds to follow their own imagi

native bent, and by implementing their work with the 

best available facilities, General Electric remains "a 

place where interesting things are happening," and 

stays in the forefront of scientific and engineering 

development. 

r:J= =/d ~ emy~ m_ 

GEN ERAL . ELECTRIC 





Waal lo make a river run uphill ? 

EVERY DAY, America's engineers 
are per-forming miracles with 

water ... creating vast, crystal lakes 
where valleys were before •.. trans
porting entire rivers across moun
tains in steel pipe. But there's still 
a big job to be done. For 108 million 
Americans still lack adequate water 
supplies, and 17 million acres could 
be made into fertile farms with proper 
irrigation. 

The jobs at hand and the jobs 
ahead will require steel in tremen-

Steel pipe ready for Installation at Grand Coulee Dam, Washington 

dous quantities ... for pipe of large 
diameter and small ... to reinforce 
massive concrete dams ... for bridges 
that carry pipe across broad streams 
••. for cables that suspend it across 
yawning chasms. 

It ad<ls up to a tremendous task 
for America's steelmakers. And it's 
only one of steel's many tasks that 
will utilize the services of thousands 
of trained men, for steelmaking to
day is a precision operation. Chemi
cal and metallurgical laboratories 

have assumed an importance equal 
to that of roaring blast furnaces and 
open hearths. 

Preparing men for key positions 
in the great steel industry is big 
business at United States Steel. To
day U.S. Steel has more people in 
training than all but a few of Amer-. ' . . . 1ca s greatest umvers1t1es. 

Helping to build a better America, 
the number one job at United States 
Steel, offers careers with a real future 
to men who can qualify. 

AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY· AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY· CARNEGIE·ILLINOIS STEEL CORPORATION· COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY 
H. C. FRICK COKE ANO ASSOCIATED COMPANIES • GENEVA STEEL COMPANY • GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING COMPANY 
MICHIGAN LIMESTONE & CHEMICAL COMPANY· NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY· OIL WELL SUPPLY COMPANY· OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY 
PITTSBURGH LIMESTONE CORPORATION • PITTSBURGH STEAMSHIP COMPANY • TENNESSEE COAL, IRON & RAILROAD COMPANY 
UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY COMPANY 

UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY • VIRGINIA BRIDGE COMPANY 

UNITED STATES STEEL 
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Vital 
Ingredient 
of a Name 

What - is vision? An inspired 

revelation? Or ••. the faculty or 

sense of sight? 

Pick . your own definition. 

They're both important in your 

future. With W estinghouse,e they 

are both important, too. 

Even before the time George 

Westinghouse dramatically 

proved the superiority of a-c 

power distribution, climaxed by 

his daring demonstration at the 

Columbian Exposition in 1893, 

the vision (inspired revelation) 

of Westinghouse had been re-

G-10072 

NOVEMBER, 1949 

peatedly demonstrated. It's a 

vision that's burned brightly 

through the years. 

In this bold challenge to status 

quo, Westinghouse staked his 

name and future on a conviction 

that better, cheaper power could be 

delivered with alternating current. 

The same spirit of enterprise 

by the Westinghouse organiza

tion has repeatedly broadened the 

usefulness and diverse applica

tion of electric lighting. 

For example, the quartz tube 

filled with Krypton with a bril-

liance nine times greater than the 

sun; the bacteria-killing Steri

lamp; fluorescent and mercury

vapor sun lamps; talking lamps; 

heat lamps; lamps to produce 

black light • • . and on and on 

through the 10,000 different types 

and sizes ••• plus a multitude of . 

electronic tubes with equally 

versatile and vital applications.' 

Yes, vision is essential in win

ning a name but it is doubly im

portant in protecting it, especially 

a name whose reputation is staked 

on the commitment ... 

you CAN se SURE •• rF rrs \\estinghouse 
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yarn 
from 
corncobs! 

A DU PONT PROCESS CONVERTS 
FURFURAL INTO A CHEMICAL 

FOR MAKING NYLON 

One of the fascinating things about 
nylon is the unlikely sounding raw 
materials that go into it. Popu
larly, nylon is said to be made from 
coal, air and water. This is because 
originally, in developing its chemi
cal intermediates, chemists used ben
zene (from coal), ammonia (from air 
and water), and oxygen (from air). 

But Du Pont is always looking for 
new ways of doing things. After the 
discovery of nylon in 1934, research 
men immediately began looking for 
alternative ways of making the two 
main intermediates-adipic acid and 
hexamethylenediamine. In 1935, 
when nylon was still in the labora
tory stage and three years before its 
commercial debut, they started work 
on the possibility of using furfural 
in the process. 

A. G. Sveinbjornsson, Ph.D ., Organic Chem
istry , University of Kansas, 1948, and H . B. 
Copelin, M. S ., Organic Chemistry, Cornell, 
1941, study ing new furfural derivatives. 
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Furfuralhas been used in the chem
icti.l industry for .25 years, but it is 
little known to the layman. A tan
colored liquid with a faint bitter
almond odor, it is made from a wide 
variety of agricultural by-products. 
Among these are corncobs and hulls 
of cottonseed, oats, rice-all available 
in practically unlimited quantities 
from America's farms. 

C.R. Dewey, B . S . Chem. , N iagara Univer
sity , 1941, and J . M . Estes, B.S. Ch .E., Uni
versity of Missouri, 1937, engaged in produc
t ion of adiponitrile at the Du Pont Electro
chemicals plant in Niagara Falls, N ew York . 

14 Years of Research 
and Development 

It seems a far cry from corncobs to 
nylon, and it was. The development 
from the first small-scale laboratory 
experiments to the present full-scale 
plant cost 14 years of time and about 
five million dollars. But it enabled 
chemists to produce large quantities 
of adiponitrile, the compound from 
which hexamethylenediamine is 
made, by an economical process 
which uses natural materials that 
are in continuous supply. 

In the new process, furfural is con
verted by a series of steps to 1,4-di
chlorobutane. The next step explains 
in part why Du Pont undertook the 
project in the first place. As pro
ducers of cyanides, they had sodium 

Scale model of a part of the Du Pont adiponi
trile plant at Niagara Falls. H ere furfural , an 
agricultural by-product, is converted into a 
chemical intermediate for making nylon. 

cyanide available for converting the 
1,4-dichlorobutane · into adiponitrile. 

The final product, hexamethylene
diamine, is then reacted with adipic 
acid to make nylon "salt." Still more 
processing and the salt becomes yarn, 
and the nylon flake used by the 
plastics industry. 

Opportunities at Du Pont 
In many scientific fields 

This is an excellent example of the 
interesting work in industrial organic 
chemistry carried on at Du Pont. It 
required the technical knowledge and 
skill of highly trained research and 
development men, including organic 
and physical chemists; chemical, me
chanical, civil and electrical engi
neers, and others. 

Only a large company with ample 
resources in men and money could 
afford to engage in research of such 
magnitude. To the young college 
graduate, Du Pont offers the broad
est of opportunities in many scientific 
fields, along with the advantages of 
working directly with a small group 
of associates. 

Keynote of Du Pont personnel 
policy is promotion from within on 
a competitive merit basis. A con
scientious effort is made not only 
to choose college-trained people of 
promise, but to develop each indi
vidual as rapidly as possible. 

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 

• .. THROUGH CHEMISTRY 

Entertaining, informati.,,e - Listen to "Cavalcade of 

America" Tuesday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast 

THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK 



THIS IS HARRY WORKHOVEN (arrow), at the time he retired 
from Standard Oil. His sons - a dentist and a radio an-

nouncer-are on either side of him. The others at the table 
are two Standard Oil employees and one retired employee. 

A good place to stay 
is a good place to start 

Mr. Workhoven worked 41 years 
for Standard Oil-a long time, but 
in this company, not an unusually 
long time. Each month, dozens 
among Standard Oil's 48,000 em
ployees receive 20-, 30-, or 40-year 
service pins. The men and women 
who wear them have reason to know 
that Standard Oil is a good place 
to work. 

Among the things that make it 
so is Standard Oil's employee bene
fit program, one of the finest and 
broadest in any industry. This pro
gram includes group hospital and 
surgical operation insurance, cov
ering employees and members of 
their immediate families. It in-

eludes sickness and disability bene
fits, group life insurance and vaca
tions. Our employee retirement 
plan sends monthly checks to re
tired Standard Oilers. 

Peace of mind and pride of ac
complishment are the common 
properties of Standard Oil employ
ees. That is why so many-of them 
stay with us th:ough the years. 
Their long service is an endorse
ment of Standard Oil, for in this 
country an employee is free to 
choose his employer. 

A company that is chosen by 
many people as a good place to-stay 
is also a good place to star_t. 

Standard Oil Company 
(INDIANA) 
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ABOUND TBE COLUMNS 

·· ·t~z 
....... , .. 

, 

Thanks and more thanks for the great bunch of 
"piloting" you all pulled off this past month. (That's 
what you do when you pick up some dirt somewhere and 
pile it on my desk.) Oh, yes, the pilots all agree that 
Sam should stick the following message in his column: 

"If there is any resemblance between the people 
named in this column and any living persons, they're 
better off dead." 

The following ambiguities ( Sam is taking Logic) are 
dedicated to the program, "Professors are Funny." 

Doc says: "When you get out into the cold, cruel 
world, the word efficiency will mean what you get-di
vided by what you pay." With quick et dirty (Q. E . D.) 
calculation, Sam comes to the conclusion that his girl is 
running about 83% efficient at the moment. Frosh, 83% 
is real sad efficiency. Properly designed preheaters and 
economizers should improve this some. An increase in 
the total fuel energy consumed would definitely improve 
efficiency. It is granted that fuel is extremely high, but 
it can also be shown that efficiency increases approxi
mately as the square of the fuel ( Frosh, consume twice 
as much fuel and efficiency goes up four times.) But 
watch out because at about twice the average consumption 
the efficiency vs. fuel curve crosses the super-saturation 
line and becomes a dashed line. Real operators, Les Owen 
for instance, can sometimes reach 113%. Of course, it 
should be noted that Les is a real great man at super
heating and we all know that superheating is a definite 
requirement for maximum efficiency. Enough of power 
plants . . . on with the shoveling. 

Overheard in Evans' C. E. 101 Lecture: 
"When the room settles down, I will begin my lec

ture." Mr. Evans note: Why not try a bromo? 

It seems that Mr. Eastman Smith came firing into 
class, and said: "Spring is here!!" (Sam will admit it was 
raining big drops) put on his glasses and then with much 
emphasis said, "What the hell pair of glasses do I have 
here?" E. Smith had brought the wrong pair of glasses 
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to class. It was disclosed that E. Smith has five pairs 
of glasses; one for blue print reading, ( 4 ft. focal length) ; 
1 for classroom, ( 25 ft. focal length) ; 1 for reading, ( 1.5 
ft. focal length); 1 for general outside work; and one that 
he was foxed into buying. Frosh, you haven't seen' any
thing until you've seen E. Smith change glasses three 
times with one sweep of his head. He looks at his text, 
switches glasses; then the blackboard, switches glasses; 
then the class; switches glasses. 

"Do you still like short skirts?" 
"Naw, they get lipstick on me shoit when I dance 

wit em." 

As Sam was saying, "It was in • Bolstads thermo
goshdamics class that the following one-sided discussion 
was heard: "Now, if there is any question regarding the 
grades on your quizzes, turn your papers back to me and 
I'll regrade them. Don't be afraid to speak up, I've re
graded papers before, and both boys were happy." Sam's 
note, ( happy to have any grade at all.) 

Fool proof method for determining a B. M. 0. C. If 
you see a fellow coming down the hall and he is listing 
about 30 degrees to his right, you are gazing upon a 
wheel, hub, or at least a spoke. It's those darn keys. 
Why, there's enough pot metal on some wheel's key chains 
to sink a battleship. Take Mathieson· for instance, his 
keys weigh approximately 3.1 lbs. You'll never catch 
Sam wearing a set of keys, namely, since he isn't smart 
enough to own a set and he doesn't have the hips to hold 
up a set. Sam has worn suspenders and borrowed a set 
of keys, when he was first trying to operate, but it takes 
more than suspenders and keys to get 113% efficiency 
out of some women. 

\ra/ 
-~(_ 

-
------ - -------- --- ~00~~~-...... --

~ 

By the way, it may interest you jokers to know that 
the Shamrock Staff is much better this year than last. 
Before you open your big mouths let me tell you that 
it isn't due to us prospective engineers but to the addition 
of seven women to the staff, seven that is. Note: You 
can get on the staff if you see Milt Manshel. 

THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK 



That is all you get to know about them this month. 
Sam isn't going to tell you a thing until he has found 
out himself, that is strange, isn't it. Passing thought, 
they say familiarity breeds attempt. 

The "Erin Go Braugh" boys really turned out "Tiger 
Night" to hear Lana Turner's ex husband's band. Sam 
still can't see what Artie has that Sam doesn't have. May
be it's some hidden secret that Sam isn't supposed to 
see, or it might be that long clarinet. That thing might 

tickle some women 

Man, there is just all kinds of society news this 
month. At the luncheon honoring the chairman of the 
National Society of Mechanical Engineers, Sam just hap
pened to overhear a conversation between Paul Ogden 
and a waiter that went something like this: 

Waiter: "How did you find the ham, sir?" 
P. 0. : "Oh, it was quite an accident, I moved a 

piece of potato, and there it was." 

You might not believe it, but a lot of engineers 
can be found fiddling around with misses in their motors. 
I say, fellow engineers, are you there? 

You know, Sam wouldn't mind going to Hell, if he 
was sure that he was going to have as much fun there 
as he is going to have getting there. 

"Man!! That was some blonde with you over in 
Jeff. last night! Where did you find her?" 

"Dunno. I just opened my billfold in front of the 
'Brass Rail,' and there she was." 

What's this we see on the Engine Club bulletin 
board initialed C. R. K.? ( C. R. K. could stand for 
Clyde "Racy" Kenneth). The writer listed the at
tendance at the last Club meeting by classes and depart
ments, and then down at the bottom, we found the follow-
ing notation: 

Instructor's 
Wives 
Dates 

1 Paul Ogden 
1 Mrs. J. Finney 
1 She belongs to Ed Dahler 

After getting the illustrious ( who you think George 
Baker uses for a model when he draws Sad Sack?) and 
notorious ( the local loan sharks call him by his first 
name) Business Manager of this sheet into one of the 
three dark corners of the Shamrock Office and giving 
him the works, Sam finds that she doesn't belong to him 

yet, but that Ed did get engaged to her during the summer. 
Congratulations Ed. ALL PROSPECTIVE ENGINEERS 
NOTE: Ed Dahler kindly requests you to clear the name 
Travella Peavler from your little black books. 

What's this about Francis just about leaving his 
dead clunker overnight in the parking lot? (Frosh, in 
this case the word clunker refers to a Dodge automobile ). 
Francis's main trouble was that he needed two tools to 
fix the clunk, but he had only one. His sole tool is 
about 12 feet long with hooks on both ends. Looks some
thing like a tow cable. The tool he needed was another 
car on which he could hook his one and only tool. Jack 
Kimbrell was right there offering advice. Sam still won
ders if Kimbrell could have fired off the clunk if it 
had been a Stanley Steamer? 
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Sam's open letter to Kimbrell and Francis: (Jimmy 
Fidler, pardon me ) . 

Dear Sirs: 

Referring to your recent automotive trouble, it would 
probably be worth your time and effort to take a certain 
course offered in Agricultural Engineering. Mac Jones's 
course in "Farm Power and Machinery" would teach 
you how to fire off practically any type of engine. Sam 
has even heard of them using buttermilk as fuel to fire 
up a diesel. ( Or was it Bolstad who was throwing that 
story around?) Just think, gentlemen, after taking this 
course, you wouldn't have to worry about being caught 
0:1 the Hinkson with a dead engine during a flash flood. 
You could just pull an Ag Engineer's "Firing Off" stunt 
by acquiring fuel from the Stable and tapping in to the 
REA high line. Yours for more gals per mile. 

Sad Sam the Slipstick Man. 

That was quite a flood we had about the middle of 
October. Someone said that the maximum water rise 
point was about two feet over the Stable's ballad box. 
Now we know why that music is so squishy. The flood 
did improve school attendance somewhat, since it floated 
off two C. E.'s who have been camped under the third 

table since school started. 

What are all the wild rumors floating around about 
Clyde Kennett and "Peachie"? ( that's all the name in
formation Clyde is giving out). If Sam recalls right, 

Clyde used to say he wouldn't take that gal to a beetle 
wrestle if his own beetle was wrestling. Since then he 

had a blind date wit~ her, and now leaves the beetle at 
home, and they go wrestling together. Have you noted 
how beat "Racey" looks lately? Well, "Peachie" lives in 
Jeff. and Clyde just doesn't have time to do much sleep
ing during the weak ends. Can't blame him though, 
heck, you can always sleep when you are old and gray, 

and forty-five. 

The "Student" has put out the hot poop that they 

are going to advertise bids for the student union in about 
four months. With the kind of publicity that the Uni
versity Publicity Department puts out ( the new seven foot 
beds made the Peoria, Illinois, editorial page) Sam is ex
pecting a twenty-one gun salute every hour during the 
day before excavation starts, and an atomic bomb to move 
the first bunch of dirt. At the rate they are pushing 
the project, shovels will probably be obsolete by the time 
they actually get started. 

(Continued on prige 19 ) 
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Indio lndustrolizes 

Papanasan Hydro-Thermal Electric Project 

It is a little over two years since India won its 
independence, but a great deal of change has taken place 
in this short time. The change, in the form of an ad
vancement, is especially noticeable in the field of en
gineering industries and scientific development. Starting 
almost from scratch, Indian industry has progressed con
siderably, although this is but a foundation stone to a 
vast program of a country's industrialization. This ar
ticle is an outline of the important industries and the 
progress made. 

India came to the western world through Kipling's 
pen and hence, long has been thought of as a land of 
mystery and snake charmers. Strange as it might seem 
to some, I have not yet been confronted with any tigers 
on the streets and am just as curious as any one of you 
to see the famous "Rope Trick." I have seen elephants, 
but they have either been at the zoo or doing heavy labor, 

· such as lifting teak wood. They can be proud for no 
machine has yet been invented to do that job as cheaply. 

After British rule ended on August 15, 1947, India 
took her place among the progressive nations of the 
world. She has contributed a great deal toward world 
peace and has given the world something and nothing
the conception of the Zero was brought to light by Indian 
mathematicians. She is advancing in every sphere of life 
and is overcoming many of her problems. 

The effect of partition into India and Pakistan on 
the distribution of the mineral resources is interesting. 
Among the most important products mined in India's 
rich and extensive deposits are coal, iron, gold, diamonds, 
mica, manganese, beryl, gypsum, stearite, monazite, ilman
ite and bauxite. Over 90% of the manganese ore is export
ed and mica is wholly taken up by foreign countries. In
dia maintains her position substantially unaffected, ex
cept in the case of sulfur, chromite, and petroleum. Pakis
tan gets all the resources of sulfur, 81 % of the production 
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of chromite, 20% of petroleum and a mere 4% of coal. 

India is mainly an agricultural country. For the 
achievement of local self-sufficiency with regard to con
sumer goods, cottage and small scale industries have a 
very important part in the national economy. There is 
a great scope for individual and village enterprise and 
manufacturing of handloom cloth, pottery, woven goods, 
rugs, wood and ivory carvings _ are some of the thriving 
cottage industries. 

- Today, India is irrigating some 70 million acres of 
land which is equal to the combined irrigated areas in 
all other countries of the world put together. In spite 
of the immense water resources and their strategic · lo
cations, very little has been done in the past to d_evelop 
this source of potential energy. Among big schemes under 
actual construction or investigation are the Damodar 
Valley Project, the Hirakud Project, the Kosi Dam Pro
jects in Eastern India and the Bhakra Dam Project in 
Northern India. It is estimated that these projects will 
produce ten million kilowatts of electrical energy to be 
used in numerous industrial plants and will irrigate ten 
million acres of land. Some of the projects, like TV A, 
are multi-purpose schemes which aim at the best utiliza
tion of river water for the purpose of controlling devas
tating floods, irrigation, power generation, navigation fa
cilities, and fish culture. 

The Damodar Valley Project, modeled after TVA, 
envisages the construction of seven dams, a low diversion 
dam and a barrage. The barrage will divert the reg
ulated flow into irrigation canals generally located in the 
lower valley. In addition to the total storage capacity 
of 4 700 000 acre-feet there also is available an uncon
troll~d ~torage capacity, useful only for flood control 
purposes of approximately 500,000 acre-feet. Storage 
reservoirs which can be refilled annually release water 
for a maximum period of 40 weeks, whereas holdover 
storage reservoirs will be of · sufficient capacity to release 
water during two dry seasons and one monsoon season, 
or a period of 90 weeks. On the upper Damodar River, 
in addition to the reservoirs selected for the regulation of 
stream flow, there is a possibility of developing a sub
stantial head for power purposes alone by utilizing a deep 
gorge at a point where the river drops sharply. A head 
of approximately 80 feet can be developed by means of 
a low diversion dam and a power canal. 

This project will provide perennial irrigation of 

---•---
He knew a girl named Passion, 
He asked her for a date; 
He took her out to dinner, 

Gawd! How Passionate. 
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800,000 acres and benefit a population of about 12 mil
lion people in the agricultural areas. It will supply pow
er to the extent of 200,000 kilowatts in addition to 150,-
000 kilowatts of thermal power to be installed in the 
region as a part of the project. As all this power is to 
be generated in a region of rich mineral deposits and high 
industrial potential, it may be consumed by the industries 
rising in them and also be available for the contemplated 
inter-provincial grid. The "Grid System" means a re
gionally coordinated scheme of electrical development 
which goes beyond the limits of a municipality. It re
quires the erection of large scale power stations located 
at suitable centers with a main transmission system and 
secondary lines for tapping purposes. 

The Hirakud Project is part of a large scheme in
volving the training of the Mahanadi river at three dif
ferent points. It will consist of a three-mile-long dam 
constructed across the river with gravity and lift canals 
on either side and two hydro-electric installations yield
ing a total installed capacity of 350,000 kilowatts. The 
river will be rendered a navigable waterway with the 
p::issibili,ties of further development by the construction 
of a second dam. This project, to be completed in 1953, 
will provide for the growth of the new industries which 
will be neejed to supply fertilizers, agricultural imple
ments and other requirements of improved agriculture. 
It will flow to factories where the Valley's bauxite will be 
transformed into aluminum; iron, mica, and copper into 
electrical appliances; and China clay into sparking plugs 
and pottery. These industries will open new avenues of 
employment for the people of a fertile valley and- help 
to alleviate the effects of the post-war depression. 

The Kosi Dam, under the Kosi valley project in 
Nepal, will rise 750 feet above bed-rock and be the highest 
dam in the world-higher than the 730-foot Boulder Dam. 
The power station will have an installed capacity of 1,-

800,000 kilowatts-equal to that of Grand Coulee- at 50% 
load, and will be capable of extending electricity to every 
village and home in most parts of Bihar and Nepal, 
besides leaving an ample reserve for large-scale industrial 
development. The river channel, which has changed 
its course nine times and devasted about 4000 square 
miles will be made fit for navigation. 

The Bhakra Dam project, now under construction 
on the TV A pattern, will construct a dam 600 feet high 
across the Sutlej River, irrigating four and one-half mil
lion acres through a system of 200 lined canals and a 
network of distributaries. The experience and technical 
skill of American personnel in India are helping in the 
execution of these hydro-electric projects. 

In ages past, India was famed for her ironware and 
steel goods. Such momentoes as the Delhi Iron Pillar are 
about 1500 years old. Considerable skill must have been 
exercised in welding and shaping this pillar which is over 
23 feet in length, weighs .approximately six tons, and varies 
from 12¼" to 16½" in diameter. Swords and arrow tips 
made centuries before that date were famed in history even 
as far back as the days of Herodotus. It has been 
pointed out that it was impossible for any European 
foundry to have produced such articles until the de
velopment of the Bessemer Process. There are three 
main producers of steel in India, with the present pro
duction capacity of nearly one and one-half million tons. 
Two new plants with a capacity of one and one-half 
million tons have been planned. 

At present, due to the application of more scientific 
methods, the steel industry has improved and expanded 
a great deal. The successful development on a com
mercial scale of the rapid dephosphorization process and 
the making of acid steel out of pig iron is one of the 
most important advances in the field. Among the special 

( Continued on following page) 

Mulshi Lake Dam 
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steels now prnduced in India are bullet-proof armor 
plate, chrome-molybedenum alloy steel for aircraft, high
carbon steel for mint dies and machine tools, and steel 
for ship-building. The production of a low alloy-high 
tensile strength steel containing copper and chromium is 
another development enabling the steel produced to be 
used for some of the largest bridge constructions in the 
country. 

A large quantity of paper is imported to meet the 
expanding needs of the people. With a vast literacy pro
gram, the productive capacity of India's 19 paper mills 
is in the neighborhood of 110,000 tons yearly. A news
print factory, with a capacity of 30,000 tons per year, is 
being installed along with several new paper mills in 
order to increase capacity to meet demands. 

For liquid fuels, India depends largely on imported 
oil. Plans have been completed for setting up a syn
thetic gasoline industry to use supplies of second and 
third grade coal. It is proposed to use non-coking coal 
in an improved process of gasification of coal by the Fis
cher-Tropsch synthesis and hydrogenation of tar and oil. 
The critical shortage of gasoline will be relieved when 
twelve alcohol factories, using sugar cane molasses as raw 
material, go into operation this year. The total quan
titl of 530,000 tons of molasses is expected to yield about 
33 million gallons of power alcohol at the rate of 66 
gallons per ton of molasses. It is proposed to set up 
several factories for mixing petroleum fuels with power 
alcohol. 

The solution of some of India's most pressing prob
lems lies in increasing the agricultural production so as 
to attain food self-sufficiency in the shortest time possible. 
The developments of the last war brought about the 
problem of food production which is being met with the 
aid of large-scale mechanization. 

It was considered that sulfate of ammonia would be 
the most suitable fertilizer for manufacture in India under 
the present scheme. It has been estimated that at least 
350,000 tons of ammonium sulfate a year should be avail
able for increasing food production in the country. 

Today India has a new seven-and-a-quarter million 
dollar ammonium sulfate fertilizer plant. In several of 
its engineering features it is the only one of its kind 
in the world to suit prevalent conditions of national re
sources. Wood, which is abundant, is being used instead 
of coal to make ammonia gas. Due to the instability 
of the gypsum supply, the conventional gypsum process 
was combined with direct neutralization to make am
monium sulfate. In the semi-water gas system of five 
units, 240 tons per day of wood is charged into gas 
producers to obtain 18 million cubic feet per day of pro
ducer gas, approximately 22% carbon monoxide and 11 % 
hydrogen. The producer gas is burned at the rate of 660,-
000 cubic feet per day to generate super-heated steam 
which acts on previously reduced iron oxide mass to 
liberate three million cubic feet per day of hydrogen. The 
burned gases are passed through two Girbitol Amine ab-
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sorption units to yield one million cubic feet per day of 
pure nitrogen and two hundred thousand cubic feet of 
carbon dioxide. A 15% solution of monoethanolanine 
1s used in the carbon dioxide towers. 

In the Synthesis System, a mixture of three parts of 
hydrogen and one part of nitrogen is compressed in five 
stages to 2200 p. s. i. after which the mixture goes through 
a copper formate-CO-removal and NaOH-CO2-removal 
Systems. The sixth stage of the 1000 H. P. Six Stage 
Compressors compresses the gas to 5100 p. s. i. 4,000,000 
cubic feet per day of compressed purified gas joins the 
stream of recirculating gas, passes through a high pres
sure filter, an ammonia cooler, and then a separator. Aft
er being heated to 80 degrees F., the gas is passed through 
a double pipe heat exchanger to the synthesis convertor 
where it is converted to 16-20% NH3 in the presence of 
the catalyst at high pressure and temperature. The gas is 
then cooled and passed througJ.i. a second separator to the 
Horton-spheres for storage. Ammonia vapor from this 
separator is recirculated to high pressure filters. 

Twenty tons of liquid ammonia and twenty-six tons 
of carbon dioxide produced per day in the plant are mixed 
with weak Ammonium Sulfate liquid in an absorption 
vessel to form a 35% solution of Ammonium Carbonate. 
The reaction being exothermic vaporizes the liquid NH3 
and the remaining ammonium carbonate liquid goes into 
wooden reaction vessels to react with 150 tons of 86% 
pure gypsum. The reaction is a double decomposition 
forming ammonium sulfate and calcium carbonate which 
is filtered and pumped to storage. In addition to the 
75 tons of liquid being fed into crystallizers; 75 tons 
of ammonium sulfate are formed by direct neutrali
zation of sulfuric acid by gaseous ammonia is con
tinuously crystallized and the crystals removed by centri
fuges pass pass through a steam heated countercurrent 
dryer· and are bagged. Besides production of 150 tons 
a day of ammonium sulfate, calcium carbonate sludge, 
wood tar and carbon dioxide gas are recovered as by
products. 

By 1950, a smaller ammonium sulfate plant at Sind
hri, Bihar, is to produce 350,000 tons per year of fertili
zer. 200 tons per day of calcium carbonate sludge as by
product will be used for cement by the Damodar Valley 
Project in the flood control system. 

Bigger and more efficient plants are being installed 
for increased production of heavy.chemicals which are raw 
materials for most of the important industries. Caustic 
soda, one of the most important heavy chemicals, will be 
produced in several new units to meet the increasing re
quirements in the soap, paper, and rayon industries. Sul
furic acid is used in the fertilizer, iron, steel, fuel refin
ing and textile industries. Production by the Chamber 
and Contact processes is being carried out mainly with 
imported sulfur, due to limited resources of this material. 

Several national laboratories have been planned and 
products dealing with electro-chemistry. Among the nu-

( Continued on page 19) 
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SPEAK.ING or 

Sid Minnick, senior in Electrical Engineering, is as 
nice a guy as anyone could want to know. He has been 
very active in extra-curricular activities as well as having 
been an outstanding student. Sid is the kind of a fellow 
one has to know personally to really appreciate. It seems 
that the members of the Engine Club ·know and apprec
iate Sid because they chose him secretary for this year. 

Sid was born in Fayette, in January, 1929. He moved 
to Independence when he was three months old. Sid was 
graduated from Northeast High School, Kansas City, in 
June, 1946. 

Sid Minnick 

As soon as he got to M. U., Sid began doing things 
right. i-Ie made Phi Eta Sigma, freshman honorary fra
ternity, and joined Engine Club. Since his freshman year, 
Sid has been chosen for membership in Pi Mu Epsilon and 
Eta Kappa Nu. His activity in Engine Club has been 
climaxed by his position on the St. Pat's board last year 
and his present office of secretary. 

During his summer vacations, Sid has been getting 
practical experience in his chosen field of Engineering by 
working in the plant department of the Southwestern Bell 
Telephone Company in Kansas City. He plans to go into 
the field of communications with emphasis on the tele
phone. 

Sid is engaged to a Kansas City girl, whom he is · to 
marry next August, even though he won't finish school un
til the following January. After graduation he plans to 
settle in Kansas City. We certainly wish him all the 
good fortune in the world. 

---•---
Englishman: I say, what are they doing? 
American: Dancing. 
Englishman: They get married later, don't they? 
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CBARACTERS 
By GRANT WILLIAMS, M.E. '52 

Earl Stuckman is an up and coming Engineer with a 
lot of personality. Anyone who is a member of the En
gine Club knows him as their hard-working treasurer. 

Up until June 1946, when he graduated from Univer
sity City high school, Earl lived in the dismal little town 
in which he was born, St. Louis. He plans to go back 
there when he gets through with college. He says that he 
has loving relatives living in St. Louis, or was it a girl 
friend? Anyway, he seems to be properly disposed to en
joying life in a big city. More power to him. 

The single word "operator" pretty well describes Earl 

Earl Stuckman 

and his activity in Engine Club. Besides being treasurer, 
he is a member of the executive council, the St. Pat's 
Board, and AIEE-IRE. He is also in Pi Mu Epsilon and 
he played the tuba in the M. U. football-concert band for 
three years. However, this year Earl has ". . . finally 
decided be be an Engineer-not a musician." 

Earl has done some of the things, or rather most of 
the things, that every good Engine student does before 
he graduates. He has guarded the columns the night 
before the Homecoming game, helped with dance decora
tions, and worked on St. Pat's week exhibits. 

After graduation Earl hopes to get a position in the 
Electronic phase of Electrical Engineering somewhere in or 
near St. Louis. It is our belief that he will not have any 
trouble finding such a job, if he shows the same capacity 
for hard work and imagination that he has shown in the 
Engine School. 

---·---
Toastmaster ( introducing the speaker) : "I am sure 

that Mr. Jones of the Soils and Fertilizer Department 
will give you a pleasant half-hour, he is so full of his 
subject." 
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NUCLEAR POWER 
The average engineer is willing to take the physics of 

nuclear energy for granted. He is interested in how nu
clear energy may be put to work. He wants to know how 
it compares with the production of energy from conven
tional fuels. He wants to know something of how nu
clear reactors are designed and operated, and he is very 
much concerned with costs. 

The most exciting potential use of nuclear energy is 
in nuclear power plants for the generation of electricity. 
In such a plant operating at 30 per cent over-all effic
iency, one pound of uranium U-235, which could be rep
resented by a cube about one inch on a side, would pro
duce 10,000 kw for 13 days; 45 tons of uranium U-235, 
which could be represented by a cube 4 ft. 3 in. on a side, 
could be used to supply all the electric power used in this 
country for an entire year. 

It is conceivable that a gas-cooled nuclear power plant 
could be built which would not require water for generat
ing or condensing steam. A plant of this type could be 
used anywhere in the world, would require very little fuel, 
and would be almost self-sustaining. · 

A gas-cooled unit, however, would be a special de
velopment. A more likely type of nuclear power plant 
would use water for cooling, and its main advantage over 
present power-generating· equipment would be in the neg
ligible amounts of fuel required for continuous operation. 

Estimates have been made of the cost of nuclear pow
er units. It appears that these plants would be much more 
expensive to build than coal-filed units; but if low nu
clear-fuel costs are realized, the cost of electricity generated 
by nuclear plants would be only slightly greater per kilo
watt-hour than that of electricity produced by coal-burn
ing plants. This statement assumes a high load-factor 
since fixed charges will represent most of the cost. It is 
reasonable to expect that costs of power produced by nu
clear plants would come down as experience is accumulat
ej in their construction and use. 

While there are no precise figures on availability of 
fuel, it is known that uranium is widely spread all over the 
world. In the great piles at Hanford Works a material 
called plutonium is produced. Like U-235, plutonium is 
a nuclear fuel. Also, from thorium U-233 can be pro
duced. 

Nuclear power plants are still in the stage of prelim
inary development. A small developmental unit is being 
designed at Oak Ridge. At Schnectady, General Electric 
is designing a small pilot plant, but it will be several 
years before this is in service. Hanford Works is not a 
nuclear power plant and could not be converted into one. 
It will probably be several decades before nuclear units 
are in common use, and even then they will be employed 
only where their inherent characteristics make them bet-
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ter suited for the particular application~. 
There are many design problems peculiar to nuclear 

power units. These are so difficult to solve that they offer 
both challenge and potential satisfaction .in accomplish
ment. 

For the purpose of this article, it is assumed that the 
nuclear unit will consist of a pile of producing heat, a re
circulating cooling medium, and an electrical generating 
plant. The recirculating cooling medium will carry heat 
from the pile to the generating area, where the heat will be 
picked up by a heat exchanger and converted into electric 
power by conventional equipment. Alternatively, the cool
ing medium might be a gas, such as helium, and might 
drive a gas turbine in the generating area. As mentioned 
previously, the latter scheme would make a supply of wa
ter unnecessary. 

As far as problems are concerned, the selection of the 
coolant, or heat- transfer medium, is itself a fine example. 

---0---
Sunday School Teacher: "Who was the mother of 

Moses?" 
Little Boy: "The Pharoh's daughter." 
S. S. T. : "But she only found him in the bullrushes." 
Little Boy: "Yes, that's her story." 

THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK 

HAS A FUTURE 

First of all, the medium must resist the intense neutron 
bombardment in the pile without having an appreciable 
fraction of its mass converted into some other element. 
Strange things happen in a pile. Nitrogen, a gas, comes 
out as carbon; silicon comes out phosphorous; gold comes 
out mercury ; and sodium comes out magnesium. As a 
matter of fact, a pile can even make gold, but it requires 
platinum on which to perform this miracle! 

Second, the material Eelected as the heat-transfer 
medium should not be unduly corrosive and should remain 
liquid at high temperatures and under relatively low pres
sures. The medium will become intensely radioactive dur
ing its passage through the pile, and by specifying low 
pressure at high temperatures the designer will reduce the 
operating difficulties experienced in handling a highly ra
dioactive material at high pressures. 

Third, the medium must not poison the reaction by 
absorbing an excessive amount of neutrons, since neutrons 

---·---
"She isn't good looking; she's a terrible dancer; she 

plays bridge best when she's the dummy; her figure would 
scare Barnum; in fact she's a terrible mess, but she's my 
girl and I love her." 

"I know, my girl isn't exactly a pauper, either." 
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By C. P . CABELL 

are the life-blood of the pile operation. ( All materials in 
a pile absorb neutrons to a greater or lesser extent.) 

Only a small amount of coolant can be allowed in the 
pile because of the necessity for minimizing the absorption 
of neutrons. Since heat loads will be very high, the de
sign of the cooling passages and arrangement of heating 
elements in the pile will involve some advanced heat
transfer engineering. 

Equipment for handling the coolant outside the pile 
also presents problems. While the temperature of the 
fluid might cause it to be a fire or health hazard, most 
of the major design problems are caused by its radio
active nature. The whole heat-transfer system, therefore, 
must be enclosed in heavy shielding. 

There must be no leaks into the steam side of the 
heat exchanger, for this might cause radioactive materials 
to contaminate the steam system. If a leak occurred from 
the steam side into the radioactive side, the chemical re
action of the steam and fluid might cause trouble, and the 
introduction of steam into the pile cooling tubes would dis
turb the rather delicate operating conditions under which 
the nuclear reaction proceeds. 

Naturally, there must be a pump in the system to cir
culate the coolant. Since the pump is handling radio
active fluid, it too will become radioactive, and it will not 
be safe for a person to approach it except after a pro
longed shutdown. This means that the pump cannot be 
given the normal maintenance given pumps in other uses; 
no packing of the glands, for example. The problem of 
finding a gland that does not requ~re repacking, yet is able 
to hold a thermally hot liquid-several hundred degrees, 
perhaps-is a difficult one, especially when it is realized 
that the radioactivity of the cooling medium may damage 
and eventually disintegrate packings. 

The pump must be absolutely reliable. If the pump 
failed arid the heat-transfer medium were to stop circulat
ing in the unit, the heat would build up so rapidly that 
excessive temperatures might be reached in the pile and 
necessitate a shut-down. A multiple pump unit will prob
ably be used, with a spare in parallel, standing idle but 
ready to pick up the load. No doubt the basic principles 
used in designi ng feed pumps for forced circulation boilers 
will be employed. 

However, the problems of handling the heat-transfer 
medium have some engineering precedent in General Elec
tric's design of the successful mercury-vapor-steam gen
erating system. It appears that many of the problems to 
be met in design of the nuclear-power cooling systems were 
encountered in designing this system. 

The cooling medium in the new units will have to be 
separated from the uranium by some sort of covering on 

( Continued on following page ) 
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the uranium. Otherwise, the cooling medium and the 
uranium might react chemically aI).d give trouble. A sim
ilar problem existed when designing the Hanford Works 
plutonium production plant and it proved to be one of 
the most difficult problems in the entire development. 

From the engineering point of view, production of 
heat by nuclear reaction is somewhat similar to heat pro-

Model atomic "pile" where matter is transformed into 
energy by the splitting of uranium. 

duction by the burning of coal. There are, however, some 
basic differences. 

The heat available from coal is usually measured in 
British thermal units (Btu) per pound. In nuclear re

actions, the heat is measured in electron volts per atom. 
An electron volt is a small amount of energy; · it takes 

6650 million million million electron volts to make a Btu. 
To produce 13,600 Btu per pound, a pound of coal con
taining 230 times 1023 atoms will give off energy at the 

rate of four electron volts per atom as it burns. 
In the nuclear reaction, uranium also gives energy 

atom by atom. However, each atom gives off not four 
electron volts, but 200 million electron volts. Thus, in the 
nuclear reaction, uranium releases 50 million times as 
much heat per reacting atom as does coal in ordinary com

bustion, which works out to be three million times as much 
heat per pound. This is the reason why uranium is such an 
important new source of energy. 

The heat obtained by the nuclear reac!ion is formed 
by the explosion of the uranium U-235 nucleus. The scien
tific name for this explosion is "fission." Fission occurs 
when a neutron of the correct speed enters the U-235 
nucleus. The nucleus flies apart violently and in the 
process of rupture some bf the mass of the nucleus is con
verted into energy. This energy appears primarily as 
kinetic energy of the fragments of the nucleus, and it is 
the impact of these fragments on the surrounding matter 
which gives rise to the heat. 

The reaction is of practical i,mportance because in 
the explosion of the nucleus several new neutrons are re-
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leased. The;e neutrons are immediately available to pro
duce new explosions of uranium nuclei, and thus sustain 
the reaction. For the purpose of illustration, it may be 
assumed that the uranium nucleus gives off two neutrons. 
These two neutrons would split two atoms the next in
stant, releasing four neutrons; the four neutrons would 
split four atoms, releasing eight neutrons; the eight neu
trons would . spit eight atoms, releasing sixteen neutrons; 
and so on. Thus the reaction would increase in violence 
each instant. The energy released would also increase 
each instant, since each explosion would release 200 mil
lion electron volts. When the energy released reached a 
value of 628-times 1017 million electron volts per second, 
power production would equal 10,000 kw. This power 
level could be reached very rapidly if desired. 

In actual practice, it would not be possible to use both 
of the neutrons produced per explosion as a means of 
causing new explosions. Absorption of neutrons by the 
coolant, the pile structure, and the various materials pres
ent in the pile, together with neutron leakage from the pile 
into the shields, would cut the neutrons available for new 
fission to a value slightly 'over one neutron per fission. 

It will be helpful at this time to introduce a term 
used to evaluate available neutrons produced per fission. 
This term is k, which is defined as the number of those 
neutrons produced in each fission which are available for 
the next fission. Thus a value of 1.00 for k means that 
each fission produces exactly enough available neutrons to 
cause another fission, and that a fixed quantity of neutrons 
is being formed and destroyed each instant. 

Since the energy released by the pile comes from the 
fission of the uranium nuceli, as long as k has a value of 
1.00 the power will remain at a constant level. However, 
it is not possible or desirable to design a unit having a k 
value of precisely 1.00. In actual practice, the k for a 
pile is designed to be slightly more than 1.00. For opera
tion at a given power level, k is brought down to 1.00 by 
means of neutron absorbers which can be varied at will. 
These absorbers are called control rods, and their absorp
tion properties are varied by moving them in and out of 
the unit. 

To start a pile into operation, or to raise the power 
level of an operating pile, the rods are moved to a 
point where k is slightly more than 1.00. Then the num

ber of neutrons formed per second will increase exponen

tially, the speed of the increase depending on the amount 
by which k exceeds 1.00. 

When the quantity of neutrons forming and being util

ized per second has reached the desired value-which is to 
say, when the power has reached the desired level-k is re
duced to 1.00 by reintroduction of the control rods. The 

reaction then continues at the new high level of neutron 
formation and use, and will remain at this level. 

( Continued on page 16 )· 

---·---
Lawyer: "Quit stalling. You can answer any ques-

tion with yes or no." 
Witness: "Have you stopped fooling around with the 

Judge's wife?" 
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Hundreds of thousands are now enjoying 
RCA's thrilling new way of playing rec
ords ... they marvel at its wonderful tone 
. . . and the speed with which it changes 
records. 

Prolonged research is behind this achieve
nent, research which sought-for the first 
lime in 70 years of phonograph history-a 
record and automatic player designed for 
each other. 

Revolutionary is its record-changing 
principle, with mechanism inside the cen
tral spindle post on which records are 
so easily stacked. Result: a simplified 
machine, that automatically changes rec
ords in 5 seconds. 

Remarkable, too, are the new records
only 6½ inches in diameter-yet giving the 
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World's fastest automatic changer-in RCA 45 rpm system
changes records in 5 seconds. 

playing time of conventional 12-inch rec
ords. Unbreakable, these.compact vinyl plas
tic discs use only the distortion-free "quality 
zone" ... for unbelievable beauty of tone . 

Value of the research behind RCA's 4.5 
rpm system - which was started 11 years 
ago at RCA Laboratories -is seen in the 
instant acceptance, by the public, of this 
better way of playing records. Music 
lovers may now have both the 45 rpm 
system, and the conventional "78." 

Development of an entirely new record-play
ing principle is ;ust one of hundreds of ways 
in which RCA research works for you. 
Leadership in science and engineering adds 
value beyond price to any product of RCA, 
or RCA Victor. 

Continue your education 
with pay-at RCA 

Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA 
Victor-one of the world's foremost manu
facturers of radio and electronic products 
- offers you opportunity to gain valuable, 
well-rounded training and experience at 
a good salary with opportunities for ad
vancement. Here are only five of the many 
projects which offer unusual promise : 
• Development and design of radio re
ceivers ( including broadcast, short wave 
and FM circuits, television, and phono
graph combinations).-
• Advanced development and design of 
AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F 
induction heating, mobile communications 
equipment, relay systems. 
• Design of component parts such as 
coils, loudspeakers, capacitors. 
• Development and design of new re
cording and producing methods. 
• Design of receiving, power, cathode 
ray, gas and photo tubes . 
\Vrite today to Nationa l Recruiting Divi
sion, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey. 
Also many opportunities for Mechanical 
and Chemical Engineers and Physicists. 

RADIO eORPORAFION o-r AAtrERIC'A 

World L.eacler in Rado - Fir.sf- in 7elevi.sion 
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NUCLEAR POWER 

( Continued from pag,e 14) 

It is interesting to note that the position of the con

trol rods to hold k at 1.00 for low power level is the same 

as the position required for high power level. This is be

cause the rods absorb a certain percentage of total neu

trons present, and this percentage is not affected by rea

sonable changes in total neutrons present. 
Shielding of nuclear power units will be a problem. 

The intensity of radiation will be far above that at the 

Hanford Works, where the shielding problem itself was 

very complex. The Hanford shields are not just a mass 

of concrete but are very carefully engineered structures 

which took a great deal of ingenuity and plain "horse

sense" to design. The requirements of nuclear power units 

are even more severe. In addition to the high level of 

radiation, the high temperature in the new units will cause 

thermal expansion of the various parts, and all this must 

be compensated for in the shielding design. The shields, 

too, will undergo thermal expansion, for they operate by 

stopping the radiation and turning it into heat. Many 

holes will pierce the shielding, for process tubes, controls, 

and so on, and each hole itself must be properly shielded 

to prevent escape of radiation. 
For the pile, instruments will be required to show 

power level, neutron intensity, and other major operating 

variables, and to give indication of trouble if any develops. 

This instrumentation will be a major electrical engineering 

job. No doubt the equipment will be based on iron cham

bers and counter tubes, but this equipment must be sturdy 

and reliable. The safety instrumentation will be par

ticularly important. In case of trouble, the control rods 

must shut down the unit automatically, and any other 

necessary safety equipment must be actuated. This in

strumentation must be foolproof, and it must operate on 

currents as feeble as micro-micro amperes. Every effort 

must be made to eliminate pickup of stray currents. 
Another instrumentation problem· is presented by the 

effect of radiation on insulating materials. Furthermore, 

the knowledge gained in that subject at Hanford Works 

might not be adequate since the new units will operate · 

with much higher radiation intensity. 
Operating the new nuclear power plants will require, 

at least in the beginning, highly skilled labor. When op

eration of Hanford Works was begun the men at the 

controls, serving as operators, were graduate engineers 

with several years' industrial operating experience, and 

they had been given a three-month intensive training 

course in nuclear power. Later, as operations became 

more routine, these men were relievej ( for more advancej 

positions) by the operators they had helped to train. These 

operators, however, were top-skilled men from chemical 

plants, and most of them had had ten years' experience 

in operations. 
Much has been said and written about the dangers 

of working in nuclear power plants. But this type of work 

FOR 79 
"SOLO" PERFORMANCES · 

To keep inflation cut of electric po-;ver costs 
in the face of steadily rising construction and fuel costs, 

electric utilities are showing a growing preference for one
boiler-per-turbine operation when providing additional electric 

generating capacity. 

N-16 
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w1&eox 

Success of this type of cost-saving operation calls for an extremely 
reliable supply of steam-boilers that will stay on the line day after 

day, month after month. That B&W Boilers are fully measuring 
up to this exacting requirement of modern central stations is 

indicated by the fact that 79 units for one-boiler-per-turbine installa
tions without high-pressure cross connections are now in service or 

on order. Together these boilers supply the steam requirement for 
over 4,000,000 kw. of generating capacity. Operating records show 

that most of these boilers are giving uninterrupted service for eleven 
months or more, being taken out of service only for the required 

annual inspections. 
Dependable performance has been a distinguishing asset of B &W 

boilers for over 80 years. It is a foremost reason why B&W steam is 
still a leading choice for making low-cost power more abundant 

all over America today. 
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can be extremely safe under skilled supervision. As proof, 
consider the safety record of Hanford Works, the only 
place in the world where nuclear energy has been used on 
a large scale. The safety record there, where thousands of 
workers are employed, should be indicative of what can 
be accomplished by good mana,gement. 

Safety is usually evaluated by the injury-frequency 
rate, which is the number of lost-time injuries per 1,000,-
000 man-hours. For all American industry, in the last 
year for which there is an available record, 1946, the fre
quency rate was 14.16 injuries per 1,000,000 man-hours. 
In electric utilities, the rate was 14.81; in chemicals, 10.09; 
and in communications, 3.33. 

But where does Hanford Works stand? What is the 
accident frequency for this nuclear energy business? The 
answer is that it has the lowest accident-frequency rate 
recorded for any industry! The cumulative figure, through 
October, 1947, is 0.73 accidents per 1,000,000 man-hours, 
and the value during 1946 was only 0.34. Thus, the nu
clear energy industry has the lowest accident rate in the 
whole country-a rate just about half that for office em
ployees, and but a quarter of that for communications, 
generally considered the safest industry. And, further
more, not one single case of injury due to radiation has 
ever occurred in the plant. 

Based on those experiences, it is certain that if the 

new nuclear power plants are designed and operated as 

well as Hanford Works there will be no problem of work

er safety. However, the steps taken at Hanford to prevent 

accidents are admittedly most thorough. 

In the engineering design of the operating units, ev

ery precaution was taken to make the operation as safe 
as possible. The shields which protect the workers from 
radiation hazards are particularly important, and the suc
cessful solution of this problem has contributed to the re
markable safety record. 

Nuclear engineers are concerned with the dangers from 
alpha, beta, gamma, and neutron radiation. All these 
radiations affect tissue. Alpha rays are large charged par
ticles. They usully present no particular problem since 
they can be stopped by light shielding, such as gloves. 
However, if an alpha-particle emitter should get into the 
body it would cause trouble. For this reason, a man who 
has any open cuts or scratches- no matter how tiny-can
not be permitted to work with an alpha-emitter. And, 
for · similar reasons, workers are not allowed to smoke or 
eat in any areas where traces of radioactive dust might 
be present. 

Beta particles are fast electrons. They give up their 
energy chiefly on the skin. Gamma .rays are similar to 
X-rays, except that their frequency is much higher. They 
have great penetrating power. Neutrons are fast particles, 
but they have no electronic cha1ge. However, like gamma 
rays, they have great penetrating power. 

( Continued on following page) 
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Fortunately, as a result of the many years' exper
ience with X-rays by the medical profession, it is known 
that so long as the amount of radiation received daily is 
less than the so-called "tolerance dose" the radiation will 
have no harmful effect on the body. 

All workers in areas where radiation may be present 

wear small portable H. I. (Health Instrument ) radiation 

meters, and carry photographic fi lm in their badges. The 

film and the meters are carefully checked regularly by the 

Health Instrument Section. 

To provide a safe method of doing work in an area 

where minor amounts of radioactivity are present, the 

Special Work Permit System has been set up. A worker 
does his job on what is known as a "permit"- a special 
form which must be approved by the Operating Depart
ment, the Health Instrument Section, and whatever serv
ice department is involved, such as Maintenance if the 
worker is a millwright. The permit is issued only after all 
three departments have examined the area. The worker 
must wear protective clothing, must record his time in and 
out of the area, and must not, under any condition, stay 
in the area longer than the Health Instrument Section 
says is permissible. However, by following that section's 
instructions he is safe, for its engineer never allow him 
to receive more than half of the tolerance dose of radiation. 

As far as radioactive material is concerned, stringent 
rules govern its handling and its transportation through-

out the plant. In all cases, the radiation intensity is held 
well within tolerance, limits. 

General Electric Co. assumed responsibility for the 
operation of Hanford Works on September 1, 1946, at the 
request of Maj. Gen. Leslie R. Groves, head of the Man
hattan Project of the Army Corps of Engineers. The orig
inal design and construction of this nuclear energy activity, 
considered by its present operator to be a great tribute to 
the designer and builder. and one of the greatest achieve
ments in the history of chemical engineering, was carried 
out by E . I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc. 

The du Pont Company also operated the plant, which 
is spread out over a 631-square-mile area and located in 
the southeastern corner of the State of Washington, from 
the date operations were begun until General Electric as
sumed responsibility for its operation. The former op
erator had agreed to build and operate Hanford Works 
during the war with the understanding that it would be 
released from operating it as soon as possible after the war. 

Final authority over this activity rests with the Atom
ic Energy Commission. The Manager of Hanford Di
rected Operations of the A. E. C. is Carleton Shugg, who, 
together with his staff, share the pre!oent administratiw 
headquarters, located in Richland, Wash., with manage
ment personnel assigned there by General Electric. 

The G. E . Nucleonics Project, of which H. A. Winne, 

( Continued on page 23 ) 
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Around the Columns 
( Continued from page 7) 

JANITORS, THANK YOU. Sam actually went in
to the little boys' room next to the library and found a dry 
unused paper towel. Of course it was found down be
hind the trash bins, but I swear it was dry and unused. 

ATTENTION ROY ZUPCSICS: 
Don Stroot informed Sam that you had better hide 

your new seven foot bed when you leave your room. He 
says that he wants to see how it feels to lie down and 
have support for his head and feet at the same time. 
Since he has no reason to go over to Stephens (she's in 
California now) he's going to catch up on that beauty rest 
he has been losing during the past two years. Co-eds 
note. You should go after this boy, he could really keep 
your feet warm. 

"Anything will do," he said to the clerk. 
"I can let you have a cot in the ballroom," replied the 

clerk, "but there is a lady in the opposite corner, and if 
you don't make any noise she'll be none the wiser." 

"Fine," said the tired man and into the ballroom he 
went. Five minutes later he came running out to the 
clerk. 

"Say," he cried, "that woman in there is dead." 
"I know it," was the answer, "but how did you find 

out?" 

Overheard on Campus during survey class: 
Ron Pamper! ( man on the gun) to note keeper: 

"Rod ... 36 ... 26 ... 35 . . . Ahhhhhh. 

It was down in Machine Tool Operation class the 
other day when some innocent co-ed came through look
ing for the hydraulics lab. Morris tried to lead her into 
the tool room, but she didn't think that faucet drip 
sounded much like a turbine leak. 

The fortunate youth gazed delightfully at his stun
ning date as she gracefully descended the stairway. His 
heart beat violently as he realized that all this beauty was 
his. Charmingly she stood before him and whispered: 

"How do I look?" 
"Sweetheart," he murmured as he took her in his 

arms, "you look mighty good to me." 
"Don't let your impressions mislead you," she breath

ed, snuggling closer. 
Now that's the end of the joke and we don't see 

any humor in it, but I'll bet you frustrated engineers 
didn't mind too much. 

It is the straight dope when Sam says that a mouse 
ran up Holcom's leg the other day. Yes sir, the mouse 
was clear up to the knee before he stopped it by applying 
a quick hand tourniquet above the knee and kicking like 
mad. The above just goes to show that man is still 
a little superior to beasts. 

Sam leaves with his parting thought for the month: 
It's a greater life when you "don't" weaken. 
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"6kot\i·h, •~•v,hip 
i.<; Q, "'a.er t,."I, "' 

t. "'\' IU€,'U.tl\ ,a.e.~ 'tOUAl.4," 

A BOMB 

THAT DESTROYS 

GUESSWORK 

"CCELERATHD ,glng ""' a,e P"' of the Okonlte p,od. 
~uct improvement program. While they cannot replace 
the study of actual exposure to weather in proving 
ground and in the field, they have a definite place in 
estimating the value of electrical insulation. 

The oxygen bomb shown at the left is used in acceler
ated aging tests - one piece of apparatus among many 
other examples of modern equipment at the service of 
Okonite engineers and technicians in taking the guess
work out of the manufacture of insulated wires and cables. 
The Okonice Company, Passaic, New Jersey. 

INDIA 
( Continued from page 10) 

merous schemes already in operation are production of 
rubber-lined equipment for chemical industry, oil-proof 
pipes and castings, dye-stuffs, electric furnace treatment of 
coal rich in sulfur, soya bean milk, and work with ultra
sonic frequencies and its applications. Investigation is 
being made for determining the radium content of Indian 
minerals and mineral springs. India is to set up a plant 
for the processing of monazite sands containing thorium. 

Modern heavy industry makes up the foundation 
stone of a planned economy which is aimed at intensive 
industralization of the country. In the last one hundred 
years, India has had the bitter experience of several new 
industries springing up which produced only consumer 
goods for the foreign element that came into power. The 
essential prerequisites for the successful development of 
Indian industry are by no means lacking. The one ob
stacle is the lack of skilled workmen, but more advanced 
science and publicity of scientific and industrial advances 
are developing rapidly. 

The foundation of this great structure has been start
ed and construction is well on its way. Only time can 
show the progress made by the architects. 

Pictures through courtesy of Gov't of India Information 
Services, Washington, D. C. 
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BULLARNEY 
Drunk in a telephone booth: "Number HELL ... 

I just want my peanuts." 

"Why are some girls such live wires?" 
"Because they have less insulation than others." 

Every dog has its day but a dog with a broken tail 

has a weak end. 

"Don't you love me any more, Honey?" 
"Sure, I'm just resting." 

Freshman: "What does 'Fantasy' mean?'' 
Senior: "A story in which the characters are ghosts, 

goblins, virgins, and other supernatural beings." 

'Tm a self-made man_;, 
"You knocked off work too soon." 

Little Alice's baby sister had selfishly appropriated 

and eaten all the candy, and Alice felt badly tempted to 

swear, but her mother's austere presence complicated mat

ters. 
"Mother, can't I swear this once?" 
"Why Alice, certainly not!" was the horrified reply. 

"Can't I even say Rotterdam?" 
"Oh, why, certainly you can say 'Rotterdam.' That 

isn't swearing. Rotterdam is a city." 
"All right. Then I hope the candy'll Rotterdam 

teeth." 

The pretty young teacher . was explaining the differ

ence between concrete and abstract. 
"Concrete means something you can see," she said, 

"abstract, something you can't. Who'll give me an il

lustration?" 
A boy in the front row raised his hand. "My pants 

are concrete," he said, "yours are abstract." 
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CATERING SERVICE 

TIGER DELICATESSEN 
Under New Management 

213 So. Ninth Dial 7714 

EVER EAT CAFE 
BREAKFAST, SANDWICHES, 

AND PLATE LUNCHES 

BLAME HOWE 

Kennett: "Does your girl Diana smoke?" 
Domer: "Well, not quite." 

Father: "Did you say you're putting on weight, 
daughter?" 

Co-ed: "I sure am, Dad. The other day I weighed 
125 pounds stripped for gym." 

Father: "Who in the hell is Jim?" 

Our grandmothers believed that there was a destiny 

which shaped our ends, but modem girls place more 
faith in girdles. 

Paw, what is a bicuspid? 
A bicuspid, my boy, is a double barreled spittoon. 

Sign in the Library: "Only low talk permitted here." 

It's not the cough that carries you off, 
It's the coffin they carry you off in. 

-Shackspere 

"Johnny, your lessons aren't done today. Where did 

you go last night?" 
"To the movies with a girl." 
"Get out of this class for a week. And you, Tommy, 

where did you go last night?" 
"Out parking with a girl." 
"Go• home and stay two weeks ... Oscar, where are 

you going?" 
"Teacher, my school days are over." 

"Paper, Mister?" 
"No, just resting." 

A woman with 14 children took her husband to the 
doctor about his illness. 

Doctor: "Madam, what is the nature of your hus
band's ailment?" 

Woman: "Insomnia." 

Adolescence is the age between infancy and adultry. 
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Merle Andrew has been doing a bit of resea_rch for 

the Physics department trying to calculate what the 

speed of lightning would be if it didn't have to zig-zag. 

Be it ever so homely, there's no face like an engineer's. 

Professor: "Are you teaching this class?" 

Student: "No, sir." 
Professor: "Well, then sit down and stop acting like 

an idiot." 

Lawyer: "I was out with a nurse last night." 
Engineer: "Well, cheer up. In time your mother 

will let you go without one." 

She: "You're the kind of a man a girl can trust." 
Neebe: "Haven't we met before? Your faith is 

familiar." 

There was an old woman 
Who lived in a shoe. 

She had so many kids 
She didn't know what to do. 

Another old woman 
Lived in a shoe. 

She didn't have any kids 
'Cause she knew what to do. 

The best place to hold the world's fair is around the 
waist. 

Then there was the guy that winked at the elevator 
girl. She took him up. 

She was only a grave digger's daughter, but you 
ought to see her lower the bier. 

"I represent the Mountain Wool Company, ma'am. 
Would you be interested in some coarse yarns?" 

"Gosh, yes. Tell me a couple." 

You are a dear sweet girl 
Goj bless you and keep you 
I wish I could afford to. 

"Who was that girl I saw you OUT with last night?" 

NOVEMBER, 1949 

The little Scotch boy asked his father for a watch 
for Christmas; so his father let him. 

Frank Haines: "What is the toll on the Wheatstone 
Bridge?" 

Who'd slit sheets for the sheet slitter if the sheet 
slitter couldn't slit sheets? 

"Who gave the bride away?" 
"I could have, but I kept my mouth shut." 

Boy: "You know, there is something about you I 
like." 

Girl: "Try and get it." 

Cutie Coed: "What well developed arms you have!" 
Lawyer : "Yes, I play tennis." 
Cu tie Coed : "You ride horseback, too, don't you?" 

Man dining in a Columbia restaurant: "Why does that 
dog sit and watch me all the time?" 

Waitress: "You've got his plate." 

She was voted the girl you'd most likely succeed with. 

( Continued on fallowing page) 

THE BENGAL SHOP 
We Specialize in PERSONAL SERVICE 

410 S. Ninth Phone 5103 

l'be Stein Clab 
BEER . . . SANDWICHES 
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Girl : "Let's pretend we're on a desert island. What 
do you think of first?" 

E. E. : "Food." 

Frosh : "Hello, Cutie, would you like a lemon with 
your tea?" 

She : "No, I prefer to be alone." 
In the old days, the man used to put powder in his 

bag and go out . to hunt deer. 
Now, the dear puts powder on her face and go out 

to hunt man. 

"Druggist to Jeff (hangover) Baker: "Shall I fix you 
a Bromo?" 

Jeff: "Ye gods no! I can't stand the noise." 

Cursing and yelling on a London street was Clancy, 
holding a doorknob in his fist. "Them damn Nazis will 
pay for this-blowin' a saloon right out of me hand." 

"Are you a member of the crew?" 
"No." 
"Then stop stroking me." 

No sonny, VAT 69 is not the Pope's phone number. 

Get Your Christmas 

Lay-Away Gifts Now 

12 S. 9th St. Phone 9495 

FOR 

STORE 

SUPERIOR QUALITY 
DEPENDABLE SERVICE 

Say it with Flowers 
From 

Member F. T. D. A . 

16 S. NINTH ST. 
3179-3170 

GREEN HOUSES 
WEST BLVD. 

6231 

Your 1950 SAVITAR 
Is now oa sale al lbe 

University Book Store 
Only $6a50 - $3.00 Down, Remainder on Receipt of the Book. 

-ALSO-

Make Your Class Picture Appointment Now! 

. Smith Studio Westboll Studio 
1010 Broadway 91 0a Broadway 
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NUCLEAR POWER 
( Continued from page 18) 

G. E. vice-president in charge of engineering policy, is 

chairman, and members of which are Dr. Zay Jeffries, G. 

E. vice-president and general manager of the company's 

Chemical Department, Dr. C. G. Suits, vice-president and 

director of the company's Research Laboratory, and D. C. 

Prince, vice-president in charge of the company's General 

Engineering and Consulting Laboratory, has been assigned 

responsibility for all General Electric nuclear energy ac

tivities. This responsibility includes not only the operation 

of Hanford Works but also of the $20,000,000 atomic re

search laboratory, to be known as Knolls Atomic Power 

Laboratory, which the company is building and operating 

at Schenectady (N. Y.) for the Atomic Energy Commis

sion. 

In a joint statement, issued during their visit earlier 

this year to Hanford Works, vice-presidents H. A. Winne 

and Dr. C. G. Suits said: "This country is vitally interest

ed in · determining what the potential uses of atomic en

ergy are for application to peacetime purposes. Research 

and development work in this new laboratory, as well as 

at Hanford Works, will explore and develop the potential 
I 

uses of atomic energy for peacetime purposes." 

Since plutonium will probably be a major fuel for 

nuclear power plants in the future, as well as material re

quired for national security, its production will continue 

in the various Hanford Works piles. 

Furthermore, the plutonium separation process is be

ing given thorough study, and many improvements are al

ready forseen over the present process. A new separa

tions unit, for improving efficiency, has been announced 

for future construction. 

F. Ellis Johnson, formerly dean of the school of en

gineering at the University of Wisconsin is chief super

visor of Education and Training, and is operating a school 

attended by Hanford Works people who desire to further . 

their formal education. His faculty, now well into its 

second term in the new Hanford Works "School House," 

actually a converted dormitory, and now fitted out with 

library room, book storage room, and adequate class

room facilities, has been selected from those among the 

plant's personnel whose academic backgrounds met Dean 

Johnson's high standards. Cours~s offered are primarily 

those which will improve the employee's ability to carry 

out assigned work, as well as provide him with the in

creased technical knowledge he desires. 

The future of Hanford Works seems better defined 

now than ever before. I ts personnel, from scientists to 

stenographers, look forward • to the day when they can 

share with engineers everywhere the thrill of seeing nu

clear power come of age. And that will be the day when 

power is produced commercially from a nuclear energy 

plant.* 

*Cuts courtesy General Electric Co. 
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_: Nf has the Answer! 
//1,, ........... 

You won't need a slide rule or transit when it comes to 

locating a single source for elect~ical roughing-in materials. 

Just look to NATIONAL ELECTRIC for the complete answer. 

There's a National E·lectric product to flll every wiring 

need. The complete NE line of electrical roughing-in materials 

includes: CONDUIT ••• CABLE • , • WIRE ••• RACE

WA VS ••• FITTINGS. 

Datioaa.1 Eledric 
PROOUCTS CORPOAATION 

PITTSBURGH 30, PA, 

Pioneers in the Field of Quality Clothing 

NUNN-BUSH SHOES 

FOR MEN 

Since 1868 

BARTH CLOTHING COMPANY, INC. 

NEW ULTRA MODERN 

El Don 
MOTEL 

Highway 40 Columbia Phone 7876 

G. W. HARRELL & SONS 
Tailors and Cleaners 

209 S. Ninth Dial 5303 
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Bay1111d Save 
Books 
Paper 

Note Books 
Slide Rules 

Drawing Instruments 
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Save Your Rebates 
For Our 15 % Rebate 
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BLACK & VEATCH 
Consulting Engineers 

E. B. Black 

A. P. Learned 

J. F. Brown 

Ed Wilkes, Jr. 
E. L. Filby 

N. T. Veatch 

R. E. Lawrence 

F. M. Veatch 

C. I. Dodd 

W. L. Patterson 

A. V. Ferry 
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Rental Service 
Electric Floor Polishers 

--•--
All Types of Floor Wax 

704 Broadway 

PENNEY'S 
For Your Complete 
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e SHOES 
e SLACKS 
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This is a picture of" PINC?" 
It's a picture that gives automotive engi
neers clear-cut facts on performance-a 
picture that suggests how photography with 
its ability to record, its accuracy and its 
s peed, can play important roles in all 
modern business and industry. 

No, this is not the "doodling" of a man on the tele
phone. Far from it. It's the photographic record of 
an oscilloscope trace that shows, and times, detona
tion in a "knocking" engine. It all happens in a few 
hundred-thousandths of a second-yet photography 
gets it clearly and accurately as nothing else can. 

Oscillograph recording is but one of countless 
functional uses of photography in bettering prod-

Functional Photography 

ucts and improving manufacturing methods. High 
speed "stills" can freeze fast action at just tlie crucial 
moment-and the design or operation of a part can 
be adjusted to best advantage. 

And high speed movies can expand a second of 
action into several minutes so that fast motion can 
be slowed down for observation-and products be 
made more dependable, more durable. 

Such uses of photography-and many more- can 
help you improve your product, your tools, your 
production methods. For every day, functional pho
tography is proving a valuable and important ad
junct in more and more modern enterprises. 

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y. 

• • • is advancing business and industrial technics 

TRADE-MARK 



THE l\tAIN JOB of one entire 
lal,ortllory at General Electric 
is to keep guesswork out of 
G-E products. 

lTS STAFF specializes in giv
ing help on tough measure
m,ent prob/,.m.~. 

TYPICAL SOLUTION was 
development of first "turbi
dimeter," advancing work on 
water-pur(fication eqnipment. 

1000 Specialists tell us "When you can measure ... " 
Lord Kelvin, writing in 1883, summed up once and 
for all the importance of measurement. 

"When you can measure what you are speaking 
about," he said, "and express it in numbers, you know 

· something about it, but when you cannot measure it, 
when you cannot express it in numbers, your knowl
edge is of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind." 

The need for detailed and accurate "numbers" is as 
great today as it ever was. Recently, for example, Gen
eral Electric engineers working on water-purification 
equipment were hindered by the lack of any accurate 
way to measure water's turbidity. Another group 
needed data on the vibrations in their equipment. 

But at General Electric any group up against tough 
measurement problems does not have to be stymied for 
long. It can "appeal" its case, can seek the aid of men 

who make a specialty of measurement and allied prob
lems-the more than 1000 staff members of the G-E 
General Engineering and Consulting Laboratory. GE 
& C serves the entire company, and is also frequently 
called on by other industries and government agencies. 

It solved the two problems above by developing the 
first "turbidimeter" and a "recording vibrometer" 
now finding applications throughout industry-two 
out of thousands of similar problems handled by the 
laboratory each year. 

The work of GE & C illustrates again how General 
Electri-<; backs up research and creative thinking, im
plements new projects with the best available facilities, 
and so remains in the forefront of scientific and engi
neering development. 

<Joa =n ,fad ,;-a ~~ ,;,,_ 

GENERAL. ELECTRIC 





Making the ''juice'' that makes life easier! 

DIRECTLY and indirectly, the average 
family in America consumes more 

electricity yearly than families in any 
other country in the world. The demand 
for more "juice" has grown with un
believable rapidity, and it's still grow
ing. By 1955, the electrical generating 
capacity of our nation is expected to 
reach 90 million kilowatts! 

Steel is a vital material in the pro
duction of electricity. Central power 
stations and great power dams are made 
of steel and concrete. Special steels are 
required for turbines and other genera
ting machinery. Steel towers carry 

steel-reinforced transmission lines across 
mountain and prairie alike. 

Helping to meet America's constantly 
growing demands for more "juice" is 
only one of the big jobs ahead for United 
States Steel. There are many others. 
And they all call for the services of 
thousands of carefully-trained, technical 
specialists. For steelmaking today is a 
precision operation, as dependent for 
success on the knowledge of metallurgi
cal, mechanical, chemical, electrical, min
ing, civil and ceramic engineers, as upon 
the plant workers themselves. 

To assure employees opportunity for 

maximum personal development and 
provide a sound foundation for advance
ment in the organization are fundamen
tal objectives of U. S. Steel. Employees 
participating in educational activities of 
U. S. Steel comprise a group exceeded 
in size only by the student bodies of a 
few of the nation's largest universities . . 
In these educational programs, partic
ular attention is given to the develop
ment of college graduates and other 
technically trained men. 

For men who can qualify, a career 
with United States Steel offers a prom
ising future. 

AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY· AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY· CARNEGIE-ILLINOIS STEEL CORPORATION· COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY 

H. C. FRICK COKE AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES • GENEVA STEEL COMPANY • GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING COMPANY 

MICHIGAN LIMESTONE & CHEMICAL COMPANY· NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY· OIL WELL SUPPLY COMPANY· OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY 

PITTSBURGH LIMESTONE CORPORATION • PITTSBURGH STEAMSHIP COMPANY TENNESSEE COAL, IRON & RAILROAD COMPANY 

UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY COMPANY 

UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY • VIRGINIA BRIDGE COMPANY 
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THE DOW 

U 'Ill: SOil 

CHEMICAL 

;1//,4me1ican_l 
TAKE THIS FOOTBALL PLAYER. 

From head to toe Caustic Soda 

is part of his equipment. The plastic 

in his helmet, the fabric of his 

jersey and trousers, the leather 

in his pads and shoes-in the 

processing of all these, Caustic 

Soda plays an important part. Back 

in the locker room, his soap, towels, 

the trainer's surgical cotton and dressings, 

all are made with the help of Caustic Soda. 

Caustic Soda is truly an All American

the workhorse of the processing industries. 

Virtually everything we see or touch in our daily 

living makes use of this chemical. 

The Dow Chemical Company is one of the major 

producers of high quality Caustic Soda. Large 

plants in Midland, Michigan; Freeport, 

Texas and Pittsburgh, California are devoted 

to producing this important chemical. 

It is transported to industry everywhere 

in Dow's fleet of specially designed tank cars. Yet 

for all its importance, Caustic Soda is only one 

of over 500 essential chemicals produced by Dow

"Chemicals Indispensable To Industry and Agriculture.','. 

COMPANY 

MIDLAND, MICHIGAN 

New York • Boston • Philadelphia • Washington • Cleveland • Detroit 

Chicago • St. Louis • Houston • San Francisco • Los Angeles • Seattle 

Dow Chemical of Canada, Limited, Toronto, Canada 
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Why we know this wax carton will stand up 

Cartons and wrapping papers coated with 
paraffin wax have been used in food packag
ing for many years. They must be able to 
withstand rough treatment. Their ability to 
stand up depends largely on the strength and 
sealing qualities of the coating agent. Yet 
until a few months ago, there was no accu
rate way to measure these qualities in paraf
fin wax. 

Recent experimental work in Standard 
Oil's laboratories has resulted in a new elec
trically controlled quantitative test. Ex
pressed as Indiana Coating Index, this test 

gives, for the first time, an accurate yard
stick of wax qualities which may be corre
lated with performance in service. It makes 
possible the production of uniformly high 
quality coating agents. 

The Indiana Coating Index is only one of 
many scientific tests developed in Standard 
Oil laboratories. Standard pioneered in qual
ity-testing, as it did in developing many 
petroleum products that have contributed to 
better living. There is no ceiling on what can 
be accomplished by Standard Oil researchers, 
present and future. 

Standard Oil Company 
(INDIANA) 
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CARBON MONOXIDE 
FRIEND OF MAN 

••• 

Thanks to high-pressure synthesis, it now leads a useful life 
To the man on the street, carbon 
monoxide is just a poisonous gas that 
sometimes causes tragic deaths when 
it escapes from the exhaust of an 
automobile or from a poorly tended 
furnace. 

Outside of the chemical field, few 
people are aware that, properly used, 
it is a very real friend of man. In the 
last 25 years, during which catalytic 

A.H. Emery, Jr., M.S. Ch.E., M.I.T. '49 and 
M J. Roedel, Ph.D. Org., Michigan '40 in
specting a high-pressure batch reactor taken 
from the shaker tube assembly after a run to 
make 3,5,5-trimethylhexanol. 

and high-pressure chemical tech
niques have been highly developed, 
carbon monoxide has become a key
stone of industrial synthesis. 

Scientists have found that under 
the proper conditions of high press
ure and temperature, carbon mon
oxide, in combination with other 
substances, can be converted to a 
variety of useful products. These or 
their derivatives range from an acid 
used in tanning hides to the spar
kling plastics in milady's boudoir. 

DECEMBER, 1949 

You'd hardly associate carbon mon-
, oxide with anti-freeze. But at tem
peratures from 300 to 450°C. and 
under pressures of 1500 to 15,000 
pounds per square inch, carbon mon
oxide and hydrogen unite to form 
methanol-a colorless liquid from 
which is made "Zerone" anti-rust 
anti-freeze for automobiles. From 
methanol and carbon monoxide as 
raw materials, ethylene glycol for 
"Zerex" anti-freeze is produced. 

Plastics and Anti-Freeze 
Methanol is used also to make a 
large number of compounds such as 
formaldehyde and methyl metha
crylate. The former goes into urea
and phenol-formaldehyde plastics for 
light fixtures, radio cabinets, hard
ware, utensils, and electrical equip
ment. The latter is the basic mate
rial for "Lucite" acrylic resin with 
its many uses. 

R. L. Stearns, B . S. Ch .E., Yale '49 and 
H. Peterson, B .S. Ch .E., Northeastern Univ. 
'42 checking a multi-stage carbon monoxide 
compressor used in semi-works operations. 

The reaction of methanol with 
carbon monoxide leads to acetic acid, 
which is a well-known industrial 
chemical. By the same synthesis but 
substituting ethanol for methanol, 
propionic acid is obtained. From it 
come the "Mycoban" sodium and 
calcium propionates that retard 
mold and rope in bakery products. 

Synthesis In the Future 
Today Du Pont manufactures some 
120 different items that are partly 
or wholly dependent upon elevated 

A. J. Hill, Jr., Ph.D. Org., Yale '44 and F. F. 
Holub, Ph.D. Org., Duke '49 carrying out an 
experiment on a new method for purifying 
carbon monoxide. The large furnace in this 
apparatus operates at 1200°C. 

pressures. However, the possibilities 
have by no means been exhausted. 
Just recently, for example, chemists 
have been learning how to use car
bon monoxide in "up-grading" cer
tain petroleum hydrocarbons to give 
interesting alcohols. One of these, 
3,5,5-trimethylhexanol, is prepared 
from diisobutylene by reaction with 
carbon monoxide and hydrogen. 

College-trained men and women 
interested in working in this field at 
Du Pont may share in discoveries as 
outstanding as any yet achieved. 

Because of the wide scope of 
DuPont's activities, young graduates 
in many different fields have oppor
tunities to select the careers that 
prove to suit them best as their abili
ties and interests develop. 

PO 
REG . u. s. PAT. orr. 
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How A Record Is Made 
We are so accustomed to "canned" music that we 

seldom think of the story behind the spinning disc grind
ing out "Don't Cry Joe" and other popular tunes on a 
local juke box. 

It all began back in 1877 when Thomas Edison in
vented his famous "talking wonder." The first words re
produced on Edison's phonograph were "Mary had a little 
lamb." Today, the phonograph offers all types of enter
tainment from music to drama. 

The record for the first phonograph consisted of a 
heavy metal cylinder with a helical groove cut in its 
circumference. A sheet of tinfoil was wrapped around 
the cylinder and the recorder was equipped with a dia
phragm and stylus which rested upon this cylinder. As 
the cylinder turned, any sound picked up by the dia
phragm caused the stylus to vibrate and trace out a series 
of indentations in the tinfoil. Playing the record was a 
reverse procedure that used another stylus to carry the 
vibrations to a horn which reproduced the sound. The 
machine was of no practical value as the tinfoil record
ing was worn out after one or two playings, but it was 
then a new idea in musical entertaiment. 

In 1897, Emile Berliner developed a disc record with 
a laterally undulating groove which could feed the sound
box and horn across the record as well as vibrate the 
stylus. The design of records on previous machines re
quired the use of a special feed screw mechanism to move 
the stylus across the record. The Berliner recordings were 
made on a zinc plate that was covered with an acid-resist-
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The operator places a doughy "biscuit" in the press 
and the nickle plated matrices are brought together 
under tremendous hydraulic pressure. Live steam pro
vides heat for pressing, then cool water is run through 
the press to set the record. 

By CHARLES FLOYD, M. E. '52 

ing material. The stylus of the recording machine cut 
into the coating material and left a wavy trail of the 
recording on the surface of the zinc. The plate was given 
an acid bath to· etch the recording into the zinc. Commer
cial records were made by using the zinc plate as a master 
record. The development of the disc record m~rked the 
beginning of the commercial history of the phonograph, 
but it was still a crude contraption, and the music repro
duced from it caused it to be called the "screech box." 

Later, one of the "screech boxes" was brought into 
the machine shop of Eldridge R. Johnson in Camden, 
N. J . Johnson noted the poor design and set about to 
improve it, with the idea of making it a musical instru
ment instead of a novelty. He patented his improve
ments and formed the Victor Talking Machine Company 
to manufacture the new machine. The first year of busi
ness saw the company making $500, but in 1905, only 
four years later, it was a 12 million dollar enterprise. 
Thirty new factory buildings were erected with a total 
floor space of two and one half million square feet, the 
equivalent of 56 acres. The musical artists of the world 
profited proportionately. (The recordings of Caruso have 
earned over three million dollars for him and his estate.) 

The manufacture of a phonograph record begins in 
the studios of the recording companies. The studio in
terior is constructed for acoustical perfection. At one end 
is the control room, a glass-enclosed booth, where the mu
sic is recorded from microphones placed in the studio. 
There is an informal atmosphere in the studio as the mu
sicians get into the mood. The piece to be recorded is 
rehearsed until it meets the approval of the leader, who 
is inside the control room with the sound engineers listen
ing to the music as it will sound on a record. Then onto 
the turntable . goes a master lacquer disc and the signal 
for the final recording is given. The band begins to play 
and as the microphones carry the vibrations into the con
trol room, a stylus cuts into the master and records the 
music. Incidentally, the sound engineers report that "Hot 
Jazz" outfits are the easiest to record. 

When the recording is finished it is transferred to 

several wax-coated discs. The wax discs are cleaned with 

nitrogen and placed in a vacuum chamber with a sheet 

of 24-karat gold. A current of 2500 volts is turned into 
the chamber for 12 minutes. The electricity produces a 
gold vapor that covers the wax discs with an almost trans
parent layer of gold approximately two millionths of an 
inch thick. Over the gold layer, a layer of copper about 
two hundreths of an inch thick is applied by an electro-
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chemical process. The gold-faced copper master is 
stripped from the wax disc, its surface is treated, nickel 
plated, and copper plated against the nickel. The gold 
master is separated from the nickel plate and sent to 
a storage vault where the master records of all record
ings are kept. The nickel disk that is left is used as a 
mold to make a number of nickel stampers which are used 
to press out the comrr.ercial records from biscuits of shellac 
plastic. 

Modern records are made of two types of materials: 

the black material that is composed mainly of shellac, 

gum, limestone, slate, and carbon black; and a new plastic 

material of vinylite. The majority of records are still 
made of shellac but the vinyl plastic records are gaining 
popularity because of their resistance to breakage and 
durability. Two new developments are RCA Victor's 45 
rpm record and Columbia Record's new LP (long-play
ing) records. 

The dozen odd ingredients used in the manufacture 
of shellac records are powdered, screened, and dumped 
into a huge mixer where they are blended and heated until 

The final quality test depends on super-sensitive, 
highly trained ears. An Inspector checks every 25th 
record, the slightest defect results in the rejection of an 
entire production "run." 

they are a black plastic mass that looks much like asphalt. 
The hot material is dropped from the mixer into a rolling 
machine which kneads it, finally depositing it as a sheet 
on a conveyor belt. The belt takes the sheet through a 
set of revolving knives that cuts it into biscuits. Each 
biscuit contains enough material to make a record. 

Vinyl plastic record material is made from a mixture 
of vinyl chloride and vinyl acetate. Vinyl chloride is pre
pared by the reaction of ethylene dichloride and ammo
nium hydroxide. Vinyl acetate is produced by the reac
tion of acetylene and acetic acid with charcoal and zinc 
acetate used as catalysts. The two vinyl compounds are 
mixed in the ratio of 80 per cent vinyl chloride and 20 
per cent vinyl acetate. By use of a catalyst, the two 
compounds copolymerize and form chain molecules with 
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"Bite size" colorful vinyl plastic records are shown 
being inspected by compound light in one of the early 
stages of manufacture. The inspector will reject any 
"biscuits" whose translucence might be impaired by any 
foreign particles. 

molecular weights of about 12,000. A small amount of 
lead stearate is added to increase the life of the plastic 
vinylite. 

The nickel stampers are inserted in a press with one 
stamper in the top of the press and another at the bot
tom. The record presses strongly resemble huge waffle 
irons. The labels that appear on the record faces are 
placed on the stampers and when the pressing is made 
they are baked into the record. 

The biscuits which have been allowed to harden in 
storage bins, are reheated on a steam table adjacent to 
the presses. As soon as the biscuits are soft and pliable, 
they are folded and placed in the press. The press is 
closed and a hydraulic pressure of many tons is applied 
to cause the record material to flow over the surface of 
the stampers. Live steam is circulated through the press 
to cook the record; then cold water is circulated to cool 
the press and harden the record. When the record 
is removed from the press, it has a rim of excess material, 
known as flash, around its edge. This is cut off and the 
edge of the record is ground down on a lathe with emery 
paper, then polished with a waxed cloth. 

The finished record is inspected for visible defects 
and placed in an envelope. At planned frequency inter
vals, samples are selected and tested for defects in tonal 
quality. When a defective record is found it is discarded, 
and the lot from which it was chosen is inspected, as well 
as the stampers from which it was pressed. The result 
of this careful manufacturing is the high quality of phono
graph records on the market at the present time. The 
completed records are sent to the shipping department 
wher they are packed individually or in albums. 
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Fingertips Between Friends 
Time and tide wait for no man; the modern tele

phone waits for no woman-operator. Your call can be 
sent to any part of the country with only your local op
erator intervening. In one installation in Santa Monica, 
California, you may dial directly to your party in an
other part of the country, completely automatically. This 
magic is accomplished through the use of an ingenious 
device called a Director. 

Before you concern yourself with the Director, how
ever, it would be a good idea to learn the fundamentals 
of regular dial systems first. Have you ever played a 
pinball machine? The counters in the machine that de
termine the score are the protoytypes of the switches used 
in dial systems. Each time a magnet is energized, it 
drives a ratchet-wheel around one notch. The wheel is 
held by a stop-pawl to prevent its return. When the 
game is over and everything must be returned to normal 

DRIVE. 

MAGNET 

0 

RELEASE 
MAGNET 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

Fig. 1 
Forward Drive Switch 

for a new game, a second magnet releases the stop-pawl 
and a spring returns the switch to its original position. 

A switch arm associated with the wheel is passed 
in turn over a bank of contacts, and remains on each 
contact until the drive magnet is energized again, when 
it moves to the next one in the bank. This basic system 
of rotary switching is used in pinball machines and in dial 
telephone systems. Such an arrangement is called a 
forward drive switch; it is used in the Director (Minor 
switch) and as the horizontal element of a Strowger switch. 

The same arrangement is frequently used, but with 
the action reversed. In this type, the trip-pawl is moved 
forward as before when the magnet is energized, but the 
wheel is not moved forward until the spring return pulls 
it back after the magnet is released. This spring return 
or back-drive switch is used in the Director (Sequence 
switches), and in pinball machines. This is shown in Fig
ure II. 
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By ROBERT C. SANFORD, E.E. '53 

Fig. 2 
Spring Drive Switch 

The most important type is the Strowger switch. 
This switch makes two motions, moving up to select the 
proper bank of contacts and around horizontally to make 
the final selection. Figure III shows the construction. 
Ten banks of contacts are arranged one above the other 
and a switch arm is tied to the drive mechanism. A mag
net steps it up to the proper bank and another magnet 
steps it around to the final contact. In a selector, the 
horizontal motion is automatic for the first contact. If 
this line is free, the arm remains there. If the line is 
busy, a testing contact hits a ground and drives the arm 
to the next notch. This hunting continues until a free line 
is found. When the magnets are released, a spring re
turns the arm horizontally and gravity returns it verti
cally to the starting position. 

Now, · consider a four digit dial system. When the 
phone is lifted from the cradle, you are connected to a 
line-finder, or line-switch which hunts horizontally until 

VERT. 
RELEAS£ ff VE.RT. 

t t;j-DRIVE ·qrµ 

LEVELS {: 
0 0 •• 
• 0 •• 
0 0 • 

• . :• •••• 0 •• 

••• •• 0 
0 • . 

Fig. 8 
Stroger Switch 
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it finds a free selector line. You dial your first digit into 
this selector. The first digit raises the selector to the 
proper level for that digit and hunts horizontally until 
a free line is found to a second sele~tor. The second digit 
causes this second selector to raise to the proper level 
and hunt a free line. This line leads to a connector, but 
while the third digit causes it to raise to the proper level, 
it stops there. The last digit moves it horizontally and 
connects you to your party. 

Figure IV shows this diagramatically, although only 
part of the selectors and connectors are shown. Suppose 
subscriber A dials 8257. When he lifts the phone he is 
tied to a line-switch that hunts until it finds an idle selec
tor. When he dials eight, this selector raises to the eight 
level and hunts a second selector. When he dials two, the 
second selector rises to the two level and hunts an idle 
connector. The third digit raises this connector to the 
five level and the last digit moves it around to the seven 
contact. This gives him his party. 

□ GO ..., t: 
::z 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
1ST 

SELECTORS 
2ND CONNECTORS 

SELECTORS 

Fig. 4 
Four Digit Dial System 

Again, suppose a town has issued all possible num
bers, except for some one level (first digit) on the first 
selector. Asume that no numbers have been issued that 
begin with nine and the town is growing so that another 
exchange is needed to handle the numbers that will be 
added. A second exchange is built, with a capacity of 
10,000 lines, the same as the first one. The eight level 
is set aside for inter-exchange trunking and the other 
numbers are issued. 

Now suppost subscriber B wishes to call 8257 in the 
first exchange. He must dial 9-8257, for the first digit to 
connect him to the first exchange, before his number begins. 
If subscriber A in the first exchange wishes to call sub
scriber B in the second exchange, he must call the correct 
number, but preceed it with an eight. To call a party in 
your exchange, four digits are needed. To call a sub
sriber in the other exchange, five digits are needed. If an
other selector is inserted between the line-switch and the 
first selector, it will handle this first digit and give the 
correct exchange, no matter where the call originates. 
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Since the number is always the same, this is called uni

versal numbering. 

Letters on a dial are for the subscriber's convenience 
in remembering. As far as the switches are concerned, 
these letters are still digits. If you dial CE for CEntral 
exchange, the dial sends the decimal equivalent, or 12. 
Most large cities use two letters for the exchange designa
tion and all numbers have six digits. 

43 59 

Fig. 5 
Tandem Trunking 

Now, consider Figure V. Two towns, each with four 
exchanges, have one trunk between them. Each exchange 
has two digits for its designation. The same situation oc
curs as before with two exchanges. A six digit number 
will call any phone in the same town, but if the same 
number is called from the other town, prefix digits must 
be added. Assume a caller in 12 in one town wishes to 
call 43 in the other town. The prefix will connect to the 
other town and the rest of the number is the same as for 
a local call. If someone in 35 wishes to call the same 
number, the digits 12 must be added to get that exchange, 
another digit to get the other town, and finally the orig
inal number to get the party called. 

The local caller uses six digits, the caller in 12 in 

the other town uses seven digits, and the caller in 35 

uses nine digits. This is obviouly not universal number

ing. To further complicate the situation, if a call must be 

trunked through several towns, a digit must be added for 
each town in the chain. You could conceivably run into 
numbers with 20 or 30 digits. To reduce the number of 
digits necessary and to use universal numbering, the Direc
tor is used. 

CODE TERM • 
.....,_RE. __ G,...._--"NO. REG. - ...... "SENDER 

CODE 
TRANS. --""STORAGE 

Fig. 6 
The Director 

The Director is connected between the operator's dial 
and the first selector through a line-switch. When the 
operator starts to dial, the line-switch finds a free Director 
and the first digit is dialed into it instead of a first selec-

( Continued on Page 22) 
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4round the Columns 
SL/PST/CK SAM, B.S. '99 

.. 

?1\t 
..... .. ,., 

, 

Hello men and you wonderful female engineers-it's 
December again. December, that's the month when . . ·. 
outside two people-one blanket affairs finally have to 
give in to inside one people-two blanket affairs . . . no 
matter how many times you integrate, you won't have as 
·much money left at the end of, as you thought you would 
have at the first of ... you will probably be out already 
when it goes out .. . old St. Nick looks over his book of 
good little boys and girls, and then completely overshoots 
Columbia . . . tuxs and formals are again dug out of the 
moth balls . . . eggnog a a purple passion becomes the 
fashion . . . all true prospective engineers carry mistletoe 
under their hats . . . you feel so terrible when its over 
... Engine Club and National Societies have their Christ
mas Brawls, woops, Balls, that is 

Do you really want to celebrate New Years again? 
Remember that dark brown taste in your mouth the 
next morning; those burned out lungs, legs, and eyes; 
that throat crying for water ; and that wash tub-size 
head! You say "Hell Yes ! ! ! " Well good, "cause old 
Sam is going to be right there with you-Yes Sir, its 
time to catch up on painting, sleeping, and studying. 

Some of the old crew will have to get together again 
and shoot the breeze, and if one of your buddies won't 
let you get your war story in edgewise, throw this one in. 
"You know, it was about this time in 1944 that I d-n 
near had it. Yep, there I was just setting there jocking 
along when the port wing was tom off. Well, immedi
ately I reached my other hand for the stick, but before 
I could get it, it was wacked off. Then the other wing 
came off. But, I guess I'm lucky, 'cause I did finally 
grab some of that white meat." 

Did you ever sit in class and have strange discon
nected thoughts pass through your mind? No-well, Sam 
has. (Entirely subnormal person that he is.) Fortu
nately my ears are connected or the ideas would pile 
up in the middle. A few of these "disconnections" I 
managed to tie down as they came out of my left ear 
and I'm going to pass them on. Who knows, maybe 
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you will start having "disconnections." They sure liven 
up a disconnected lecture. Here they come: 

1. That professor has more brains in his little finger 
than he's got in his whole hand. 

2. How much w~od would a Wood Charles charles 
if a Wood Charles could charles wood? 

3. Wonder if a polliwog's old gent is a dadpole? 
4. It sure would be nice to go William and cooing 

down where the River Shannon Florences. 
5. Bet a woman with little principle would still draw 

a lot of interest. 
6. Have to give my woman something for Christmas. 

Wonder if she'd rather have a wonderful past or 
a wonderful present. 

Congratulate Roy Yiannakalif men because he got 
himself all pinned up at the A.S.M.E. Christmas Party. 

There he stood 'neath the mistletoe; 
He knew not what to do. 
'Cause he was only five fe~t tall 
And she was six feet two. 

Any one know the difference between snow men and 
snow women ? ? ? 

During the vacation everybody will be pushing safe 
driving, so Sam would also kind of like to get in his 
two-bits worth. We all know that it only takes one hand 
to drive these modem Supermatic cars; and old wrecks, 
like most engineers drive, can be shifted with the feet . 
So when she says, "Baby, you sure can't drive very well 
with only one hand," don't be insulted. . . . She just 
wants you to stop the car and take both hands off the 
wheel. It is much more fun that way and a lot safer. 
(As far as automotive accidents go.) In other words : 
Men who drive with no hands usually are headed for a 
church isle. Some will walk down it-some will be 
carried. 

All work and no play makes jack the dull way. 
Doc Scorah's class in Power Plants is not very big. 

Heck no, Jack Munsion just brings those binoculars to 
class for kicks. If he had a hearing aid, he would be 
really set up. 

Snow balls. 
The engineers were sure out again at the Homecom

ing Column Guard. They must have been, because the 
mice and janitors alone couldn't have consumed those 
120 cups of joe, 5 gallons of high octane cider ( 11 % 
by volume), and 15 dozen donuts. From 7 p.m. to mid
night the boys listened to records, played cards, read 
old Showmes, tossed squares, and consumed numerous 
jugs. Oh yes! There was one fellow watching the col
umns at all times; 'cause the columns were about the 
only thing that the Nebraska boys didn't paint. At 
about 1 a.m. a football game was started in front of the 
columns, with the column spots furnishing the light. 
During the three hours of play very ingenuous and spon
taneous plays were unhatched. One such play consisted 
of the center tossing the 'pill to the rest of the boys who 
were still in the huddle. After the ball got to the huddle, 
the play was figured out. Clyde Kennet couldn't walk 
fast for three days afterward. 
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SIZE 

Mighty Midget 
of Microwaves 
This little electron tube is called the 416A. 
It'~ the very heart of the latest radio relay 
repeater equipment for telephone and tele
vision transmission over long distances. Bell 
Telephone Laboratories scientists designed 
it-with elements spaced five times closer 
than in any previous microwave tube-and 
made the first samples under laboratory 
conditions. 

Could such a tube ever be factory-produced 
in quantity? It seemed almost impossible
but Western Electric engineers tackled the 
ticklish problem. Here's the sort of thing 
they had to deal with. 

Between the grid, which controls the flow 
of power in the tube, and the cathode, which 

Engineering problems are many and varied at 
Western Electric, where manufacturing telephone 
equipment for the Bell System is the Primary job. 
Engineers of many kinds-electrical, mechanical, 
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for Engineers 

produces the electrons, must be a space 6/ 10 
thousandths of an inch. The oxide coating 
on the cathode must be 5/10 thousandths of 
an inch- no more, no less. The grid wires 
-3 / 10 thousandths of an inch in diameter 
- must be wound around the grid frame 
one thousand times to an inch! 

The tiny parts would have to be made with 
laboratory precision. Much of the work would 
have to be done under microscopes. All parts 
would have to be kept surgically clean-for 
a speck of lint or a trace of perspiration could 
mar the efficiency of such sensitive tubes. New 
machines would have to be designed - new 
techniques developed-people trained to as
semble the minute parts with utmost accuracy. 

Could it be done? Well, Western Electric 
is making 416A tubes in quantity today-and 
with an amazingly low percentage of rejects. 

This machine winds wire 1/ 8 the thickness of a human 
hair around the grid ( arrow)- 1000 turns per inch
maintains tension of 60% of wire's breaking strength. 

SYSTEM SINCE 1882 -----------, 

industrial, chemical, metallurgical-are con
stantly working to devise and improve machines 
and processes for Production of highest quality 
communications equipment. 
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SPEAKING or 

Dot Schoech 

I found Dot Schoech, a clear-eyed, nice-looking girl, 
in an empty classroom. She was hard at work on some 
problems for one of her Civil Engineering courses, but 
she smiled pleasantly as I approached; thereby removing 
all my misgivings about women in engineering. She wore 
no horn-rimmed spectacles nor did she spout mathematic
al formuli at me. As a matter of fact, Dot reacted just 
as any other Mizzou co-ed might. 

I asked her how she happened to get into engineering 
- was her father an engineer? No, he is a minister, but 
her big brother is an engineer. That explained it, I 
thought, but no-she claimed that her brother's profession 
was not the reason. I pushed the issue and she said that 
my question was hardly original, "everyone asked it." The 
best she could offer was the reason that any girl gives for 
choosing her field of study. She likes math and is pretty 
good at it and other courses related to engineering. Her 
ability in this line is shown by her above-average grades. 
( Yep, a girl beating us at our own game!) 

Just like any other good Civil Engineer, Dot is an ac
tive member of Engine Club and of the ASCE. She has 
worked on the more feminine part of the St. Pat's Week 
celebration in handling the Green Tea for the past two 
years. Last year her activities reached a climax when 
she was knighted to St. Pat's Royal Court. 

Our heroine, who came to M. U. from Boonville 
High School, started out in Mechanical Engineering. She 
has since decided that C. E. is more in her line. 

During the summer of 1946, Dot worked in the Aero
dynamics Department of the then infant McDonnell Air
craft Corporation of St. Louis. In the summer of 1948 
she picked up a few nickels working for the Highway 
Department. 
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CHARACTERS 
By GRANT WILLIAMS, M.E. '52 

Here at the University, Dot has helped Mr. Murray 
in the Woodshop and has worked in the Dean's office. 
After graduation in June, Dot plans to go into design, 
preferably in construction, with some architectural design 
work. Most of all, she wants to go west .. . "at least as 
far as Colorado." 

Don Stroot 

One first sees Don Stroot as a tall, good-natured fel
low, who looks like he might be a basketball player. He 
is just that, as well as being a very busy Mechanical En
gineering student; for Don is again playing center for Miz
zou's varsity basketball team. 

Don lives in TD-4 and rooms with another basketball 
player, who is even taller. Their room, like most dormitory 
rooms, is compact and simple, but it is unusually neat. 
On the wall, are Don's three main interests- besides en
gineering and basketball- his mother, his. girl friend, and 
several gasoline-powered model airplanes. 

Don was born in Quincy, Illinois in 1928, and was 
graduated from Quincy High. Since he came to Mizzou, 
Don seems to have been hurrying like a madman to get 
through college and start on some of the more serious 
aspects of life. He has been attending summer school 
for the past two years and expects to be here next sum
mer. 

Going through Engine School at a record pace has 
left little time for Don to do more than keep his grades 
good and play varsity basketball. (What more could 
one ask? ) However, Don is a member of Engine Club and 

the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. After 
graduation Don plans to go into either Automotive or 
Aeronautical Engineering design. 

THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK 



Now television is flashing visual enter
tainment, news, and educational material 
to millions of people daily. The "inside 
story" of its rapid growth is the history 
of- some remarkable tubes. Inside these 
tubes, electrons are put to work-to per
form, for your benefit, the miracle of long
distance vision. 

The screen of your direct-view television 
receiver is actually the face of a tube-the 
kinescope developed by Dr. V. K. Zworykin 
and his colleagues of RCA Laboratories-on 
which electrons in motion "paint" pictures. 
A tube, too, is the "eye" of RCA's Image 
Orthicon television camera, which can "see" 
clearly by the light of a match. 

And since you asked for big-picture tele
vision, they developed projection receivers 
-also a way to "weld" glass and metal, thus 

DECEMBER, 1949 

Scientists at RCA L aboratories solve exacting problems 
within the "nothingnessn of vacuum tubes. 

speeding the production of 16-inch direct
viewing tubes ... at lower cost. 

To these basic "firsts," RCA scientists 
have added advance after advance, which 
are daily bringing television into the lives 
of more and more people. 

How you profit 
Advanced research in television tubes is 
just one way in which RCA Laboratories 
work in your interest. Their leadership 
in science and engineering adds value 
beyond price to any product or service 
of RCA and RCA Victor . . 

Examples of the newest advances in radio, 
television, and electronics-in action-may be 
seen at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49th 
Street, N. Y. Admission is free. Radio Corpo
ration of America, Radio City, New York 20. 

Continue your education 
with pay-at RCA 

Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA 
Victor-one of the world's foremost manu
facturers of radio and electronic products 
- offers you opportunity to gain valuable, 
well-rounded training and experience at 
a good salary with opportunities for ad
vancement. Here are only five of the many 
projects which offer unusual promise: 

• Development and design of radio re
ceivers ( including broadcast, short wave 
and FM circuits, te levision, and phono
graph combinations) . 

• Advanced development and design of 
AM and FM broadcas t transmitters, R-F 
induction heating, mobile communications 
equipment, relay systems . 
• Design of component parts such as 
coils, loudspeakers, capacitors. 
• Developme nt and des ign of new re
cording and producing methods. 

• Design of receiving, power, cathode 
ray, gas and photo tubes . 
Write today to National Recruiting Divi
sion, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersev. 
Also many opportunities for Mechanical 
and Chemical Engineers and Physicists. 

RADIO eORPORAPION d AMERleA 

World L.eocler in Radio - Firs/- in 7elevislon 
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DEANS PEN 

Dean Huber O. Croft 

When Editor Milton Manshel offered me the use of 
these pages to express some personal thoughts to Missouri 
engineers, the opportunity was seized with enthusiasm as 
this permits a new member of the faculty to participate 
actively in the many phases of the College of Engineering. 
With this end in view, matters of special interest to en
gineers in general will be presented. This initial effort 
will be devoted to presenting the "Faith of the Engineer." 

There are many admirable qualities attributed to the 
practicing engineer by the lay public, but perhaps his out
standing professional trait, if there is one which is out
standing, is that of absolute honesty. The downright sim
ple honesty of the typical engineer is no doubt partly ac
quired from his home background, his training, and his 
observations in the elementary and secondary schools. 
To reinforce and substantiate these early estimates of the 
value of truthfulness, all of his training in science and 
engineering is pointed. 

A scientist applies his experimental and analytical 
techniques to the problems of nuclear fission in order to 
explore the unknown depths of the constitution of matter, 
and thus perhaps add a bit to the storehouse of truth con
cerning the construction of the atom and the meaning of 
energy. An engineer may work long hours with experi
mental equipment to obtain data which may extend the 
working limits of a useful equation, thereby expanding 
the boundaries of known truth concerning the phenomenon 
in question. Thus science, in the last analysis, is the sim
ple search for truth ; engineering is the useful application 
of these physical truths by the direction of man. 

The young engineer knows instinctively that he cannot 
"fudge" on these truths in the design of a bridge, a trans
mission line, a machine, or an autoclave, because a dis-

( Continued on Page 26 ) 
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Faith Of The Engineer 

I AM AN ENGINEER. In my prbfession I take deep pride, but without 
vainglory; to it I owe solemn obligations that I am eager to fulfill. 

As an Engineer, I will participate in none but honest enterprise. To him 
that has engaged my services, as employer or client, I will give the utmost of per

formance and fidelity. 

When needed, my skill and knowledge shall be given without reserva
tion for the public good. From special capacity springs the obligation to use it 
well in the service of humanity; and I accept the challenge that this implies. 

Jealous of the high repute of my calling, I will strive to protect the in
terests and the good name of any engineer that I know to be deserving; but I 
will not shrink, should duty dictate, from disclosing the truth regarding anyone 
that by unscrupulous act, has shown himself unworthy of the profession. 

Since the Age of Stone, human progress has been conditioned by the 
genuis of my professional forbears. By them have been rendered usable to man
kind Nature's vast resources of material and energy. By them have been vital
ized and turned to practical account the principles of science and the revela
tions of technology. Except for this heritage of accumulated experience, my ef
forts would be feeble. I dedicate myself to the dissemination of engineering know
ledge, and, especially to the instruction of younger members of my profession 1n 
all its arts and traditions. 

To my fellows I pledge, in the sb me full measure I ask of them, integrity 
and fair dealing, tolerance and respect, and devotion to the standards and the 
dignity of our profession; with the consciousness, always, that our special expert
ness carries with it the obligation to serve humanity with complete sincerity. 
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EXPERIENCE 
By MARION J. WEIGEL, B.S., M.E. '48 

All too often is the average college student prone to 
believe that as long as he passes his courses with good 
marks and learns a fair amount of the material pre
sented to him, he can be immediately assured of a lucra
tive position in the business world and the benefits to be 
derived from it. In making this assumption, he over
looks one basic and important factor of success-the 
ability to meet and get along with business associates. 
For it is on this trait that a large percentage of the 
business successes of the day are founded. A realiza
tion of this principle is important to any young engineer 
going out into the business world. 

In order to acquire this knowledge (how to get along 
with people ) a certain amount of industrial experience 
should be gained. This can be done best by a de-empha
sis of the present speed-up of college learning and some 
profitable time spent on work in a large plant for a year 
or so. There the young engineer will meet and do busi
ness with all types of individuals, ranging from execu
tives to janitors. Throughout all this time, he should 
never lose sight of the common touch, for it is only when 
he is accepted by his fellow workers as one of them that 
the necessary cooperation with them can be attained. 
With this cooperation will come increased efficiency and 
possible promotions. 

Upon graduation, the young man can now set about 
looking for the type of work he desires, confident of his 
abiiity to hold h'is own in everyday relations with his 
fellow employees. For lack of confidence, the graduate 
is stymied, insecure as to where he stands, and unable 
to face the multitudinous situations and complexities that 
arise to challenge his skill and initiative. 

It has often been my experience to see new workers, 
both old and young, come into a plant situation and be 
at an immediate loss as to how to get along with fellow 
workers. 

Only by actual experience in working with a group 
of strangers and, even better, befng in charge· ~f their work, 
can a young man develop this knack of meeting and getting 
along with people he works with. 

For many college men, this plan of outside plant work 
is not feasible for a multitude of reasons varying with 
the individual. Therefore, as a good substitute, the col
lege man bent on a post-graduation career in modern day 
industry, should be encouraged to participate in a num
ber of outside activities. This will also give him the val
uable experience of meeting and getting along with peo
ple. It will teach him the valuable lessons of communal 
living, without which even the smartest graduate is at a 
loss when placed in the pres~t-day compet~tive industrial 
situation. 



BULLARNEY 
"Frequent water drinking' ' says the specialist, "pre

vents you from becoming stiff in the joints." 
"Yes, but some of the joints don't serve water." --·--
"We've got a case of Beri Beri up here. What'll we 

do with it?" 
"Give it to the Engine Club, they'll drink anything." --·---
Garageman: "How did you happen to puncture the 

tire?" 
Motorist: "I ran over a milk bottle." 
Garageman: "Didn't you see it?" 
Motorist: "No, the kid had it under his coat." 

---··--
Little boy: "Why is it that cream costs more than 

milk?" 
Milkman: "Because it's harder for the cows to sit on 

the little .bottles." 

--•---
And a sensible girl isn't so sensible as she looks be

cause a sensible girl has more sense than to go around 

looking sensible. 

Give an athlete an jnch and he'll take a foot. But let 

him take it. Who wants athlete's foot? 

--•---
By mistake the notice of a gentleman's death was 

printed in a local newspaper. The man concerned called 

the editor in a rage. 
"Say, listen, Bud, did you put that notice of my 

death in the paper?" 
The editor answered wearily, "Yes, I did. By the way 

--er- where are you calling from?" 

--•--
And there was the butcher who backed into the slicing 

machine and got a little behind in his jokes. 
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BLAME WITTLES 

Coed: "Is is natural to shrink from kissing?" 

Slipstick: "If it were, my dear, most girls would be 
nothing but skin and bones." 

---•--
One girl asked another how to make love. 
"You don't" the friend replied. "You just stand still 

and defend yourself." 

"Jack, dear," said the bride, "let's try to make the 

other people think we've been married a long time." 
"All right, honey," came the reply. "But do you think 

you can carry both suitcases?" 

---•-- --
She stroked my hair; she held my hand, 

The lights were dim and low. 
She raised her eyes with sweet surprise, 
And softly whispered, "No." 

Farmer: "I raise wonderful strawberries." 
Buyer: "Are they very good?" 
Farmer: "Absolutely the best. Luscious, large, blood

red, juicy fruit." 
Buyer: "Do you put fertilizer on them?" 

Farmer: "No, just cream and sugar." 

--•--
Perplexed Oriental husband: "Our child is white. Is 

velly strange." 
Wife: "Is true. Two Wongs do not make a white." 

---•--
Son: "Pop, what is the person called who brings 

you in contact with the spirit world?" 
Pa: "A bartender, son." 

-.--•---
Marriage is like a cafeteria- grab something good 

looking and pay later. 

THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK 



Who Invented 

Eli Whitney? 

In 1793 Eli Whitney helped a growing nation take 
another step in the direction of greatness. Inventions 
like his made and keep America great. But what 
does the greatness !of American inventors and tech
nology prove? 

It proves that Americans are better trained than 
other people in the scientific and technical funda
mentals so necessary for the continuing progress 
that has kept America the world's greatest nation. 
In America, the finest textbooks are available to all. 
This is the background for the technological ad
vances that raise one country above all others. 

Many of the books from which you learn your 
fundamentals bear the McGraw-Hill imprint. 
McGraw-Hill is the world's largest publisher of 
books for technical reference and instruction as well 
as for advanced research and study. 

The discoveries of today are the fundamentals of 
tomorrow. When you finish school, you'll find it 
necessary to keep up with.the advances in your spe
cialty. The McGraw-Hill magazine serving your 
field will report all that is new, necessary and 
important. 

It is not enough to know that a new process exists, 
or that a new invention has been developed. You 
must know also how it can be made available to you. 
You will find the best source for this information in 
the advertising sections of your McGraw-Hill mag
azines. 

Today in school and tomorrow in business, you 
will find that your progress depends on your up-to
the-minute knowledge of your field. 'And, McGraw
Hill will continue to serve with books and magazines 
designed to provide all that is important and current. 

McGraw-Hill Publications . 

H E TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

330 WHt 42nd Street, New Yorlr 18, N. Y. 
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ORGANIZATIONS 
By PHIL DODT, M.E. '50 

Pi Tau Sigma 

The activities in this honorary fraternity for Mechan
ical Engineers have been limited to those pertaining to the 
entrance of new members. Last spring's graduation left 
many vacancies on the roll call of this organization. The 
officers that began their duties this semester are: Steve 
Gallo, president; Bill Daniels, vice-president; Ted Verlin 
treasurer; Phil Dodt, recording secretary; and Ray Peter
son, corresponding secretary. P. 0 . Ogden remains as 
faculty advisor. 

A smoker was held for the incoming members during 
August in the Mechanical Engineering labs. Initiation 
was held on November 16, with a party in the evening 
at the American Legion Cabin. The new members are 
as follows: Bernard L. Balko, Joseph H. Blachly, E. A. 
Blackman, Edward E. Ekstedt, Sherman B. Gallas, Roy 
S. Harding, Frank E. Kelley, Joseph Leskey, John Love, 
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There are styles and sizes of 

Brown & Sharpe Cutters to 
meet a wide variety of mill

ing requirements. Superior 
design , materials and heat 

treatment give them maxi
mum cutter life and assure 

low~;t cost in the long run . 
Specify Brown & Sharpe 

Cutters. 
Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co. · 
Providence 1, R. I., U. S. A. 

BROWN & SHARPE ~ 

Jr., R. Pessin, E. S. Rahe, Donald W. Stephenson, Floyd 
Thomas, Mitchell J. Witfels, and Ludwig Zabel. 

President Steve Gallo served as the chapter delegate 
to the national convention held at Lehigh University, 
Bethlehem, Pa., in October. Some of the stories Steve 
tells about the convention show that all that went on at 
Lehigh during his stay there was not strictly business. 

A. I. Ch. E. 

The student branch for the Chemical Engineers at 
the College of Engineering got under way by presenting 
an award to the outstanding sophomore in the department 
- Edward T . Lammert. Congratulations Ed, keep up the 
good work. 

The association has provided a variety of entertain
ment for members at the meetings. A movie, sponsored by 
the U. S. Steel Corporation, was shown, and the program 
committee has also provided such speakers as Joseph 
Ray, with a talk on "The Fish Industry in Israel" and 
C. F . Braun who gave a talk supplemented by a movie on 
"Distillation." 

( Continued on Page 20) 

Headquarters 
For Your Xmas Gifts 
CARDS 

RIBBONS 

PAPER 

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS 

Come in and see our gift merchandise 

UNIVERSITY 
BOOK STORE 

Basemen± Jesse Hall 
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EXPLORE ing closely with engineers of the Turbo
power Development Department, we're 
developing gas turbines for ship propul
sion and high-temperature gas turbines 
for locomotive service, burning powder
ed coal. New Frontiers of Industry! Other engineers and scientists are en
gaged in pure physical research into fac
tors that influence power transmission 
over long lines. There's constant depart
mental research and product develop
ment going on in the fields of flour 
milling, ore processing, water condition
ing, hydraulic turbine design, electronics, 
new manufacturing methods and tech
niques, industrial design. 

By EDWIN H . BROWN, Vice President, E11gi11eering Development Division 
Allis-Chalmers Ma11ufact11ri11g Compa11y ( Graduate Trai11i11g Course 1908 ; 

WILL IT WORK? Is it prac
tical? Is there a befler 

way to do it? If you feel the 
challenge in questions like these 
and get a thrill out of finding 
the answers - perhaps you're 
cut out for research. 

Unusual Range of Activities 

Pick Your Spot 

There are a lot ofus like that 
here at Allis-Chalmers. Pio
neering beyond the immediate 

EDWIN H. BROWN 

Research here at A-C covers a 
tremendous range of industrial 
fields. I might point out that 
product development is con
sidered a responsibility of each 
product department, while the 
central research and develop
ment organization works with 
the many departments in a staff 

Graduate engineers selected for the Allis
Chalmers Graduate Training Course have 
a unique opportunity to explore many 
engineering and industrial fields, and find 
the work that suits them best. Here, you 
help set your own course-may change 
it as you go along and special interests 
develop. You can gain first-hand expe
rience with almost any major industry 
you can name-electric power, mining, 
wood products, hydraulics, public works. 
You can work in machine design, re
search, manufacturing, sales engineering. 
You can earn advanced degrees in engi
neering at the same time. When you 
finish the course, you know where you're 
headed- and you're on your way! 

frontiers of industry has been one of the 
major factors in the growth of this com
pany for over 100 years. Yet today we're 
finding more exciting frontiers to explore 
than ever before. 

My part in this work started back in 
1906 when I joined the Allis-Chalmers 

capacity. Since Allis-Chalmers produces 
important machinery for every basic in
dustry, you can see that our develop
ment work is extremely varied. 

It includes such things as methbds of 
burning coal deposits underground, to 
produce power without the intermediate 
steps of mining, processing and transport
ing the fuel to power plants. We're de
veloping equipment for the application 
of atomic power in naval vessels. Work-

Write for details of the Allis-Chalmers Graduate Training Course-requirements, 
salary, advantages. Representatives may visit your school. Watch for date. 

Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin 

·ALLI S-C HALME RS 

Measuring cavitation resistance of 
various materials for pumps and hy
draulic turbines. Material under test is 
electronically vibrated at a high rate 
while submerged in water. 

Graduate Training Course, from the Uni
versity of Nebraska. During my two years 
in the course, I spent a good deal of time 
Oil the test floor. That's the spot where 
original thinking, new designs, and new ., 
methods pay off in results. It's a great 
vantage-point from which to watch in
du.strial development at work. 

After completing my GTC, I worked 
as a test engineer . . . as development 
and sales engineer on steam turbines ... 
as a chief engineer and department 
manager ... and into my present work in 
research and development. 

DECEMBER, 1949 

U , So NAVY PHOTO 

Experimental Gas Turbine at Annapolis is shown in new building to wh:ch it was 
recently moved. After extensive testing at progressively higher temperatures, the U.S. 
Navy unit has now been operated in several tests a t its design temperature of 150Q0 f . 
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Organiza±ions 
( Continued from Page 18 ) 

• A S. M. E. 
The first two weeks of the semester were used for a 

membership drive, climaxed by a "get acquainted" ses
sion in Read Hall. The new officers who were installed 
for this academic year are: C. W. Holcomb, honorary 
chairman; Ted Verlin, chairman; Warren Brandow, vice
chairman; Ray Peterson, secretary; Jack Munson, trea
surer; and Mickey Wittels, program chairman. 

As a result of the membership drive, the Missouri 
branch now stands at the astonishing mark of 168 mem
bers. Not satisfied with this amount, the organization 
is allowing freshmen and sophomores in Mechanical En
gineering to join for a fee of one dollar. The purpose 
of this is to encourage these students to become active 
and to provide a means for them to participate in all 
future activities. 

The chapter is planning a Christmas party for De
cember 2, with all the necessary ( ? ) trimmings. They 
are making plans to enter the intra-mural basketball con
tests, which means that some young blood is needed to 
bring the team out on top. Inspection trips to the various 

partners in creating 

power stations in the Kansas City and St. Louis areas are 
also being planned. 

At meetings thus far the members have been addressed 
by several members of the faculty including Dean Croft 
and Dr. Scorah. On November 14, a Proctor and Gamble 
representative gave a talk, accompanied by slides and a 
movie, "The Mechanical Engineer in the Soap Industry." 

A. S. C. E. 

The ASCE student chapter met on November 7 to 
hear Leslie Cowan, University vice-president, speak on the 
University's building program. In his talk, Mr. Cowan 
surveyed present needs, and outlined the methods of 
building on to the existing campus system in such a way 
as to increase the compactness of the various schools. 

Of main interest to the engineers was the proposed 
building to be added to the rear of the engineering building. 
At present, long-range plans include the extension of the 
laboratory and new classroom space on the site of Lathrop 
Hall. The various ideas were visually aided by the use 
of slides. 

Plans are being made for a dance for ASCE mem
bers and dates. 

( Continued on Page 28 ) 

K & E drafting instruments, equipment and materials 
have been partners of leading engineers fo r 81 years 
in shaping the modern world. So extensive ly are these 
p roducts used by successfu l men, it. is self-evident that 
K & E has played a part in the completion of nearly 
every American engineering pro ject of any magnitude. 

Merry 

Christmas 

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. 
NEW YORK • HOBOKEN, N . J. 

Chicago • St. Louis • Detroit 
San Francisco • Los Angeles • Montreal 
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plus a 

Happy 
New Year 

Tiger Laundry 
& Cleaning Co. 
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~~IJlagnet Wire? 
I didn't even hnow BOEBLING made it! . •• 

THIS VISIT to just one of the 
Roehling works has been an eye
opener. Everyone in my line knows 
Roehling wire rope, but I never 
heard that you stack up so big in 
electrical wires and cables." 

* * * 
Many people are surprised to learn of the 
wide diversity of Roebling's line of wires 
and wire products. It is often news, too, 
that several different items in the Roehling 
line are used in one and the same field. In 
mines and quarries, for example, Roehling 
Wire Rope, Aggregate Screens and Port
able Electrical Cable are all likely to be on 
the job together. Wherever there's industry, 
there are Roehling products that help bring 
highest efficiency and lowest service cost. 

DECEMBER, 1949 

WOVEN WIRE FABRIC. Roehling 
weaves wire screens to meet every sort of 
industrial requirement. From large size 
Aggregate Screens to closely woven Filter 
Cloths, wires made of special steels and 
non-ferrous metals bring new measures of 
resistance to abrasion and corrosion. 

WIRE ROPE. Roehling wire rppe is 
made in a complete range of types and 
always affords a rope that's right for every 
application. For easy handling, smooth 
operation and long life on the job, Roehling 
Preformed "Blue Center" Wire Rope is 
unsurpassed. 

ELECTRICAL WIRE- CABLE -
MAGNET WIRE. With more tha,n 60 
standard types, Roebling's line of electrical 
wire and cable meets practically all trans
mission, distribution and service needs ... 
The insulation of Roevar Magnet Wjre is 

10 to 40 times tougher than other types -
first choice for high-speed winding. 

ROUND-FLAT-SHAPED WIRE. 
Manufacturers adopt Roehling high carbon 
wire for its dependable uniformity which 
minimizes machine stoppages and rejects, 
and pulls down production costs. 

* * * Whatever career you are studying for, 
when you get on the job you will find one 
or more types of Roehling products serv
ing there, dependably and at low cost. 
John A. Roebling's Sons Co., Trenton 2, N. J. 
BRANCH OFFICES: A.danta, 934 Avon Ave. * 
Bo&ton, 51 Sleeper St. * Chicago, 5525 W. Roosevelt 
Rd.* Cleveland, 701 St. Clair Ave., N. E. * Denver, 
1635 17th St.* Houston, 6216 Navigation Blvd.* £0, 
Angele,, 216 S~ Alameda St. * New York, 19 Rector 
St.* Philadelphia, 12 S. 12th St.* Piti11burgh, 855 W. 
North Ave.* Portland, Ore., 1032 N. W. 14th Ave.* 
San Franci,co, 1740 17th St.* Seaule, 900 First Ave. So. 

ROEBLING 
A CENTURY Of CONflD!NCE 
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DIAGRAMMATIC CROSS-SECTION 
VIEW OF A 

furx,~ 
Chrome Clad 

Steel Tape 
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This cross section view gives you the "inside story" 
of the most outstanding development in steel tapes in 
years. (1) Hardened steel tape-tough-flexible
kink-resistant. (2) Rust resistant coating. (3) Multiple 
coats of electroplating. (4) Hard, smooth, non-glare 
chrome plating. Will not crack, chip or peel. (5) Jet 
black markings-easy to read in any light- bonded to 
steel base-sunk below chrome surface protecting them 
against wear. 

Ask your distributor for them or write for complete 
details on Lufkin Chrome Clad "Super Hi-Way," 
"Pioneer," and "Michigan" Chain T apes. 

THE /uFKIN flu~E Co. 
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN 

• 
PRECISION TOOLS - TAPES - RULES 

EASY TD READ 
MARKINGS 

THAT ARE DURABLE 

The 
COMMONWEALTH COLUMBIA 

THEATRES 
Uptown 
Broadway 

Boone 
Drive-In 

SCREEN ENTERTAINMENT 

AT IT'S BEST 

Courtesy Service 

BLACK & VEATCH 
Consulting Engineers 

E. B. Black 

A. P. Learned 

J. F. Brown 

Ed Wilkes, Jr. 
E. L. Filby 

4 706 Broadway -

N. T. Veatch 

R. E. Lawrence 

F. M. Veatch 

C. I. Dodd 

W. L. Patterson 

A. V. Ferry 

Kansas City 2, Mo. 

Fingertips Between Friends 
(Continued from Page 9) 

tor. The first three or four digits determine the area and 
town and are called the area code. After this comes the 

regular subscriber's number as listed. 
The Director must receive and store this information, 

translate the area code into a new number (directive), 
then send this directive, or route number, followed by the 
subscriber's regular number ( terminal number ). This re
vised number goes into the first directive selector and trav
els through the necessary cities according to the directive. 
The last digit of the directive feeds the terminal number 
into the first selector of that office exactly as if it had 
been dialed locally, and the party is contacted in the nor
mal manner. 

If your phone were tied to a Director instead of a 
selector and you knew the area code, you could dispense 
with the local operator entirely. However, this would 
mean that all numbers would have ten or 12 digits and 
the cost of the Directors would be prohibitive. With the 
present system, the calling time across-country is less than 
one minute by eliminating the intervening operators. 

The Director consists of several sections, each of which 
is quite complicated. The full treatment of the Director 
is beyond the scope of this article, but principles should 
suffice for clarity. The block diagram of Figure VI shows 
that the number is dialed into the code-register, where the 
first part, or code, is stored on a series of switches. For 
a three digit code, this consists of a minor switch and a 
two-digit Strowger switch similar to a connector. 

This three digit code tells the Director where the call 
should go, but not how it should be routed to get there. 
Suppose the area code for a town is 749 but the route is 
represented by 53862, which includes four cities on the 
way, and the city being called is the last digit 2. This 
route number is called the Directive, and the number of 
digits is determined by the number of towns on the route. 
Assume the full number is 7 49-CE-8257 and rememper 
that CE is the same as 12. The Director takes this num
ber, stores it and sends out the revised number, 53862-12-
8257, to the first directive selector. 

The translator consists of an intermediate distribut

ing frame, or IDF, that is cross-connected so that the 749 
going in will produce 53862 on the second side of the 
frame. A spring action sequences switch picks up this 
number and stores it on a group of relays. The incoming 

number is now transferred to the terminal number register 
where it is stored on a series of switches. As soon as the 
Directive is stored, the code register and translator are dis
connected and are ready for another call. As soon as the 

terminal number is stored, the sender is started. 

The sender is an automatic interrupter, breaking the 
circuit continuously at the rate determined by the operat
ing speed of the directive selectors on the route and the 
equipment in the terminal office. The length of time the 

( Continued on Page 24) 
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The ring test, shown above, is a scientific 
method for determining the modulus of rupture 
of pipe. It is not a required acceptance test but one 
of the additional tests made by cast iron pipe manu
facturers to ensure that the quality of the pipe 
meets or exceeds standard specifications. 

A ring, cut from random pipe, is subjected to 
progressively increased crushing load until failure 
occurs. Standard 6-inch cast iron pipe, for example, 
withstands a crushing weight of more than 14,000 
lbs. per foot. Such pipe meets severe service re
quirements with an ample margin of safety. 

Scientific progress in the laboratories of our 
members has resulted in .higher attainable stand
ards of quality in the production processes. By 
metallurgical controls and tests of materials, cast 
iron pipe is produced today with precise knowl
edge of the physical characteristics of the iron 
before it is poured into the mold. Constant control 
of cupola operation is maintained by metal analy
sis. Rigid tests of the finished product, both ac
ceptance tests and routine tests, complete the 
quality control cycle. But with all the remarkable 
improvements in cast iron pipe production, we do 
not forget the achievements of the early pipe 

The Ring Test 

founders as evidenced by the photograph below of 
cast iron pipe installed in 1664 to supply the town 
and fountains of Versailles, France and still in 
service. Cast iron pipe is the standard material for 
water and gas,mains and is widely used in sewage 
works construction. Send for booklet, "Facts About 
Cast Iron Pipe." Address Dept. C., Cast Iron Pipe 
Research Association, T. F. Wolfe, Engineer, 
122 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, Illinois. 

Section of 285-year-old cast iron water main still 
serving the town and fountains of Versailles, France. 

(lllS'I1 Ill()N J>JpJ~ SERVES FOR 
CENTURIES 
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LOOK FOR THIS RIDGE 

AND 

YOU FIND A REASON 

• There is more than mere identification value in the 
ridge you see on Okonite wires and cables. The ridge is 
proof that the insulation has been folded around the con
ductor by the well-known Okonite strip irlsulating process. 
This method permits inspection at all times during the 
application operation. It assures the perfect centering of 
conductors so important to the avoidance of electrical 
failures. 

The ridge is a permanent mark of an Okonite cable. It is 
still prominent after the final vulcanization in a metal mold 
that insures equal transfer of the heat throughout every 
portion of the insulation. The Okonite Company, Passaic, 
New Jersey. 

. a 
OK O N IT E ,;"""" 

6965 

lated wiires and cables 

Finger±i ps Between Friends 
( Continued from Page 22 ) 

sender is in circuit is determined by the digit, interrupt

ing the line the number of times represented by that digit. 

Thus, for five, the line is interrupted five times, just as 
though dialed by hand. The sender transmits the entire 

revised number, 53862-12-8257, to start the call on its way. 

As soon as the terminal number has operated the 
connector in the terminal town and the call is completed, 

the terminal number register is disconnected and the en

tire Director is free for another call. 
In dial systems, the line is protected from an inter

fering call by a ground on the selector test contact. This 

ground causes the selector to hunt past that contact until 

it finds one that is not grounded. In similar manner, the 

busy tone is fed to the test contact of the connector, and 

any call coming in is warned that the line is busy. At the 

present, over 300 cities are using the toll dialing system 
and more are being added every day. Special arrange

ments are made so that manual boards in the terminal 

cities can be called and provision is made for party line 
operation. There are other systems in use, but the "step

by-step" system described here is the most common. 

Sonny: "Pop, what's an optimist?" 
Father: "An optimist is a man who thinks his wife 

has quit smoking cigarettes when he finds cigar stubs in 

the house." 

Your 1950 SAVITAR 
Is now on sale al the 

University Book Store 
Only $6.50 - $3.00 Down, Remainder on Receipt of the Book. 

-ALSO -

Make Your Class Picture Appointment Now! 

Smith Studio Weslholl Studio 
1010 Broadway 910a Broadway 
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THE CASE OF THE 

Expanding Spandrel 

Night and day, winter and summer, year after 

year, for more than twenty-six years aluminum 

spandrels ( the vertical area between windows in 

skyscrapers) were exposed to the weather ... and 

nothing happened. 

That was proof enough for the architects. 

Proof that Alcoa Aluminum castings used for 

spandrels stood up in all kinds of weather, resisted 

corrosion, kept up their good appearance, never 

needed maintenance. 

"Aluminum works so well for spandrels," 

reasoned the architects, "why not expand its use 

• . . make entire walls of it?" They came to Alcoa 

with their ideas. Alcoa engineers had kept pace. 

Designs and methods for making complete walls 

were ready. New ways had been found to make 

aluminum cheaper and more useful. 

Today you will see aluminum-clad buildings 

going up in every part of the country. These 

buildings are quick and inexpensive to build. Their 

aluminum walls never will need expensive painting 

or repairs. 

This case is typical of the history of Alcoa and 

of the men and women who work for it. While 

aluminum was proving itself in small applications, 

Alcoa engineers were perfecting the methods for 

large scale production and fabrication Within the 

lifetime of men now living, this company has 

grown to be one of America's great industries . 

New developments now underway in Alcoa's 

laboratories are pointing the way to even more 

widespread uses for aluminum in the years ahead. 

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA, Gulf Bldg., 

Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania. 

FIRST IN ALUMINUM 
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Have 

you 

heard 

what 
they're 

saying 

about 

N? 
r.' 

Some grad is spreading 'the word that National 
Electric is the world's largest single source of supply 
for electrical roughing-in materials. (And he couldn't 
be righter!) · 

Since 1905 NE products have set the pace for 
quality. Today the NE complete line of electrical 
roughing-in materials includes: wires, cables, con
duit, raceways and fittings. 

Ua.tioncil Elec:tric 
PRODUCTS CORPORATION 

PITTSBURGH 30, PA. 

CATERING SERVICE 

TIGER DELICATESSEN 
Under New Management 

213 So. Ninth Dial 7714 

flowers 

for every occasion 

paul alien's 
MISSOURI THEATRE BUILDING 

Phone--4433-9470 

DEANS PEN 
( Continued from Page 14) 

asterous failure may result and his reputation is hence
forth questioned. He therefore correctly infers that "fudg
ing" on the verbal or written truth may likewise result in 
a personal disaster to his reputation. 

Intensely concerned with the outlook of young en
gineers, the Engineers' Council for Professional Develop
ment is continually interested in enhancing the prestige of 
the profession, and to that end has working committees 
on student selection, engineering schools, professional 
training, professional recognition, and professional ethics. 
E.C.P.D., the organizational umbrella determining much 
of the major professional policy in the United States and 
Canada, consists of representatives from the ASCE, 
AIME, ASME, AIEE, EiC, ASEE, AIChE, and 
NCSNEE. 

Recognizing the need for a statement embracing the 
personal characteristics of a successful engineer, E.C.P.D 
appointed a committee, some ten years ago, to draw up 
a statement expressing these desirable qualities. After 
months of pondering, writing, deleting, and argument by 
some of the best-known engineers in the country, the 
"Faith of the Engineer" was composed and accepted. 

It is reproduced here. It should be carefully read by 
all engineers about to enter the profession. It should be 
reread with pride by practising engineers in order to re
fresh their faith in their vocation. 

ROTC Cadet: "Hey, Jack, would you hold my rifle 
for a minute? 

"Bud, I'm a Company Commander." 
"That's all right, I trust you." 

Russell Stover's Candy 
Sold 

Exclusively in Columbia 

by 

PECK'S DRUG 

IOfTUD UHDII AUTHOIITY OP IHI COCA•COLA COMPANY tY 

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF COLUMBIA, MO. 
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These glass eggs make TNT behave 

The traditi(lnal way of shooting an oil well 
is to lower cans of nitroglycerin into the hole 
and explode them at the depth where traces 
of oil have been found. 

Now, petroleum engineers, using double
ended glass cones made by Corning, can 
shape and direct these explosions to pene
trate oil-bearing rock with a rifle-like charge. 

These pointed glass eggs, with shells no 
thicker than a pop bottle, are set in the ends 
of cylinders of TNT and the charges are 
arranged in a case for lowering into the well. 

Miraculous as it may seem, the glass egg
as it is liquefied by the explosion-acts as a 
gun barrel to aim the tremendous blast and 
concentrate it in a thin stream. The TNT 
charge-shooting directly outward-rips a 
hole in the rock to let the oil A.ow. 

DECEMBER, 1949 

And this hole penetrates some sixteen times 
farther than one made by an unshaped 
charge. 

Because they are sometimes used in wells 
two miles or more deep, these Corning glass 
charge-directors are built to withstand heavy 
subterranean pressures. 

And although the eggs are hollow, they'll 
stand up under a pressure of 20,000 pounds 
per square inch. 

But if that seems strong to you, we'd like 
to point out that a one-inch cube of this 
same glass has a compressive strength of 
250,000 pounds. 

Throughout industry, Corning means re
search in glass because a multitude of Corn
ing developments-such as finding ways 
to increase its strength-have helped make 

glass one of today's most versatile engineer
ing materials. 

You'll find-when you're out of school 
and concerned with planning new products 
and processes, or changes in old ones-that 
it's a good thing to keep glass in mind. 

Then, we hope you'll call in Corning be
fore your planning reaches the blueprint 
stage-to learn how this material, which has 
so many varied uses, can best serve you. 
Corning Glass Works, Corning, New York. 
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The FORMULA 
for Success in ±he 

Engineering World · 

by every s±andard 

includes: 

NEATNESS 

Call 3114. 
for Free Pick-Up 

and Delivery 

DORN-CLONEY 

FOR 

STORE 

Laundry ... Cleaning 

107 South Eighth 

SUPERIOR QUALITY 
DEPENDABLE SERVICE 

Say it with Flowers 
From 

Member F. T. D. A . 

16 S. NINTH ST. 
3179-3170 

GREEN HOUSES 
WEST BLVD. 

6231 

NEW ULTRA MODERN 

El Don 
M·OTEL 

Highway 40 Columbia Phone 7876 

ORGANIZATIONS 
(Continued from Page 20 ) 

♦ A. I. E. E. 
One hundred and sixty-seven members were present at 

the annual meeting of the student branches of AIEE-IRE 
from the School of Mines and Metallurgy at Rolla, Wash
ington University, St. Louis University, and the Univer
sity of Missouri, held at the Daniel Boone Hotel, No
vember 11. The meeting was held in cooperation with the 
professional AIEE section of St. Louis. Master of cere
monies was the student activities chairman, H . M. Du
phorne. After a turkey dinner, I. D. Marsh, of the Alum
inum Ore Company of America, spoke on " Industry's 
Needs in Technical Personnel." 

The joint branch of AIEE-IRE here at the Univer
sity has planned a series of programs which should be 
of interest to all EE's. The series will consist of speak
ers representing various phases of electrical engineering to 
inform members of what will be expected of them in in
dustry. 

Eta Kappa Nu 
The members of Eta Kappa Nu, the honorary Elec

trical Engineering fraternity, have gotten things going 
in a big way, with four meetings to their credit already. 
They are planning a semester project which has not been 
uncurtained as yet. 

A smoker was held to acquaint prospective members 
with the organization. Prof. ·wallis addressed the group 
on the procedure of students to enable them to get to 
first base when being interviewed by future employers. 

ASAE 
The student branch of ASAE had its annual get-to

gether in October, the highlight of the semester to date, 
with a combination dance and Hallowe'en party arranged 
by Bob Heising and his Program Committee. "Chief En
gineer" M. M. Jones was voted "best dressed" at the gala 
affair. One of the duties of the chivalrous male ·was to 
procure apples from the watering tank while his companion 
for the evening was "pulling taffy." An interesting side
light occurred when Prexy Al Nitshke was saved from a 
dunking in the tank only through use of his amazing 
agility. 

Square dancing and games were thoroughly enjoyed 
by all. A gripe among the student members is the ap
parent outclassing by the faculty, who took home the 
model tractors as prizes. It seems to be the desire of 
some to request a congressional investigation. However, 
this was offset at the party when the Stephens College 
chaperone left earlier than her charges did. 

Programs at the regular meetings this year have in
cluded a talk by Prof. J. C. Wooley, of the Ag Engineer
ing department1 entitled "Advice;" a movie on modern 
irrigation; and reports of the AgE department at Purdue 
University and Iowa State College by Roy Harrington 
and Ray Scroggins. 
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IT HELPS IMPROVE PRODUCTS-High speed movies provide a 
record of motion far too fast to see. With the Kodak High Speed 
Camera, a second becomes three minutes, so you can see and 
analyze rapid movement-spot faulty action and points of ex• 
cessive wear-see ways to make a better product. 

\\ow photography's 

iifV-!fi?tf 5!ed 
works {or business 

IT ANALYZES CHEMICALS IN A FLASH -Spectrography with 
Kodak Spectrum Analysis Film and Plates quickly determines 
the composition of almost all materials. It provides a means to 
make frequent production-line analyses. It can maintain a 
check on specifications and speed up output. 

IT COPIES DATA IN SECONDS -Engineering drawings, shop orders, 
specifications, records, and letters of all kinds can be copied fast, and . 
with utmost accuracy. Photocopying with Kodagraph Papers, Cloths, and 
Film saves time, protects originals from wear and tear-even permits 
producing clean, legible copies from faded or worn material. 

HERE YOU SEE a few examples of how the speed of photog
raphy serves industry. In addition, its accuracy is used 

in copying drawings, documents, and data of all kinds. Its 
ability to reduce can put records on microfilm and save 98% 
of filing space. 

These and the other unique qualities of photography are 
helping cut costs, improve products, speed production, and 
stimulate sales. If you would like to know more about how it 
could serve you, write for literature or for specific information 
which may be helpful to you. Eastman Kodak Company, 
Rochester 4, N. Y. 

1FUNCTIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
- serves industrial, commercial, scientific progress 

IT RECORDS THE FLICK OF INSTRUMENTS-The swift swing of the 
galvanometer mirror or cathode-ray tube beam is not too fast for photog
raphy. Readings of these instruments are quickly recorded on Kodak 
Linagraph Films and Papers so that they can be studied and full advan
tage taken of the facts that they reveal. 
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The lamp that's bright all over-an inside story . , , 

You could look directly through 
the clear glass of Edison's first lamp 
and see the hot filament. While 
this may have been interesting, the 
glare made it unpleasant. Many 
attempts were made to diffuse the 
light and cut the glare by coating 
or frosting the bulb, without loss 
of too much light. 

A General Electric lanip re
searcher named Marvin Pipkin 
was the first to offer a practical 
inside frosting for lamps, with little 
light loss. His method, perfected 
in 1925, was a milestone in lamp 
research. The G-E inside frosted 
incandescent lamp is still today the 
one most commonly used. 

But during years of work on 
many varied lighting projects, Pip~ 
kin kept up the search for a still 
better coating. He has found it-a 
new silica finish that diffuses the 
light almost perfectly and gives 
softer, more beautiful illumination
It is used in the G-E Deluxe
White Lamp now on the market 

- the lamp that's bright all over. 

This new success of Marvin Pipkin, called the mos'C 
outstanding improvement in filament lamps since his 
earlier discovery, has come only after thousands o -f 
experiments and years of investigation. It illustr ates 
again how General Electric emphasizes research and 
creative thinking, encourages fertile minds to follovv 
their own imaginative bent, and so stays in the £ ore
front of scientific and engineering development. 

tjoa = /d ,ra ~~ m_ 

GENERAL. ELECTRIC 





Cross a bridge and make a wish 

N EXT time you cut ten or twenty or 
fifty miles off a weekend trip home 

by taking the short way over a bridge
give a thought to the days when the 
bridge wasn't there, when people had to 
take the long way around. 

Right then would be a good time to 
make your wish ... a wish that you will 
soon be able to put your engineering 
knowledge to work in helping to plan and 
build the things thatmakeAmerica great. 

The steel industry offers hundreds of 

possibilities in this direction. From the 
mining of raw ore to the fabrication of 
the finished product, steel-making is di
rected by technically-trained men. Spe
cialists in every phase of engineering 
play a vital role in the many and varied 
steps in making steel. Thousands of 
other engineers supervise the transfor
mation of finished steel into structures 
like this mighty bridge. 

United States Steel recognizes the 
need for carefully-trained specialists and 

pays particular attention in its educa
tional program to the development of 
college graduates and other technically
trained men. This program has as funda
mental objectives providing employees 
a sound foundation for advancement and 
assuring them opportunity for maximum 
personal development. 

The training program in United States 
Steel has become the "bridge" to success
ful careers for hundreds of capable 
young men. 

AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY • AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY • CARNEGIE-ILLINOIS STEEL CORPORATION • COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY 
ff. C. FRICK COKE AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES • GENEVA STEEL COMPANY • GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING COMPANY 
MICHIGAN LIMESTONE & CHEMICAL COMPANY • NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY • OIL WELL SUPPLY COMPANY • OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY 
PITTSBURGH LIMESTONE CORPORATION • PITTSBURGH STEAMSHIP COMPANY • TENNESSEE COAL, IRON & RAILROAD COMPANY 
UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY COMPANY 

UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY • VIRGINIA BRIDGE COMPANY 

UNITED STATES STEEL 



Great Names are built on 
Solid Foundations 

Individual reputations, or futures, 

like that of a business, are built on 

solid foundations. So let's examine 

the basis of a solid foundation. 

Suppose you had a problem ••• 

required some kind of power to 

help hurl a jet plane into action 

from a ship. That was a critical 

problem of the Navy in wartime. 

They came to Westinghouse, 

where they knew they would find a 

strong foundation in power equip

ment. And Westinghouse engineers 

came up with the answer-a motor 

1,400 feet long that lies perfectly 

flat ..• never turns ••. has no shaft 

G-10071 

... that looks like a railroad. And 

it works ... sends a plane into the 

air at 117 miles per hour. 

This same daring spirit developed 

a 65,000-hp motor to pump rivers 

of water for a vast irrigation project, 

20 percent larger than any motor 

previously built ..• and a motor so 

small that you can hold it in your 

hand, and that runs at the almost 

unbelievable speed of 65,000 rpm 

to do another highly important task. 

This pioneering spirit prevails 

throughout Westinghouse, whether 

it's a need for motors, railway loco

motives, gas turbines, steam power, 

elevators, radio, electronic devices, 

x-ray machines, household appli

ances, plastics, lamps, lighting, 

atomic power development, or a 

need in any of the hundreds of other 

channels in which Westinghouse 

carves its name with engineering 

achievements. 

Important responsibilities can 

only be placed on strong founda

tions. At Westinghouse, programs 

of training and education strengthen 

engineering backgrounds so that 

technical men can assume vital roles 

in a dynamic organization that 

stakes its future on the commitment: 

YOU CAN er SURE •• 1F ,r& \¼stinghouse 



EXCITING NEWS ABOUT 

Du Pont's Newest Fiber 
Hundreds of smaller businesses will loin with Du Pont 

In bringing benefits of Orlon* acrylic fiber to you 

Strong sunlight will damage most 
fibers-but not "Orlon" acrylic fiber, 
the latest synthetic yarn to come 
from the Du Pont laboratories. This 
remarkable fiber, which took eight 
years of intensive research to de
velop, has a lasting resistance to sun
light, mildew, high temperatures and 
even sulfuric acid. Experts say that 
it is the best fiber yet found for out
door use. 

In 1940, Du Pont scientists began 
work on a new fiber that seemed to 

have unusual properties. Develop
ment continued during the war when, 
under the name "Fiber A," the out
put went for military use in the hot, 
humid South Pacific. Recently the 

- Du Pont Company decided to build 
a plant at Camden, South Carolina, 
for full-scale production. This new 
plant will cost about twenty-two 
million dollars. 

While samples of "Orlon" fiber are 
now in the hands of knitters, weavers 
and finishers . for experimental pur-

OUTDOOR uses of "Orlon" will include furniture fabric, golf bags, sweaters and swimming suits. 
New fiber stands up extremely well under sun and rain. 

INDUSTRIAL field will be largest initial con
sumer. Product's resistance to acids and high 
temperatures is important in items such as 
filter cloths, coveralls, ropes, and work clothes. 

poses, it will probably be fate 1950 
before articles made of it will be gen
erally available. Then you can expect 
to see it in awnings, convertible auto
mobile tops, golf bags, sails, electrical 
insulation, as well as certain articles 
of clothing. 

In developing the uses of "Orlon," 
Du Pont will work with hundreds 
of smaller businesses-a "partner
ship" that will bring Americans not 
only new and better products, but 
more jobs,more business activity and 
another contribution to better living. 

*TRADE-MARK 

SEND FOR the booklet "This 
is Du Pont." It is a 52-page 
picture story of one company's 
contributions to America. For 
your free copy, write to the 
Du Pont Company, 2503 Ne
mours Building, Wilmington, 
Delaware. 

PO 
REG . U. S . PAT. Off. 

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 

, ,, THROUGH CHEMISTRY 

Great Dramatic Entertainment-Tune in "Ca.,,alcade 
of America" Tuesday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast 
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F R O N T I S P I E C E- T his giant 
"wringer" curves the steel frame of a 
large Westinghouse turbine generator 
with a squeeze of many tons. 

COVER-The fuel-injection nozzle 
on the right decreases the deposition 
of carbon particles on the walls of fir
ing chambers by reducing particles to 
less than JO microns. In contrast, 
standard injection nozzle action is 
demonstrated on the left. 

Cuts Courtesy Westinghouse 
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Editorial ♦ ♦ ♦ 

January, 1950 and a Happy New Year. 

It's back to the labs and the slide-rule after a holiday of family dinners, 
old friends, parties, and all else that goes with the Christmas season. From 
the vacation we've brought back memories, a good rest, and the new year of 
1950, which we ushered in with prayers, noise, parties, and headaches. 

However, now that the celebrations are past, more sober thoughts of the 
new year should come forth . This season is traditionally a time to turn 
over a new leaf, a time for resolutions, a time to pay off old debts and start 
out on a new track. So it is proper that we should stop to determine where 
we stand and where we are going. 

We have come to the College of Engineering for good reasons. These 
may be as many and as varied as the individuals in school and oftentimes 
are so nebulous as to preclude statement. However, the important thing is 
that we have a reason for being here; we believe our future success and 
happiness in life will be influenced by the training obtained here. Obviously, 
the more we can advance while we are at the University, the farther we will 
be on our chosen road. 

The University has many things to offer-more than any person could 
master in a mere four years. A wealth of technical and scientific informa
tion can be had through classes, study, and association in our chosen field. 
Valuable experience in government, politics, and organization may be 
gained through campus activities. Social customs and courtesies are learned 
in our daily contacts with persons of many backgrounds and interests. Cultural 
leanings and appreciations can be awakened and broadened through formal 
study and extra-curricular activities. Many phases of knowledge and ex
perience are here for all who will avail themselves. 

It is among all these phases of college life that our energies must be di
vided. Failure to include at least a small portion of each one of the many 
facets of campus life means we have neglected our college training. No one 
of these opportunities is so important that any other should be ignored. 
Recognizing this, our New Year's analysis and resolutions should direct our 
efforts into a combination of all the paths of student life to be of greater bene
fit in our post-graduate life ahead. 

We must prepare today for this tomorrow. 

WARREN PERET 



TAU BETA Pl ESSAY'S 
THE LEGEND OF JHE SIX COLUMNS 

By CARTER CALLAHAN, C.E. , 50 
Many years ago I entered this great university as 

a freshman engineer. I struggled with the intricacies of 
the transit and of the T-square. I butted my head 
against the square root of minus one. I looked dis
tastefully at nouns, gerunds, and various fundamentals 
of public speaking. I tasted of the good brown beer. I 
learned of Patrick, the great patron saint of all engineers, 
and heard tales of his fabulous powers and of the Blarney 
Stone. I was as much at peace with the world as it was 
possible for a student to be. 

Early in March, however, · my solitude was rudely 
interrupted by the acquisition of a new and startling bit 
of information. The six Columns that I looked at every
day belonged to the engineers. St. Patrick was soon to 
come for his annual visit and these six Columns would 
have to be guarded so as to assure their good appearance 
when he arrived. How did we acquire the Columns, 
and why should they be guarded for St. Pat? I pondered 
this question at length for some days and could find no 
answer that satisfied me. I searched records, I asked 
seniors, but to no avail. Not even H. A. LaRue could 
tell me. 

I became discouraged. I could no longer eat, the 
good brown beer tasted like cod liver oil, and sleep was 
an impossibility. Late one night after wandering aim
lessly about Columbia for hours, I stopped in front of 
the Columns hoping that the sight of them would touch 
off the spark of some new idea in my brain. As I stood 
there I became aware of an unusually bright speck of 
light that seemed suddenly to appear in the southern 
heavens. I watched it as it became brighter and bright
er, and it seemed to be coming directly towards me. Then 
all at once it was upon me in a blinding flash, and I 
fell to the ground with my hands before my eyes in an 
effort to escape this unknown phenomena. In a mo
ment all was dark again and I experienced a feeling of 
lightness as though I were floating through the air.· 

I soon regained normal feeling and cautiously looked 
around, but I could see nothing. I felt for the ground 
beneath me, but there was none there. As my eyes be
came accustomed to the darkness again, I realized that I 
was sitting atop one of the Columns. On top · of the 
column next to the one on which I was perched, I noticed 
a rather strangely dressed but dignified old gentleman 
puffing on a bright green pipe. He told me that he was 
St. Patrick and inquired as to my name and purpose in 
life. I informed him as to my identity, told him that 
I was an engineer, and asked him if I might put a question 
to him. He consented to answer my question if he was 
able, and it was with great relief that I asked him how 
the engineers came to be the guardians of the Columns. 

( Continued on Page 20) 
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THE ENGINEERS AND LABOR RELATIONS 
By MARTIN SMITH, E.E., '50 

Most of us who will soon be engineering graduates 
probably have never been in a position where the man
agement of labor was of prime importance. True, very 
few of us will step directly into industry and be called 
upon to make far-reaching decisions in this field. Never
theless, a fundamental understanding of labor and man
agement problems is essential for maximum productive 
efficiency. 

Does the employee have the right to expect the same 
working conditions as his employer? Is management 
justified in operating piece-rate wage scales? Is labor 
entitled to insurance and social reforms at management's 
expense? Obviously these questions are complex, and their 
entire solutions have not been realized yet. But the fact 
that these problems do exist should arouse one's sense of 
responsibility to his profession to be well informed on the 
progress made towards their settlement. 

The story is told of the professor who held a ball 
up before his class and told them it was black. The class 
insisted it was white and for five minutes they discussed 
it. To stop the argument the professor turned the ball 
around. The half he had been looking at was painted 
black, while the half the class had originally seen was 
white. Here is the basis for the reasonable solution to 
many labor-management problems; the ability to credit 
the opposition with having a possible legitimate point 
of view, and the willingness to accept facts as they ac
tually are. 

In 1948, when Fred Fisher left his position as in
dustrial relations director of Douglas Aircraft Co., he 
left behind him a record of five years production 
without a work stoppage. His honesty and ability to 
appreciate the workers view points resulted not only 
in maximum production, but in harmonious conditions 
attained by few industries. 

Diametrically opposite are those situations that arise 
from bigotry. The intolerance and despotism of opposing 
factions has resulted in strikes and violence with . the 
inevitable loss to both sides. The recent steel strike ex
emplifies this appalling situation. After weeks of idleness 
the grievances were compromised at the conference table. 
In the final analysis, the strike could have been avoided. 
If the solution to the problem were resolved by discussion 
the walkout was unnecessary, and at some time before the 
work stoppage poor reasoning and bad judgment were 
used by one or both parties. 

Fortunately, in the future, this situation need never 
arise, as a special education program now exists. At least 
a dozen colleges are offering short courses for the top 
men in each field. At these sessions the policy makers 
have time to re-examine their attitudes toward industrial 

( Continued on Page 18) 
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BISTOB'Y or TAU BETA Pl 

By JESSE LEE CORDER, Ch.E., '50 

Jesse hails from Bolivar, Mo., 
and is enrolled in Chemical Engi
neering. 

There are numerous honorary engineering societies 
represented on the University of Missouri campus. These 
are usually restricted to students in a particular division 
of engineering. Tau Beta Pi is the one honorary com~ 
posed of members from all divisions. This is one of the 
reasons that Tau Beta Pi is considered the top honorary 
fraternity of Engineering Schools. 

The purpose of the Society, as stated in the Eligi
bility Code of Tau Beta Pi is, "to mark in a fitting 
manner those who have conferred honor upon their Alma 
Mater by distinguished scholarship and exemplary char
acter as undergraduates or by their attainments as 
alumni." 

Tau Beta Pi provides the opportunity for the top 
students to meet and strive to improve features of the 
present school syRtem that affect the undergraduate stu
dent. For instance, the local chapter has conducted in
structor rating polls for the past few years in an effort 
to improve instructor-student relations. Another func
tion of the Missouri chapter is the contribution of "Time" 
and "Fortune" subscriptions to the Engineering Library 
as an aid to the general knowledge of engineering stu
dents. The natural association of Tau Beta Pi also 
grants fellowships of $1,200 to members for graduate 
study at any university for an advanced degree or for 
research in some engineering field. 

The primary requirement for membership is schol
arship, but this is only a means of limiting the number 
of candidates to be considered. The requirement for 
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consideration is a grade standing in the upper fifth of 
the senior class or the upper eighth of the junior class. 
After this requirement has been met, the candidate is 
discussed by active members as to integrity; breadth of 
interest both inside and outside of engineering; adapt
ability; and unselfish activity. Of these, integrity or mor
al soundness, honesty, and uprightness are considered 
the most important. New members are then elected by 
secret ballot. 

Tau Beta Pi holds the same honor of membership for 
engineering students as Phi Beta Kappa holds for Arts 
and Science students. 

The early history of the society is somewhat of a 
mystery, as the first minute books and the exact date 
of the first inauguration have never been found. The only 
reliable history is that compiled by Edwin S. Stack
house and published in a booklet, "Beginning of Tau 
Beta Pi." Through research and comparison of infor
mation found in letters, diaries, and official election 
notices contributed by early members, the beginning date 
of Tau Beta Pi has been established. 

Tau Beta Pi goes back to the early 1880's and Dr. 
Edward Higginson Williams, Jr. (1849-1933) of Lehigh 
University. Dr. Williams, a professor of engineering, 
wanted to secure a chapter of an honorary fraternity 
based on recognition for high scholarship which could 

· be open to every student in every department. 
It became clear that this could not be accomplished 

through Phi Beta Kappa, since students in technical fields 
were considered ineligible for membership. Being an 
engineer, Dr. Williams decided to furnish the students 
with something of a similar nature. This was during 
the winter of 1884-1885. 

Acting alone, . in order to expedite formation of 
the basic organization, Dr. Williams drew up a skeleton 
constitution and by-laws ( which are the basis for the 
present one) , the emblem ( the Bent) , and selected the 
Greek letters and their forms. In short, he laid the 
ground work for the infant organization. 

To give prestige, and also to test his idea he decided 
first to elect eligible alumni. Again, he went alone through 
all the records of the men who had been graduated and 
selected his list. He knew that if these men accepted, his 
organization was a success. Their arceptance was 
unanimous. This was in June, 1885. Now he could 
go ahead, elect students, and complete the initial 
plans. 

Irving A. Heikes, valedictorian of the Lehigh class 
of 1885, was approached, and upon his acceptance, was 
elected as the first student member of Tau Beta Pi. He 
was initiated on June 15, 1885. This marked the estab
lishment of the first undergraduate chapter. 

From this beginning, Tau Beta Pi had a period of 
( Continued on Page 18 ) 
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ABOUND TBE COI.UMNS 
.. it=\2 

...... . ,. . 

Well men, its January again and its open season on 
cold sweat and hot consciences. Yep, one thousand En -
gine students finally ~ealize that Finals (Sam says this 
word with dread) are with us again. Buck up men, the 
rest of the students are just as worried and frustrated 
as you are-maybe even more so. Remember that F 
equals ma and you can't go far wrong. Also remember 
that method counts 9/ 10 of the problem ( until they 
start grading them that is. ) 

Besides Finals, January also brings another new 
year in the atomic age, but never forget-no matter how 
scientific life may get, love is still made by hand. 

This months question, submitted by Bill Wilson and 
addressed to all college women. 

"Would you call a fellow down if he kissed you 
on the forehead?" 

Guess you all saw the notice (with picture) in the 
STUDENT about Les Owen and some of the boys 
giving toys to the children who had to stay in Noyes 
over the holidays. This sure was a fine gesture, and 
Sam just wanted to be sure no one missed it. What you 
probably did miss was what happened during the day 
following the toy presentation. Sam happened to be over 
at Noyes getting in his reservation for February first to 
eight when the following sights same through his 6/ 20 
vision. 

1. Three M.D.'s engaged in a scooter race along that 
"Quiet Please" corridor. 

2. A couple of interns pitching bean bags at the 
propped open mouth of a more dead than alive 
student. 

3. Head nurse checking out a "Didy Doll.'' 
4. Another M. D. making his rounds on roller skates. 

Moral to this incident is that you should never b_ring 
your plaything with you when you go to the pill parlor, 
'cause you won't be the only one playing. 

Also found out that there is a rather conceited 
nurse over at Noyes who always deducts ten counts from 
an engineers pulse to compensate for her personality. 

Overheard at the dance the more than Local Stephens 
Girls had just before vacation. 
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SL/PST/CK SAM, B.S. '99 

"Say, Bake, your girl sure looks tempting in that 
sort of biblical gown she's wearing.'' 

"What do you mean, biblical gown?" 
"Oh, you know, sort of low and behold." 
Speaking of dances- be sure not to miss the MARCH 

OF DIMES BALL that is going to come off February 
tenth at Brewer; Sam gives it 5 blasts from the power 
plant steam whistle. 

Sam has been asking the married engineers "What is 
the biggest thrill you get when you're married?" The an
swers averaged out to be "Thumbing your nose af the 
house detective." 

Sam was sure glad to see old Kaltenstein flow in. 
He stopped off in East ( Smile When You Say That) St. 
Louis on his wandering way back from the Dry City 
and must have enjoyed himself to the utmost because 
he came sneaking quietly back to the salt mines via 
the rods. Larry will tell you that those women will take 
to a good-hearted man, also from. 

A lot of Engine students take the M. E. Club light
ly, but you would be surprised at the things they do. Fur 
instances, during the holidays there were two spontaneous 
inspection trips. Note! these jobies weren't required- they 
were made because the boys just wanted to see things 
being done. 

They're picking up the pieces 
With a dustpan and a rake; 

He grabbed a silken knee, 
When he should have grabbed 

the brake 

It sure looks like Christmas gifts are going to become 
practical. Sam especially liked that phosphorescent slide 
rule (For working those in the dark problems) and that 
blinking scarlet red scarf ( for safe passage across Co
lumbia streets, also to match your nose, polish your 
shoes, etc. ) 

Every now and then stuff like the following comes 
drifting over from the Chem. Department. 

Lubbers; "What is the usual additive that is used in 
conjunction with water for fire extinguishing purposes?" 

Ch.E. (old Navy man): "Fire boats.'' 

Extinguishing fires brings us back to thoughts of 
New Years Eve and the extinguished (burned out) feel
ing we've had ever since. The fact is that when someone 
asked Sam "Aren't you the same man I met at that New 
Year's party?" he could truthfully comeback with "Nope, 
and wot's more, the Noyes Boys say I never will be.'' 
Still can't remember who brought that lacquer thinner. 

Definition of an Engineer going into Finals: 

-Someone who would like to drown his troubles, 
but just can't get his professors to go swimming-

Time to go men- hope Sam doesn't see you next 
month (he's praying that we will graduate) . After all, 
they wouldn't flunk a graduating senior, would they. 
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SPEAKING or 

Eugene Henning 

Since this-months issue of the Shamrock is devoted to 
Tau Beta Pi, the Engineering Honorary Fraternity, we 
are devoting this column to two of the outstanding 
members of Tau Beta Pi. 

Eugene Henning made his way to college the hard 
way. After graduating from St. Pauls College Academy 
in Concordia in June, 1945, Gene went to Kansas City, 
where he attended a business school for four months. 
He then got a job as an accountant for an Insurance 
Company in Kansas City. He stayed on there until the 
fall of 1946, when he came to Missouri . Here at Miz
zou Gene worked first for the Math Department and 
then for the Electrical Engineering Department, where he 
still puts in time testing instruments. He has spent every 
summer working and saving so that he could finance most 
of his own College Education. 

Although Eugene is not a veteran, he came to Mis
souri with his mind made up that he wanted to get 
all there was out of Engine Echool. He had a year 
of experience making a living without any college train
ing and felt that he wanted something more out of life 
than what he had that year. So naturally enough, he 
emphasized the hard work angle. This trid and true 
formula has proved to be the right one for Gene. This 
is evidenced by the fact that he is a member of Phi 
Eta Sigma, Freshman Honorary Fraternity ; Eta Kappa 
Nu, Electrical Engineering Honorary; Pi Mu Epsilon, 
Math Honorary ; Tau Beta Pi, Engineering Scholastic 
Honorary ; and Omicron Delta Kappa, Leadership and 
Scholastic Honorary .. . . Wl:at a list! 

Gene is a member of Engine Club and A.I.E.E., as 
all good Electrical Engineers are. He has taken an active 
part in St. Pat's week every year, working on exhibits for 
the Electrical Engine Dept. all four years, and he will 
probably work on them again this year. 

( Continued on Page 18) 
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CHARACTERS 
By GRANT WILLIAMS, M.E. '52 

Warren Peret 

Born and raised in Oregon, Missouri, with an En
gineer for a father, it is not surprising that Warren 
Peret came to the M. U. Engine School after graduation 
from Oregon High in 1941. However, his stay at Miz
zou was soon to be interrupted by the war. Warren went 
into the Field Artillery in February, 1943. After a 
short period of time spent as a member of a survey 
crew in the Artillery, Warren was sent to Clarkson Tech. 
in New York under the Army Specialized Training Pro
gram. He remained at Clarkson Tech. until the program 
folded up in August, 1944. He was then sent to Officer 
Candidates' School under the auspices of the Signal Corps. 
Warren was sent to Manila when commissioned in 
April, 1945. On September second, V. J. Day, he was 
sent to Tokyo as an Assistant Wire Officer at G.H.Q. , 
where · he remained until he was returned to the United 
States and discharged in August, 1946. 

Warren did not return to the Missouri Campus until 
June, 1947, but when he did return he got right to 
the business at hand. The list of Honoraries to which 
he belongs gives mute testimony to the fact that he has 
done well in his course of study. They include Phi Eta 
Sigma, Alpha Chi Sigma, Pi Mu Epsilon, Omicron Delta 
Kappa, and last but not by any means least President of 
Tau Beta Pi. 

Warren is Secretary-Treasurer of the Student Chap
ter of the American Chemical Society, a member of the 
Engine Club, a member of A.I.Ch.E. , and a member of 
the Presbyterian Student Association. He has been ac
tive during St. Pat's Week with his work on the Chemical 
Engineering Departmental Exhibit. 

Warren is a Chem Engine Student with his main in
terest centering on process design and development, and 
he plans to continue studying these in graduate school 
after graduation in June. He is not sure that he will 

( Continued on Page 18 ) 
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CALCULATING MACHINES 
The intricate calculating equipment now available to 

industry, business, and research groups is a far cry from 
the first crude devices employed by Man in an attempt to 
count or perform simple mathematical operations. The 
evolution of machines designed to make mathematical 
manipulations less burdensome presents an interesting 
study. 

It is conceivable that Man first counted by using 
his fingers to represent finite objects, a method now 
frowned upon by grammar school teachers and University 
professors. Persons have speculated that the Roman nu
meral "I" originally represented one finger; the numeral 
"II," two fingers; etc. Perhaps the numeral "V" repre
sented the entire hand with the fingers closed and the 
thumb extended. 

Other systems for "keeping count" no doubt includ
ed such schemes as tq.e placing of pebbles in containers, 
cutting notches in sticks, and scratching' marks in the 
sand. Crude calculating machines like the abacus, were 
used by the Babylonians and Egyptians centuries before 
Christ. Unfortunately, the development of these mathe
matical short cuts was held up during the Middle Ages 
by the prevalence of the Roman numeral system. One 
can readily realize how cumbersome the use of the nu
merals would become in performing multiplication and 
division. 

In 1820, the first successful calculator was built by 
Charles Xavier Thomas, an Alsatian inventor. By 1880, 

calculating machines using punched cards were used in 
grouping information contained in the census of that year. 
From that time the development of automatic mathe
matical machin~s has been rapid. Great progress in cal
culator production was made after World War I. Ex
tensive research in electronics, the principles of which are 
used in the design of modern machines, was another sub
stantial boost in development of better calculators. 

Due to the intricacy of these machines, special tech
nical training is required in dealing with their theory and 
design. The purpose of this article is to make a general 
classification of available machines and to discuss simply 
a few of the underlying priFiciples utilized in making such 
calculators possible. In general, all modern machines 
may be classified in one of two main categories, namely, 
digital machines and continuous or analogue machines. 

Digital machines are those common to most every
one. In these machines, inputs are in the form of num
bers. The final answers in simple arithmetical opera
tions ( addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division ) 
are given back to the operator in numeral form. These 
machines involve the use of counters which are operated 
by feeders. Several different types of counters and feed
ers are utilized today. They include both mechanical and 
electrical devices, some of which will be discussed later. 

Continuous machines differ from digital machines in 
that they accept the input as magnitudes and deliver the 
resultant magnitude. This resultant magnitude does not 

constitute the desired answer in most cases but rather a 
magnitude whose relation to the desired answer is known. 
The operator may now apply the magnitude to the rela
tionship and obtain the answer. 

In order to understand the digital machines it is first 
necessary to view a few types of counters that are used 
in these machines. One important counter is the tens 
transmission counter. Most engineering students are 
probably familiar with this type. A prominent counter 
of this type consists of revolving discs. A particular disc 
exists for each digit in the number to be represented, such 
as the digit in the units place, tens place, hundreds 
place, etc. Each disc is numbered from zero to nine near 
the edge of the disc. Windows are provided so that only 
one number per disc is visible at one time. For simple 
counters the units discs are revolved by the feeders, but 
it will be seen later that in some calculators numbers are 
fed into all the places ( units, tens, hundreds, etc.) in the 
counter. As the units disc completes one revolution the 
tens disc is revolved one tenth of a revolution, thus fa
cilitating the carrying process. Similarly, when the tens 
disc has made a complete revolution, the hundreds disc 
has been revolved one tenth of a revolution, etc. Several 
mechanical setups have been used to effect this action. 
A common method is to construct the dial furthest to the 
right with one tenth as many gear teeth as the disc to its 
immediate left. This is done by stripping that gear of 
all but one tenth of its gear teeth. Many mechanical 
arrangements are used. Modern calculators use count
ers in which the numbers are printed on the rim of thin 
cylinders that are arranged side by side and rotate on a 
common axle. 

By JOHN R . BRUNS, Ch.E. '50 

John is a senior in Ch. E. and 
hails from Windsor, Mo. He is 
23 and has seen service in Italy. 
He hopes to engage in power 
plant work or technical sales 
after graduation. 
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Another counter, which does not employ tens trans
mission, is the feeder counter and is used in conjunction 
with tens transmission counters to form digital adders. 
Before proceeding further it is probably well to discuss 
briefly the idea of a feeder. For illustrative purposes we 
may take the type of feder which consists essentially 
of a shaft rotating at a constant speed. This shaft is 
connected to the counter through a magnetically con
trolled clutch. When the key on the calculator is pressed 
and the proper electrical circuits closed, the clutch will en
gage and the counter will register a number. The distance 
the counter revolves will depend upon how long the clutch 
is engaged. This length of time is dependent upon the key 
or combination of keys pressed by the operator. Another 
type of feeder is that which directly operates the 
counter. The old, hand operated machines afford a good 
example for demonstrating this type of feeder. In this 
case the lever pulled by the operator is linked directly 
with the counter, and by pressing different keys on the 
board the movement of the lever is limited to varying 
degrees. 

The use of two counters simultaneously to form digit
al adders is illustrated by Figure 1. The top row of dials 
makes up the tens transmission or basic counter, 
which is indicated by the "t's" between the dials. The 
lower dials, which constitute the feeder counter, have no 
connection with each other. Ratchet connections exist be
tween corresponding feeder dials and basic dials as 
indicated by the "r's." To describe the manner in which 
the counters are used to form a digital adder, a simple 
operation in addition will be used for example. 

Suppose it is desired to add 256 and 358. At the out
set both counters will read 000. If 256 is set on the 
machine, the units place in both counters will be fed "6"; 
the tens place, "5"; and finally, the hundreds place, "2." 
The setting "6" on the units dial of the basic counter 
is not affected by setting "5" on the tens dial, etc. This 
is made possible by some mechanical arrangement-very 
often a ratchet connection between the dials in the basic 
counter. These connections are not shown diagrammatic
ally and should not be confused with the ratchet connec
tions between the corresponding dials of the separate 
counters. After the first operation both counters read 
256. The feeder counter always indicates the last addend 
and the basic counter the sum. The feeder dials are now 
turned back to zero, an operation made possible by the 
ratchet connections shown. Next, the operator sets 358 
on the machine. Let us consider the operations of the 
counters in a stepwise manner. First, "8" is fed to the 
units place in each counter, and the feeder counter now 
reads 008. As "8" is added to "6" in the units place of 
the basic counter the dial passes through "O" to "4" and in 
so doing carries one to the tens place. The basic counter 
now reads 264. Next, "5" is fed to the tens dial of each, 
and the feeder subsequently reads 058. "Five" has been 
added to the "6" in the tens place of the basic counter, 
and this dial now shows "1," one having been carried 
to the hundreds place when the tens dial passed through 
zero. The basic counter now reads 314. Finally, "3" is 
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BASIC COUNTER 

FEEDER COUNTER 
Fig. 1 

added to the hundreds place of both counters. At the 
finish the basic counter reads 614, the sum, and the feed
er counter reads 358, the last addend. 

All these operations take place in rapid sequence. 
Some adders employ two counters, of which neither are 
the tens transmission type. They operate in a similar 
manner to the machine just described except for the fact 
that the carrying is done after the numbers in the addend 
have all been fed to the basic counter. As the dials 
pass through zero in the different places ( tens, units, 
hundreds, etc. ) an auxiliary feed is set up which is sub
sequently fed into the basic counters. 

Subtraction is made possible in some machines by 
running the feeders backwards. In some cases, however, 
this is impossible due to the ratchet connections between 
dials and other features of design. When it is impossible 
to reverse the direction of the feeders, subtraction may be 
accomplished by feeding nine minus the digit to be sub
tracted into each place of the basic counter. One is then 
added to this result to obtain the correct answer. In 
some machines two numbers, the sum of which is nine, 
are shown at each position of the counter dials. Thus 
for adding, one set of numbers is read, and for subtrac
tion the other set is used. 

Multiplication is accomplished in effect by adding 
the same number: to itself repeatedly. One type of 
multiplying machine has a movable basic counter. In the 
initial operation of this machine the multiplicand, which . 
is registered on the feeder counter, is adder to itself the 
number of times corresponding to the units digit of the 
multiplier. This number is registered by an auxiliary 
counter. The basic counter is now shifted to the right 
so that the units dial of the feeder counter feeds the tens 
dial of the basic counter, the tens dial of the feeder counter 
feeds the hundreds dial of the basic counter, etc. With 
the basic counter in this position the multiplicand has 
been effectively increased by a factor of ten, after which 
it is added to itself the number of times indicated by the 

( Continued on Page 14) 
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DEANS PEN 

By DEAN HUBERT 0. CROFT 

About this season every senior naturally begins to 
think -about his own personal problem of making a happy 
and satisfactory engineering connection upon graduation. 
The purpose of this article is to advise and counsel sen
iors as to the methods of procedure. 

First- a word of optimism- I am confident that the 
senior who graduates will obtain a satisfactory connec
tion provided he conscientiously applies himself to the task. 
It is probably true that under the conditions existing this 
year, a large proportion of the graduating class may 
not make these connections through interviews with rep
resentatives of companies visiting our campus. 

The reasons for this are that some companies which 
have sent representatives heretofore for student inter
views will not visit us this year, and, again, some other 
companies which are making arrangements for local inter
views probably will not select as many men as has been 
customary in the past. As a result of this situation each 
man must rely upon his own ingenuity, initiative, and 

energy to furnish his own contacts and make his own 
opportunities for professional connections. 

This may be done by a variety of methods, the most 
apparent of which are: (a) By a letter writing cam

paign; (b) By visiting companies during vacations or 
week-ends; (c) By canvassing friends, either in person 

or by letter; ( 5) By registering with recognized em
ployment organizations. 

Initiate Your Own Campaign 
The "smart" senior will express his independence, 

starting his own campaign by letter. The names and 
addresses of suitable, possible employers may be found 
in many published sources such as: The directories and 
catalogs of the professional societies, bound catalogs such 
as the ASME Catalog, advertisements in the many tech
nical periodicals, etc., all of which may be found in the 
Engineering Library. 

The letters to the various firms and companies select-
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ed should be neat and concise and might include a copy 
of the official "interview blank" now available to all 
seniors. The members of the faculty will be happy to 
offer advice, counsel, and criticism, if you will submit a 
"sample" copy to them for this purpose. 

Just as every oyster does not hide a pearl, so every 
letter you write will not result in an opportunity for you. 
If you receive one favorable reply from every twenty 
lettters you write, your method is successful. Some of 
the replies you will receive will be "form" letters, some 
will be curt and discouraging, and some may be favor
able and of course, you may not even have replies to 
some of your letters. However, you should not be dis
couraged in the least, as the jobs do exist someplace. 
Your immediate problem is to locate the opportunities 
that do exist, and then, if you are interested, convince 
the prospective employer that you are the man to make 
the most of the opportunity to the advantage of the em
ployer. 

To wage a successful campaign you should write 
about ten letters a week until the time when you make a 
desirable connection. 

Do You Visit Plants and Projects? 
Most seniors are not very familiar with the actual 

practice of Engineering. Visits to construction jobs and 
plants therefore serve the twofold purpose of seeing 
actual engineering projects and becoming acquainted with 
potential employers. 

Visits to engineering works are best arranged for in 
advance by writing letters to the contractor on the pro
ject or the plant manager, as the case may be, requesting 
permission for your visit. During your visits, you will 
meet many men who wish to be helpful. Record the 
names of the men in your notebook together with their 
titles and addresses. At a later date, you may wish to 
write letters to these individuals requesting their advice 
as to how to make a connection with their companies. 

Obviously contacts such as these may be made during 
the official "Senior Inspection Trip" of your depart
ment, but you should also make arrangements of your own 
to visit those projects or companies in which you are 
particularly interested. 

Your Friends Wish to Help 
Your many friends scattered all over the country wilf 

experience a certain amount of personal satisfaction in 

assisting you to make a connection. Write to those locat
ed in regions where you may wish to locate requesting 
specific names of individuals in companies in which you 
might be interested. A friend, as the result of a few 
five minute telephone conversations in his community, 
may develop a fruitful contact which you may exploit to 
full advantage by later correspondence. Use your friends; 
they will be flattered by being asked to help, and your 
friendship will be reinforced thereby. 

Employment Agencies May Be of Assistance 
Every professional group has an agency to which 

members of that group may apply for making a new 
professional connection. The official agency in the field 

(Continued on Page 16) 
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With television, you see far beyond 
the horizon. Radio brings you sounds 
from around the world. Electron mi
croscopes peer deep into the world of 
the infinitesimal. 

These, and other "leaves" on our new 
tree of knowledge are rooted in creative 
research-as carried out at RCA Labora
tories in Princeton, N. J. Here, scientists 
seek new scientific principles, improve 
old ones, put them to new uses. 

Already on their achievement list are hun
dreds of basic developments in electronics, 
television, radio, electron tubes, radar, and 
recorded music. RCA research works con
tinually to give you better products. 

Examples now working for you include: 

JANUARY, 1950 

Image Orthicon television cameras, tele
vision picture tubes, compact portable 
radios made possible by tiny RCA elec
tron tubes, the 45-rpm record-playing 
system with the fastest record changer 
ever devised and distortion-free records. 

Research in your behalf: Creative re
search into new principles is another way 
in which RCA Laboratories work to im
prove your way of living. Leadership in 
science and engineering adds value be
yond price to any product or service of 
RCA and RCA Victor. 
Examples of the newest advances in radio, 
television, and electronics-in action-may 
be seen at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 W est 
49th St., N. Y . Admission is free. Radio Cor
poration of America, Radio City, N . Y. 20 . 

Continue your education 
with pay-at RCA 

Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA 
Victor-one of the world's foremost manu
facturers of radio and electronic products 
- offers you opportunity to gain valuable, 
well-rounded training and experience at 
a good salary with opportunities for ad
vancement. Here are only five of the m any 
projects which offer unusual promise: 
• D evelopment and design of radio re
ceivers ( including broadcast, short wave 
and FM circuits , television, and phono
graph combinations). 
• Advanced d evelopment and design of 
AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F 
induction heating, mobile communications 
equipment, relay systems. 
• D esign of component parts such as 
coils, loudspeakers, capacitors. 
• Development and design of new re
cording and producing methods. 
• D esign of receiving, power, cathode 
ray, gas and photo tubes. 
Write today to National Recruiting Divi
sion, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey. 
Also many opportunities for Mechanical 
and Chemical Engineers and Physicists. 

. RADIO eOR.PORAFION d AMIRleA 

World L..eac/er in Radio - Flrsf- in 7elevision 
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tens place of the multiplier. At this time the basic count
er registers the sum of both these operations. The basic 
counter is again shifted and a similar operation carried 
out for each remaining digit in the multiplier. At the 
completion of these operations the feeder counter reg
isters the multiplicand, the auxiliary counter the multi
plier, and the basic counter the product of the two. For 
instance, if it were desired to multiply 234 by 123 the 
machine would effectively be adding 234, 234, 234, 2340, 
2340, and 23,400 to obtain 28782. 

The operation of the machine in performing division 
is the converse of that for multiplication. The dividend 
is entered as far left as possible on the basic counter. 
Likewise, the divisor is registered as far left as possible 
on the feeder counter and is subtracted from the dividend 
a number of times corresponding to the first digit of the 
quotient, which is registered on the auxiliary counter as 
the operation takes place. As this operation continues 
the numbers appearing on those dials of the basic counter, 
which are coupled to the feeder dials containing the di
visor, are reduced with each subtraction. When these 
basic counter dials show less than the divisor- which is 
in effect saying that another subtraction is impossible-

the basic counter is shifted to the left and a similar 

operation takes place. The number of subtractions pos

sible in this position is recorded on the auxiliary counter 

as the second digit of the quotient. At the completion 

of the division operation the quotient is registered on the 

auxiliary counter; the divisor on the feeder counter; and 

the remainder, if any, on the basic counter. 

_8 _16 _5 

-6 -12 -6 
I 
I 

_4 -8 I _4 
I I 
I 

I I 
-2 X+Y ,_4 I _2 

--2- I I 

X 0 0 Y' 0 I 

Fig. 2 

A very popular machine, properly classified as a 
digital machine, in wide use today is the punch card 
machine. These machines are used when many similar 
operations must be performed. The value of the feed 
is dependent upon the position of tr.e punched holes in 
the cards. These holes facilitate the closing of electrical 
circuits and the values of the different feeds are subse
quently counted. The counters used are electrical in na
ture and consists of a combination of relays, amplifier 
tubes, and condensers. The intricate design of these 
machines demands the knowledge of skilled design en
gineers and technicians. 

As was stated earlier, the continuous machines op
erate by accepting magnitudes and delivering the result
ant magnitudes as outputs. The magnitudes used in 
these calculating machines may include linear displace
ments, rotations, direct current values, direst current volt
ages, .and resistances. A few of the simplier applica
tions will be dealt with in the following paragraphs. 

One of the simpliest examples of operating with 
magnitudes is found in the addition of lengths or linear 
displacements. One such device for adding linear dis-

0 

0 I 
I 
I 

S2 

' I 
I 
I ,_ ---------* 
I 

I I INPUT ___ , ___ ---- ------L-
I BAR 

I 
I 
I 
I --x-i I 

Fig. 3 

placements consists of three parallel bars all situated in 
the same plane. The device is designed so that three 
points (one on each rod) remain colinear. Figure 2 will 
clarify the scheme. It may be seen from the top dia

.gram that if the first and third rods are displaced, "X" 
and "Y" respectively, the second rod will be displaced 
( X + Y) 2. If appropriate scales are marked along the 
rods the result may be read directly. In the lower dia
gram a device is shown- by which the ends of the rods 
may be kept colinear. Combinations of these and s1m1-
lar devices constitute more complex machines. 

Another good example for demonstrating the prin
ciples used in analogue machines is the machine for 
multiplication of a displacement by a constant. The sim
ple device that is shown in Figure 3 will illustrate this 
operation. The input and output bars are kept parallel 
to each other by guides or grooves ( G) of some sort. 
The distance that the input bar moves varies with the 
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Fig. 4 

distance the output bar is displaced as S1 varies with S2 , 

or simply from the geometry of the device, X/Y=S1/ S2 • 

The product of S2 /S1 and X may be read directly from 
the displacement of Y, if the bars are scaled similarly. 
The pivot in the center of the device may be moved up 
or down thus changing the S2/ S1 ratio. The calibra
tion that must be made here is not linear when the X 
.and Y scales remain similar. 

An interesting variation in the general class of 
analogue machines is the integrator. The method for 
the integration of a displacement or rotation is based 
on a principle which can be illustrated by the consider
ation of a disk rotating in contact with the surface of a 
second disk. Figure 4 explains this principle. 

Suppose it is desired to use this machine for find
ing the total distance traveled (s) when the time traveled 
( t) is known and the speed, expressed as a function of 
time (t), is known. [Speed=F(t) .] To perform the 
operation the machine must effectively take the integral 
of F ( t) dt between known limits. To accomplish this 
the larger disk is rotated at a constant speed of "A." 
The RPM made by this disk and the length of time 
it is rotated at this constant speed is dependent upon the 
limits of integration. The larger disk rotates the small 
disk. The latter is displaced along the XX' axis. This 
displacement is made so that it varies with the rotation 
of the larger disk as the speed [ F ( t) ] varies with time 
( t ) . The shaft turned by the smaller disk is coupled 
with a counter. The total revolutions made by the 
smaller disk is representative of the total distance traveled, 
or the value of the integral. 

The application of analogue machines is almost un
limited. One interesting example is the differential equa
tion solver. In this device an electrical circuit is set up 
so that the solving of the circuit for values of currents, 
voltages, inductances, etc. would involve the differential 
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equation - the solution of which is desired. However, 
the setup is designed so that the currents, voltages and 
inductances can be measure:::!; and by applying these val
ues to the equation it can be solved. 

Great strides in designing and developing digital and 
analogue machines have been made in the past quarter 
century. The amount of work that has been com
pleted in developing calculating machines of both types 
is small, however, in comparison to the conceivable num
ber of applications that could be made. Some are spec
ulating that in the future complete industrial processes 
may virtually be controlled through the application of 
analogue machines. The development of these machines 
presents interesting and intriguing possibilities regardless 
of whether they are digital machines, for use in offices, or 
analogue machines, to be employed in controlling com
plex processes. 

NEW ULTRA MODERN 

El Don 
MOTEL 

Highway 40 Columbia Phone 7876 

PENNEY'S 
For Your Cornple±e 
College Wardrobe 

e SHOES 
e SLACKS 
e SPORT COATS 
e TOP COATS 
e DRESS SHIRTS . 

Shop PENNEY'S 
.•. and SAVE! 

708-10 Broadway 
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" 6kot\i·h, I tA4t..v.tu p 

~. A, "'er.ff"•" °' 
~"1'"'--~ '""'iwuad." 

A BOMB 

THAT DESTROYS 

GUESSWORK 

"CCELERATHD ag;ng ,.,., a,e part of the Okon;te prod
~uct improvement program. While they cannot replace 
the study of actual exposure to weather in proving 
ground and in the field, they have a definite place in 
estimating the value of electrical insulation. 

The oxygen bomb shown at the left is used in acceler
ated aging tests - one piece of apparatus among many 
other examples of modern equipment at the service of 
Okonite engineers and technicians in taking the guess
work out of the manufacture of insulated wires and cables. 
The Okonite Company, Passaic, New Jersey. 

DEANS PEN 
( Continued from Page 12) 

of Engineering is the : 
Engineering Societies Personnel Service 
84 East Randolph Street 
Chicago, Illinois 

This agency, · which is a non-profit organization sup
ported by the Founder Societies ( ASCE, AIEE, ASME, 
AI ChE), charge3 a fe~ to cover the cost of operations. The 
official weekly bulletin of openings may be subscribed to 
at the cost of $3.50 per quarter. Subscription information 
for the bulletin may be obtained from the address noted 

above. 
In addition to the facilities suppliej by the Profes

sional Engineering group, the Federal and State Gov
ernments have employment agencies in many cities; al
though these agencies do not specialize in Engineering 
opportunities, they may have openings in their lists 
from time to time. A search in the telephone book of a 
particular city will give the addresses. · 

Conclusion 

In this brief discussion of the placement problem for 
Seniors, I have attempted to emphasize that : (1) Open
ings for the graduating engineer positively do exist; ( 2) 
You must put forth your very best efforts yourself, 
if you are to make a connection before you graduate. 

Your first engineering task is, therefore, to "engineer" 

a connection for yourself. 

Your 1950 SAVITAR 
Is aow oa sale al lbe 

University Book Store 
Only $6.50 - $3.00 Down~ Remainder on Receipt of the Book. 

-ALSO-

Make Your Class Picture Appointment Now! 

Smilb Studio Weslboll Studio 
1010 Broadway 91 0a Broadway 
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BULLARNEY 
"Waiter," calle::l the fussy diner, "I want some oys

ters. They mustn't be too large or too small, too old or 
too tough, and they mustn't be salty. I want them cold, 
and I want them at once." 

"Yes, sir," bowed the waiter. "With or without 
pearls?" 

"' Guest (to host in new home): "Well, old boy, how 
do you find it here?" 

Host: "Walk right up the stairs, and it's two doors 
to the left." 

"' App2arances are deceiving. Whenever you see a big 
house without any plumbing, there is usually something 
behind it. 

"' Then, there was the cannibal's daughter who liked 
the boys best when they were stewed. 

"' He: See that boy Stroot playing center? He'll be our 
best man in a couple of weeks." 

She: "Darling, this is so sudden." 

"' Bus Driver: All right back there? 
Feminine Voice: No, wait till I get my clothes on. 
Then, the bus driver led the stampede to the rear to 

watch a girl get on with a basket of laundry. 

Prescriptions Since 

1884 
PECK DRUG CO. 

in candy . . . it's Stover's 

BLAME WITTLES 

Sign in a machine shop : "Girls, if your sweater is 
too large for you, look out for the machines; if you 
are too large for the sweater, look out for the machinists. 

"' Experience is what you have left when everything else 
is gone. 

"' A girl just arrived here from the East, and took a 
position with a fee::l store. She was warne:1 that Kansas 
farmers were great joshers, so she made up her mind not 
to be "taken in" by them. The first morning, a farmer 
came in and asked for some shorts ( ground corn) for his 
pigs, and the girl replied, I'm sorry, but we're out of 
pig shorts, but how about some nice brassieres for your 
cows?" 

"' Many a man of sixty looks forty, feels like thirty, 
and can see plenty of opportunity walking along the street 
he overlooked at twenty. 

"' Irate wife : Oscar, one of the ducks you were shoot-
ing yesterday, calle::l and left her number. 

"' Is this the Salvation Army? 
Yes. 
Do you save bad women? 
Yes. 
Well, save me a couple for Saturday night. 

"' He: Do you have a fairy godfather? 
She: No, but we've got an uncle we're not sure of. 

CATERING SERVICE 

TIGER DELICATESSEN 
Under New Management 

213 So. Ninth Dial 7714 

IOTTLID VNDU AUJHOIITY 01 IHI COCA-COLA COMPANY If 

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMP ANY OF COLUMBIA, MO. 
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His±ory 
( Continued from Page 7) 

maturing and gaining reputation and recognition. Seven 
years after the foundation of the Pennsylvania Alpha 
Chapter, the organization began to expand. Professor 
Breckenridge had transferred from Lehigh University to 
Michigan State, and he carried with him the idea of Tau 
Beta Pi. On November 2, 1892, the Michigan Alpha 
Chapter was established. In the same manner, Professor 
John J. Flather on April 10, 1893, started the third chap
ter, Alpha of Indiana. On November 15, 1902, the tenth 
chapter, Missouri Alpha, was granted to the University 
of Missouri. There are now 86 undergraduate chapters of 
Tau Beta Pi. 

To earn the right to wear the Bent should be the 
ambition of every student in engineering. To those 
who earn that right, it should be an initial stepping stone 
and not · a sign to relax and rest on past reputation. 
To those who fail, often by slight margins, nothing is 
counted against them and they will be better students 
and engineers for having tried. --·-

Labor Rela±ions 
( Continued from Page 6) 

relations. In many cases radical changes have been made, 
and greater understanding and tolerance have resulted. 
There is a gap between employer's perogatives and labor's 
rights-the education of both sides is one way to bridge 

• • partners 1n creating 

it. How well such education programs will work can only 
be determine:i by the future, but the step is a progressive 
one. 

As new engineers, we shall most likely be allied 
with managerial problems. Yet, as new engineers, our 
thinking should not become dogmatic, but should remain 
fluid and elastic so that changing conditions and prob
lems can be met intelligently and with the greatest ex
pediency. 

--•--
Charac±ers 

( Continued from Page 9 ) 

In high School, Gene's main interest was in Science. 
When he came to M. U. he cho!,e E.E., specializing in 
electronics and power. He is particularly interested in 
design and application, and he hopes to go into design 
work upon graduation next June. 

Eugene has worked hard and made an impressive 
record at Mizzou. He has won the Rollins Scholarship 
for outstanding Engineers, and has maintained a 3. 75 
grade average. What more could anyone ask? 

--•---
go to graduate school at Mizzou, but with some of his G.I. 
time left he wants to continue increasing his Engineer -
ing knowledge. Other than Chem. Engineering interests, 
Warren is quite an active amateur photographer and very 
much of a go-getter in every line of endeavor. Ob
viously, Warren has a bright future as a Chemical En
gineer. 

Engineering ·leaders for the last years have made 

K & E instruments, drafting equipment and materials 

their partners in creating the great technical achieve

ments af America . So nearly universal is the reliance on 

K & E products, it is self-evident that every major engi

neering project has been completed with the help of K& E. 

Get rid of that 

Shaggy Dog Look 

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. 
NEW YORK • HOBOKEN, N. J. 

Chicago • St. Louis • Detroit 
San Francisco • Los Angeles • Montreal 
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Go to the 

TIGER 
BARBER 
SHOP 

South Ninth 
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of 

Pet 
cat's a 

. meti • · · 
matt~ . 

A fluid catalytic cracker is the realiza
tion of the plans and the work of many 
men. It costs many millions of dollars 
-but it owes its efficiency to catalyst 
studies that begin in beakers that cost 
only thirty cents each. 

The "cat" and the beaker symbolize 
the enormous range of our research 
work, which draws on nearly every 
phase of chemistry, physics and engi
neering in its effort to make petroleum 
products more useful. And every new 
fact we discover about oil opens up 

new avenues of inquiry, new possibili
ties, new jobs. 

Many scientists, technical men and 
engineers work for Standard Oil. We 
choose them carefully, provide them 
with the finest equipment, and try to 
create an intellectual climate that will 
stimulate their best work. 

From their beakers and pilot plants 
comes the impetus that keeps Standard 
Oil in the forefront of industrial re
search, that provides thousands of bet
ter products so that millions of people 
can enjoy better living. 

Standard Oil Company 
(IN DIANA) 
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Sometime you'll be 
looking for some
thing racy in race
ways. Or you'll want 
asbestos cable that really beats the heat. 
National Electric has all that plus everything else 
you'll want in the way of a complete line of 
electrical roughing-in materials. Everything in the 
field of wires, cables, conduit, raceways and 
electrical fittings. 

NE hos been the symbol of quality 
for more than 45 y-n. 

natioaCLI Eledri~ 
NE is a 

good name 
to 

remember. PROOQCTS CORPORATION 
"ITTHURGH 30, .. A. 

20 

Buy Your Books a nd 
Supplies Now! -

A void the Rush -

Buy Your Books and 

* * * 
We Have the Complete 
Lists For Your Courses 

* * * 
Save Your Rebates for 

Our 15 % Rebate Sale in 
May-or-Leave Them 
For a Cash Refund to 

Be Mailed in September 

UNIVERSITY 
BOOK STORE 

Basemen± Jesse Hall 

(Continued from Page 6) 

St. Patrick told me that many hundreds of years ago, 
just before he left this planet, he had foreseen the need 
for engineers other than himself. He made several voy
ages around the earth in quest of a suitable spot to es
tablish this great new profession, and it was during one of 
these voyages that he came upon a little patch of green 
in the center of a large undiscovered continent. He de
cided that this was the desired location, and immediately 
moved large quantities of stone from the Emerald Isle 
and proceeded to erect six large columns; one for himself, 
and one each for the five major branches of engineering 
that he had foreseen. He told me that he instilled these 
Columns with all of his engineering genius, and that 
from them stems all true engineering knowledge of to
day. St. Patrick further related that his original idea 
had been that someday the engineers would build them
selves a large and splendid hall about these Columns. He 
sighed somewhat dejectedly as he told me that about the 
middle of the nineteenth century some penny-pinching 
politicians in Jefferson City built a building of their own 
around his Columns, and that although this first build
ing was destroyed by fire, one could see that others had 
obviously hogged the location. 

At this point St. Patrick rose abruptly, said that the 
day was yet to come and told me he considered my ques
tion answered. In the next instant he vanished, and I 
found myself back on the ground,/ my feet carrying me 
rapidly homeward. 

BLACK & VEATCH 
Consulting Engineers 

WATER-SEWAGE-ELECTRICITY 

INDUSTRY REPORTS, 

DESIGN, INVESTIGATIONS 

SUPERVISION OF CONSTRUCTION 

VALUATION AND RATES 

4706 Broadway Kansas City 2, Mo. 

FOR 
SUPERIOR QUALITY 

DEPENDABLE SERVICE 
Say it with Flowers 

From 

Member F. T . D. A. 

STORE GREEN HOUSES 
WEST BLVD. 

6231 
16 S. NINTH ST. 

3179-3170 
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DISPLAYS MASSIVE PRODUCTS-A 
Diesel locomotive can roar across the 
Rockies - all on a movie screen in a 
prospect's office. All because photog
raphy can take huge things or small, 
and make them of a size for a salesman, 
teacher, or demonstrator to show. 

Photography makes 
big things small -
small things big
and business 

MAKES MICROSCOPIC DETAILS CLEAR 
-Photography takes great magnilications 
produced by th e e lectron microscope 
(20,000X) on £ne-grain Kodak plates, en
larges and records them up to 100,000X on 
Kodak projection papers. Previously unde
tectable details and new facts are revealed. 

comes out ahead 

REDUCES FILING SPACE BY 98%-With microfilming, bulky rec
ords can be reduced and stored on a few rolls of £Im. 675 draw
ings, 24" x 36", can be recorded on a 100' roll of 35mm. Recordak 
or Kodagraph Micro-File Fihn. And everything is quickly ready 
for reference in the Recordak or Kodagraph Film Reader. 

WITH THE SPEED of a flick of light, photog
raphy can reduce or enlarge accurately 

to scale, and without missing the tiniest detail. 
And that's not all. 

It can magnify time with the high speed 
motion-picture camera so that the fastest mo
tion can be slowed down for study. It can 
record the penetrating x-ray and reveal inter
nal conditions of materials and products. With 

REVEALS STRUCTURE AND CONDITION OF METALS -X-ray diffraction 
patterns on Kodak £!ms or plates provide important information concern
ing the crystal structure of metals. These patterns help show how alloys 
can be improved or new alloys made-give data on the effect of machining, 
drilling, and punching upon the structure of the material. 

movies and stills, it can repeat a story, time 
and again, without the loss of a single detail. 

Yes, photography serves business and in
dustry in many important and valuable ways. 
It can work for you, too. If you would like to 
know how, please feel free to write for litera
ture, or for specific information which could 
be helpful to you. Eastman Kodak Company, 
Rochester 4, New York. 

FUNCTIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
serves industrial, commercial, and scientific progress OC@cdlcfil~ 

TRADE -MARK 



Will refrigerator doors stond up to years o l 
slamming? This device slams them 350,000 
times, equival·ent to 25 years ' average ose. 

Wilt vibration harm tubes for aircraft radio? 
G-f engineers developed equipment to 
shake them 2 5 times a secc>~d for 1 00 hrs. 

-:~:. ·._ 

Is there a leak in the sealed-in G -E re
frigerating system? This instrument can 
detect leaks that would permit only an 
ounce of gas a century to escape. 

-..=::p ..-. ,::.-.! ~-. --~·-:. ·_ -_;;.+; ~.::· __ • _._:-- 6=:::. -""'- - - ., ~·-"--.- ~·- .• - • -: 

These were also tough tests for G-E engineers . . . 
A LEAK that would take years to d eflate a tire is 

big enough to cause trouble in the cooling system 
of a refrigerator. How to devise test equipment sensi
tive enough to catch such microscopic Aaws and 
eliminate them from General Electric units was also 
a tough test for engineering skill and ingenuity. 

But the G-E engineer in search of solutions makes 
use of the stream of aew ideas Aowiog from industry's 
largest technical staff- the more than 9000 scientists, 
engineers, chemists, physicists, and mathematician~ 
t:mployed by General Electric. 

The principle for the new electronic leak-detector 
now hei ng used to c he(·k refrigerators came ont of 

the G-F. Research Laboratory. Further development of 
it was carried on by the General Engineering and Con
sulting Laboratory. It was applied to refrigerator 
testing by engineers in the Company's Erie, Penn
sylvania, plant. 

To the consume r, this 'iort of teamwork means 

hetter, more dependable, longer-lasting Gent:ral 
Electric products. To the engineer it means mon· 
varied opportunities, quicker development, tht> ad 

vantages of belonging to an organization where 
emphasis on research and incentives fot (·reativc 
thinking are the tradition . 

GENERAL. ELECTRIC 





How America's "Underground" works for you 

T HERE are enough miles of oil and nat
ural gas pipe lines in the U. S. A. to 

circle the world at the equator 16 times! 
This vast, 402 ,000-mile network is 

made up of crude oil lines, oil products 
pipe lines and natural gas lines. This 
network has helped to make the benefi ts 
of gasoline, fuel oil and oil products 
readily available to everybody ... it has 
helped to bring gas heating to many 
parts of the country. 

But this constantly-expanding under• 

ground network is far from complete. 
It will require thousands more miles of 
pipe in the near future. To help meet 
this demand , United States Steel will 
put two more large-diameter pipe mills 
into operation in the next few months. 

The steel industry is a growing indus
try, not only in terms of physical plants 
and facilities, but in terms of personnel, 
too. At the present time, the number of 
United States Steel employees partici
pating in educational programs is ex-

ceeded in size only by the student bodies 
of a few of our largest universities. 

The fund amental objectives of these 
programs are to assure employees maxi
mum opportunity for personal develop
ment and to provide them with a sound 
foundation for advancement within the 
organization. 

The training programs in United 
States Steel have become the "pipe line" 
to successful careers for hundreds of 
capable young men. 

AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY • AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY • CARNEGIE-ILLINOIS STEEL CORPORATION • COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY 
H. C. FRICK COKE AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES • GENEVA STEEL COMPANY • GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING COMPANY 
MICHIGAN LIMESTONE & CHEMICAL COMPANY • NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY • Oil WELL SUPPLY COMPANY • OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY 
PITTSBURGH LIMESTONE CORPORATION • PITTSBURGH STEAMSHIP COMPANY • TENNESSEE COAL, IRON & RAILROAD COMPANY 
UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY COMPANY 

UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY • VIRGINIA BRIDGE COMPANY 

,« UNITED STATES STEEL 



Hmmmm-mmm! Southern fried chicken, 
golden-brown and crispy. Man, oh, 

man . . what a treat! 

Well, mister, you can thank Methionine, an essential 
amino acid, for helping to bring better quality and less 
expensive poultry to the family table. 

Chemistry and southern fried ??????? 

That's right, for today, chemistry plays an indispensable 
role in nutrition. For several. years biochemists have 
recognized the nutritional importance of amino acids, 
the building block of proteins. Several of these amino 
acids are essential to the diet, for without them man and 
animal cannot grow or maintain life. Methionine is one 
of these essential amino acids. 

Dow's continuing research, along with that of other 
investigators, has proved that critical deficiencies of 
Methionine can be corrected by supplementing chicken 
feed with this amino acid, produced synthetically. Chickens 
fed fortified diets grew ten per cent faster and consumed 
less feed for every pound gained. Such new developments 
make it possible for poultry raisers to market better 

quality birds more frequently and more economically. 

Experiments with amino acids and their importance in 
the nutrition of man and animal, are but a small part of 
the continuing research program in many fields which is 
carried on by Dow-in the interest of producing more 
"Chemicals Indispensable to Industry and Agriculture.' '. 

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY• MIDLAND, MICHIGAN 
New York • Boston • Philadelphia • Washington • Atlanta • Cleveland • Detroit 

Chicag o • St. Louis • Houston • San Francisco • Los Ange les • Seattle 
Dow Chemical of Canada, Limited, Toronto, Canada 



Roebling Wire Rope Arch lines and Chokers 
are the result of ·hundreds of tests by Roebling 
engineers and west Coast loggers to learn 
how ropes for logging could be improved •.• 
In that practical way, every Roebling wire 
rope is developed for its particular job. 

~.-:--·-.. 
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WIRE ROPE made of "Blue Center" steel has extraordinary ability to withstand 
abrasion, shock and fatigue-a roundabout way of saying that it lasts longer and costs 
less! And "Blue Center" steel is an exclusive Roehling development-made only by 
Roehling. It is a matter of record that Roehling "Blue Center" Steel makes today's 
unbeatable wire rope for performance and economy. 

Similarly, Roebling's full range of elecb·ical wires and cables, high carbon specialty 
wires, aggregate screens and woven wire cloth are the standard of quality. Research, 
engineering and the most modern, precision manufacturing facilities give the whole 
wide line of Roehling wires and wire products an unsurpassed plus value throughout 

industry. THAT'S WHY ••• 

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS COMPANY, TRENTON 2, NEW JERSEY 

Atlanta, 934 Avon Ave.* Boston, 51 Sleeper St.* Chicago, 5525 W. Roosevelt Road* Cincinnad, 5253 Fredonia Ave. 
*Cleveland, 701 St. Clair Ave., N. E. * Den ver, 4801 Jack son SI . * Hou•ton, 6216 Navig-ation Blvd.* Lo• Angele•, 
216 S. Alameda.St.* New York, 19 Rector St.* Philadelphia, 
12 S. Twelfth St. * Porlland, 1032 N. W. 14th Ave.* Sari 
Franci,co, 1740 Seventeenth St.*Seattle, 900 First A,·e. S. A CENTURY OF CONFIDENCE 



The world is tuned to pipes like these 

PETROLEUM, as a fuel and as a lubricant, 
has become the basic material of progress 
-and petroleum products could not be 
made available in great quantities at low 
cost if it were not for pipelines. 

Oil transporters pioneered low-cost, 
long-haul methods of handling liquids in 
large quantities. Today the users of oil 
(which includes just about everybody), 
and of many other products as well, live 
better because petroleum research men and 
engineers found ways to get the job done. 

Here at Standard Oil we are developing 
new methods to increase the efficiency and 
economy of pipelines. Externally, our 

lines now have cathodic protection; ari 
electric current is imposed on the line to 
prevent dissolving the metal of the pipe 
at points where it is in direct contact with 
soil. Internally, corrosion is inhibited by 
the injection of sodium chromate solutions 
that form a protective film. Both meth
ods minimize costly shutdowns of our 
pipelines. Even more improved methods 
are now being sought. 

From their work with pipelines, as from 
their work with all other phases of our 
business, Standard Oil scientists can feel 
the satisfaction of accomplishment and 
the challenge of all that remains to be done. 

Standard Oil Company 
(INOIANA) 



BAD MEDICINE for flies 
Research that produced an insecticide safe to spray 
on cows may save millions for American agriculture 

Armed with only a fly-swatter, the 
farmer would get nowhere in ridding 
his dairy barn of disease-carrying in
sect pests. But he has to be careful 
in using insecticides around cows. A 
toxic spray may be absorbed through 
the animal's skin and show up in 
meat, milk and butter. 

Next fly-season farmers and 
ranchers will be able to buy a fly
killer that is both powerful and safe. 
In Du Pont Marlate* 50 % techni
cal methoxychlor insecticide they will 
get this combination of properties 
that no single insecticide has ever 
offered before. 

more and better food on the Ameri
can table. At the same time, in many 
other fields, Du Pont is helping to 
raise the American standard of living 
with continuous research aimed at 
developingnewproductsandimprov
ing present ones. 

*REG. U. 9, PAT . OFP', 

"MAILATE" 50 kills flies and many other 
insects attacking livestock, vegetables, fruits 
and forage crops. 

Methoxychlor is a recent Du Pont 
development. Du Pont scientists 
worked for eight years in the labora
tory and in the field to develop its 
applications in agriculture. THE BITES of flies, lice, and ticks can cut down milk production as much as 20 per cent. One 

spraying of " Marlate" 50 will control these pests for several weeks. 

A safer Insecticide 

"Marlate" 50 is a residual insecti
cide and remains an effective killer 
of flies, mosquitoes, fleas and lice for 
several weeks after application. When 
used as directed, this insecticide is 
exceptionally safe to human beings, 
livestock, pets and crops. This has 
led federal experts to recommend it 
not only for spraying in barns, milk 
houses and milk plants, but also on 
the animals themselves. 

Besides its use on livestock, meth
oxychlor kills many insects that at
tack vegetables, fruits and forage 
crops. It is offered to flower growers 
as an ingredient in Du Pont Floral 
Dust. It is used in moth-proofing 
compounds so that dry cleaners can 
easily moth-proof woolens while 
cleaning them. Many stores carry 
aerosol bombs containing methoxy
chlor for household use. It can be 
used with safety in flour mills, freez
ing and canning plants, grain stor-

age elevators, cereal manufacturing 
plants-wherever food is processed. 
This development of research can 
bring immediate cash savings of mil
lions of dollars to American agricul
ture, industry and homes. 

The long fight 
Exciting as the future of "Marlate" 
50 appears, this does not mean that 
the use of other insecticides will not 
continue. Each has its special char
acteristics, and each has special uses 
for which it is outstanding. There 
are at least 10,000 kinds of insect 
pests, of more or less importance, in 
North America, and there can be no 
let-up in the scientific fight being 
waged against them. 

Du Pont alone now makes over 
fiftydifferentinsecticides.Theknowl
edge gained in making each one speeds 
the development of the next. By 
backing ideas with funds and facili
ties, Du Pont helps the farmer put 

SEND FOR "Chemistry and 
the Farmer," an interesting, in
formative booklet on the devel
opment of pest control, etc. 34 
pages. For your free copy, 
write to the Du Pont Com
pany, 2503 Nemours Building, 
Wilmington, Del. 

PO 
11 F: G. U. S.P.A.T. 0Ff: 

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 

, •• THROUGH CHEMISTRY 

Great Dramatic Entertainment-Tune in "Ca.,,alcade 
of America" Tuesday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast 
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THIS IS YOUR SHOW • • • • • 

Believe it or not, this magazine is all yours. Each one of you is a stock
holder, each one holds a share in SHAMROCK'S parent corporation. As stu
dents in the College of Engineering the welfare and reputation of Engine 
School is of great importance to you. The SHAMROCK is one of your repre
sentatives to industry and the world, for through its pages much of the work 
of the school could be presented. 

Yes much more could be presented, if you wanted to do it. Most of the 
students in the college of Engineering could, if they wanted to, have articles 
published on technical and semi technical subjects. It is not difficult to write . 
It's true most engineers are not literary giants, but it does not take the elo
quence of Keats to give an interesting treatment of an engineering subject. It 
requires only a clear concise presentation of material. 

The necessity for a certain degree of writing ability in a good engineer is 
clearly seen. A successful engineer must be able to present effectively his ideas 
and findings in technical papers and reports. Besides helping to develop an 
acceptable technique, writing for the SHAMROCK also gives you another 
item to sell potential employers. You can see then that writing for the SHAM
ROCK not only helps the magazine but also helps you. 

In the SHAMROCK there are many other types of positions offering leader
ship and business experience. In giving the SHAMROCK a few hours a 
month, you will help your school, your paper, and yourself. 

This magazine is your responsibility. You can help build your own future 
~urity by helping to make the SHAMROCK a better magazine. 

This is your show. 

· M.M.M. 



The Pro lessor 

Tony swirled the cloth around the Professor's neck, 
pinned it around the paper neck-guard, and asked: 

"Hey, Profess, how you wanta him cut?" 

"Cut it relatively short," answered the Professor, 
"I don't want to be mistaken for a student." 

"Okay Profess, but Tony don't know how you 
relative, like da haircut." 

"I didn't say anything about relatives, Tony; I 
said relatively short. As the distance from here to the 
door is relatively shorter than from here across the 
street." 

"Butta you hair is a here, not acrossa da street. 
Tony no unnastand." 

"Well, it's this way: We use the term relatively when 
we wish to refer one thing to another, as when I said 
the distances to the door and across the street were rela
tive. We speak of one straight line as being long or short 
relative to another straight line. I suppose you know 
what a straight line is." 

"Sure, Profess. He's a da shortesta dist betweena 
two point; Whaat you t'ink?" 

"Not necessarily, Tony," replied the Professor, "It 
all depends on your point of observation Suppose 
you live in this town and wish to go to a neighboring 
town, but between the towns is a high conical hill. Instead 
of going in a direct line over the top of the hill, it may 
be shorter to go around the base of it, even though you 
must follow a curve. That seems reasonable enough 
to you, but if there were a man in a plane flying over
head, he might not agree. All he could see would be the 

surface of the earth, and the hill would look just as 
flat as the rest of the surface. He would think your 
path around the hill peculiar, for, not seeing the hill, he 
would expect you to go directly between the towns along 
his idea of a straight line. From his point of view, over 
the top of the hill is the shortest distance, while from your 
point of view, it is shorter to go around. You are aware 
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of the extension of the hill in a dimension he cannot see 
and of which he is not aware. He is aware of only 
two dimensions, while you are aware of three. Do you 
see?" 

"Butta Profess, I drawa da line ona da pape. He'sa 
straight line. I see him froma da top and froma da 
sides so he gotta be straight. Dese'sa no hill ona da 
pape; he'sa flat!" 

"I know Tony," the Professor said," But you mea
sure the paper in four dimensions. Simply imagine an 
observer in a fifth dimension of which you are not aware, 
and he might see something different." 

"Where you getta four dimensh, Profess? Da Pape 
he'sa so wide, he'sa so high and he'sa not tall at all. 
Where you getta four?" 

Why, it's obvious. Surely you must specify the 
time. You must add to your other dimensions the fact 
that the paper is here now, not last week or tomorrow. 
However, by time, I don't mean what you mean. I am 
speaking of duration, as do all relativists. Time does 
not exist as such. Time is merely our perception of dur
ation and we arbitrarily give it quantity. In relativity 
there are four dimensions: length, breadth, height, and 
duration, and each of these is at right angles to each and 
all of the others. We no longer speak of things, but rather 
of events. The distance between events in this four- • 
dimentional space is called an interval, and is an absolute 
quantity. One observer sees it from his point of view 
or as we say, from his co-ordinate system, and says that 
it occurs at a certain point in space and at a certain 
time. Another observer sees it from a different co-ordinate 
system, or CS, and says that it occurs at a different place 
or time or both." 

Tony clipped busily on, and after thinking over 
what the Professor had said, he asked, "You tryina tell 
me when I say it'sa four o'clock, you t'ink it'sa t'ree? 
Profess, Tony t'inka you nuts!" 

"No, no, Tony. The event is absolute in space, 
and the interval between it and another event is abso
lute. But, each observer may divide up the interval 
into different space and time values, depending on his 
CS. Our perception of space and time are our own, and 
are due only to our particular CS. They are in no way 
to be considered absolute. There is no reason why we 
should expect our little world to be the only one at rest 
in the universe, as it would have to be for our space and 
time to be absolute." 

''I'ma sorry, Profess, but Tony no get it." 
"It's very simple. Two men named Michelson and 

Morley tried to measure the drift of the earth through 
the ether. All they found out was that the velocity of 
light is the same, no matter how you measure it. It 
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makes no difference whether we measure it while moving 
toward the source or away from it. The velocity of light 
always comes out to be the same value. Two other men, 
Fitzgerald and Lorentz, tried to explain it by saying that 
everything contracts in the direction of it's motion, in
cluding our measuring rods. Einstein showed us that 
this contraction is not real, but is apparent, and he uses 
the same formula as did Fitzgerald and Lorentz. The 
apparent contraction is due solely to the motion of the 
body relative to the observer." 

"Howa you mean, mosh? What'sa all this con
tractsh?" 

"Suppose, Tony, that you are in a super-jet plane, 
and I am in another, going in opposite directions. As we 
pass, both our clocks say twelve o'clock. We travel away 
from each other at a very high velocity until my clock 
says twelve-thirty. I look at your clock, and after allow
ing for the time it took for the light rays to travel both 
ways, I find that your clock says only twelve-twenty. 
You wait till your clock says twelve-thirty, check my clock, 
and find it says only twelve-twenty. To each of us, 
the other's clock appears to be running slow. Which one 
is right? Einstein says that both of us are right, from 
our CS, but that neither of us is measuring the actual 
interval of space-time. We are dividing it into space 
and time according to our CS, depending on our motion 
relative to each other. In the same way, due to our high 
relative velocities, you would appear foreshortened in 
your direction of motion, and to you, I would appear the 
same way. Neither of us is growing thinner, but we look 
as if we are, because of our high velocity." 

"W aita wan minuta, waita justa sec! You meana 
my watch isa not keepa da right time when I'm ona da 
train or ona da plane? My watch he'sa okay. Tony 
pay fiva bucks fora him." 

"The watch is perfectly all right, Tony. I am speak
ing of velocities approaching that of light. Any normal 
velocities here on earth are so slow that the difference 
in time or length is not noticeable. However, that makes 
no difference; the facts are simple: All motion and time 
as we know them are purely relative. No one can truth
fully say that his is the absolute CS at rest in the ether. 
Each CS is relative to all other CS. That is Einstein's 
Special Theory of Relativity." 

"Now you gotta bac to da relatives again! Why you 
alla time talk abouta them?" 

"Not relatives, Tony; relativity. Newton had set 
up laws of relativity, but considered time as an absolute 
quantity. Einstein said that even time was relative. 
In his General Theory Einstein later explained the force 
of gravity as merely an acceleration instead of a force. 
When you go up a fast express elevator, you feel as if 
something were forcing you against the floor. If the 
elevator could be moved out to empty space, and sent up 
at sixteen feet per second, you would not be able to tell 
that you were not on earth under the normal influence 
of gravity. The effects of a constant acceleration are 
identical with those of gravity, and it is easier to con-
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ceive of an acceleration than of a force acting at a 
distance." 

"Now Tony know you isa nuts! Da grav he there 
alla time, or you no falla down." 

"That's not all. Gravity can be considered akin to 
centrifugal force also. The curved path of a body pass
ing near a large center of gravity can be duplicated 
on a disc revolving at a high angular velocity. The ap-

parent contraction of the perimeter due to motion makes 
a straight line across the disc just a little too long to 
fit, so it must curve to the center. An example of this 
curved path was shown when the light from a star was 
found to bend around the sun during the 1919 eclipse. 
This was the first proof of Einstein's theories, and an
other was in the precession of Mercury. Mercury has 
an irregularity in it's orbit, and Einstein explained it 
quite satisfactorily." 

"Iss this recession da same asa da one after da 
war? When alla da prices go down?" 

"Precession, not recession. Angular motion around 
the sun of the perihelion of Mercury's orbit. But that's 
not all. Einstein showed that the mass or weight of a 
body depends on its motion, as had experimental results, 
but that it was only an apparent change. No actual 
change occurs, but our instruments show an increase in 
mass with high velocity. Momentum is mass times vel
ocity and the mass changes with velocity. Obviously the 
momentum must change with the mass. This again is 
only an apparent change. A new formula for momen
tum is rest mass times change of position per interval, 
where interval is the true distance in four dimensions." 

"Alla this talk abouta you relatives isa okay, but 
canna you show Tony somat'ing that provesa you four 
dimensh?" 

"Okay, Tony. I presume you play the game where 
you use dice?" 

"You mena shoota da crap?" 
"Yes, that's it. Well, one of your dice is a cross

section of a four-dimensional object." 
"Whatta you mean?" 
"It's a matter of logic. A point has no dimensions, 

( Continued on Page 18) 
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Flight to The Moon 
Developing a man-carrying rocket capable of being 

flown to the Moon and back would be an engineering 
task roughly equivalent to designing a super aircraft car
rier, and would probably require a rocket about 500 feet 
long and weighing about 2000 tons. The prospect of an 
inter-planetary rocket is highly improbable because of the 
fantastic cost and the engineering problems, but_ if the 
national security depended upon it, the job probably could 
be done. 

Dr. R. W. Porter, of the General Electric Aeronautic 
and Ordnance Systems Division, said that to escape the 
earth's gravity pull, the rocket would have to streak away 
from the earth's atmosphere at about seven miles per sec
ond, or roughly 25,200 miles per hour. 

An ordinary single-stage rocket, such as the V-2 which 
has attained an.altitude of 114 miles, would lack the neces
sary push to free it from the earth's pull. A two-stage 
rocket, however, could probably break free of gravity. 
A two-stage rocket is described as a sort of "duplex" in 
which a smaller rocket is carried by a larger one until 
the larger one has used all its fuel. It then drops off 
and the smaller one continues under its own power. 

A man-carrying, two-stage rocket able to reach the 
Moon and return would stand as high as a 35-story build
ing and would weigh about 2000 tons, about 140 times as 
much as the current V-2 rocket. Fuel alone would account 
for about six-sevenths of the rocket's total weight. 

A more probable development, though still not in 
the immediate future, according to Dr. Porter, is a pilot
less rocket-camera which could photograph the other 
side of the Moon. Such a missile might weigh less than 
100 tons: It is also possible to create man-made satellites 
which could serve as television relay stations in space. 
These missiles whirling around the earth at about 18,000 
miles per hour, which is just enough to counteract gravity, 
might also give information valuable to nuclear physicists. 

Dr. Porter discounted the commercial use of rockets, 
explaining that it woulj probably cost at least ten thou
sand dollars to transport one passenger from New York 
to Cairo. "Perhaps 1959 will bring the kind of peace on 
earth which will permit rocketeers to go back to studies 
of space ships and satellite vehicles. But our task in 1949 
and the years immediately ahead is to make sure that our 
contribution to the safety and security of men of good-will 
shall not be too little or too late." 

To study the performance of rocket fuels, measure
,ments must be made of the searing heat and supersonic 
speed of the gases that flame from rockets. Using the 
method employed by astronomers, the temperatures of 
rocket gases, too hot to measure by conventional means, 
can be found by studying the wave lengths of molecular 
radiation. The speed of the gases is found by Doppler-
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effect studies of the apparent wave lengths of sodium 
atoms, as seen through two periscopes placed at different 
angles to the jet. 

The information is radioed to the ground from a tele
metering device placed in the nose of the nozzle, sending 
a reading of 28 different items of information every thirty
fifth of a second. On the ground, the data is recorded on 
motion picture film by automatic cameras while the rock
et is still in flight. 

The Speaking Page 
An electronic device has been developed recently by 

RCA laboratories that converts reading matter into sounds 
of the individual letters. The machine is operated by 
scanning each line of type, letter by letter, with a mechan
ism that contains a miniature cathode ray tube and an 
optical system. Each printed letter is scanned vertically 
with a pin point of light at a rate of 500 cycles per sec
ond. The scanning is not continuous, but is carried out 
so that the scanning spot pauses momentarily at several 
points along its path, thereby creating the effect of a series 
of scanned spots arranged in a vertical line. 

To facilitate the recognition of signals from the in
dividual spots of light, the spots are not present contin
uously, but are made to appear one after the other in 
a time sequence. If a series of spots forming a vertical 
is now moved manually along the lines of type, the light 
normally reflected by the white paper will be interrupted 
by the black portions of theJetters. These interruptions 
can then be transformed into electrical impulses by means 
of a phototube and amplifier. 

As a result of the high speed vertical scanning and 
the manual scanning along the lines of print, the signal 
output of the phototube amplifier will be in the nature of 
the scanning frequency modulated by the interruptions of 
light. Five to eight channels or spots of light, present in 
each vertical sweep of the scanning beam, are separated 

( Continued on Page 18) 
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DEANS PEN 

DEAN HUBER O. CROFT 

In a recent issue of a magazine, Bill Mauldin dis
cusses the search for personal security that seems to per
vade the thinking of the young men who are now attending 
our colleges. Apparently a position secure with respect 
to permanent and average rewards is to be desired over 
that which may be adventurous and which may offer far 
greater rewards. 

No doubt part of this alleged outlook comes from the 
fact that many college students are family men with the 
usual financial worries of the head of a household. It 
may be that part of this attitude comes from the condi
tioning toward certain trends of thinking brought about 
by the subsidy of young men through taxation by a grate
ful, a generous, and a wealthy nation; part of it, also, may 
be due to some hazy memory of the "Great Depression," 
and part of it may come for certain individuals, from in
herent personal characteristics that make early personal 
security a goal in itself. 

Obviously, as one grows older, a program including 
saving for a secure and comfortable retirement is logical, 
essential, and desirable, but in some young men it stifles 
the spirit of bold adventure. 

The Cost of Security 
Congreve, in 1695, wrote : "Uncertainty and expecta-• 

tion are the joys of life. Security is an inspired thing, 
and the overtaking and possessing of a wish discovers 
the folly of the chase." Many other great thinkers have 
argued that the individual's liberties are in a way inverse
ly proportional to the individual's security, and have 
pointed out that certainly the most secure position for a 
man to assume is a life term in a penal institution. Such 
a man has no worries about his material wants for they 
are all supplied without effort on his part, but most 
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of his liberties have been forfeited in the process by the 
demand of society. 

A young man should obtain a variety of experiences, 
not only because he may then determine what it is he 
likes to do best, but also because he broadens his en
gineering knowledge and thus begins to prepare himself 
for administrative responsibilities at a later date. Many 
of the splendid training programs now being offered by 
American Industry, are the direct result of this belief. 

In these programs, which may last from six months 
to two years, the young engineer is employed for short 
intervals in a variety of the divisions of the company in 
order that he may have a first hand knowledge of the 
manifold activities of the company and that he may also 
determine that division in which he has the most interest. 
Likewise the company learns much about the young 
engineer and thus can intelligently place him in the 
organization after the training period. 

In addition to the larger companies, there are literally 
thousands of smaller companies, many of which have 
never before employed engineers. Such companies should 
be made aware of the fact that an engineer can show a 
handsome profit over and above the amount of his an
nual salary. Approching a small company such as this 
should test your powers of persuasion. Employment 
by such a company, will test all of your capabilities. 

The World Is Your Oyster 
In a young man's first professional engagement, a 

certain element of security most certainly i~ desirable, 
but the price of this security should not be the exclu
sion of the expression of his own initiative energy, and 
imagination, for this ·expression is the important catalytic 
factor in the self-development of his assurance and ego. 

The young men in an engineering college have been 
carefully selected by a rigorous series of educational and 
testing hurdles and probably represent a fair sample of 
the best brain power the country produces. They are 
honest, smart, and shrewd. They have been exposed to 
the rigorous methods of analysis that are part and parcel 
of the engineering profession and they are certainly aware 
of the free enterprise system upon which their civilization 
is based, namely : that the most satisfactory rewards come 
to those who are honest, hard working, ingenious, likable, 
and who have the urge and ability to offer leadership. 

There are some 60,000 young men, men like your
self, graduating in engineering this year and if there are 
approximately 60,000,000 gainfully employed, your group 
represents but one-tenth of one per cent of those who 
are producing goods and services. It is quite obvious 
then that you represent a smart, select group who have 
been tried by an "educational fire" and found to have 
unusual merit. Use these advantages that are yours. 
The world is your oyster. The only questioq is where 
and how you wish to enjoy it fully. This is t9e decision 
you must now make. 
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II. S. M. E. BOUNDl'IIBLE 
Last November, four men, representatives of promi

nent companies having plants all over the country, led a 
panel discussion on "The Importance of the Engineer's 
Application for Jobs." They were: Mr. R. M. Boyles, 
Midwest Rubber Reclaiming Company, Monsanto, Illi
nois; Mr. L. W. Morrell, Revere Copper & Brass Com
pany, St. Louis; Mr. J. C. Parmely, Midwest Piping & 
Supply Co., St. Louis; and Mr. W. J. Woodruff, Com
bustion Engineering-Superheater, Inc., St. Louis 

The order of the discussion was that each man gave 
a brief description of the company of which he was a 
member, and presented ideas which he thought would be 
helpful to the graduate engineer who would soon be out 
on his own looking for suitable employment. 

Professor M. M. Bolstad, acting as moderator, start
ed things off by introducing Mr. Parmely, who gave a 
brief history of himself and how he ended up working for 
his present company. He first went with Westinghouse 
after graduation from the University of Illinois. At 
Westinghouse he worked with gas engines and did re
search in that field. Finding he was more interested in 
the utility field, he then went with a small power plant. 
He said he was working towards a goal, something which 
every engineer should set for himself. His main objective 
was to gain experience in the field in which he wanted to 
work. In his own words. "The mechanical engineer 
must be acquainted with gas power, electricity, ice, and 
steam." After gaining much experience in dealing with 
the construction and operation of public utilities, he spent 
ten years in the field of oil cracking and distillating. From 
this he became associated with his present company, the 
Midwest Piping & Supply Company, a construction con
cern, dealing chiefly in pipe fabrication and associated 
activities. He felt that the graduate engineer should go to 
the personnel division of a prospective concern to make 
his contacts. He said that personal acquaintances of the 
graduates who work for the concern should be mentioned. 
It is a great advantage to have someone you know on the 
inside "who can put in a plug for you." 
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Mr. Woodruff of the St. Louis division of Combus-

You have nothing to worry about. We built the 
boiler and we stand behind it 100%. 

By PHIL DODT, M.E., '50 

tion Engineering was next on the list. He kept most of 
his talk to giving information about his own company, 
which is engaged, chiefly, in the manufacture and con
tracting of steam generating units and their component 
parts ( condensers, heaters, evaporators, superheaters, etc.). 
The company was formed 25 years ago by the amalga
mation of various smaller companies when it was felt that 
there was the need of a responsibility of supplying a com
plete unit to the purchaser. In Combustion Engineering's 
plan for graduate engineers they enter into various de
partments of the concern. The plan is for the young en
gineer to serve in various divisions of the company for 
a period of about one year drawing full time pay during 
that period. This period is devoted mostly to learning 
the procedure of the company's business. For instance, 
in the sales division he does no actual selling, but assists 
in setting up the orders and drawing the contracts. In 
another division he would spend time on the road going 
into service erection work. At the end of his training 
period, the company knows what the man wants to do 
and for what he is best suited. If he goes into selling 
they put him into the propositions engineering department 
where he helps draw up proposals and bids for pro
spective purchasers. After that he goes into direct sales 
work of which there are three types: maintenance sales, 
concerning the replacing of old equipment; small equip
ment sales, to industrial plants; and the large equip
ment, to the big public utility power plants. 

In selling, success is not necessarily related to high 
scholastic records but depends on the make-up and treat
ment of the person and his ability to work with people. 
Mr. Woodruff advised the graduate to pick out his spe
cialty, get in with a good company, a leader in the field, 
so as to get the much-needed experience. It is not neces
sary to stay with the company, however, for one must 
always be aiming for a higher goal. It is wise for the 
graduate to keep professional society membership and to 
maintain an active interest in the society. The contacts 
made there are likely to prove invaluable. 

The next person to speak was Mr. Boyles. He 
thought that no other branch of engineering offered a 
background to such diversified fields as did mechanical 
engineering. 

In college, the engineer must grasp the opportunity to 
gain a good basic training. Since there is no chance to 
specialize in school, this must be done afterwards. It is 
then that the graduate may get into two or three differ
ent fields before he finds the right one. 

He, himself has had rather diversified activities in 
engineering. He first thought that he would get into pow
er plant layout and design. Upon graduating, he took an 
exam to qualify for a job in the construction of a new 

( Continued on Page 19) 
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SPEAKING or 
STEVE GALLO 

"Abandon hope all ye that enter here." This is 
the inviting phrase on a sign tacked up over Steve 
Gallo's door. I knocked on his door, but since it was 
rather early Saturday morning I did not really expect 
him to be up yet. He wasn't, however, he told me to 
come in anyway, and if I did not mind he would remain 
in bed and tell me all about himself. Then he proceeded 
to tell me what I have written here for you to read. 

Stephen Gallo, M.E. '50 was born in St. Louis 
back in 1924. He attended Richmond Heights High 
School in Maplewood. After graduation, in June 1942, 

· Steve went to work for the St. Louis Ordnance plant, 
which was producing small arms. Due to the nature of 
his work in the defense plant he was deferred until March 
of 1943. Once in the army, Steve was sent to the Texas 
State Teachers College under the Army Specialized Train
ing Program. He then went overseas to the European 
theater of operations, where he remained until the war 
ended. It was not until Dec. 1945, that Steve got out 
of the Army. Between the time of his discharge and Feb. 
1947 when Steve came to Missouri U., he worked for the 
Sennen Products Company as an Engineer Clerk. 

Here in the Engineering School at M.U., Steve has 
made a fine record scholastically and has taken part in 
a host of extra-curricular activities. 

His membership in Tau Beta Pi, Engineering Hon
orary, and as presiding officer of Pi Tau Sigma, Mechan
ical Engineering Honorary, show that his academic ac
complishments are many. In other activities Steve is a 
member of the Engineers Club, A.S.M.E., and he has 
worked hard on St. Pat's week activities. In 1948 he was 
in charge of Pi Tau Sigma's winning float and he also 
worked on their winning float in 1949, and he has great 
plans for this year. Steve will graduate in June and he's 
interested in the development end of Engineering. He will 
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CBARACl'ERS 
By GRANT WILL/ AMS, M.E. '52 

undoubtedly do a good job in that or any other branch of 
engineering that he chooses. 

When asked about his heart interests, if any, he 
said, "nothing serious yet," to which his roommate 
countered, "What do you mean? You are practically 
engaged." Steve made no comment, but it shows that 
he is human anyway. 

CLYDE KENNETT 
Clyde "Sonny" Kennet, E.E. '50 struck me as a 

live wire with a friendly personality. He lives in a 
well appointed room near campus. On his desk is a 
picture of a very lovely girl, whom he intends to marry 
when he gets his degree next June. He says that there's 
quite a story as to how he met her, but he won't tell it 
to me. 

Clyde was born in Stephens, Missouri. When he 
was eleven, his family moved to Fulton, Mo., where he 
attended High School. He was in High School through 
the war until April of 1945. When he was just about to 
graduate, he decided he could wait no longer. He enlisted 
in the Navy, but received his diploma anyway. He 
graduated with honors, as a matter of fact, and he re
ceived a scholarship to Westminster College. 

In July of 1946 Clyde received his honorable dis
charge from the Navy, and he started in at Westminster 
that same fall. Then in the fall of 1947 he started in at 
the Engineering School here at Missouri U. He has ac-

quired somewhat of an outstanding record here. He is 
a member of Pi Mu Epsilon, Math Honorary, Secretary 
of Eta Kappa Nu, Electrical Engineering Honorary, Tau 

, Beta Pi, Engineering Honorary, A. I. E. E., and I. R. E. 
He is a member of the Executive Council of the En
gineers Club, and is Secretary of the St. Pats Board. He 
has worked faithfully on St. Pats week preparation every 
year, and he is Co-Chairman of the Committee on Lab 
exhibits. 
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Fig. S 

Pennsylvania, Class S-2, Geared Steam-Turbine 

Fig. 1 
Pennsylvania, Class K-4, Reciprocating Steam Engines 

Fig. 8 

Baldwin Built, Pennsylvania, 6000 h.p., Passenger Diesel 
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RAILRO AD FAIR 
With the Chicago Railroad Fair of 1949, America celebrated the com

pletion of the first century of rail transportation west of Chicago. The fair 
was sponsored by thirty-nine of the nation's railratds and was supported 
by hundreds of railroad supply firms ., The colorful exhibits told the story 
of the most miraculous hundred years' in the history of man. 

Every exhibit was devised to depict the wealth that is America's-the 
strength and resources of the industrial: East, the beauty and play spots, and 
the latest advancements and refinements in new trains and equipment. This 
was interwoven with the evidence of the basic part the railroads are ready to 
play in future economic and social progress. 

Forceful as the historical and educational character of the fair may be, 
its most unique appeal was the unlimited opportunity it afforded to mil
lions of people for personal entertainment and . enjoyment. The fair was the 
most heavily attended attraction of the 1948 summer vacation program and 
had 2,500,813 paid admissions to its 50 acres in the first year. 

In 1949 the fair was reopened with many new attractions and with all · 
repeat exhibits revised for greater entertainment appeal. Among the attrac
tions of the 1949 fair was a rebuilt 19th century mining community named 
"Gold Gulch," billed as a "rip-roaring, wild and wooly, frontier town." Among 
the establishments to be found along each side of the crowded main street 
were the Box Butte County Courthouse and jail, where periodic trials of 
visiting dignitaries were held and the office of the "Clarion" newspaper was 
located. A sign in the front window of the gambling house read : "Closed 
for Proprietor's hanging." 

The Cypress Garden Water Show featured forty national champion 
water skiers in intricate high-speed tricks, jumps and precision routines. 

The Deadwood Central narrow gauge railroad, which had in 1948 the 
(Continued on Page 16) 
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Fig. 5 

Norfolk and Western Steam-Turbine-Electric 

Fig. 6 

Pennsylvania, Class GG-1, Electric 

Fig. 4 

Chesapeake and Ohio Steam-Turbine-Electric 
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Fair 
( Continued from Page 15) 

enviable earning capacity of forty dollars per train mile, 
was supplemented by the Cripple Creek and Tin Cup 
Railroad at the 1949 fair. The locomotive for the Dead
wood Central, "Chief Crazy Horse," was provided by the 
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad. The engine 
for the CC and TC Railroad was sent by the Denver and 
Rio Grande Western Railroad. . 

A network of tracks at the south end of the grounds 
was used to display the latest in railway rolling stock 
and motive power. Several locomotives of the recipro
cating steam type were on display. ( See Figure 1 ) . 

The reciprocating steam locomotive has undergone 
many radical changes and improvements over the past cen
tury and a half, but even though it bears little resemblance 
to its predecessor, it still employs the same fundamental 
principles of operation. 

The rising costs of operation have caused railroad 
management to look for a type of engine that would have 
a lower operating cost. Several different types have come 
into prominance in the past few years. Among these, 
the main contender for supremacy is the diesel-electric. 
The geared steam-turbine and the steam-turbine-electric 
are making their appearance, but as yet few have been 
built. Experiments are being carried out on a gas turbine, 
but as yet none have been used in a locomotive. One of 
the gas turbines used for experiments by Westinghouse is 
shown in Figure 2. All of these types have a higher 
first cost, but pay for themselves over a period of time in 
lower operating costs. 

The geared steam-turbine · locomotive ( See Figure 3) 
first appeared in 1944. The geared drive provides for 
more boiler space, operates with lower steam consump
tion and higher efficiency, offers a greater flexibility in the 
type of wheel arrangement, smallest driving wheels. Since 
it uses rotating, rather than reciprocating parts, it assures 
a minimum of mechanical trouble and requires little 
maintenance. 

The geared-turbine engine utilizes a conventional 
boiler that supplies steam to a 6900 hp. forward and a 
smaller reverse steam turbine which is geared direct 
to the axles of the driving wheels. The reverse turbine 
is connected to the drivers through a clutch mechanism. 
The reverse turbine can supply the necessary torque for 
backing any train the locomotive can haul forward at 
low speeds. This unit, easy to control and operate, is 
efficient and thoroughly . dependable. This locomotive 
proved to be only a stepping stone to a newer and more 
flexible form of steam locomotive-the steam-turbine 
electric. 

The Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad was the first 
to order a steam-turbine-electric engine. The C .& 0 
has placed three of these locomotives (See Figure 4) in 
high speed passenger service between Washington and 
Cincinnati. They employ a conventional coal-fired steam 
boiler, a steam turbine, and an electric transmission. The 
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arrangement of the components of this unit is quite differ
ent in that the coal compartment is located at the head 
end; followed by the cab; the boiler, which is placed in a 
reverse of its usual direction, that is, with the fire box 
forward rather than at the back of the engine; and finally 
the turbine-generator power plant. Water is carried in 
a separate tender behind the locomotive. 

Each of these locomotives, with tender, weighs slight
ly less than 600 tons when carrying 30 tons of coal and 
100 tons of water. They are 153 feet long and 15½ 
feet high. They have the same size driving wheels, 42" 
diameter, as diesel-elec~rics and employ the direct gear 
drive between the driving wheel axle and the traction 
motor as the diesel. 

The Norfolk and Western has placed an order for 
a locomotive similar to the C & 0 engine with The 
Baldwin Locomotive Works, in collaboration with West
inghouse Electric and The Babcock and Wilcox Company. 
(See Figure 5) The new locomotive is rated at 4500 hp 
and is designed for operation in freight service. I ts design 
will utilize a boiler pressure of 600 psi, roughly twice that 
of the conventional locomotive. This is combined with 
the efficiencies inherent in the steam-turbine-electric drive 
to produce an over-all thermal efficiency which will cut 
the fuel costs to one half that of the reciprocating steam 
locomotive. The locomotive will have characteristics in
herent in all electric drive locomotives, such as, high start
ing effort, relatively light axle loading, and no recipro
cating parts. 

Babcock and Wilcox will build the water tube boiler; 
Westinghouse will supply the steam turbine, generator, 
traction motors, and all electrical control equipment; and 
Baldwin will design and build a running gear, cab, tender, 
other· mechanical parts necessary for construction, and 
win be responsible for the final erection. 

The N & W expects to combine the advantages of 
electric drive locomotives with the advantages of using 
coal as fuel with this locomotive. The water tube type 
boiler, operating at 600 psi pressure attains a range of 
efficiency that has long been desired by many proponents 
of steam power. Little more can be done to increase 
the efficiency of the traction motors, the generator, or 

· the turbine; the answer seems to lie in a more efficient 
boiler. This is being accomplished in the N & W loco
motive, as has been proven theoretically, by using the 600 
psi boiler pressure, temperatures in the neighborhood of 
900 degrees F., and a larger grate area. This is expected 
to result in a 30 to 50 per cent fuel saving per horsepower. 
Steam at these temperatures and pressures is not practical 
with reciprocating locomotives because of lubrication and 
packing problem. It can, however, be used advantage
ously by a turbine. 

At the present time, experiments are being carried 
out on another type of power, which may become very 
useful in the future. This type is operated by powdered 
coal. The latest reports indicate that a fuel efficiency 

(Continued on Page 21) 
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New RCA electron tube gives today's amazing computing machines an indispensable memory. 

So complex are present scientific 
studies-such as in atomic research 
-that working out the "arithmetic" 
could take all of our scientists• time. 

Short cut through this drudgery is 
found in huge electronic computers, able 
to add or multiply numbers as large as a 
thousand billion in millionths of a second. 
But such speed is valueless unless-with 
comparable speed-the results of count
less computations can be kept "on file" 
and taken out again. 

Such a "file" now exists in a "memory" 
tube, developed at RCA Laboratories. It re
tains figures fed into calculating machines, 
stores them, memorizes new ones-speeds 
solutions through mazes of mathematics. 

FEBRUARY, 1950 

Uses of RCA's "memory" tube are many. 
It will help atomic scientists acquire new 
knowledge ... provide new information 
on supersonic flight . . • even help make 
rapid weather predictions! It is an in
valuable instrument in the scientist's cam
paign to penetrate the unknown. 

For your benefit: Development of the 
'"memory" tube is another basic advance 
pioneered at RCA Laboratories. Contin
ued leadership in science and engineering 
adds value beyond price to any product 
or service of RCA and RCA Victor. 

Examples of the newest advances in radio, 
television, and electronics-in action-may 
be seen at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 
49th St., N. Y. Admission is free. Radio Cor
poration of America, Radio City, N. Y. 20. 

Continue your education 
with pay-at RCA 

Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA 
Victor-one of the world's foremost manu
facturers of radio and electronic products 
- offers you opportunity to gain valuable, 
well-rounded training and experience at 
a good salary with opportunities for ad
vancement. Here are only five of the many 
projects which offer unusual promise: 
• Development and design of radio re
ceivers ( including broadcast, short wave 
and . FM circuits, television, and phono
graph combinations). 
• Advanced development and design of 
AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F 
induction heating, mobile communications 
equipment, relay systems. 
• Design of component parts such as 
coils, loudspeakers, capacitors. 
• Development and design of new re
cording and producing methods. 
• Design of receiving, power, cathode 
ray, gas and photo tubes. 
Write today to National Recruiting Diol
sion, RCA Victot', Camden, New Jm-sey. 
Alsa many opportunities for Mechanical 
and Chemical Engineers and Physicists. 

RAOIO ~ORPORAPIONdAMIRleA 

World t.eader in Ra(Vo -J=irsr in Television 
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Wha±'s New 
( Continued from Page 10) 

by a timing circuit and counted by electronic means. The 
total number of pulses is unique for most letters of the al
phabet. An ambiguity arises in the case of b and d, since 
the count derived from these two letters is the same. How
ever, closer examination will show that there is a differ
ence in the same sequence in which the pulses in the 
various channels occur. 

The output from the selector circuits is used to op
erate a magnetic tape reproducer arranged so that as a 
letter is recognized, a single recording of it is reproduced 
through a loud speaker. The individual letters are record
ed on separate discs driven by friction from a continuously 
rotating shaft. It is believed that the new machine will 
have many possibilities as a recognition device for the 
translation of coded patterns, such as those which form 
the basis of teletyped messages. 

Ultrasonics 
High pitched sound from a little whistle, focused to 

a point by an ordinary headlight reflector, can perform 
such stunts as burning a piece of cotton or floating a 
piece of cork in mid-air. The simple apparatus, construct
ed of materials easily available to craftsmen, has been built 
in the General Electric Engineering and Consulting Lab
oratory for examining the peculiar properties of "ultra
sonics," sounds pitched too high for the human ear to 
hear. 

S9und from the one inch-long whistle, which is blown 
by compressed air is focused to a point like light brought 
to a point by a concave mirror. When bits of cork are 
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placed directly above the focal point, they remain in 
suspension, ladder fashion, one-half wave length apart. 
When a piece of cotton is held at the focal point, its 
particles are agitated to such a great extent that the cotton 
soon starts to smoulder: 

The whistle itself is a hollow tube with air blow
ing across its mouth. The pitch can be adjusted by mov
ing a tiny piston which fits inside the tube. G.E. engin
eers usually set the whistle to make sound waves with a 
frequency of about 25,000 beats per second. The human 
ear cannot hear frequencies much above 17,000 beats 
per second. 

Fires of Hell 
The progress of one of the largest man-made fires 

in history, burning 55 miles underground, northwest of 
Birmingham, Alabama, is being followed by means of 
capsules of mercury in the path of the blaze, and an elec
tronic mercury vapor detector. The fire, started inten
tionally last March, is in the Alabama Power Company's 
Gorgas Mine, where experiments in producing gas by 
igniting a coal vein underground are being conducted by 
the United States Bureau of Mines and the Southern 
Research Institute. At regular intervals through the vein, 
small capsules of mercury have been placed. 

A mercury vapor detector, developed by the General 
Engineering and Consulting Laboratory of the General 
Electric Company in Schnectady, N . Y ., keeps a constant 
check on the gas"s pouring from the mine. When the 
fire, which may create temperatures as high as 3000 de
grees Fahrenheit, reaches a capsule, the mercury is vapor
ized, and the instrument detects the fact . 

The mercury vapor detector, which has found its 
widest application in the public health field, insuring the 
safety of persons working near mercury, makes use of the 
fact that ultra-violet light is scattered when it passes 
through an atmosphere containing mercury vapor. Gases 
to be tested are passed through a tube, between an ultra
violet light source and an electric eye. If the gases con
tain mercury vapor, the light reaching the electric eye 
will be lessened, and the instrument reading will change. 
The detector is not affected by carbon monoxide, and hy
drocarbons produced by the subterranean inferno. 

Haircut 
( Continued from Page 9) 

and is a cross-section of a line. A line has one dimension, 
and is a cross-section of a plane. A plane has two 
dimensions, and is a cross section of acube, such as one 
of your dice. A cube has three dimensions and is there
fore logically a cross-section of a four-dimensional object." 

"Tony still t'inka you nuts, Profess, butta you bet
ter not see any you relatives." 

"Why, what do you mean?" 
"You talk abouta da time, abouta da mosh, abouta 

da grav. Tony get alla excite, he cutta too much." 
The Professor jumped from the chair, looked in the 

mirror and groaned. 
"No, no, no, no-- - -." 
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Round±able 
( Continued from Page 12 ) 

power plant in St. Louis. However, while waiting for the 
city administration to arrange for a bond issue, he took 
a temporary job with a consulting engineer. After de
ciding to make it permanent and working there for a 
number of years he changed jobs and got into public 
utility evaluation and rate regulation for the city which 
meant that he had to appear many times before the 
Public Service Commission entailing much legal work 
and cross-examination. Then he worked with the public 
water works and sewage disposal department, from which 
he came to the present company. 

Mr. Boyles brought up the point that the engineer 
must know how to write good reports. Their purpose 
in actual practice is different than in school for they 
are the prime instrument the engineer has to sell his 
ideas. The engineer must be able to shoulder respon
sibilities. In Mr. Boyles' present work, that of dealing 
in industrial relations, he finds that a lot of the com
pany's responsibility is put right on him. He says that 
these responsibilities should be big enough that they 
call on all your own ability. In that way, when you get 
deeply involved, there will be none of that well-known 
drudgery. The engineer, besides having technical know
ledge, must be able to use his initiative, to have a like
able personality. In his professional role he must be 
an individual, not a "collectivist." Of course, he must 
be interested in his work and should get out of that par
ticular field if he is not interested. 

Mr. Morrell of Revere Copper & Brass devoted most 
of his talk to the extensive and rigorous training program 
which his company offers to the graduate. His company, 
though it's name refers to copper, is also the next largest 
producer of aluminum in America. "The company, 
from the standpoint of its products, should be named Re
vere Metals Company." 

The student training is located in Rome, New York, 
in the copper belt of the East. There they used to make 
95 % of all the brass beds in the country. The course 
is quite severe, the trainees living in dormitories while 
in Rome. There is no room for tuxedos and dress clothes 
in the dormitory because after the hard day's work which 
is expected of the trainee, there is no desire to go out in 
the evenings. The training lasts for six to eight months 
with exams at the end of every week. Mr. Morrell ad
vises that the trainee do not hesitate to ask questions as 
the supervisor, usually an older man with years of ex
perience to guide him, is willing to help. At the end of 

the training period, the trainee is sent into the various 

departments with an exam at the end of each period spent 

in a department. The company reserves the right to 

eliminate any one from the class during the training period. 

In Rome, they prefer the boys who are fairly good stu

dents, with the physical ability to "carry out the every-

( Continued on Page 28 ) 
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THE NE LINE! 

CONDUIT RACEWAYS FITTINGS 

NE has everything 
..• in electrical roughing-in materials 
National Electric has a complete line of wires, cable, 
conduit, raceways and fittings for every wiring need. 
' Just remember-when you get in a spot where 

you need something good (electrically speaking) but 
fast--the wholesaler who handles National Electric 
products is your safest bet. 

Dcitiona.1 Electric 
PROOc.lCTS CORPORATION 

PITTSBURGH 30, PA. 

Relax 
Enjoy the Best Beer 

In Columbia 

AT THE 

STEIN CLUB 
13 SOUTH EIGHTH 

Any Way You 

Figure It, 

nEuKomms 
Is A Good Place to 

Buy Your Clothing 
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world's finest drawing pencil 

with Genuine IMPORTED 

CASTELL lead now! 
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Why wait until you graduate? 

Start using the Drawing Pencil 

of the Masters today-smooth; 

free-flowing, grit-free CASTELL, 

accurately graded in 18 un

varying tones of black,.78to9H. 

YOU CAN AFFORD CASTELL

because it outlasts other pen

cils, hence is more economical. 

In addiiion, you get the per

sonal satisfaction of superior 

craftsmanship that only 

CASTELL gives. Unlike ordi

nary pencils, CASTELL sharp

ens to a needlepoint without 

breaking. 

Ask for CASTELL at your book 

store. Don't allow yourself to 

be talked into using a substi

tute. CASTELL is a life-time 

habit for up-and-coming Engi-

HEADQUARTERS 
for all your school needs 

* * * 
T-SOUARES 

DRAWING SETS 

DRAWING BOARDS 

SLIDE RULES 

GRAPH PAPER 

BOOKS 

* * * 

Buy and Save 

at 

your 

UNIVERSITY 
BOOK STORE 

Basemen± Jesse Hall 

. , 

partners in creating 
For 81 years, leaders of the engineering profession 

have made K & E products their partners in creating 

the technical achievements . of our age. K & E instru

ments, drafting equipment and materials - such as 

the LEROYt Lettering equipment in the picture -
have thus played a part in v!ctually every great 
engineering project in America . 

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. 
EST , 1867 

NEW YORK • HOBOKEN, N. J. 
Chicago • St. Louis • Detroit 

San Francisco • Los Angeles • Montreal 
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Fair 
( Continued from Page 16) 

of approximately 98 per cent has been reached. This can 
be compared to the 9 to 11 per cent efficiencies of coal 
used today. 

Also on display on one of the locomotive tracks was 
an electric locomotive of the type shown in Figure 6. 

The electric locomotive put into service on a steam 
road over 40 years ago, was the first competition that the 
steam locomotive encountered. The operating perform
ance of the electric locomotive, especially on roads of 
heavy traffic density, such as the Pennsylvania Railroad, 
leaves little to be desired. It has several respects in which 
it is unexcelled. 

1. High intermittent overload capacity, making pos
sible high schedule speeds in heavy traffic density. 

2. Elimination of shock and vibration incident to 
reciprocating motions, thus lowering road bed, mo
tive-power, and track maintenance. 

3. Cleanliness and quietness of operation. 
4. Minimum direct operating expenses. 
Two electrical systems are in common use-the a-c 

system, usually with a 12,000-volt trolley, and the d-c, 
with trolley potentials between 600 and 3000 volts. Either 
system provides excellent operation and has ample back
ground to assure its success for any installation. There
fore, the choice between the two is largely controlled by 
local conditions and personal preference. The a-c system 
has the great advantage of a high-voltage trolley, which 
makes it economical to supply large blocks of power over 
long distances for heavy cencentrations of traffic. 

Three types of a-c locomotives have been built; the 
series-motor type, the split-phase type, and the motor
generator. The series-motor can be adapted to any type 
of service, while the other two types are used primarily 
for slow-speed, heavy-grade service. 

The PRR class GG-1 shown here along with the New 
Haven class EF3 are the best examples of the a-c series
motor type. These engines are nominally rated at 4800 
hp continuously, but they can deliver up to 9000 hp for 
short periods when necessary. The Norfolk and Western 
and the Virginian Railways, who have steep grades and 
are mainly freight-handling roads, use the a-c split-phase 
type. The Great Northern and Milwaukee roads use 
motor-generator locomotives on the steep grades of the 
Rocky Mountains. 

Electric locomotives are not used more because of 
the high cost of construction of electrical systems. In 
spite of this handicap, the important and interrelated prob
lems of fuel cost and fuel reserves, coupled with demands 
for operating requirements that can be met only by elec
trification, may combine to speed up its progress on Amer
ican railroads. Increasing availability of low-cost electric 
power from water power and from highly efficient central
station gen.erating plants using coal or even atomic energy 
as fuel are long-term favorable factors. 

( Continued on Page 22) 
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WHY LUFKIN CHAIN TAPES ARE BETTER: 
LUFKIN Chrome-Clad "Super Hi-Way", "Pioneer" 
and "Michigan" are better chain tapes. Heavy 
chrome plating over rust-resistant base and mul• 
tiple coats of electroplating give a hard, 
smooth dull, chrome-white surface that's wear 
and cC:rrosion resistant! Jet black figures 
fairly "pop out" in any light. Write Dept. 
EM for fascinating booklet, "The Amazing 
Story of Measurement", enclose 10c (no stamps) 
to cover mailing and handling. 
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Saginaw, Mich. • New York City • Barrie, Ontario 
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Consulting Engineers 
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New Modern Design Machines 

MILLING MACHINES 

... A Profitable 
Investment Today 
... and for the 

Future 
-equipment built to highest standards 

to give enduring service at full capac• 

ity output. Write for details, Brown & 

Sharpe Mfg. Co., Providence 1, R. I. 

MILLING MACHINES 

Universal • Plain (Including Manufac

G RIND I NG MACHINES ~-:~i,:ig Type) • Vertical 

SCREW MACHINES 

GRINDING MACHINES 

Universal • Plain • Surface • Cutter 

and Tool 

SCREW MACHINES 

Automatic (Including Screw Threading, 

Pinion Turning and Cutting-Off Types) 

• Wire Feed 

Fair 
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Several types of diesel-electric locomotives, including 
cutaway models, were displayed on the same locomotive 
tracks with the other types of motive-power. 

The diesel-electric locomotive has been used since 
1922, but only in the past ten years has it come into any 
great prominence. ( See Figures 7 and 8), It possesses 
many of the advantages of the straight electric engine, 
and currently is the most popular type on American rail
ways, repre3enting about 95 per cent of all locomotive 

orders at the present time. On August 1 of this year 
there were 1009 locomotives on order, of which 980 were 
diesel, 25 steam, and four electric. 

The diesel-electric eliminates problems incident to wa
ter and coal, provides a smooth flow of power with simple 
control, and thus smoother operation. It is capable of 
long sustained runs without refueling and has a high effi
ciency. Water treatment problems are eliminated, as wa
ter is used only for cooling purposes. The idling and 

standby losses are low, since the diesel can be shut off 
during periods of several hours when not in use and does 
not consume any fuel, while the steam engine must main
tain steam. 

The diesel has found its widest usage and gained its 
earliest popularity in switching service, ( the first diesel 
switcher was built in 1922 for the Central Railroad of 
New Jersey) where it has no equal from the standpoint 

of either performance or economy. Diesel engines of mod

erate capacity can be employed on switchers because the 
torque-amplification feature of the electric transmission 
permits using full engine horsepower at low speeds. High 
availability reduces the number of locomotives necessary. 
In addition, few facilities for servicing are required, so 
that initial investment is relatively low. Fuel costs are 
relatively low, but repair costs may, as the units grow old
er, prove to be more costly due to the greater precision 
and more complicated construction of the diesel as com
pared to the more liberal tolerances allowed on steam loco
motives, and their greatei simplicity. 

In the future, the first cost of a diesel may equal 
or fall below the initial cost of a reciprocating steam en
gine due to the fact that diesels can be produced by mass 
production methods, whereas steam locomotives are each 
a separate and distinct piece of machinery, with very few 
being built exactly alike. 

Two distinct advances in modern passenger service 
along with the standard modern types of equipment was 
to be seen on the tracks next to the locomotives. The first 
of these was the "train of tomorrow" built by the Pullman
Standard Company for General Motors. It was the first 
train to have the "Vista Dome," now used by several 
roads on their crack trains. The second was the "Talgo" 
train designed by a Spanish Railway official whose rail
road ordered three such trains built by the American Car 
and Foundry Company. This train employs the use of 
cars with an extremely low center of gravity, brought 
about by recessing the wheels up into the cars. It also 
has only two wheels per car, thus allowing them to navi
gate sharper curves at higher speeds. By having the 
wheels fixed so that they do not pivot, as do the trucks 
now used on rolling stock, the car has more of a follow
ing action which eliminates to a certain extent the side 
sway present in modern truck equipped cars. 

The part of the fair that held the most interest for 
everyone was the "Wheels A-Rolling" Show. This pag
eant was written by one of the nation's greatest rail his
torians, E. R. Hungerford, who died early in 1949. The 
pageant is a complete history of the development of trans
portation in the United States from the time of the Ameri
can Indian. Many famous locomotives of yesteryear and 
famous incidents, such as the completion of the first trans

continental railroad and the famous race between the 
Baltimore and Ohio's "Tom Thumb" and the horse drawn 
coach, were re-enacted. "Wheels A-Rolling," presented to 
three capacity audiences every day of the fair, was done 
on a stage 450 feet wide and 150 feet deep. Three tracks 
ran across the stage enabling trains to move in both di
rections simultaneously. 

The spirit of the fair may well be summarized in the 
words of the pageant's epilogue. "For more than a cen
tury, the railroads have forged our destiny. They have 
spanned a nation and united a great nation. The romance 
of transportation, the adventure of speed and progress, 

is more than one phase in the history of America; it is the 
pulse recording chart of the very life blood of the nation." 
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What was the key to 
Ben Franklin's success? 

It wasn't the one on the end of this kite string, you can be sure. The key 
to Franklin's basic contributions to the progress of science and engineering 

in America was his solid grounding in technical fundamentals. In America, 
the finest textbooks are available to everyone. They provide the 

indispensable background in technology that has made and keeps America great. 

Many of the books in which you are now studying the fundamentals · 
of your specialty bear the McGraw-Hill imprint. McGraw-Hill is the world's 

largest publisher of books for technical reference and instruction. 
as well as advanced research and study. 

Today's discoveries are tomorrow's fundamentals. 
When you finish college, you will want to keep 

up with the latest advances in your field. Then, 
McGraw-Hill magazines and books for the practicing 

engineer will report to you on all that is new, 
necessary and important. And you'll depend on 

the advertising pages of McGraw-Hill publications 
to tell you where the latest equipment is available. 

Today in college, and tomorrow in industry, your 
progress depends on how well you keep up 

with your field. McGraw-Hill will continue to 
serve you with books and magazines which 

provide all that is important and up to date. 

McGraw-Hill Publications 

~-:---:::--=-~~-----------~@-?>~I ett H E A O Q U A R T E R S F O R T E C H N I C A l I N F O...._R.-M____.A_T_I_O_N 

t:Sze------Y 
330 West 42nd Slreet, New Yorlr 18, New Yorfr 
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BULLARNEY 
ON SNUFFING OUT A FLAME 

It was here at old Mizzou 
That I first ran into you, 
Where we came to do our work for our degree. 
When I met you I was tickled, 
Didn't know that you were fickled; 
It was quite sometime ere I could really see. 

Now it wasn't for my money 
That you called me "dear" and "honey" ; 
'Cause I didn't have much of that stuff called cash. 
You seemed happy when we dated, 
You, at times, were quite elated; 
But my day dreams all came tumbling with a crash. 

Thought you were the girl I'd marry; 
So did Joe and Jim and Harry; 
You, it seemed, had half a dozen on the string. 
I could see you as my Mrs. 
For you showered me with kisses; 
I found later that they didn't mean a thing. 

Maybe soon you'll rue the day 
A time will come when you must pay 
Yet, a retribution day will come no doubt. 
Though I must admit I love you, 
By the stars that shine above you, 
You can go your own damn way from here on out! 

-DON CHURCH 

Engineers definition: 

Dancing is the art of pulling your feet away faster 

than your partner can step on them. 

• 
Prof: "Manshel give the formula for water." 

Stude: "Yes sir, H I J KL M NO" 

Prof: "What ever are you driving at? Do you think 

you're in kindergarten?" 

Stude: "No sir. You said yesterday that it was 

H to O." 

• 
Overheard in Industrial Econ: 

Can you tell me what they mean by "selling short" 

in Wall Street.? 

It means buying something you can't get with money 

you haven't got and then selling later what you never 

had and did not pay for ~t more than it cost. 
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BLAME WJTTLES 

• Then there was the bashful burglar who, upon find-
ing the lady in the shower, covered her with his revolver. 

• 1st young matron: "When I got married, I wore blue 
to show my faithfulness." 

2nd young matron: "When I got married I wore white 
to show my purity." 

3rd girl: "When I got married I wore a business 
suit." 

• A young man stared into a mirror one morning and 
noticed his blood shot eyes and resolved never to go into 
a bar again. "That television," he muttered, "is ruining 
my eyes." 

• "Better put me out," said the cigarette to the bar-
tender, "before I make an ash of myself." 

• ''I'll see you," said our hero as he laid down four 
aces in a game of strip poker. 

• The old gray mare had her faults-
That's why they put dashboards on buggies. • •• 

The sudden entrance of a wife has caused many a 
secretary to change her position. 

• Barber shave 
Man sneeze 
Man dead 
Next please. 

• You kissed and told, 
But, that's all right; 

The one you told, 
Called up last night. 

"' · 1st roommate: "Whatcha got there, roomie?" 
2nd roommate: "A gallon of whiskey." 
1st roommate: "How come?" 
2nd roommate: "Going on a hike in the woods. Pro

tection for rattlesnake bite." 
1st roommate: "Whatcha got in the box?" 
2nd roommate: : "Rattlesnakes." 

• 
Instructor: "Before we take the exams, are tfiere any 

questions?" 
C.E.: ":What's the name of this course?" 
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CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF WOMEN 
Symbol: Woo. Thought to be a member of the human 

race. 

Atomic Weight: Accepted at 120 but known to exist 
in isotopes of 100 to 180. 

Occurrence: Found both free and combined, ( usually 
with man) . 

Physical Properties : Seldom found in a pure state. 
All colors. Surface usually covered with a thin film of 
paint or oxide. Boils at nothing, and freezes without rea
son. Unpolished specimen tends to turn green in the 
presence of a highly polished one. All varieties melt 
with proper treatment. Very bitter if not treated cor
rectly. 

Chemical Properties : Highly explosive and danger
ous in inexperienced hands. Extremely active in the pres
ence of man. Possesses great affinity for gold, silver, 
platinum, and precious stones. Has the ability to absorb 
great quantities of the most expensive foods. May ex
plode spontaneously at any tirr.e. Undissolved by liquids 
but activity is greatly increased when saturated by a spirit 
solution. Sometimes yields to pressure. Fresh variety 
has great magnetic attraction. Ages rapidly. 

Uses: Chiefly ornamental. Efficient cleaning agent. 
Acts as a positive or negative catalyst in the production of 
fevers. Probably the most powerful ( bank account) re
ducing agent known. 

4o 
Question: "Do you know why the little bee buzzes?" 
Answer: "You'd buzz too, if some one stole your 

honey and nectar." 

4o 
"What's the big hurry?" 

"I just bought a new physics book and I want to get 
to class before they put out a new edition." 

4o 
As he felt his way around the corner lamp post, the 

well greased M.E. senior was heard to mutter, "S 'no ush, 
I'm walled in." 

FOR THE BEST IN FOOD 
TRY 

J'OE'S CAl'E 
217 S. 9th ST. PHONE 5790 

CATERING SERVICE 

TIGER DELICATESSEN 
Und~r New Management 

213 So. Ninth Dial 7714 
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LOOK FOR THIS RIDGE 

• There is more than mere identification value in the 
ridge you see on Okonite wires and cables. The ridge is 
proof that the insulation has been folded around the con
ductor by the well-known Okonite strip insulating process. 
This method permits inspection at all times during the 
application operation. It assures the perfect centering of 
conductors so important to the avoidance of electrical 
failures. 

The ridge is a permanent mark of an Okonite cable. It is 
still prominent after the final vulcanization in a metal mold 
that insures equal transfer of the heat throughout every 
portion of the insulation. The Okonite Company, Passaic, 
New Jersey. 

DRESS 
WITH 

CONFIDENCE 
• • • 

LET DORN-CLONEY 

DO YOUR LAUNDRY 

AND DRY CLEANING 

• • • 
Call 3114 

DORN-CLONEY 
Laundry ... Cleaning 

107 South Eighth 
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ABOUND l'BE COLUMNS 
. ·:t\.,~: 

• ...r..., , • ... :' ... 
, 

FEBRUARY : Big month to have only 28 days. Reg

istration - conflicts - petitions - dropped courses - pre 

requisites-petitions-broken arches-7 :30's-labs and lab 

reports staring at you . . . . Holidays for everyone but MU 

students . . . . St. Pat's Week just around the corner. ... 

Some new courses, some old courses, (You know, every

time I take physics again, I like it a little bit better. 

George, the Physics Prof., and I are beginning to know 

each other real well, he says that if I don't watch my self 

I'll slip up one of these semesters and pass. . Is he in

sinuating that I SHOULD look at someone work!") ... 

New faces in class .... No women in class .. . . No women 

out of class: (Say, does any one have an idea where I 

cap get a 20; 5-3; 37; 28; 33; peroxide jobie for the 

St. Pat's ball?) 
Talking about women-and what else do engineering 

hopefuls talk about most of the time-Sam has fimdly 

cqme to the conclusion that the Engine Club boys who 

got on that Queen's Preliminary Selection Committee real

ly lucked into something. It finally came out that their 

main duties were as follows: (1) Walk into a sorority, or 

independent establishment like you own the place and 

ask to see the three most beautiful and lovable girls 

(three, mind you, not just one) (2) Take down in little 

note books all pertinate information about each candi

date ( a tape measure is usually brought into play about 

now) (3) Check them over for lovable and beauty char

acteristics ( If you know of any, well almost any, better 

pastime than this third DUTY, please let old Sam in on 

it, and as a reward he promises never to mention or 

SLIPSTICK SAM, B.S. '99 

even refer to you again in this sad sorry sack of salu -

tations. Also, and this is the biggest kick of all, there is 

fine print down at the bottom of The Queen Candiates 

Contest Controls for 1950 that says "All contestants must 

be escorted to all contests by an engineer or engineering 

student and if a contestant is selected as one of the five 

finalists, she must be escorted to the ALL SCHOOL 

ST. PA T'S BALL by an engineer." It just hit Sam like 

a bolt of lightning that since the chances are good that 

all contestants will not be acquainted with Engineers it 

is obvious that SOME ENGINEERING STUDENTS 

WILL HA VE BLIND DATES WITH WOMEN WHO 

ARE GUARANTEED TO BE BEAUTIFUL. This could 

only happen in the ENGINE CLUB! JOIN Now, no one 

knows when something like this will happen again. 
The convertible skidded around a corner, snapped 

off a telephone pole, richocheted along three cars, upset 

eight pedestrians, ran into a stone wall, and then stopped. 

A glamorous coed stepped rapturously from the wreck

age. "Man-O-Man!" she said, "that's what- I call a 
kiss!'.' 

I opened an old report and there he was! 

Sam was brushing up on house rules the other night 

when ~e happened on to the following real pertinent 

article. (This article is listed under MU TRADITIONS 

in the AWS HANDBOOK FOR INCOMING FRESH

MEN WOMEN-all women should have read this!) "It 

is MU tradition that on crossing the Engineer's Sham

rock, located North of the Engineering building, a coed 

becomes obligated to bestow a kiss on an Engineer · or 

Engineering student." All right men, the line forms on 

that N_orth-South sidewalk. 
Here is an item that most of us have wondered 

about at sometime or another: "What is the hardest thing 

to learn in college?" You guessed it, "Opening beer 

bottles with a quarter." 
And then there is the MU coed who didn't have the 

faculty for making love, but she did have the student 

body. 
Guess you all know by now that our boy for the 

Ball, Freddy Nagel is an Electrical Engineering Graduate 

of Stanford U. Guess he knows where the money comes 

from. 
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Glass that picks fire out of a light beam 

The electric lamps you see between the boxes 
· on the table are exactly alike-they generate 
both powerful light and intense heat. 

lfyou should concentrate the beam of one 
of them with a reflector and plug it into an 
ordinary socket, you'd be practically blinded 
by its glare and your clothes scorched by 
the heat-unless you turned away fast! 

But look what happens when you put them 
into the fixtures in the foreground, so their 
beams are covered by two different kinds of 
Corning glass. 

The beam from the bulb on the left is 
cooled down so sharply that you can hold a 
wisp of newspaper in it for hour.; without 
its catching fire. Yet the light is almost as 
dazzling as ever. 

Notice now that no light apparently shmes 
from the bulb in the fixture on the right. But 
if you hold a piece of newspaper over it-

FEBRUARY, 1950 

in a matter of seconds you have fire in your 
hands! 

The explanation is: One of the glass plates 
transmits the comparatively cool, visible rays 
generated by the bulb, blocking off most of 
the invisible heat rays. The other allows only 
the invisible heat rays to pass. 

These pieces of glass are only two of the 
dozens of ray-transmitting or ray-blocking 
glasses that Corning makes-glasses that 
can pick out any segment of the light spec
trum and put it where it's needed. 

For example, a lamp shielded with a Com
ing glass which transmits only near ultravio
let rays lights automobile instrument panels 
without glare. Another kind of Coming glass 
transmits only invisible infrared rays and 
is used in electronically controlled burglar 
alarm systems. 

Throughout industry, Corning means re-

search in glass-and these ray-blocking, ray
transmitting glasses represent only one of a 
multitude of outstanding developments that 
have earned Corning this reputation. 

We hope you'll keep in mind that Corning 
research and technical skill have made glass 
one of the most versatile engineering mate
rials there is. 

For when you're out of school and are 
concerned with product and process plan
ning, you'll find it to your advantage to call 
on Corning before your plans reach the blue
print stage. Corning Glass Works, Corning, 
New York. 
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Round±able 
( Continued frorn Page 19) 

day life present in a mill." He added that, perhaps in 
February, a company representative will come to the 
school to hold interviews. He advises that if this does 
not come about that the graduate should write a letter 
of application to the personnel man of the company. 

This ended the period of brief talks by each man. 
The remainder of the time was taken up when members 
of the audience fired questions at. these four men. Some 

of the questions are as follows: 
Question: Mr. Boyles, what are interviewers looking 

for in personal interviews? 
Answer: The interviewer starts out with the assump

tion that you have the necessary basic technical back
ground. Your application should be accompanied by a 
note from a . member of the facl\ltY giving you a good 
"send-off." You should show your interest in the field 
as you will spend more hours of your life with your job 
than with anything else. You will not only be working 
at it but be thinking about it in your off-time. Above 
all, show your interest. Mr. Morrell added that you 
should know something of the company and know some 
of their competitors. Mr. Parmely said that the inter
viewer is attempting to find out if the man is able to get 
along with his fellow man. For a company's success there 
must be teamwork, by getting the men to work together. 
Mr. Boyles then stated that nobody is expecting to em
ploy you for one specific job. They are making an in
vestment in you in the hope that you will develop and be 
able to take on responsibilities. Mr. Woodruff made an 
additional comment in that you should avoid giving the 
impression that you are trying to "get the company." You 
must see that you will fit in with the company. Mr. 
Morrell concluded that the interviewer looks for hidden 

"The Tiger Can't Be Beat" 

TIGER LAUNDRY & 

DRY CLEANING CO. 
Dial 4155 

1101 Broadway Columbia, Mo. 

aspects. Ask yourself, "Am I selling myself for this job?" 
Question: How is one to make the contacts outside 

while still in school? 
Answer: Mr. Woodruff said to address a letter to 

the man responsible for taking on new men. State all 
facts, including extra-curricular activities and state your 
interest in what type _of work you prefer. In this letter 
it is a good idea to include a small picture of yourself. 

Question: Are want ads of any value in getting jobs, 

Mr. Parmely? 
Answer: No, there are much better means of making 

contacts and establishing channels with personnel men. 
Question: Are married men advised to go to Rome, 

New York? 
Answer: Mr. Morrell said that although there is 

not much social life and that it is quite a small town, 
there are accommodations for married men. 

The discussion ended with these various points being 
mentioned. Shorthand is a valuable instrument to the 
engineer in making reports and in taking notes. . Above 
everything else, the fundamental engineering courses 
should be taken while in college. 

A Master's Degree serves in showing the company 
that a man is capable of research. It gives the advantage 
of having an advanced start and that he can probably 
go further in the field in which he specializes. The age 
of the graduate is unimportant. The fact that the older 
man may have more practical experience is an advantage 
to himself and the company. 

The subject of state registration was brought up. All 
four men were in accord in that it is quite important that 
the engineer take the exam for registration. 

The discussion was concluded with the object of 
impressing the graduate engineer that he should get used 
to being moved to various parts of the country. Mr. 
Parmely stated that the big corporation is merciless in 
this subject and is liable to pick you up and move you 
over-night to another place where you will prove to be of 
greater advantage to the company. 

THE BENGAL SHOP 
We Specialize in PERSONAL SERVICE 

410 S. Ninth Phone 5103 

IOUUD UHDII AU1'HOIITY OP IHI COCA•COU, COMPANY If 

COCA-COLA BO'l"l'LING COMPANY OF COLUMBIA, MO. 
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'Riotography ean make ihis page 

small 

IT'S DONE WITH MICROFILM MAGIC 

T INY AS IT IS, the little rectangle above is 
this page in black and white-as it appears 

on microfilm. Everything there, condensed to a 
mere spot, but ready to be brought back full size 
with all its features intact. For photography can 
reduce tremendously without losing a detail. 

As a business or professional man, you can utilize 
photography's reducing ability in any of many 
important ways. 

You can utilize it to save space ... to speed 
reference. With Recordak microfilming, you can 
"debulk" files 99% ... keep the records at hand for 
quick viewing, full size, in a Recordak Reader. 

You can utilize photography to make sales pres
entations more complete, more resultful. With 

motion pictures, you can "pack" a plow, a plant, a 
whole process into a small can of film .. . travel it 
where you will, show it off "large as life" and much 
more dramatically. 

Only a suggestion ... this .. . of what photog
raphy can do because it is able to condense. And 
because it has many other unique characteristics 
as well, photography is becoming an increasingly 
important tool all through science, business, and 
manufacturing. 

Whenever you want to improve methods of 
recording, measuring, testing, teaching, or count
less other functions, be sure to consider the un
usual abilities and advantages of photography. 

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester 4, N. Y. 

Functional Photography 
- is advancing business and industrial technics. VOC@cdl@l~ 

TRADE-MARK 



'Go ahead with television,' he was told ■ ■ ■ 1927 
Looking back over an engineer
ing career that has brought him 

.. 319 .patents in 46 years-or 
roughly one every seven weeks, 
Dr. E. F. W. Alexanderson tried 
to sum up recently what had been 
the requisites for this kind of 
inventive fertility. What, in other 
·words, makes up a climate con

ducive .to creative thinking? 
One thing essential to ·the scientist and inventor, he 

felt sure, is the steady backing and encouragement of 
his employer-particularly when his projects are long
range, offering no prospect of immediate returns. 

It had taken foresight on the part of his employer, 
Dr. Alexanderson thought, to endorse his experiments 
in radio as far back as 1906 and later to underwrite 

his attempts to develop transoceanic telephone equip
ment. It had taken still greater foresight to encourage 
his research into television-at a time when America 
had scarcely gotten used to radio. 

But on each occasion his employer, General Electric, 
had said "Go ahead." "Encouragement and financial 
backing were extended to me," he recalls, "through 
long years of experimentation." With this kind of sup
port, he thought, "there is assurance that creative 
thinking will flourish." 

* * * 
Dr. Alexanderson's views illustrate again how Gen

eral Electric emphasizes research and creative think
ing, encourages fertile minds to follow their imagina
tive bent, and so stays in the forefront of scientific and 
engineering development. 

r:f~=#,ru,t~in
GENERAL. ELECTRIC 





II 
••• jusl drive slraighl ahead 

for 57,681 miles'' 
A I.MOST everywhere you travel across 

rt this land of ours, you roll over beauti

ful wide, straight. smooth roads. A mag

nificent plan of interstate highways, the 

greatest road program in American his

tory, is taking form at the rate of 700 

million dollars worth of construction per 

year. 
37,681 miles of swell driving ... direct 

travel from any part of the country to 

any other part ... routes north and south, 

east and west, and diagonal routes as well 

.. . big highways directly serving practi

cally all cities of 50,000 population or 

more. 

This is part of the better America that 
our generation is building. It's taking 

plenty of brains. Plenty of man power. 

Lots of cement. And lots of Steel. 
It's a job that's far from finished, 

though. And it's going to call for an even 

greater supply of each of these commodi
ties. Trained engineers must plan and 

build the highways of the future. And the 

talents of countless other skilled men will 

go into the manufacture of the cement 

and steel for the job. 

Knowing that progress depends on 

people, United States Steel is looking 
ahead. Promising young men, training for 
careers in the steel industry, arc daily 
tackling problems and developing ideas 
which will create new steels and new uses 
of steel for better living. The achieve

ments of these young men not only help 

keep United States Steel in the vanguard 

of the industry but provide opportunity 

for building fundamental qualifications 
for leadership. 

AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY • AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY • CARNEGIE-ILLINOIS STEEL CORPORATION • COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY 

H. C. FRICK COKE AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES • GENEVA STEEL COMPANY • GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING COMPANY 

MICHIGAN LIMESTONE & CHEMICAL COMPANY • NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY • OIL WELL SUPPLY COMPANY • OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY 

PITTSBURGH LIMESTONE CORPORATION • PITTSBURGH STEAMSHIP COMPANY • TENNESSEE COAL, IRON & RAILROAD COMPANY 

UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY COMPANY 

UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY • VIRGINIA BRIDGE COMPANY 

U N I T E D S T A T E S S T 1' E I 



Names in business can lose strength 

and vigor, even as you and I. Yes ..• 

a business can die, just like people. 

Here are ways business insures 

against this end: 
Research for product improve

ment and new development ... plant 

improvement for more efficient, 

lower cost operation • • • quality 

control to maintain standards of 

production ••• student and employee 

training to energize and revitalize 

the mental reservoir. Here's an ex

ample of how Research helps keep 

a business vigorous: 
Grand Coulee and other mam

mouth hydro projects generating 

tremendous new pools of electrical 

energy, have created new problems 

G-10070 
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Howto 

Keep a Name 

in transmission. Through the great 

resources of its research depart

ment Westinghouse developed a 

new one-piece, oil circuit breaker 

to handle these immense capacities. 

To test it, the U. S. Bureau of 

Reclamation routed the short-cir

cuit output of the six, 108,000-kva 

generators at Grand Coulee Dam 

together with the back feed over 

six, 230-kv transmission lines from 

the Bonneville Power Administra

tion system and the Northwest 

Power Pool for a tremendous short

circuit test. 
The result: interrupting-capacity 

ceiling raised from 3½ million to 

7½ million kva. 
Research, plant improvement for 

STRONG 

efficient production and quality 

control are all dependent on another 

basic element ... training. 
Let's look more closely at that 

element . • • as it is handled by 

Westinghouse. Engineering Gradu

ates who join us first receive some 

months of basic training . • . an 

orientation period with initial work 

assignments and product confer

ences. Then further training with 

specialization in engineering, manu

facturing, sales or other activities. 

Finally, placement. 
That is one of the ways an or

ganization is kept strong. It re

quires strength to protect a name 

whose reputation is staked on the 
commitment ... 

you CAN se SURE •• 1F 1rs \\kstinghouse 
1 
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'Without shock strength-or, for that 
matter-without all of the strength factors 

listed opposite-no pipe laid 100 years 
ago in city streets would be in service 
today. But, in spite of the evolution of 

traffic from horse-drawn vehicles to heavy 
trucks and buses-and today's vast 

complexity of subway and underground 
utility services-cast iron gas and water 

mains, laid over a century ago, are 
serving in the streets of more than 30 

cities in the United States and Canada. 
Such service records prove that cast iron 
pipe combines all the strel)gth factors of 

long life with ample margins of safety. No 
pipe that is provably deficient in any of 

these strength factors should ever be laid 
in city streets. Cast Iron Pipe Research 
Association, Thos. F. Wolfe, Engineer, 

122 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3. 

Strength factors of Long Life! 
No pipe that is provably deficient in any of these 
strength factors should ever be laid in city streets 

SHOCK 
STRENGTH 

CRUSHING 
STRENGTH 

BEAM 
STRENGTH 

BURSTING 
STRENGTH 

The toughness of cast iron pipe which enables 
it to withstand impact and traffic shocks. as 
well as the hazards in handling, is demon
strated by the Impact Test. While under hydro
static pressure and the heavy blows from a 
50 pound hammer, standard 6-inch .cast iron 
pipe does not crack until the hammer is 
dropped 6 times on the same spot from pro
greBSively increased heights of 6 inches. 

{ 

The ability of cast iron pipe to withstand ex
ternal loads imposed by heavy fill and un
usual traffic loads is proved by the Ring 
Compression Test. Standard 6-inch cast iron 
pipe withstands a crushing weight of more 
than 14.000 lbs. per foot. · 

{ 

When cast ,iron pipe is subjected to beam 
stress caused by soil settlement, or disturbance 
of soil by other utilities. or resting on an ob
struction, tests prove that standard 6-inch cast 
iron pipe in 10-foot span sustains a load of 
15,000 lbs. 

{ 

In full length bursting tests standard 6-inch 
cast iron pipe withstands more than 2500 lbs. 
per square inch internal hydrostatic pressure, 
which proves ample ability to resist" water
hammer or unusual working pressures. 

(:1\S'l' Ill()N PIPI~ SERVES FOR 
CENTURIES 
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We have good news to 

t £or the journals repor 

SOME JOURNALS are technical publications. 
Some journals are the parts of rotating shafts 
that turn in bearings. 

For both kinds of journals, there's good news 
in Standard Oil's performance testing program. 
One result is a new testing device for mill and 
locomotive driving-journal grease that enables 
us to tell more accurately than ever before what 
our greases will do under actual conditions of 
use. That, in turn, enables us to proceed more 
directly with the job of making our greases 
still better. 

Standard Oil took the lead in performance 
testing, and is a leader today. During the war 

our tests furnished~ information that enabled 
the Army to procure certain products with 
greatly increased reliability of performance. 
Some of our tests have become a part of govern
ment specifications. Many users of our prod
ucts are benefiting, both from better products 
and from more accurate information. 

As time goes on, we are doing more and more 
performance testing. In some cases, we have to 
develop not only the tests but also the testing 
equipment. But to Standard Oil researchers 
and engineers, any effort is worth while if it 
will help make better, more useful petroleum 
products. 

Standard Oil Company 
(IN DIANA) 
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Science Makes a Better Mop 
Cleaning tasks lightened by new 

Du Pont cellulose sponge yarn 

An ordinary mop has a bad habit of 
unraveling. It often leaves a trail of 
lint. And it wears out fast. A man 
who sold yarn to mop manufacturers 
decided to do something about these 
nuisances. Perhaps some reinforcing 
material might be combined with the 
yarn. He did some experimental work 
of his own but more and more he 
wondered if it might be possible to 
use a cellulose sponge coating. 

THREE YEARS OF RESEARCH 

So the man called on Du Pont, the 
company that had introduced the 
cellulose sponge to America in 1936. 
The suggestion of a sponge yarn pre
sented a challenging problem. 

Some way would have to be found 
to extrude a tightly fitting cellulose 
sponge jacket around each strand of 

the yarn. The whole sponge process 
would have to be adjusted for use 
in an especially designed machine. 
Du Pont chemists and engineers 
tackled these problems. 

Even the very first cellulose sponge 
. yarn produced experimentally made 
mops that were strong, absorbent 
and durable. But the process had to 
be changed and improved time and 
time again. Then the mops were 
tested in places where they would 
get the hardest usage-rai!road sta
tions, for example. 

The mops performed so well that 
Du Pont built a pilot plant near 
Buffalo and, under a license from 
the man who had the original idea, 
manufactured the yarn on a small 
scale. Only after three years of study 
and testing was Du Pont able to 

CROSS-SECTION of the new mop yarn. Each 
cotton fiber strand is jacketed with cellulose 
sponge material. 

offer mop manufacturers the yarn 
in commercial quantities. 

FASTER AND CLEANER 

Mops made with cellulose sponge 
yarn pick up and retain so much 
water they need wringing less often. 
You can mop a floor with them in 
far less time than it formerly took. 
They dry quickly, leave no lint. They 
outwear other mops three to five 
times. Best of all, perhaps, they stay 
dirt-free longer than ordinary mops. 
Here is something women will ap
preciate-a clean mop! 

The introduction of these new 
cleaning tools is another example of 
how business firms of all sizes depend 
on each other. The Du Pont Com
pany had facilities for specialized re
search on cellulose sponge. Because 
Du Pont could supply sponge yarn 
economically, some twenty mop man
ufacturers today have a better prod
uct that saves maintenance people 
and the American housewife time, 
labor and money. 

* * * 
SEND FOR "The Story of Cellulose," a 43-
page booklet that tells how wood and cotton 
are transformed into sponges, textile fibers, 
lacquers, plastics, coated fabrics, Cellophane 
and many other useful products. Illustrated 
with photographs, charts and chemical equa
tions. For free copy, write to the Du Pont 
Company, 2503 Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 
98, Delaware. 

PO 
REG , U. S. PAT. Off. 

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 

••. THROUGH CHEMISTRY 

Great Dramatic Entertainment-Tune in "CaYalcade 

of America" Tuesday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast 
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Queen of Love and Beauty 
Can it really be spring again? Why, it seems as if it were only yesterday 

that we were doing the same thing last year, but I guess time passes faster for us 
spirits than you mortals. Did I say spirit? Yes that I did, you see, I am the guard
ian spirit of your queen of love and beauty. Probably vuy few of you have ever 
heard of me. I'm really very insignificant but my job gets pretty complicated at 
times. Have you, for example, ever tried to comb a prospective queen's hair an 
infintisimal number of times so that each strand lies exactly right? Or have you 
tried to guide a shaking hand when applying lipstick? If you have you can imagine 
only a few of the vast number of my obligations. 

You ask about my experiences. Well, I have guarded red heads, blondes, and 
brunetts, each more beautiful than the last. I have plodded along with them during 
the many eliminations. I have guided and protected them during the most frighten
ing tours of what you call labs. I call them a mass of inumerable complicated wheels, 
motors, nuts and bolts. I am so afraid that they might misapprehend the mechanism 
of anything called a mechanical device and get an arm or leg chopped off. 

I certainly approve of your custom of postponing the announcement of the 
chosen queen until the end of the week of festivities. It raises her to one of those 
dizzy planes where everything transpires into a glamorous haze. But-have you ever 
tried to keep a child quiet just before time to go to a circus? Well, imagine trying 
to keep a beautiful, young girl, who has great chances of becoming queen, from hoping, 
fidgeting, and praying continually during a dry after dinner speech. It's impossible! 
I just know that not a one of them ever even heard a word of that speech? 

This year when the banquet was over and Teddy Phillip's Orchestra was play
ing "My Wild Irish Rose," the queen was nervously dancing about the new economy 
size gym. All my charges were fighting temptation to chip off that new manicure, 
to twist each lock of hair. Waiting, waiting for St. Pat to arrive at the ball. 

The big moment finally came. The music stopped. There was a trumpet fan
fare as the Knights of St. Patrick marched to the throne and formed an isle. Through 
the arch of raised "T" squares I could see my old friend, St. Pat, and right behind 
him came the four attendants; Kit Banta, Ruth Brockman, Pat Demick and Joan Mc
Dowell, each escorted by Knights of St. Patrick. Quick on their heels came my pride 
and joy ... Virginia Barber, the Queen of Love and Beauty. 

Her lusterous smile permeated the air as she walked to the throne. A colleen 
truly befitting the title of Queen of Love and Beauty. 

She is 17 years old, 5 feet 4 inches tall, 118 pounds, with soft brown hair and 
(Continued on Page 20) 



Who's Who on St. Pat's Board 
Perhaps the seventeen sleepiest, most overworked men on Campus this 

week are the members of St. Pat's Board. Faced with the problem of organ
izing the great annual Engineers celebration, these men have worked tire
lessly to make this years St. Pat's week the very best in its 48-year history. 
And in honoring them, the SHAMROCK would like to publish this small list 
called Who's Who on St. Pat's Board. 

J. Finney Chairman. (For more infor
mation on this busy fellow, see page 
18. 

Clyde Kennett Secretary of St. Pat's 
Board (E.E. '50). 
Clyde has another one of those jobs 
that involves multi details. Keeping 
records and reports of St. Pat's hours, 
board meetings and working on the 
committee for Lab Exhibits has kept 
him very busy. 
A resident of Fulton since 1938, he 
served in the armed forces from April 
1945 until Fall of 1946, when he en
rolled in Westminster College. Trans
ferring to Mizzou in 1947, he soon be
came a staunch member of Engine 
club. 

Bill Wilson, business manager of En
gine Club (E.E. '51). 
Bill has had as his headache this year 
the job of procuring bands for the 
Christmas party, the fall dance, and 
the St. Pat's ball. In spite of several 
set-backs, he has obtained some of the 
best bands in the country for these af
fairs. 
Born in a small Chicago suburb De
cember 3, 1925, he graduated from 
Hillsdale High School in 1944, shortly 
before he was called to the service. He 
now plans to enroll in B&PA school af
ter receiving his engineering degree 
and to eventually enter production and 
sales. 

Earl Stuckman, treasurer of Engine Club 
(E.E. '50). 
Earl had the job this semester of keep
ing track of club funds, and with peo
ple constantly wanting money for 
something or financial statements, he 
was kept constantly on the run. 
Earl is strictly a Missouri boy, having 
been born, bred, and educated in St. 
Louis. He entered M. U. after his grad
uation from high school in 1946. 

Bill Baker, chairman of attendance and 
discipline committee (M.E. '50). 
The title is only a cover-up. Most of 
the odd jobs, especially the ones no
body wants, fell to Bill this year, and 
he has had a hand in most of the ac
tivities. Guarding Columns and Cam
pus Stunt, guarding St. Pat during his 
stay here, and policing the Serenade, 
to say nothing of painting many of the 
publicity witticisms seen around En
gine School, have all been his respon
sibility. 

Sid Minnick, secretary of Engine Club 
(E.E. '50) . 
He has had charge of the Knighting 
ceremony and maintaining the club 
records. 

A native of Fayette, Sid moved three 
months after his birth in January, 1929, 
to Independence where he graduated 
from high school in 1946. He entered 
the University in the fall of that year. 

Bob Singleton, junior member (Ag.E) 
He has beern in charge of the Campus 
Stunt and the annual St. Pat's button. 
Bob was born in Warsaw, Mo. , where 
he attended grade and high school. 
'51) . 
He enrolled at M. U. in the summer 
of 1947 after being discharged from 
the army. He has been active in En
gine Club and A.S.A.E. Upon com
pletion of his work here, he wants to be 
engaged in soil conservation activities 
and machinery in connection with it. 

Tom Magee, junior member (E.E. '51). 
Born and educated in Trenton, Mo., Tom 
entered the armed forces alter work
ing for a while in the signal depart
ment of the railroad. Wedding bells 
play a large and important part in his 
near future. 

Jack Harvey, junior member (E.E. '51). 
A native of Tarkio, Mo. (known as the 
coldest place in the state), Jack at
tended grade school, high school, where 
he was interested in dramatics and 
science, and junior college there, com
ing to M. U. in 1948. He has partici
pated in Engine Club and other out
side activities as a student here. 

Clink Klotz, sophomore member (Ch. E. 
'52). 
Clink, who has worked with Tom and 
Jack on the St. Pat's Ball committee, of 
which Tom was chairman, is a St. 
Louisian. Coming to M. U. following 
his graduation in 1948, he has been 
active in Engine Club and has served 
two years on the St. Pat's board. A 
bridge fiend, Clink also is very fond 
of dancing. 

Bill Rich, sophomore member (E.E. '52). 
Bill has the impossible job this year 
of organizing the St. Pat's parade, 
which included co-ordinating fifteen 
different organizations. 
Although born in Beardstown, Ill., in 
1924, Bill is a Missourian by virtue of 
the fact that his family moved to War
rensburg in 1933. In the Air Force dur
ing the war, he was discharged in 1946. 
He entered Kansas State college in 
1948 but transferred to Missouri in Feb
ruary, 1949. 

Eddie Doerschlen, freshman member 
(E.E. '53). 
Eddie has taken charge of the Green 
Tea and is an assistant in the Knight
ing ceremony. 

A native of Kirkwood where he lived 
until 1947, Eddie completed his high 
school career in Bloomfield, Mo., and 
graduated in 1949. Upon graduation 
here he hopes to enter bridge design 
and construction work. 

Ken Reichert, freshman member (E.E. 
'53). 
Head of the Hamburg Show, the skits, 
dialogues, and blackouts, Ken has had 
a chance to demonstrate his flare for 
that type of show. 
A native of Long Beach and later a 
resident of Los Angeles, Calif., he spent 
lour years in the navy, serving in the 
Mediterranean area. After his dis
charge in 1949 and subsequent settling 
in Kansas City, he entered the Univer
sity as a freshman in Engineering 
school. 

Larry Kaltenstein, publicity director 
(E.E. '50). 
With only one job to do this year, Lar
ry has given the Engine Club some real 
red hot publicity. 
A resident of New York where he was 
born around 1925, Larry attended grade 
and high school in Brooklyn, and be
came captain of the cheerleading team 
at the latter. After graduation he spent 
three years in the service, and came to 
M. U. in 1946. He has been active in 
Engine Club and A.l.E .E. as well as 
several other campus activities. 

Gene Marquis, vice president of the 
Engine Club (C.E. '50). 
Gene has been in charge of arrange
ments for the assembly, alumni lunch
eon, and the banquet. 
Gene has a tough time calling any one 
place home as he has lived a short 
while in every city over 10,000 in Mis
souri and has been in 39 states. He 
spent mo;,! of his early school days ca
reer in Kirkwood, but he did quite a 
bit of traveling and changing schools 
before he finally graduated at Nevada, 
Mo. Before coming to M.U. Gene spent 
a hitch in the navy, and a couple of 
years running a farm. 

Don Cox, junior member (E.E. '51). 
Don has been in charge of the Lab ex
hibits, co-ordinating activities for the 
show of Engineering ability and in
genuity. This is Don's second year on 
the board. 
Before coming to the University, Don 
served a year and a half in the 
USAAF. He joined the Army right af
ter he graduated from high school in 
Chillicothe, Mo. Even though "he found 
a home in the army" Don still prefers to 
call Chillicothe home. 
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The Lost Trait • • • • • 
by Dan Te.st '50* 

Once upon a time in a faraway land lived an engineer. He was a famous engineer 
-broad of mind and sinewy of brain. His fame had spread to distant corners of the 
earth. He had engineered the longest bridge, the highest building, the deepest mine in 
all the world. The other things that he did are too numerous to relate. Wise men from all 
corners of the earth journeyed to the home of the Engineer to read his notes, to watch him 
integrate around a closed path, and to touch his slide rule (correct to five significant fig
ures) . 

In spite of his riches, power, and pelf, the Engineer was vaguely unhappy. So, one 
morning, in his usual scientific, logical way, the Engineer sat down at his functional desk to 
list in an orderly manner (with due regard to algebraic sign) his earthly accomplish
ments. Then he plotted Happiness (in British joyful units) as a function of Accomplish
ments. The curve was concave downward! Checking and rechecking by independent meth
ods confirmed a bewildering fact: as accomplishments increased, happiness decreased
exponentially. 

The Engineed was despondent. He had graduated from the best of schools. Surely 
his calculations were correct . . . but he must have overlooked something. Thumb
ing through tomes of notes, he happened upon a college math assignment. Of course
he had been a fool. X is an independent variable. Perhaps Accomplishments were a func
tion of a more basic quantity such as ... time! Aha! 

Now the Engineer was extremely sad. The longer he might live, the unhappier he 
would become. The graph was based on the normal superior type. Certainly he was su
perior. Perhaps he did not possess all the traits of a Normal Man as defined by the In
ternational Association of Psychoanalysts. But, this was unthinkable. The Engineer dis
tinctly recalled that all traits had been included in the last accountant's report (less allow
ance for depreciation). Perhaps he had lost a trait! 

He hastened to his vault . Brushing aside servomechanisms and an old Carnot cycle, 
the Engineer jerked open his file and began to check his traits. Anxiety had deprived him 
of his usual cool logic. The scientific method was forgotten as he haphazardly opened the 
manila folders containing his traits. Yes, his Honesty was still there . Patience and Per
severance were still in their crisp blue envelopes. He checked his Memory (listed under 
Recall, Powers of). He had not lost that. Individuality and Integrity were still on file, side 
by side. Humility was there, although it had become slightly warped. The Engineer made a 
mental note to design a constant-temperature vault. Even Courage and Adaptability had 
begun to wither slightly because of the poor air, no doubt. The Engineer breathed a sigh 
of relief as he checked Intelligence, Superior (cf. I.Q.). Thank God that had not been lost 1 

The counting of his many traits had soothed the Engineer somewhat. He began at 
A (Ambition had not moved from its customary place) to check systematically through the 
complete file. His mind leaped back to the graph. The sharply increasing negative slope 
had indicated the loss of an important trait or perhaps (throwing scientific caution to the 
winds) an extremely important trait. Thumbing through E, F, G, and H, he came upon 
Humor, Sense of. The folder was empty 

* Reprinted by permission of M.I.T. (Tech Engineering News) 
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DEAN'S STAFF 

By FRED LEVIEN, M.E., 'SO & MICKEY WITTLES, M.E., 'SO 

At one time or another every engineering student has 
passed or will pass through the portals above which is the 
inpressive sign, Office of the Dean. The fact that this is 
the only place in the entire Engineering Building where 
one may see not one, but four young ladies, might be 
one reason for trespassing on this hallowed ground. It 
is absolutely amazing how the sight of a few females 
helps to relieve the male monotony of the engine student's 
day. However, the most common reason is to solve some 
problem of a non-technical nature. After two or three 
years, the typical student seems incapable of coping with 

such "tough" problems as: "Who is my advisor?" or 
"What did I take last year?" Even the professors and 
instructors who are veritable "lions" in the classrooms, 
are "nice guys" when in the Dean's office. To get right 
down to it, these young women are everything from gal 
Fridays to whip-wielding tamers. Even those who march 
in like lions go out like lambs, for no problem is too great 
or too tough, and the gals always seem to come up with 
the right answer. They are to the Engineering School, 
what the Slide-Rule is to the student. 

Just in case you have not had the pleasure of meet
ing them, following are a few facts about each. 

Cecelia Ramsden 

The mainstay of the Dean's Secretarial Staff we 
found hidden away under the title "Secretary to the Dean 
of the Faculty of the College of Engineering." Mrs. 
Cecelia Ramsden looked up from behind an orderly group 

10 

of papers piled neatly on her desk and answered us with 
a pleasant .. . "Yes, I am the official Dean's Secretary. 
May I help you?" 

We sat down and this pleasant, neatly-dressed woman 
told us exactly what her part of the Staff's work includ
e:!. Her air of speed and efficiency was a good indica
tion of why things run as smoothly as they do in the "Big 
Front Office." Mrs. Ramsden handles all the interviews 
for Dean Croft, she takes his dictation, and is in charge 
of all his business mail. She also answers inummerable 
questions for Engine Students that get caught up in the 
diurnal fog of confusion. All this requires a great deal 
of patience and skill. 

Mrs. Damsden was born in Ferguson, Mo., and has 
lived in this state for practically her entire life. She has 
worked for the University before with Dr. A. Sterl Artley 
in the College of Education. Before that she had worked 
for Rev. Blanchard at the Calvalry Episcopal Church here 
in Columbia. 

Mrs. Ramsden finds working for the Dean both pleasant 
and interesting. Since she meets such a variety of people, 
boredom is non-existent in her type of her work. Then 
too, Mrs. Ramsden feels . . . "the faculty is most cooper -
ative, and the work is stimulated by meeting students, 
each of which has a great deal of sincerity and seriousness 
about his problems." 

Mrs. Ramsden enjoys fine music and besides being a 
good pianist herself, she avidly attends University Con
cert Series. Her spare time is spent mostly with her 11-
year-old daughter who is a pupil at the University Ele
mentary school, and her four year-old son, who is carry
ing on in his mother's piano-playing footsteps. 

Mrs. Ramsden plans to stay indefinitely in Columbia, 
and we hope that she finds us, the Engineers, as amiable 
and friendly, as we found her. 

Jane Davis 

The first face you see upon walking into the Dean's 
Office, is a very pretty one and almost always has a 
smile on it. The face and smile both belong to pert, at
tractive Jane Davis, the Dean's official receptionist. This 
cute little brown haired, "Josephine College" looking girl 
arrived here at MU about the same time as our new 
Dean. Though we'd like to think otherwise, Jane didn't 
come to Columbia just to work in the Engineering Dean's 
office. It seems that hubby (yes . .. she's married ) 
Tom Davis, decided to attend MU and obtain a BS 
in Education, and found that Jane's presence was in-
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dispensable for good grades. The two met while Jane 
was attending Cottey College for Women. After a whirl
wind romance, and marriage, Jane assumed the same 
name as her husband to "help avoid confusion." She has 
been an ol' married woman for all of six months now 
and was very emphatic about the fact that "I love my 
husband and like my job." Unquote. 

Though she has no previous experience at secretar
ial work Jane has many other attributes. She is an ex
cellent cook, ( If you don't believe her, just ask her! ... 
not her husband ), a fine golfer, likes to dance, play 
bridge and the piano. She claims Winterset, Iowa, as 
her point of arrival in this hectic world. 

Jane, we were most pleasantly surprised to find, 
thinks that Engineers are just normal guys. The En
gineers think a lot of Jane too. She feels that as a group 
Engine students are cooperative and well-mannered. Who 
are we to argue with her? 

Unlike the columns and Doc, Jane will probably not 
become a permanent fixture about campus. If hubby 
stays for his MA then we will be blessed a wee bit 
longer. Otherwise-well lets not be pessimistic. 

Jacqueline Jones 

It took us a while, but we finally found a title for 
this charming Coleen which reads, "assistant to All Depart
ments." The type of work she does is anything from 
licking stamps to (if you'll excuse the expression) typing 
up deficiency lists. From all reports though, whatever 
her assignment, she fulfills it capably. 

"Jackie" is the only one of the Dean's Staff also 
enrolled as a student at MU. She is a freshman in Arts 
and Science, and though she refused to divulge her age, 
rumor has it that she's crowdin' twenty. Jackie admitted, 
much to our surprise, that she wasn't married. Yet. She 

lives in TD-5, her telephone number is . . . well wait a 
minute now, let's not get carried away with ourselves 
now fellows! 

Jackie graduated from Soldan-Blewett High School 
in St. Louis and decided to go to a school that offered 
some social life. Naturally enough her first thought was 
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Missouri University. So far she's off to a flying start. 
She has been accepted as a pledge of Zeta Tau Alpha, 
and the grape vine had authoritative reports that she had 
a date to SA VIT AR FROLICS with an engineer . . . 
before she had even arrived in Columbia. Now what more 
could a girl ask? 

Her hobbies are still in the formative stage. We offer
ed to help her along with some worthwhile ones, but 
we were given a polite, yet firm, no. Dating, dancing 
and pledging take up most of her time right now. Then 
too, there is that time consuming task of getting to know 
one's way about Columbia when you first arrive. Ahh, 
these fortunate frosh. 

Jackie's plans for the future are, shall we say rather 
indefinite. Let us hope, however, that Engine school has 
at least a little niche in her coming calendar of events, 
for she's doing a splendid job as a clerical handiman ... 
oops, I mean handiwoman . . . and I hope she likes 
Engine school as much as it likes her. 

Jean Coffman 

Lookjng for the Senior Stenographer? Then meet 
tall, blond Jean Coffman. The contribution to Mizzou 
of Miles City, Montana, where she was born some . . . 
uummm . . . odd years ago, Jean attended Cottey Col
lege for Women before transferring to the University of 
Montana. There she acquired not only an AB degree 
in Sociology and Economics, but also a husband, Dick 
Coffman, who is now a student here. He hopes to get 
his BS in Education and an MS in History in August, 
1951, or February, 1952. 

While at the University of Montana, also known as 
MU, Jean was a member of the Delta Delta Delta social 
sorority and an active participant in campus life, which 
included many social activities. Her major interests were 
making her grades, collecting records, and experimenting 
in photography, the last two of which she still retains 
with domestic duties thrown in as extra. She also likes 

(Continued on Page 29 ) 
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Metz and Weiss Oil Engine 

Before starting out on our trip through the engin
eering laboratories as they were · about thirty years ago, 
due acknowledgement should be given to Mr. 0. F. Roe
yer of the Galveston Ice & Cold Storage Co. of Galveston, 
Texas; BS in M.E., 1921; MS in M.E ., 1922; to Mr. H. 
A La Rue of the Civil Engineering Department; and to 
"Jap," that invaluable maintenance expert of the Mechan
ical Engineering Department for their able assistance and 
their willingness to impart of some of their fond mem
ories which were gained at this school in years gone by. 

Somewhere on this page will be found a diagram 
showing the layout of the labs as they were about 1915. 
The labs were housed in an entirely different building 
which, however, covered just about the same ground as do 
the present labs ( not including the additions of last year). 
They did not go to the west quite as far. Under the main 
building were mostly the electrical labs. There were 
some old streetcar motors, electric furnaces, and other 
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1. Le Laval Turbine; 2. Erie Engine; 3. Corliss Engine; 
4. Deep Well; 5. Electrical Engineering Lab; 6. Civil En
gineering Lab; 7. Machinery and Equipment; 8. Senior 
Mechanical Engineering Design; 9. Surveying Instrument 
Room; 10. Electrical En11ineerin!! Lab; I 1. Drafting 
Room (for Juniors); 12. Physics Lab. 

"ingenious devices" set up to aid in the education of the 
electrical engineers of the day. The steps leading from 
the main lobby were the same as today. 

Over near the chemical engineering labs, if one looks 
hard enough, will be seen the remains of one of the two 
deep well pumps which provided the water for the uni
versity use and for their power plant. Where the civil 
engineering building is now located was then the Mechan
ical Arts Building. The walls are the same but the inside 
was ravaged by fires down through the years and consid
erable remodeling has been done to convert to the present 
day Civil Engineering Building. Where the wood-work
ing shop is now located is where the forge shops ( now at 
Rolla, Missouri) were placed. 

Directly to the south of the Civil Engineering Build
ing is an old, dilapidated brick building (not the Edu
cational Building) which used to be the engine room for 
the power plant. Turbines were later installed. The boil
er room and the tall smokestack have since been taken 
down. There is a story which relates how, one year for 
Saint Pat's week, · an enterprising engineer, wishing to 
acclaim the honorable day, strived to attain the highest 
achievement of scaling the smokestack and planting the 
traditional green and white flag at the peak. The ex
pedition proved to be a failure but later on in the Spring 
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AGO TODAY 
By PHIL DODT, M.E., '50 
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when the wind and cold at that great elevation were some
what milder, an Agriculture student did succeed in get
ting to the top and, thereupon, stake his claim in honor of 
the "Farmer's Fair." 

From the power plant there was an underground pipe 
which brought the steam into the Mechanical Labs. In 
this lab there was much the same type of equipment as 
can be seen now. There was a Corliss Engine and the 
same Erie Steam Engine as is in the lab now along with 
the Duplex Water pump and the DeLaval Steam Turbine. 
The construction of all three labs followed the same style 
as was prevalent in all industrial plants of those days. 
The walls were of red brick with wood floors and of one 
story, there being no balconies. 

In those days of yore, "Jap" was the key service 
man for both the civil engineering labs under H. A. La Rue 
and the mechanical engineering labs under the renowned 
J. R. "Bugs" Wharton, now deceased. As a result, a 
major feud between these two men existed as to whom 
should have the privilege of Jap's able assistance each 
day. 

Looking back through the ancient records and scrolls, 
it is evident that the engineering students of those faw
away years seemed to possess a little more of the pep and 
deviltry than now. This was because it was expected of 
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De Laval Turbine 

the college boys of the roarin' twenties. However, Pro
fessor LaRue says that the lab exhibits for St. Pat's week 
were much the same, having every available piece of ma
chinery going and also having many of the same tricks 
being hoisted upon the gullible onlooker. 

When E. J. McCaustland was dean of the engineer
ing school, being a religious man, he objected to the 
thought of the students doing their work in the school 
building on Sundays. To prevent this he had the build
ing locked on Sundays. The students, following that creed 
of engineers, "The difficult we do immediately, the im
possible takes a little longer," developed a secret way of 
entering the building, equipped the windows of the de
sign room with shades so they couldn't be seen from the 
office of the Dean, located a trap door in the ceiling of 
the building so they could make a quick exit when they 
heard the Dean's footsteps in the hall. Since his efforts 

( Continued on Page 24) 
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DEANS PEN 

DEAN HUBER 0. CROFT 
Engineers' Week has arrived. There have been in

numerable meetings of the Engineers' Club, debates in 
its committees, arguments over dance bands, planning 
committees for stunts, Queen committees, Hamburger 
committees, committees for this, and committees for that
all culminating in the visit of St. Pat, an alumni ban
quet, an open housee, the crowning of a Queen of unsur
passed, and a glorious Ball. All of these events are sure 
to be superior to those of past years, because the En
gineering Student Body has planned it so. 

In making the plans, and actually seeing them brought 
to completion, you have experienced the enjoyment that 
comes from the fulfillment of well made plans. You have 
experienced, perhaps for the first time, the trial of work
ing, under pressure, with others whose tastes and ideas are 
different from yours. You, and those who disagree with 
you, have arrived at a plan which might not completely 
satisfy all of you individually, but which will satisfy 
all of you at least collectively, and which must possess 
the added virtue of completion by an immediate fixed 
date. Thus, in a sense, you are experiencing one of the 
weaknesses and at the same time one of the sources of 
the great strength of a democracy. 

It is not the "horseplay" nor the humor that you 
contrive that will bring you the greatest satisfaction, but, 
rather, it is the successful fruition of a plan arrived at by 
democratic processes, drawn up and executed by all of you 
as a group. And so you are undergoing a course in self
education as well as developing your self-expression. The 
activities of Engineers' Week therefore result in the best 
form of education because you are learning and having 
fun in so doing. 

One of the most pleasant traditions of Engineers' 
Week is the annual pilgrimage of alumni to Columbia. 
We are proud of our alumni and their achievements. In 
no other alumni body will be found a greater proportion 
of men, who, through their inherent abilities, energy, and 
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resourcesfulness, have contributed more to the prosperity, 
safety, and general welfare of the nation. 

Alumni visits to the campus are most valuable to all 
concerned: For the alumni, the visit renews some of the 
old friendships of years ago, and at the same time banish
es fear an alumnus may have concerning the future 
of the country by permitting examination, at first hand, 
of a sample group of the young men, who, before many 
years, will assume leadership of the nation's affairs; for 
the student body, talks with alumni are stimulating and 
inspiring to say the least, because they will inform the 
student what you, the alumni, has done, and what he may 
do in the future. For the faculty, alumni visits bring 
an inner feeling of pride and satisfaction that comes from 
accomplishment. Visits with former students are a par -
tial reward for those who have devoted their lives to 
teaching. 

Informal conversations among alumni and faculty 
also permit exchanges of views with respect to the broad 

. philosophy underlying engineering education, as well as 
specific content of curricula. The College of Engineering 
at all times wishes to have the advice and counsel of the 
alumni pertaining to all of the college's activities, because 
the faculty knows that such advice will prove extremely 
helpful in maintaining the prestige that the college now 
rightly holds. We, therefore, hope that in future years even 
more alumni will feel it is their pleasure and duty to 
visit Columbia just after the Ides of March. 

The Missouri Alumni who invented Engineers' Week 
in 1903 were possessed of uncanny intuition when they 
selected St. Patrick's Day as the center of interest of 
the festivities, for in the faded pages of history are par
tially recorded the great works of a man whom every 
engineer would be proud to emulate in these modem days. 
St. Patrick, (373-493 ), was born in Scotland apparently 
as the son of a landowner who had a minor political 
connection with the Romans. At the age of seventeen 
he was enslaved by the Irish for a six year period, finally 
escaped to a monastery in western France and finally re
turned to Ireland as a christian missionary amid sur
roundings saturated with superstitions, fears, and druid
ism. Historians agree that he was diplomatic, a man of 
intense energy and strong will, and, of course, he was a 
great builder because he founded over three hundred 
churches, some of which he may have helped build with 
his own hands. But, even more important, as is the case 
for all great men, his ideas lived on after his death. 

From the life of St. Patrick, Engineering students 
might draw their own conclusions as to the object lessons 
to be learned. The virtue of fearlessness, the practice 
of understanding diplomacy, the assumption of a mis
sionary zeal for those things in which one believes, an 
untiring effort to build an ever stronger foundation for 
democracy, and the hope that some of the things one says 
and a few of the things one does may live on long after
these are some of the objectives discernible in the life of 
St. Patrick which every engineer might choose to include 
in his own scheme of living for a fruitful life. 
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A 'KNIGHT' WITH ST. PAT'S BOARD 

It seems the minutes of the St. Pat's board meeting 
have been lost or our handsome secretary, being too 
busy in his 'Jack of Hearts' campaign, gave up the task 
of trying to decipher the confused affairs carried on in 
the meetings. This is an attempt to decipher the min
utes with the help of a good imagination and of course 
St. Pat himself gave his assistance. 

The regular meetings are scheduled for Tuesday 
night of each week. There are however, special meetings 
called for Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday 
of each week. This leaves Saturday and Sunday night 
to meet with committees and carry on other plans for 
St. Pat's A common question of the faculty to St. Pat's 
Board members is, "Are you in school this semester?" 
This would imply that the St. Pat's board doesn't get 
their assignments, but there is no excuse for this be
cause they have at least two or three hours a week. The 
divorce rate in Columbia has made a terrific jump since 
the St. Pat's Board meetings started. By the time St. 
Pat's Week is over, the board will be made up entirely 
of single men. Many of the single men 
have lost their steadies to lawyers. This 
might be the reason that one of the pro
posed campus stunts was for a lawyer to 
be hanged at each column. 

Now back to the meeting. It is 9 :30 
and most of the members have struggled, 
or should I say staggered in-but where 
is Finney?- he called this meeting for 
7 :29 with emphasis on being on time
board members receive demerits for be-
ing late-five demerits and he doesn't get to kiss the 
queen. "Western Union"-for Wilson-Freddy Nagel 
disbands orchestra. Hurrah! Finney arrived-just a little 
trouble with his wife, she wanted to leave him. Another 
wheel just arrived- Bob Polete-who's he- he's just your 
Engine Club President- his duties on the board are to 
handle all dirty details-those too dirty for Finney. Isn't 
this supposed to be a meeting tonight-First order of 
business is the Queen Contest-volunteers wanted for the 
selection of contestants~a made stampede-men trampled 
-only a few killed- it looks like Reichert and Kalten
stein are on top---their assignments for picking queen 
contestants are Defoe and T .D. 4. Finney tries to bring 
the meeting to order but that is quite a task with sev
eral caccauses going on in various comers of the room. 
Baker Marquis, Stuckman and Kaltenstein, talking about 
queens. They are discussing everything- your guess is as 
good as mine as to what kind of a queen. Reichert ( one of 
the freshman ) is also in that discussion. He may be a 
freshman, but he certainly doesn't act the part when it 
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By BOB SINGLETON, Ag.E. '50 

comes to queens, or any skirts for that matter. Wilson, 
Rich, Kennett and Cox are discussing the chance of getting 
a band rather than a Juke Box for St. Pat's Ball. "West
ern Union"-for Wilson-Skitch Henderson breaks leg, 
must cancel contract. Baker is in a discussion of his own
he is talking but saying nothing. Klotz, Magee and Harvey 
have their own discussions about decorations for the St. 
Pat's Ball. They think they have a tough job-all they 
have to do is get Rothwell Gym decorated in four hours
time to burn no doubt. By this time Finney has pulled 
most of his hair out-he is angry now-he shouts "SHUT 
UP"- for an inst~nt there is quiet. The Queen contest is 
mentioned and interest is once again brought to the issue 
before the meeting. This lull allows the various chairmen 
to bring up their problems: Button design-the button 
manufacturers want at least two weeks and there are ten 
days left. Who will be the knights? The Speakers? 
Kaltenstein wants $1000 for advertising. Parade? Band
ha ha! Doerschlen ( the other freshman, a very quiet 
boy) says in a emanding voice, "Lets get back to the 

Queen contest-once again the room is 
quiet. A report from the Treasurer is 
called for-Assets $10-Liabilities $10,-
000. Oh! we're coming out of the hole. 
A membership report- paid up members 
10-promise to pay-500. How many 
St. Pat's board members are paid up? 
Three-good, very good. There is a knock 
at the door and upon opening it we dis
cover none other than Milton Maximilion 
Manshel-why did he knock?-none of his 

keys fit. He wants to know when information for the 
Shamrock will be ready. "When do you need it," asks 
Finney. Well-I-I-I-I I, Well I should-d-d, the printer should 
have the write ups by, met me see-e-e-e, Oh! well say 
get them to me about six months ahead of time and I 
can have my printer hurry things a bit. To Hell with 
the "Shamrock"-lets talk about the Queen Contest. 
"Western Union,"-for Wilson-has the measels. Har
very has the nerve to ask for guys to help Magee, Klotz 
and himself put up Ball decorations. Marquis says some 
of his sorority girls will help. Magee goes wild with 
enthusiasm for the idea. Sid Minnick wants to hurry 
the meeting along so he can go to the A.1.E.E. meeting. 
He doesn't realize that the meeting was over four hours 
ago. Another knock at the door-the night watchman
three hours ago, we said the meeting would last only 
ten minutes longer-watchman goes to take another nap. 
Polete asks to get back to the order of business. He is 
a little disgused and I think we are in for a lecture. He 

( Continued on Page 25) 
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MAR 20 1950 

E:!'-'OA, LIS, -
ODE TO MY SLIDE RULE 

Women are always babbling 
Of dates and drinks and dresses, 
Which doesn't help at all when I'm 
Computing strains and stresses. 
My slide rule conquers everything 
( A host of sines and surds), 

ENGR. LIB . . 

And helps me do my work without 
An avalanche of words. 
To hell with women's wanton ways, 
With eyebrows, lips, and curls. 
My little log log polyphase 
Is worth a dozen girls. 

... 
She: The only men that I've ever kissed, are my 

brothers. 

He: What lodge do you belong to? 

... 
Nurse : You were· very naughty in church, Thomas. 

Do you know where little boys and girls go who don't 
put their pennies in the collection box? 

Thomas : Yes, nurse; to the movies. 

... 
Too much sugar in my coffee used to keep me awake 

· all night. Now, I'm up all night looking for sugar. 

... 
Love is like a fried egg. Looks pretty at first, but the 

moment you take a stab at it, it becomes a big mess. 

... 
It was a C.O.D.-Come Over Drunk. 

... 
I call my girl Baseball, because she won't play with

out a diamond. 

A friend of mine was taking shots for a cold- but 
his wife caught him and took the bottle away. 

... 
He's not cheap. He just has low pockets and short 

arms. 

He fell downstairs with a pint of whiskey. 
Did he spill it? 
No, he swallowed first. ... 
"What makes you so tough?" 

"I was raised on marble cake, rock candy and brick 

ice cream." 

... 
"That's a lovely dress you're wearing." 
Do you like it? Isn't this pretty, this little gathering 

in the back?" 
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Even in Missouri It Can't Snow in May 

IMMIGRATION QUESTION AIRE: 
Born? 
Yes sir. 
Where? 
Russia. 
What part? 
All of me. 
Why did you leave Russia? 
I couldn't bring it with me. 
Where were your forefathers born? 
I only got one father. 
Your business? 
Rotten. 
Where is Washington? 
He's dead. 
I mean the capitol of the United States. 
They loaned it all to Europe. 
Do you promise to support the constitution? 
Me? How can I? I've got a wife and three kids. 

... 
Only impatient men try to persuade women to change 

their minds; others just bide their time and let nature 
take its course. 

The slowest thing in the world is a nudist climbing 
over a barbed wire fence. 

THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK 

Three small boys were seated on the curb. One was 
playing with an airplane. One was playing with a fire 
engine. The other was reading a copy of Esquire. A 
kindly old man approached and asked them what they 
wanted to be when they grew up. The first replied that 
he wanted to be a B-29 pilot. The second said he wankd · 
-to be a fireman. The third looked up from the magazine 
and said, "Aw, I just want to grow up." 

... 
She: "How about giving me a diamond bracelet?" 
He: "My dear, extenuating circumstances perforce me 

to preclude you from such a bauble of extravagance." 
She "I don't get it." 
J-{e: "That's what I said." 

... 
A grave digger, absorbed in his thoughts, dug the 

grave so deep he couldn't get out. 
Came nightfall and the evening chill, his predica

ment became more and more uncomfortable. He shouted 
for help and at last attracted the attention of a drunk. 

"Get me out of here," he shouted. 'Tm cold." 
The drunk looked into the grave and finally disting

uished the form of the uncomfortable grave digger. 
"No wonder you're cold," he said. "You haven't got 

any dirt on you." 
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ADVICE TO THE NEW GRADUATE: 

Don't worry if your job is small, 

And your rewards are few; 

Remember that the mighty oak 

Was once a nut like you. ... 
Teacher: "James, can you explain what strategy 

means? 
James: "When you run out of ammunition and you 

don't want the enemy to know it, it is strategy to keep 
on firing." 

Some women are like cigars-they have to be lit up 
before you can find out if they are good or bad. 

... 
All her sweater does for her is make her itch . 

... 
A man has a different effect on different girls. The 

athletic girl wants to know, "What can he do?" The 
chorus girl wants to know, "How much money has he 
got?" The literary girl wants to know, "What does he 
read?" The business girl wants to know, "What has he 
accomplished?" And, the old maid wants to know, "Where 
is he?" 

"That's quite some strapless evening gown you're 
wearing. What keeps it up?" 

"A city ordinance." 

Her hand touched mine : sensation . 

Her hair was close: contemplation. 

Her lips brushed mine : temptation. 

Footsteps in the hall: DAMNATION! 

... 
It doesn't take a young wolf long to find out that 

a gal is a lot like a typewriter. Touch the wrong spot 

and all you get is bad words. 

... 
When the hen-pecked husbm1d died and went to Hell, 

( excuse the expression), he immediately started bossing 

the imps around and giving orders. 

"Say," Satan roared, "you act as if you owned this ' 

place." 

"I do," said the newcomer. "My wife gave it to me 

while I was on earth." 

Witt : "What's that book you're reading?" 

Max : "It's 'What 20 Million Women Want.' " 

Witt : "Let's see if they spelled my name right." 
( Continued on Page 27) 
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SPEAKING or 

J. Finney 

Knight of St. Patrick, magna cum laude, is the title 
that J. Finney will be wearing come Friday. He be
came an active Engine club member in his Freshman 
year when his roommate "took him by the collar" to 
a club meeting. As a result, Finney has risen through 
the ranks and now holds down the important position 
of Chairman of St. Pat's Board. Needless to say, he 
has been a very busy man this past few weeks. 

When asked for his success story, "J" said that 
a little work and interest is all that is needed to rise 
to the top. 

J. has proved that studies and extra curricular ac
tivities both can be done at the same time. He is a 
staunch member of Engine club, where he 
heads St. Pat's board, is a member of the 
A.S.C.E. He attended the Mid-continent 
Conference of Student Chapters of the 
A.S.C.E. He has also been employed in the 
C. E. lab and with the University depart
ment of Building and Grounds. 

J. entered the College of Engineering 
in the fall of 1942, having graduated from 
Blewett High School in St. Louis. His 
college career was interrupted in April 1943 when he 
served twp years with the Navy. He was married in 1944 
to Miss Frieda Sims of Greencastle, Indiana. He resumed 
his studies here in 1946. 

It looks like there may be two engineers in J. Finney's 
family someday. 
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CHARACTERS 

Bob Polete 

At the knighting ceremonies during St. Pat's week, 
Bob Polete will be the first on the platform to receive 
the honor of Knight of St. Patrick, magna cum laude. 
A quiet fellow, Bob has been moving inobtrusively about 
behind the scenes working hard for Engine club. He has 
served as Treasurer and President of the club. 

'Tm a lucky guy" said Bob as he unfolded to me 
the yam of how he came to be in the presidential posi
tion. It began when he was sophmore and taking a nor
mal program of courses and through happenstance, ac
counting. George Curry, treasurer then, was looking for 
a guy that could handle money. He went to the Dean's 
office and found that Bob was the only one who had 

taken accounting. So when elections came 
around, he suggested him for the job. From 
there on out, it has been a slow steady but 
rocky road to success. Working both as 
president of Engine Club and as a member 
of St. Pat's board has not added any weight 
to the tall, lanky boy. 

Bob was born and reared in Fred
ericktown, Mo. In high school he let
tered in both basketball and softball. Grad

uating in January 1944, he served a 25 month stint in 
the Navy, mostly on a minesweeper in the Pacific. He 
enrolled in the University in 1946, and that was when 
his Engineering career began. Bob plans to obtain an 
AB degree, combining business with engineering. Later 
he hopes to enter the engineering sales field. 

THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK 



What's the 
diff ere nee? 

$2,500,000 a year! 
Both hands hold terminations used in tele

phone dial switching equipment. They look 
pretty much alike - but let's see about that! 

The termination at left is made by the old 
method. Insulation is stripped off the wire. 
The wire is twisted around the brass terminal, 
then fastened to it with a soldering iron. That 
had to be done on millions and millions of 
connections each _year. 

The termination at right is made by a new 
machine process developed by engineers at 
Western Ele~tric-manufacturing unit of the 

. ---------A UNIT OF THE BELL 

Engineering problems are many and varied at 
Western Electric, where manufacturing telephone 
equipment for the Bell System is the primary job. 
Engineers of many kinds- electrical, mechanical, 

MARCH, 1950 

for Engineers 

Bell System. One type of machine separates 
the brass connectors from a "strip" and accu
rately positions each on an insulator to which 
groups of 10 are fastened by eyeleting. An
other machine places 20 wires in the proper 
position on two sets of 10 connectors, drives 
two small pyramidal shaped points through 
the insulation into the wire and crimps the 
brass around the wire, making a good, solid 
electrical connection. The whole job now is 
done in one-tenth the time. 

This improvement will add $~, 500,000 a 
year to the vast amount Western Electric 
engineers are saving the Bell Telephone Sys
tem through manufacturing economies. Year 
after year they look for - and find - ways to 
make telephone equipment better and at lower 
cost. Their savings help Bell Telephone com
panies to keep rates as low as they are. 

This machine, developed by Western Electric engineers, 
assembles dial switching terminations automatically at the 
rate of 400 per minute • 

SYSTEM SINCE 1882----------. 

industrial, chemical, metallurgical-are con
stantly working to devise and improve machines 
and processes for Production of highest quality 
communications equipment. 
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QUEEN 
( Continued from Page 7) 

sparkling hazel eyes. Ginger, a Chi Omega, is a fresh
man hoping to major in design ( not bridge, clothes) . Her 
favorite medium is charcoal. She enjoys music like "Body 
and Soul" and '. 'The Man I Love." 

Her winning smile has always been an asset, for even 
back home in Kansas City she made use of it at a summer 
job as a receptionist. 

Engineers, you have choser. well. Not only is your 
Queen beautiful but her attendants are charming, in
telligent and versatile. 

Kit Banta, 18 year old Kappa, is 5 feet 6 inches tall, 
120 pounds and has "brownette' hair, as she calls it. Her 
eyes are normally hazel but for St. Pat's week they have 
turned green. They have little trouble obtaining this 
color as much of it is reflected from one of St. Pat's loyal 
followers, Flip Mathieson. Although her home . is in 
Momouth Beach, New Jersey, she and Flip plan to settle 
down in Chillicothe, Missouri. Kit's favorite pastime is 
eating. Since she likes to cook, at least one engineer will 
have a happy married life. Among her other favorite 
pastimes are horseback riding, swimming, sketching and 
listening to old Glen Miller recordings. 

Another of the attendants is Ruth Brockman, an 
Alpha Epsilon Phi, from Kansas City, Missouri. Ruth 
is 17 and a second semester Sophomore. She is a 5 foot 
5 inch, 120 pound brunette with brown eyes. She has 
been a loyal supporter of St. Pat all year and has en
deared the hearts of many of the Shamrock staff. Ruth 
has a most captivating personality and can warm the 
heart of almost anyone she meets. Ruth is preparing for 
social work or child welfare. 

The lure of J School brought Pat Demick to the 
M. U. Campus. This spright little member of the Court 
is a 17 year old, 109 pound, blond, green eyed freshman 
from Webster Groves. Pat is a member of Pi Beta Phi 
Sorority. She is not yet sure whether she will go into 
journalism, as she originally planned, or major in Eng
lish. Her favorite sport is horseback riding and she ap
preciates good classical and popular music. 

Joan McDowell has just recently taken up residence 
in St. Pat's favorite state; she formerly lived n Chicago, 
Ill. Joan is a jolly 5 foot 1 inch, 100 pound brunette 

(Continued on Page 22) 
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Some rooms accommodate grand 
pianos; a small spinet is right for 
others. Until recently, much the same 
rule held hue for television receivers. 
Your choice of screen sizes was largely 
governed by room space. 

Now the space problem has been 
whipped by RCA scientists, who have 
shortened the length of 16-inch television 
"picture tubes" more than 20%1 All the 
complex inner works-such as the sensi
tive electron gun that "paints" pictures on 
the screen - have been redesigned to op
erate at shorter focus, wider angle. Even 
a new type of faceplate glass, Filterglass, 
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New and shorter big screen 16-inch kinescope developed by RCA scientists. 

has been developed for RCA's 16-inch 
picture tubes -on principles first investi
gated for television by RCA. 

Filterglass, incorporating a light-absorbing 
material , improves picture quality by cut
ting down reflected room light .. . and by re
ducing reflections inside the glass faceplate 
of the kinescope tube itself. Result: richer, 
deeper black areas and greater contrast in 
the television picture I 

* * * 
See the newest advances in radio, televi

sion, and electronics in action at RCA Exhi
bition Hall, 36 West 49th St., New York. 
Admission is free. Radio Corporation of 
America, Radio City, N. Y. 

Continue your education 
with pay-at RCA 

Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA 
Victor-one of the world's foremost manu
facturers of radio and electronic products 
- offers you opportunity to gain valuable, 
well-rounded training and ex:_1erience at 
a good salary with opportuni6es for ad
vancement. Here are only five of the many 
projects which offer unusual promise: 

• Development and design of radio re
ceivers ( including broadcast, short wave 
and FM circuits, television, and phono
graph combinations). 
• Advanced development and design of 
AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F 
induction heating, mobile communications 
equipment, relay sYstems. 
• Design of component parts such as 
coils, loudspeakers, capacitors. 
• D evelopment and design of new re
cording and producing methods. 
• Design of receiving, power, cathode 
ray, gas and photo tubes. 
Write today to National Recrniting Divi
sion, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey. 
Also many opportunities for Mechanical 
and Chemical Engineers and Physicists. 

RA.010 eOR.PORAFION oF A6'ERleA 

11/orlcl Leader in J?aclio - Firs/- in 7elevision 
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QUEEN 
( Continued from Page 22) 

with twinkling brown eyes and a scintillating smile. In 

her liesure time Joan likes to horseback ride, dance, or 

read poetry. At times when she has a good game of golf 

she scores as low as 65 ( for nine holes). As far as 

engineering goes, Joan has a lead on the rest of the girls in 

that she worked for the Eugene Dietzgen Co. However, 

she does not plan to make her future in engineering, but 

rather in the teaching profession. 

As the Queen and her Court left the throne, the 

lights dimmed and I began to reminisce. 

I certainly must be an unusual spirit. Blunders are 

right up my alley! Other spirits don't have that trouble, 

do they? 

For example, the night of the ball in '32 I was so ex

cited I just couldn't stand it. Mary was all dressed, 

beautiful as a charm, and there was nothing left for me to 

do. I did so want to run over and have a short chat with 

St. Pat. ( this is the only time of the year that I ever 

get to see him.) So I slipped off for, oh, just a few min

utes. When I returned,-low and behold-Mary was 

gone. I looked every where for her but she was simply 

gone! Finally after searching and searching, do you 

know where I found her? In a car, between Columbia 

and Moberly with four Law students! Mary had been 

kidnapped! Well, when I finally got her back to the 

ball, she was just a few hours late. You know, I'm afraid 

that the engineers were just a mite bit disgusted with me. 

Then, I remember in '37, I had a horrible time. Jane 

had a beautiful formal with a gorgeous trailing train. 

There was one engineer who kept ttripping on it. Yes, 

finally, after a few more steps- he tripped! Anyway, 

we can be thankful for one thing, he only fell part way 

down and didn't fall flat. 

Then again in 1940, those d- law students-. Gloria 

was being crowned, everyone was tense and excited, the 

ritual was perfect, and everything at the peak of success, 

when what happens? A lawyer slipped in with a stink 

bomb. Yes, I'm afraid that for awhile the place smelled 

of slightly other things than orchids. But how was I 

supposed to know that anyone was going to do a thing like 

that? 

However, all in all, (even considering my blunders) 

I have certainly had a grand time guarding your queens, 

and being able to know a few of you. I want to thank you 

for letting my girls share in the lime light of your St. 

Pat's celebration. It means so much to them! Besides, who 

knows, someday she might even marry an engineer! 

HARRIS' 
Columbia's Traditional Dining Spot for More Than A Quarter Century 

Private Rooms for Special Parties Phone 4401 for Reservations 
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Around the Columns 
SLIPSTICK SAM, B.S. '99 

···./···· . . .. . . . 
• ~ • :, I 

- ' . . ~ . :,. . ' 

"V 

St. Pat's month is here again-OH HAPPY DAY! 
-March, that's the month when . . . everyday it shines, 
and then showers . . . snow stops . . . study stops . . . 
everybody gets snowed ... spring fever starts ... parades 
every day . . . dances practically every night . . . 
SPECIAL NOTICE! SOME ENGINEERS HAVE 
DATES! (This definitely happens only in March) ... 
Finney's wife gets him out to a dance (The Ball, that 
is) . . . Queens are all over the place . . . Engineers are 
all over the place looking at them .. . Sam thinks all girls 
are queens, especially wonderful Pat P. . . .Editor Mr. 
M. M. M. M. Manshel HAS to get out a Shamrock on 
time- he says to pardon him if this addition is minus 
a cover and consists entirely of advertising . . . he just 
ain't got time for trivial stuff. Engine Club President 
Polete is as busy as President Centershrub appears to 
be .. . Jon Bauer goes mad converting and unconverting 
his convertable. . . . The University prays that the En
gineers have no trouble with lawyers .... Stephens College 
thinks three times before granting permission for the 
"Serenade" . . . the Alums come back to show us what 
real spirit is like. 

Welcome back all you alums. I guess the old stomp
ing grounds does look somewhat changed, but after all, 
The University has to do something with our nice money 
and their lawns. The latest hot poop is that the ROTC 
is going to stand inspection in front of the columns. Rats! 
Now we engineers will have to rack in somewhere else on 
sunny afternoons. . . . Of course there are seven things 
that haven't changed, and probably never will change, 
those are the Columns and the Wind Tunnel (Tower, that 
is) . The columns have been puttied up a little, but as 
you would expect, absolutely nothing has been done to that 

( Continued on Page 25 ) 
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LOOK FOR THIS RIDGE 

• There is more than mere identification value in the 
ridge you see on Okonite wires and cables. The ridge is 
proof that the insulation has been folded around the con
auctor by the well-known Okonite strip irlsulating process. 
This method permits inspection at all times during the 
application operation. It assures the perfect centering of 
conductors so important to the avoidance of electrical 
failures. 

The ridge is a permanent mark of an Okonite cable. It is 
still prominent after the final vulcanization in a metal mold 
that insures equal transfer of the heat throughout every 
portion of the insulation. The Okonite Company, Passaic, 
New Jersey. 
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THIRTY YEARS AGO 
( Continued from Page 13) 

to catch them red-handed continually failed, he finally 
had to give in and allow the students free access to the 
building. 

The following are excerpts from a letter written by 
the afore-mentioned Mr. Roeyer which are better told in 
his own words. 

"The hallway leading from the main Engineering 
building to the laboratories is very much the same, except 
the fine collection of student drawings on the north wall 
of the hallway is missing. One drawing in particular 
stands out in my mind. Some student in about 1910 
had prepared an ink drawing, a circle about 18" diame
ter, inside of which were thousands of cords connecting to 
equidistant points on the circumference. The lines were 
of hair thickness, perfectly and meticuously drawn, w 
that the cord intersections were perfect. To say the 
least, this drawing was a work of art. It should have 
been preserved. On my last visit to school, it was miss
ing." 

Of the labs, he gives these interesting accounts: 
"In the Mechanical Laboratories, there was one Metz 

and Weiss hot bulb solid injection oil engine. Accord
ing to tests conducted by hundreds, nay thousands of stu
dents, this was the most efficient prime mover ever devel
oped. No one to my knowledge ever got the engine to 

partners in creating 

run under 100 percent mechanical efficiency. It consist
ently ran 120 to 150 percent despite the most meticulous 
care and calculation. Engineers have worn out slide rules, 
and cursed the day they were assigned the Metz & Weiss 
test. Of course the trouble was due to the indicator 
we had to usee. It was not of a type capable of regis
tering the true cylinder pressures; nevertheless every class 
of engineers had to conduct that Metz & Weiss test re
gardless, forewarned that it had a baffling problem on 
its hands the moment the assignment was made. 

A group of students were conducting a test on a 
DC motor in the electrical laboratory in 1920 (not sure 
of the year), when one of the students decided the field 
connections needed to be changed at the switchboard. The 
motor was running, so to save time, he did not shut it 
down to make the field connection change. He pulled 
out the two field circuit plugs from the board, at which 
time the motor jumped to musical speed, the whine hyp
notizing him so that he could not enter the plugs in the 
intende::1 receptacles, and there he stood like a rock 
while the motor tore itself to pieces throwing commuta
tor bars and brushes all over the room. In the mean
time, his classmates took refuge behind the various switch
boards. This was a moment when an engineer enriched 
his education in DC motor performance." 

The original laboratory buildings came up about 
1905. This was followed by the separate addition for the 

(Continued on Page 25) 

K & E drafting instruments, equipment and materials 
have been partners of leading engineers for 81 years 

in shaping the modern world. So extensively are these 

products used by successful men, it is self-evident that 

K & E has played a part in the completion of nearly 

every American engineering project af any magnitude. 
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civil engineering labs built in 1923. The laboratories now 

in use were built about 1936-37 with more additions go
ing up this past year, 1949. 

Hope you enjoyed this trip through the labs, you 
really shouldn't have gotten lost, for remember the old 
buildings were in much the same position as they are to
day. 

ST. PAT'S BOARD 
(Continued from Page 15) 

manages to say about ten words before he is drowned 
out by a slight roar, a little louder than a B-29 at 100 
ft. Reichert, about to go mad shouts, "Queens, don't for
get the Queens." Western Union"-for poor Wilson-he 
leaped out the window. Things are beginning to quiet 
quiet down-about half the groups asleep now. Finney's 
command is, "WAKE UP!" This orderly business meet
ing is carried on and on until the watchman runs us 

out so that the 7 :30 class may meet. The meeting adjourns 
to the halls and discussion continues. 

This extract from the confused minutes would sug
gest that nothing was accomplishd at the St. Pat's 
Board meeting and much to our disappointment this was 
true. 

---------

COLUMNS 
( Continued from Page 23) 

poor outcast Student Union Basement (If any of you 
Alumns have any pull with the U, Please! yank in the 

direction of a Student Union!, 'cause the 10,000 of us 
are beginning to feel crowded in that cave in the base
ment of Read Hall.) Here's to a big night for all you 
alumns. 

And then there's that E. E., Kaltenstein who keeps 
trying to recall the special case of the equation for the 
speed of lightning, you know, that one you use in case 

it strikes twice in the same place. 
Sam was down at the C. C. and B. ( Columbia, Cen

tralia and Back) railroad station welcoming in Alumns 
when he spotted an Indian Maiden with her papoose. 
She looked kind of lost, so in order to start a conversa
tion, and act friendly, Sam pointed at the papoose and 
inquired: "Him .injun?" 

"Him part injun, part engineer*" replied the squaw. 
Yes, sir, some engineer must have met this girl 

at an Oklahoma-M. U. football game. 
Jim Bartley; "Say, Bake, I heard you were in an 

automobile accident the other day." 
Reese Baker (the boy going around with the con

crete straightjacket). 
(Continued on Page 26) 
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You won't need a slide rule or transit when it comes to 

locating a single source for electrical roughing-in materials. 

Just look to NATIONAL ELECTRIC for the complete answer. 

There's a National Electric product to flll every wiring 
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COLUMNS 
( Continued from Page 25) 

"Yeah, I was." 
Jim B.; "Loose tire?" 
Reese B.: "No women." 
By the way, before things get entirely out of hand, 

Sad Sam must congratulate all the wonderful women who 
came to our Ball. Although we may not say it, every 
woman here is a queen to an engineer, so here's a toast 
to you one and all, you're really wonderful, and may 
you enjoy yourself to the utmost. 

Textbook Style: The efficacy of hydrochloric acid is 
indisputable, but the corrosive residue is incompatible with 
metallic permanence. 

Lab. Report Style: Don't use HCI for cleaning pipes. 
It eats hell out of them. 

The Perfect Gift Always 

- Your Photograph -

taken by 

J. FRANCIS WESTHOFF 
Master Photographer 

910a Broadway Phone 7436 

Ren±al Service 
Elec±ric Floor Polishers 

---•---
All Types of Floor Wax 

704 Broadway 

Tt4E FINEST 

Compliments are in order for Mr. M. for his fine 
editing of the '50 Shamrock. Seriously, he received two 
subscriptions and one compliment this year. ( His family 
and girl subscribed, but only his girl could find courage 
enough to send him a compliment.) Really though, he 
has worked hard to make the layout satisfy as many 
individual tastes as possible. Features never appearing 
in the Shamrock before were introduced to make the 
editorial matter hold more interest. In general it has 
been the aim of Milt Manshel and his staff to better the 
appearance, and present more quality in quantity. Also 
thanks to Wittles and various college publications around 
the country the jokes are still funny ( I use the word 
loosely ) Sam hopes you've enjoyed this column. Certain
ly he has enjoyed staying in week ends typing this rot. 
We also enjoyed that one card we received, even if it did 
cancel a subscription and was signed with skull and cross 
bones. 

You alums and white campus characters will be 
pleased to hear (unless you are dead) that the engineers 
have uncovered the grand tradition that requires any 

~ 

: =~{.J 

"Oh, Anita, your date is here." 

women who step on our shamrock to bestow a kiss on an 
engineer. This fine example of excavation work was 
performed by Bill Rick and his Kommitte of Koed Kiss
ers. Only one casulty was reported by the Kommitte. 
Some babe was late for class and she neatly threw a 
small amount of stout fist at Mr. Rich as she side-stepped 
him. Although Mr. Rich is a Navy man of high caliber, 
we're betting that he was never side-stepped in a more 

( Continued on Page 28) 
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BULLARNEY 
(Continued from PfJlge 17) 

Just as Rastus was fishing a pail of drinking water out 
of the creek, an alligator reared its ugly head, and Rastus 
made a dash for higher land. He reported the circum
stances to his boss, who promptly sent him back down 
with another bucket. 

"Rastus," he told the darkey, "that alligator is just 
as scared as you are." 

"Boss" replied Rastus, "if dat 'gator is as scared as 
I am, dat water jist ain't fit to drink." 

- - •---
The dear vicar's wife had just died, and in conse

quence, he wished to be relieved of his duties for the 
weekend, so he sent the following message to his bishop: 

"I regret to inform you that my wife has just died, 
and I should be obliged if you could send me a sub
stitute for the weekend." 

--•---
A gentleman in the optical business was instructing 

his son in the technique of chiseling a fair and honest price 
out of a customer. He said, "Son, after you have fitted 
the glasses to the customer, and he asks, 'What is the 
charge?', you should say : 

" 'The charge is ten dollars.' 
"Then pause and watch for the flinch. 
"If the customer does not flinch, you say: 'That's 

for the frames; the lenses will be another ten dollars. 
"Then you pause again-but this time only slightly

and again you watch for the flinch. 
"If the customer doesn't flinch, you say : 'Each'." 

---•--
What is the definition of an extreme optimist? 
A man who sits in the back row of a burlesque house 

and winks at the chorus. 

---•---
While in the midst of a rather lengthy sermon the 

minister of a fashionable congregation was horrified to see 
a small boy assiduously pelting various parishioners with 
chestnuts. 

The boy, noticing him hesitate, shouted: "You just 
go ahead with your preachin', mister, I'll keep 'em awake." 

--•--
"Where did you get that?" he asked her. 
"I just bought it," she replied. 
"But darling, we already have a Cadillac." 
"I know, dear," she answered sweetly, "but I stopped 

in at the Packard agency to use the phone, and it didn't 
seem nice to leave without buying something." 

( Continued on Page 29) 
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COLUMNS 
(Continued from Page 26) 

grand fashion. She didn't even break stride. 

The engineers were sure proud to be able to enter a 
candidate in the Jack of Hearts race this year, and 
"Racey" Clyde Kennett (E.E. '50 ) sure came through with 
that old smile. We didn't win, but you ask any coed who 
was the cutiest, and we think she'll my Clyde. As the 
posters read, SIGH--RIDE-SIDE- SLIDE- GLIDE 
with CLYDE. What the posters didn't say, but what 

was running through our mind was that maybe we should 
have slipped in a GET FRIED & PIE-EYED WITH 
CLYDE Slogan, Sam still likes that droupy sweater post
er titled I GA VE MY SUPPORT TO CLYDE. Tre
mendous. 

Pontiac - G. M. C. Trucks 
Sales and Service 

Good Will Service Cars 

Complete One-Stop Automotive Service 

TIGER MOTOR CO. 
7th & Hiway 40 Phone 7875 

The Clyde, Jack-o-Hearts Parade is one that will 
be long remembered. After all, any parade in which 
there were beautiful St. Pat's Queen Candidates, 20 plus 
means of transportation, 2 motorscooters and one "rod" is 
bound to be remembered. Fact is; it was so good that 
four professors complained and "Racey" just about got 
tossed out of the race. Yep, we checked with the police 
to be sure it was ok to have a parade, but we forgot the 
S.G.A. After we had the parade THEN S.G.A. gives 
us the word that there is fine print down at the bottom 
of the page that requires us to clear with them. We 
are getting so many laws and squares around here that 
you have to be courageous to even go to class. Note! 
The previous two sentences are not sponsored by any
body, they are just old Red Sam's opinion of the subject. 

Sam would like to give many cheers for the wonder
ful help the MU coeds gave Clyde along about poster 
making time, and along about serenade time. They came 
out by truck load ( Super Suds Size). 

The day of the parade, 5 coeds were painting signs 
up in the Shamrock office, and so was Bill Wilson. It's 
funny, how he never did much painting before. It must 
be that school spirit you hear about, because women 
definitely do not effect Wilson. 

Well, another St. Pat's Week is kapoot, and a new and 
enthused crew takes over. I guess the new St. Patters 
will hate to see us go, after all, we did bring the cigar
ettes to the mettings. So, from here on out, crew, you've 
got the "Sack." 

A girl once told me that the only guy who can fool 
around with a girl's stocking and still be called a saint 
is Santa Claus. 

COMPLETE 
AUTO REPAIR 

AT LOWER PRICES 

• • • 

FOSTER'S GARAGE 
West Hy. 40 Phone 7750 

FORMERLY HIGBEE AND HOCKADAY CLOTHING CO. 
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DEAN'S STAFF 
( Continued from Page 11) 

to dance and swim. In spite of her already ample edu
cation, Jean hopes to be able to return to school here at 
MU sometime in the near future. 

In the meantime she is spending her time brighten
ing up the Dean's office, where she helps keep grade 
and curriculum records. She finds working for the Dean 
a pleasure, and has nothing but nice things to say about 
Engineers. It was very pleasant listening to her. She 
says "they are fine boys" like she really means it. She 
"always sticks up for them in any arguments" for which 
statement I can vouch. Then, too, she likes their, and 
I quote, "casual" attitude. Man, that's a new way to 
spell fatigue." 

Plans for the future are a bit vague at this point, Jean 
says, but they do include two children, a boy and a girl. 
Again we say, "Good luck!" 

BULLARNEY 
( Continued from Page 27) 

"Yes, and that's quite a crowd in the front, too." 
Guests in a London hotel were rudely awakened one 

night by the sounds of a beautiful damsel being pur
sued through the halls by a gentleman who, to put it 
bluntly, was nude. Said gentleman was taken into custody, 
and it was found that he was a British Army Officer. He 
was given a court martial, but he got himself a smart 
lawyer who got him acquitted with a sentence from the 
British Army Officer's Manual. It said, "No officer has 
to be in full uniform, provided he is properly dressed for 
the sport in which he is engaged." .. 

Some of the old-time red hot mamas still have their 
hour-glass figures, but the sand has shifted. .. 

"So you had a date with an engineer?" 
"No, I tore my dress on a nail." 

FOR 

STORE 

( Continued on Page 30) 

SUPERIOR QUALITY 
DEPENDABLE SERVICE 

Say it with Flowers 
From 

Member F. T. D. A. 

16 S. NINTH ST. 
3179-3170 

GREEN HOUSES 
WEST BLVD. 

6~31 

MARCH, 1950 

' 

hroadway at tenth 

BLACK & VEATCH 
Consulting Engineers 

WATER-SEWAGE-ELECTRICITY 

INDUSTRY REPORTS. 

DESIGN. INVESTIGATIONS 

SUPERVISION OF CONSTRUCTION 

VALUATION AND RATES 

4 706 Broadway Kansas City 2, Mo. 
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BULLARNEY 
( Continued from Page 29) 

Speaking of prayers, this was overheard in a Mizzou 
sorority house at bedtime: 

"The Lad is my chauffeur, I shall not walk." 

A speech is like a wheel; the longer the spoke the 
greater the tire. 

Some Pick Up, Huh? 

The shades of night were falling fast 
As through the village street I passed, 
But one lone shade refused to fall-
I was rewarded, after all ! 
If Little Rej Riding Hoo:l lived today, 
The modem girl would scom'er. 
She only had to meet one wolf-
Not one on every comer. 

NEW ULTRA MODERN 

El Don 
MOTEL 

Highway 40 Columbia Phone 7876 

Willie was reading a pirate story, when his mother 
called him and told him to say his prayers, and go to bed. 

He knelt at his bedside, and prayed in this fashion : 
"Give us this day our daily bread. Yo-Ho, and a 

bottle of rum." ... 
Grace: Was it a case of love at first sight? 
Joan : No, he didn't find out that she was an heiress 

until the second date. ... 
Running after women never hurt a man. 
It's catching them that does the damage . 

... 
Pearls come from an oyster but diamonds come from 

some poor fish. 

Prof: "Why do you make so much n01se wnen you 
walk." 

Jeff Baker: " I've got my heavy underwear on." ... 
The old fashioned girl used to stay home when she 

had nothing to wear. ... 
Larry: "If we wem't in a canoe, I'd kiss you." 
Mary: "Sir, I demand to be taken ashore immediate

ly." ... 
When I was born I was so surprised that I couldn't 

talk for a year and a half . . ... 
The neighborhood that I came from is so tough that 

even the canaries sing base. 

• To Please Your Palate, 

• To Satisfy Your Appetite 

• To Be Easy On Your Pocket Book 

Come To 

.JOE'S CAl'E 
217 S. 9th ST. PHONE 5790 

Modern Portrait and Commercial Photography 
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1010 BROADWAY 

COLUMBIA, MO. 
Leeon Smi±h, Pho±ographer 
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Electronics GLAMOUR GIRL-OR 
PRODUCTION WORKER? 

by H. A. BARTLING 
Manager, Electronics Section 
General Machinery Division 

ALLIS-CHALMERS MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

(Graduate Training Course 1927) 

So MANY near-miracles, actual, experi
mental or imaginary, are being at

tributed to electronics that it's quite the 
glamour girl of the electrical industry. 

H. A. BARTLING 

Working closely with 
this infant prodigy, we 
find it is indeed fascinat
ing and astonishingly 
versatile. We find, too, 
that it is a terrific work
er. Applying electronic 
principles to tough, 
matter-of-fact indus
trial jobs is the work of 
this section. 

It rewards us with some really amazing 
success stories, and with abundant oppor
tunity. The field has hardly been touched. 

New Field 
This field of industrial electronics was 
completely unknown, of course, when I 
received my degree in Electrical Engi
neering from Illinois and entered the 
Graduate Training Course at Allis
Chalmers in 1925. During the 2-year 
course I stuck pretty close to electrical 
work-and at its completion, I was on the 
electrical test floor helping run tests on 
some of the first big blooming mill motors 
the company ever built. 

Next, I worked in the Basic Industries 

Massive castings for a 60-inch Superior
McCully crusher being assembled in the 
A-C West Allis plant. Machine will reduce 
5-foot boulders to crushed rock-handle 
2500 tons of ore per hour! 

MARCH, 1950 

Hardening 2200 trimmer blades per hour, this Allis-Chalmers Induction Heater 
is stepping up production for a Southern manufacturer of textile machinery. 

Department on electric mine hoists. In 
1931, I moved back to the Electrical De
partment, doing sales application work 
for the Motor and Generator Section. I 
worked, successively, on unit sub-stations, 
had charge of the Mixed Apparatus Sec
tion, was in Industrial Sales, handled 
contract negotiations and sales liaison 
work during the war, and in 1947 took 
charge of the company's growing Elec
tronics Section. 

Here we develop and apply four main 
classes of industrial electronic equipment: 
Rectifiers, Induction Heaters, Dielectric 
Heaters and Metal Detectors. With the 
exception of Rectifiers, this equipment is 
relatively new to industry. We're turning 
up new uses and applications every day. 
It's an absorbing line of work, and pio
neers an entirely new frontier of indus
trial methods. 

Wide Choice of Interests 
I've traced this brief personal history to 
illustrate the widely varied opportunities 
a young engineer finds at Allis-Chalmers 
even within a single field such as electricity. 
I never got far from the Electrical De
partment, because J found what I wanted 
right there. But I wouldn't be giving a 
true picture of Allis-Chalmers if I didn't 

touch on the other great departments, 
covering just about every major industry. 

Many GTC students find their greatest 
interest and opportunity in the Basic In
dustries Department. There they design, 
build and install the machinery for min
ing, smelting, cement making, flour mill
ing, oil extraction, food and chemical 
processing. Others become interested in 
hydraulic or steam turbines, the com
plexities of centrifugal pumps and the 
engineering problems of small motors or 
V-belt drives. 

Some fit into engineering and design. 
Some find themselves most interested in 
manufacturing or in field work such as 
service and erection. Many like selling, 
and find their engineering training pays 
off best in a District Sales Office. 

Whatever a man may eventually find 
most to his liking and advantage, the 
Allis-Chalmers Graduate Training Course 
is a wonderful vantage point from which 
to start. It offers contact with all major 
industries, and a chance at many types of 
work: design, manufacture, research, test
ing, installation, selling, adv~rtis_ing, ex
port. There is no other orgamzat10n that 
can offer a graduate engineer such a wide 
range of activities. 

ALLIS-CHALMERS 
Allis-Chalmers Ma1111Jact11ri11g Company, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin 
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DANIEL BOONE 
HOTEL 

Modern Fireproof 

• • • 

Air-Cooled Rooms 

And 

Coffee Shop 

• • • 

7th and Broadway Phone 4105 

THE CAMPUS CLUB 
730 Conley 

A VARIETY OF POPCORN 
FOR ANY OCCASION 

Pop Corn Carmel Apples 
Carmel Com Cheese Com 

KORN KBIB 
207 S. 9th St. Dial 2891 

Better Laundry and 

Dry Cleaning can 

he obtained by 

Phoning 

■ 3114 
For Free Pick-Up 

And Delivery By 

DORN-CLONEY 
107 South Eighth 

■ 

It's Not 
Ice Coolerator It's Electric 

Now 

Columbia Refrigeration Co. 
732 Hiway 40 Columbia, Mo. 

For Tires-Batteries-Recapping 
Vulcanizing-Wheel Balancing It's 

"Gas For Less" 

REED'S TIRE SERVICE 
Phone 7862 Hitt & Locust 

Columbia, Mo. 

IOULID UHDII AUTHOIITY OP IHI COCA•COU, COMPANY IT 

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF COLUMBIA, MO. 
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IT HELPS IMPROVE PRODUCTS - High speed movies provide a 
record of motion far too fast to see. With the Kodak High Speed 
Camera, a second becomes three minutes, so you can see and 
analyze rapid movement-spot faulty action and points of ex• 
cessive wear-see ways to make a better product. 

\\ow photography's 

/i1U-lfiftf 51¢ 
works {or business 

IT ANALYZES CHEMICALS IN A FLASH -Spectrography with 
Kodak Spectrum Analysis Film and Plates quickly determines 
the composition of almost all materials. I t provides a means to 
make frequen t production-line analyses. It can maintain a 
·check on specifications and speed up output. 

IT COPIES DATA IN SECONDS - Engineering drawings, shop orders, 
specifications, records, and letters of all kinds can be copied fast, and 
with utmost accuracy. Photocopying with Kodagraph Papers, Cloths, and ' 
Film saves time, protects originals from wear and tear-even permits 
producing clean, legible copies from faded or worn material. 

HERE YOU SEE a few examples of how the speed of photog
raphy serves industry. In addition, its accuracy is used 

in copying drawings, documents, and data of all kinds. Its 
ability to reduce can put records on microfilm and save 98% 
of filing space. 

These and the other unique qualities of photography are 
helping cut costs, improve products, speed production, and 
stimulate sales. If you would like to know more about how it 
could serve you, write for literature or for specific information 
which may be helpful to you. Eastman Kodak Company, 
Rochester 4, N. Y. 

FUNCTIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
- serves industrial, commercial, scientific progress 

IT RECORDS THE FLICK OF INSTRUMENTS-The swift swing of the 
galvanometer mirror or cathode-ray tube beam is not too fast for photog
raphy. Readings of these instruments are quickly recorded on Kodak 
Linagraph Films and Papers so that they can be studied and full advan
tage taken of the facts that they reveal. 



On Competition 
Hatch a good idea and you hatch competitors. 

It works this way-to take General Electric as 
an example: 

In 1934, the automatic blanket was initially 
developed by General Electric. Today there arc 

.. ~twelve other companies making electric blankets 
in competition with G. E. 

In 1 935, General Electric first demonstrated 
fluorescent lamps to a group of Navy officers. In 
1938, the first fluorescent lamps were offered for 
sale. Today they are being manufactured by a 
number of companies. 

The first turbine-electric clriYc for ships was 
proposed and designed by G-E engineers. Today 
four companies in this country build this type of 

ship-propulsion equipment. 

After SC\'Cral years of laboratory dc\'clopmcnt, 

General .Electric began production ancl sale of 

the Disposall kitchen-waste unit in 1 !)3:i· Today 
fourteen other companies arc in this field. 

The first practical x-ray tube, de,·elopcd at 

General Electric years ago, is now a highly com

petitive business for seven manufacLUrers. 

1 n _1 !J2li, a practical household refrigerator 
with a hermetically scaled unit was put on the 

market by General Electric. Today 34 companies 
are manufacturing household refrigerators with 
hermetically sealed mechanisms. 

* * ,.. 
Research.and engineering snowplow the ,,·ay, not 
only for new public c01weniences, but also for 
new companies, new jobs. 

There are 20 % more businesses today than 
there were immediately after the "·ar. 

Industry furnishes over 10, 000 ,000 more jobs 
than ten years ago. 

The average family o,,·ns more and better 

products of ind us try than ten years ago. 

Any An1erican comp;tny that plows back 
money into research and engineering dc\'clop
rnent makes new business not only for itself, but 
for others. 

The economy that docs most to foster compe
tition is the one that makes easiest the cstablish
rnclll and growth of business. 

-~-. 

You can put your confidence in-

GENERAL. ELECTRIC 





II 
••• jusl drive slraighl ahead 

for 37,681 miles'' 
ALMOST everywhere you travel across 
fi this land of ours, you roll over beauti
ful wide, straight, smooth roads. A mag
nificent plan of interstate highways, the 
greatest road program in American his
tory, is taking form at the rate of 700 
million dollars worth of construction per 
year. 

37,681 miles of swell -driving ... direct 
travel from any part of the country to 
any other part ... routes north and south, 
east and west, and diagonal routes as well 
... big highways directly serving practi
cally all cities of 50,000 population or 
more. 

This is part of the better America that 
our generation is building. It's taking 
plenty of brains. Plenty of man power. 
Lots of cement. And lots of Steel. 

It's a job that's far from finished, 
though. And it's going to call for an even 
greater supply of each of these commodi
ties. Trained engineers must plan and 
build the highways of the future. And the 
talents of countless other skilled men will 
go into the manufacture of the cement 
and steel for the job. 

Knowing that progress depends on 
people, United States Steel is looking 
ahead. Promising young men, training for 
careers in the steel industry, are daily 
tackling problems and developing ideas 
which will create new steels and new uses 
of steel for better living. The achieve
ments of these young men not only help 
keep United States Steel in the vanguard 
of the industry but provide opportunity 
for building fundamental qualifications 
for leadership. 

AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY • AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY • CARNEGIE-ILLINOIS STEEL CORPORATION • COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY 
H. C. FRICK COKE AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES • GENEVA STEEL COMPANY • GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING COMPANY 
MICHIGAN LIMESTONE & CHEMICAL COMPANY • NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY • OIL WELL SUPPLY COMPANY • OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY 
PITTSBURGH LIMESTONE CORPORATION • PITTSBURGH STEAMSHIP COMPANY • TENNESSEE COAL, IRON & RAILROAD COMPANY 
UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY COMPANY 

UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY • VIRGINIA BRIDGE COMPANY 



The Case of 
- TT. • h;ng Varnish the ranis ,, 

VARNISH PAINTS a grim picture inside an engine. 
Oxidation of motor oil under operating condi
tions is largely responsible for varnish accumu
lations which result in sticking rings and valves, 
sluggish pistons, loss of power. 

The varnish problem, however, has been all 
but conquered by Standard Oil lubricants. To
day our heavy-duty and preinium-type oils 
contain additives-oxidation inhibitors plus 
detergents that keep engines cleaner, keep them 
running longer and enable them to deliver 
more power. 

We learn about these additives and what they 
will do by subjecting our oils to a variety of 

tests. For example, we devised the Indiana 
Stirring Oxidation Test (which is performed on 
the machine in the picture) to provide data 
that would help solve the varnish problem. It 
is helping solve that problem. Other tests are 
leading to other improvements. 

Behind all the tests are the men of Standard 
Oil. It is their obligation never to be satisfied 
-to believe that improvements are not only 
possible but necessary. Thus they maintain 
this company's leadership in research, and help 
provide our customers with products that stead
ily increase in quality and usefulness. 

Standard Oil ·company 
(I ND IA NA ) 
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By plane, train, truck ... by boat and barge ... by 

nearly every type of transportation, Dow chemicals move 

across the nation. There are weed killers for the prairies, 

insecticides for the almond and fruit growers in California, 

epsom salt for the tanneries in Massachusetts, caustic 

soda for the paper mills of Washington and soil fumigants 

for the truck gardens of Florida. These are but a few of 

more than five hundred Dow chemicals serving American 

industry and agriculture. 

A well-organized sales and distribution system is required 

to move so varied an output of chemicals into a W-ultitude 

of major industries f1 Jill coast to coast. At Dow, this com

plex distribution problem is solved by strategically locating 

plants, branch offices, and warehouses near the nation's 

production centers. In many instances, the much-needed 

material can be shipped overnight from Dow to processing 

plants in the vicinity. 

2 

• • • • • • • • • • • 
II 

This close relationship to industry results from Dow's 

progress throughout the years in production, sales and 

distribution of chemicals "indispensable to industry and 

agriculture" . 

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY • MIDLAND, MICHIGAN 
New York • Boston • Philadelphia • Washington • Atlanta • Cleveland • Detroit 

Chicago • St. Louis • Houston • San Francisco • Los Angeles • Seattle 

Dow Chemical of Canada, Limited, Toronto, Canada 
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TO KEEP 

YOUR TOASTER 

POPPING • ._ 

Six million electric ranges. 
37 million radios. 29 million 
electric clocks. 27 million 
electric refrigerators.17 mil
lion electric coffee makers. 
23 million toasters ... Thirty 
years ago, they were just a 
sparkle in someone's eye. 

Facts like that should hearten you, when you wonder 
about your future in American industry. The oppor
tunity's there- as it was there for Alcoa in the early 
days of electrical transmission. 

Today, nearly half the high-tension lines that feed those 
appliances are made of Alcoa Aluminum. Nearly two 
million miles of ACSR (aluminum cable steel reinforced). 
Although it was light, and corrosion resistant, and con-

ductive, nobody wanted to make aluminum into cable, 
at the beginning. All right, we said-we'd do it. We 
launched a long research project to produce purer metal, 
and made the basic changes in our reduction processes 
that the research finally indicated. We built a cable
testing laboratory long enough to mount whole spans of 
cable, and vibrate them as the wind does, to check 
fatigue strength. This was hard, discouraging work, and 
it took most of the lifetimes of a good many Alcoa people. 

But today aluminum high-lines cross the Great Bear in 
Canada, and funnel Grand Coulee's power into millions 
of homes and factories. We think they stand as a pretty 
good monument to this country's way of doing things, 
through research perseverance, stockholders' courage, 
and employees' hard work. ALUMINUM COMPANY OF 
AMERICA, 742D Gulf Building, Pittsburgh 19, Penna. 

INGOT • . SKEET l PLATE • SHAPES, ROLLED l EXTRUDED • WIRE • ROO • BAR • TUBING • PIPE • SANO, DIE & PERMANENT MOLD ·CASTINGS • FORGINGS • IMPACT EXTRUSIONS 

ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS • SCREW MACKI.NE PRODUCTS • FABRICATED PRODUCTS • FASTENERS • FOIL • ALUMINUM PIGMENTS • MAGNESIUM PRODUCTS 
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With the development of Neoprene Type W 

Suienue Again Outpoints Nature 

Motor mountings, wire and cable, sponge, gaskets, swim caps are 
among possible uses for Du Pont's new Neoprene Type W. 

NEOPRENE - the chloroprene rub
ber produced by Du Pont research
has long outpointed natural rubber 
onmanycounts.Becauseofitsgreater 
resistance to chemicals, flame, heat, 
sunlight, weathering, oxidation, oils, 
grease and abrasion, it is widely used 
in such products as industrial hose, 
conveyor and transmission belts, in
sulated wire and cable, hospital sheet
ing, gloves and automotive parts. 

Until recently, however, certain 
natural rubber compositions couldn't 
be beaten when it came to "perma
nent set" characteristics. Released 
from the pressure of prolonged de
formation, they returned more nearly 
to their original shape. 

This recovery factor is important 
to some manufacturers, particularly 
the people who make gaskets, seals, 

4 

diaphragms, sheet packing, soft rolls 
and vibration-dampening devices. 

NEW PRODUCT NEEDED 

Much as they wanted to use neo
prene because of its other superiori
ties, they often needed more resist
ance to permanent deformation than 
it afforded. So they used natural rub
ber, but were never quite satisfied 
with the way it resisted deteriora
tion in severe service. 

Du Pont scientists went to work 
to solve the problem. Skilled research 
chemists, physicists, engineers and 
others pooled their efforts. The re
sult was a new polymer named Neo
prene Type W. 

NEOPRENE TYPE W INTRODUCED 

Chemically, the new neoprene is 
quite similar to previous types. But 

Jackson Laboratory, Deepwater, N. J., one of 
Du Pont's laboratories which participated in the 
development of Neoprene Type W. 

its molecular structure has been 
changedsothatthemechanicalprop
erties of its compositions are more 
nearly like those of rubber. With 
Neoprene Type W, it is possible to 
producevibration-dampeningdevices 
that are not only highly resistant to 
oils, heat, grease and sunlight, but 
recover better than rubber from pro
longed pressure. 

Neoprene Type W also provides 
the basis for compositions that have 
a low modulus of elasticity-are easy 
to stretch. More attractive colors are 
possible. Soon it may appear in such 
articles as swim caps, where bright 
colors and head comfort are impor
tant. The brighter-colored composi
tions should also appeal to makers 
of appliance cords, coasters, sink 
mats, stove mats and toys. 

In developing the uses ofN eoprene 
Type W, Du Pont is working with 
hundreds of manufacturers and dis
tributors. Once again a "partner
ship" of big and small businesses will 
cooperate to give Americans the 
benefits of an advance in science. 

* * * 
SEND FOR "The Story of Coal, Air and 
Water," a 28-page illustrated booklet de
scribing the chemical ingenuity behind the 
development of neoprene, nylon, and other 
products. For your free copy, write to the 
Du Pont Compa ny, 2503 Nemours Bldg., 
Wilmington, Delaware. 

PO 
~F G.U. S. PAT.Off. 

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 

. .. THROUGH CHEMISTRY 

Great Dramatic Entertainment-Tune in "Cava/cad~ 
of America" Tuesday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast 
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By JOHN A. BAUER, M . E., '51 
That's right, why should I change oil; my car only 

used a quart every 2000-3000 miles. Why can't I just 
keep adding oil and save the difference? Or if I must 
change, why can't I get 3000-4000 miles from each oil 
change? 

Well, this question has been argued pro and con for 
many years between the oil companies and the tax
harrassed motorist who has watched the cost of upkeep 
of his automobile climb ever higher. 

By draining oil every 4000 miles instead of every 
1000 miles the motorist saves twelve to sixteen dollars 
a year, but let us look further into this somewhat doubt
ful economy. What does the other side of the ledger 
look like? What about this oil that is being used far be
yond the recommended mileage figure? First and prob
ably foremost is the contamination. Oil becomes contam
inated from unburned gasoline leaking past the pistons 
or from partially-burned fuel commonly known as fuel 
sott. Other sources include: water from condensation 
during short runs in cold weather; from water leaks; dust, 
and dirt from street and road; lead salts, and to vary
ing degrees products of decomposition of the oil itself. 

6 

TESTS ON fleet-operated ·vehicles showed lon_q drain inter v als in

cr eased sludge deposits and engine fa i lures. 

SLUDGE DEPOSITS REACH 
DANGEROUS LEVEL AT 2.5, 

J.0'~----------1-------

0 '---'---'--L--'---L-'-----'----'--J..__..J-__...L_..___,___.__,_____,___,__,___...,__J 
2468m~umm~llUM~~RU~~ 

ENGINE MILES IN THOUSANDS 
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In a recent test made by the research division of a 
major oil company on the question of passenger car drain 
intervals, forty-three typical passenger cars picked at 
random from parking lots were used. They represented 
a cross section of the cars on the road by make and year. 
They were operated on various types of motor oils and 
motor fuels; the average age of the cars was five years. 

An examination of the crankcase and valve cham
bers showed that 35% had a light to medium sludge de
posit. The oil screens of most of the cars having heavy 
sludge deposits were at least 65% plugged. Another fact 
brought out was that cars driven 25,000 to 40,000 miles 
and using moderate drain periods were as clean as the 
average of all cars driven 10,000 to 25,000 miles. 

Thus from the sludge deposit standpoint it is seen 
that moderate drain periods of 1500 miles or less have 
postponed considerably the coming of the middle age 
period of these engines. 

Tests conducted on· a commercial fleet of some · 50 
vehicles engaged in heavy duty freight service gave the 
following results: 

( 1) New engines using 4000-mile drain period reached 
the danger point in sludge deposits before they had passed 
the 30,000 mile mark. 

( 2) Oil ring holes were completely plugged after 
20,000 miles when using the 4000-mile drain period. 

(3) Using a 2700-mile drain period these holes be
came plugged at around 40,000 miles of operation. 

( 4) Cylinder wear rates increased steadily with long
er drain periods. 

Data obtained by U. S. Army Ordinance Depart
ment during the war service years from all geographical 
areas of the country showed that cold and damp climatic 
conditions tend to contaminate the oil more rapidly. 

Now let us disgress for a moment and see what oil 
contamination means to the engine of our ~ar. 

VEHICLES hav ing 1% or more of w ater i n lubricating oi l 

showed drastic i ncreases as the t emperature dropped. 

WATER EMULSION 

6 8 10 
PERCENT OF VEHICLES 
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In the modern automobile, there are two standard 
type lubricating systems: (1) the splash system and ( 2) 
the pressure or forced feed system. 

Splash System 

In the splash system the crankcase is of the enclosed 
type and acts as an oil reservoir. Each cylinder is lubri
cated by the splash of its crank as it revolves and is im
mersed for a fraction of an inch below the surface of 
the oil. On its upward stroke the oil, which adheres to 
the end of the rod or to the small dipper on the end 
of the rod is thrown violently against the exposed parts 
of the cylinder walls. The piston is then depended upon 
to carry the oil up and spread it over the upper walls. 
Each up-stroke of the piston brings fresh oil from the 
crank case to the cylinder walls. The wrist pin, crank 
pin and main bearings are lubricated by the splashed oil, 
which is caught in small pockets and led to the bearings 
or as in the case of many engines, a fin on the sides 
of the crank case collects the oil draining back to the 
reservoir and leads it to the main bearings. 

Pressure System 

The pressure system is by far the most prevalent 
in modern automobile industry. In this system the oil 
from the reservoir, which is located in the lowest part 
of the crank case, is pumped through suitable distribut
ing feed channels to the va_rious points requiring lubri
cation. 

The oil may be carried through hollow crank, cam 
and other shafts to the various bearings or through sep
arate oil feeds which lead from a central manifold, equip
ped with individual sight feeds and control valves which 
regulate the amount of oil feed. 

The type of oil to be used in any engine depends up
( Continued on Page 14) 

CARS WITH engines showi ng i n effective f i ltration or loaded 

oit f i lters inc r eased h eavily at low t emperatures. 
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Spring is here! That is according to the latest re

' ports of H. C. McComb. First it's cold, then it's warm, 
"'then it's cold, then it's warm, I got a cold, she is warm, 
I'm warm, she has a cold, just one vicious cycle. Yes 
spring, that's when an Engineer's fancy turns to the Hink. 
(And his grades take a tum for the worse). By the way, 
this is April isn't it? A month dedicated to all fools. The 
way it usually turns out is that the fools who don't 
get fooled are the fools who aren't quite as foolish as the 
fools who do get fooled. I just got out of a course in 
Logis, and now it is showing its effects. What a man that 
Morris E. is. He is a man you know. If he isn't, I sure 
was fooled; But maybe not as much as the foolish fools 
who fooled the foolish fools who were fooled. As the 
farmer cried out when his load of manure started rolling 
down the hill, "This ol' stuffs gotta stop." ( Censors 
you know). 

Talking about farmers, dija hear about the farmer 
who looked for a needle in the haystack because that's 
where his daughter usually did her fancy work. 

Sam noticed a note on a classroom door the other 
day which was posted by a certain E.E. instructor. It 
read, and I quote, "Due to an out of town call, I will be 

unable to meet my classes today." A few hours later I 
noticed Sidney Green, (Minnick to those who don't 
read the Student) with pencil in hand, scratching out the 
"C" in classes. Right after Sid did this work, another 
E.E. instructor (a booze'em friend to the one who was 
out of town ) came along, with pencil in hand, and scratch
ed out the "L." Be it a pop quiz or not, he who laffs 
last is the instructor. 

Attention all C.E.'s who are willing. That is, to learn. 
As Sam was trying to get educated recently and read 
a bit of information in a surveying book, he ran across 
something all C.E.'s should know. And I quote, "The 
sag correction for a tape varies as the cube of the length 
and inversely as the square of the pull." They sure 
could have fooled me. 
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SLIPSTICK SAM, B. S. '99 

What happened to the sale of tickets to the St. Pat's 
Ball? We didn't sell enough to use the black ink the way 
I hear it. Speaking of tickets, what were those things 
Bob Polete was carrying around. It seems as though some 
of the boys parked their cars in the wrong places while 
unloading some things for the Lab. exhibits. ( Girls may
be? ) Fear not fellows, after the Military department 
gets through marching their Army on Francis Quad
rangle, it will be just about right for a good parking lot. 

He sees no evil, 
Hears no evil, 
Speaks no evil, 
One Kinsey missed. 

John Vandervort's famous last words. "The campus 
stunt is fool-proof this year, she's really going to work." 
I guess we will just have to keep trying, for the law 
of average has to catch up sometime. 

Did you all hear Jeff Baker and his Sexy Six play 

(music) on the serenade last month? I, did, but I still 
can't figure out what smelled so bad, the music or the 
wagon they were riding on. Later on, the odor was over
come by the smell of alcohol and it wasn't from radiators 
boiling over either. (Take a tip from ol' Sam. After the 
first fifth, drink water. Its cheaper, tastes the same, 
gets one home in one piece, and gets one home in peace.) 

Physics Prof: "Mr. Manshel, who split the atom?" 
No reply. 
Physics Prof: "Mr. Manshel! " 
Manshel :- "Don't look at me, I ain't touched it." 
Special problem given by M. B. Tate in Dynamics.-

A motorist was a hundred yards from an open level rail
road crossing and was proceeding at 35 miles an hour. 
A train was also approaching at 60 miles an hour and its 
distance from the erossing was 165 yards. PROBLEM

Did the motorist get across? Solution- Yes, his wife put 
one on his grave. 

They were speeding at 90 

The car gave a lurch. 

Services Monday 

At the Methodist church. 

It sure is nice to own a car when guarding a candi
date for Engine Queen. Just ask Bob Ulrich. They serve 
good meals in Columbia too, Bob ( Questionable, huh!) 
Let's have more Queens and more guarding of the Queens. 
Its more fun than guarding the columns. ( So I hear.) 

Maybe they are right at the High Command office 
(Dean's office) when they say Engineers need more Eng
lish in their schedule. They are wanting us to be Eng
lish majors, no? Anyway, I happened to get a hold of a 
poem written by a certain Engineer after he had been 
jilted by his girl. It goes: -
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My Love have went. 
Where am she gone? 
Have she left I 
All alone? 
Will she ne'er 
Return to I? 
It cannot was! 

If the Gestapo gets a load of that, we will all take four 
years of English. I can see it now, EMF equals current 
times the predicate adjectives. 

This is about the time when all those mid-semester 
exams come and go. You go into a quiz saying, "I know 
it cold." Then as you walk out the instructor punches 
your card and with a smile on his face says, "Was it ruff?" 
last is the instructor. 
kept in a straight line running asymptotically to the X 
axis. 

The sign that proves 
That Spring is here, 
Is the sign that reads
"W e serve Bock beer." 

The Engineers really have a way with the gals. 01' 
Sam, the eaves dropper, just happened to be around to 
hear a conversation which went something like this: . 

Cutie:- "Stop it! Now stop it! I said- STOP!" 
Bill Keyes- "Dam it, shut up or I will." 
You know what they say: Where there's a Will . 

there's a way. 
Sam wants you all to know that you don't have 

to go to the zoo to see the monkeys. We have one right 
in Engine school. While decorating for the St. Pat's 
Ball, someone had to climb on the trusses supporting the 
roof and turn out all those bright lights. Well, Joe Giller
man went up and did everything but hang by his tail. 
The reason for not hanging by his tail was because he 
doesn't have any. (Any Engineer knows that. ) Any
way Joe, we're glad to see you had guts enough to do it. 
The rest of us had brains enough not to do it. The last 
report was that three University employees were killed 
falling from the roof of Rothwell Gym trying to turn 
on the lights that were turned off. 

Things are getting ruffer in Engine school, aren't 
they. Now is about the right time to start a good busi
ness in the front hall of the Engine building. Me thinks 
it would be a good investment for a honest upright (pro
viding he can stand up ) Engineer. All you need is an 
outline of all the courses on a piece of paper about 1" x 1" 
and a sign (for advertising purposes ) saying, "Filthy poop 
sheets, ponys, horses, and petitions for sale here." At-
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tention Mr. Larry K.- Here is your chance to get some 
of those filthy greenbacks eas~ly which you and 145,000,-
000 other Americans love so dearly.- After thinking it 
over Larry, Sam is going to start the business himself. 
As an added attraction, I will sell Filthy I. D. cards, for 
special elections on the side. 

A nut at the wheel 
A peach on his right 
A curve in the road 
Fruit salad tonight. 

Things aren't looking too good from the Engineers 
point of view in the world of invention. Here is a chance 
for all those who are in the field of Mechanics. Petting 
Patty says the automatic transmission hasn't taken the 
clutch out of driving. She still has to shift for herself 
whenever she goes riding with her boyfriend. 

Stephens Susie:-"You beast! Where is your chiv
alry?" 

Bill Wilson :- "That old thing? Why I traded it in 
on a Buick long ago." 

All of you know about the ultimatum that was sent 
to the Engineers by the Lawyers during St. Pat's week, 
I'm sure. Well, it seems as though J. Pinney and an un
known lawyer got pretty well heated over the subject, and 
went to court with it. ( It was only right for Finney 
to do this in defense of the Engine club since he was chair -
man of the St. Pat's Board.) Anyway, while in court, 
the trial went on and at last the lawyer lost control · of 
his temper and exclaimed to his opponent :-"J. Finney, 
you are the biggest jackass I ever set eyes on." The judge 
pounded the desk and called loudly: "Order! You seem 
to forget that I am in the room!"- Case dismissed. 

As I look over my sliderule whistling "Slipping 
Around," I (Slipstick Sam) shall leave you with a thought 
in the form of a poem:-

The one who thinks my jokes are poor, 
Would straightway change his views, 
Could he compare the jokes they print 
With those I couldn't use. 
I wonder how much the Ags are going to charge to fill 

the two new silos in the mechanical lab. On the other 
hand, they do have a lot of hot air of their own they 
could use. 

There was a young fellow named Hall, 
Who fell in a spring in the fall; 
'Twould have been a sad thing 
If he'd died in the spring, 
But he didn't- he died in the fall. 
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In the time of the Arabian Nights people thought com
paratively little of sultans' castles whizzing about through 
the air from place to place. A few magic words, a puff 
of smoke-and the sultan, harem and all were trans
ported thousands of miles. Even people of today glibly 
speak of "flying" here and there yet few realize or appre
ciate the magnitude of our modern miracle. And miracle 
is the word! One trip on the modern air liner would 
without doubt leave the best of the old sorcerer's eyes per
manently bulging. 

This modern-day genie, as every one knows, first 
emerged from his bottle- or drawing board to be more 
correct- at" Kitty Hawk, North Carolina. Since then his 
progress has been little short of phenomenal. 

One of the companies most responsible for this prog
ress is the Boeing Airplane Company. A specialist in the 
field of multiple engine planes, Boeing has more than 
10,300 4-engine military and commercial (air craft ) to 
its credit. Today Boeing offers another addition to the 
ever growing list of ·aeronautical accomplishments ... the 
Boeing Stratocruiser. 

Few of the new commercial airplanes have a more 
impressive background than the Stratocruiser. It first 
made its appearance as a cargo carrying counterpart of 
the famous B-29 Super Fortress. It embodies the results 

Part of the fleet of 55 Boeing Stratocruisers now un
der . construction for six major world airlines is seen 
her e on the final assembly floor. In foreground, four 
of the double-deck, 300 to 340 mile-an-hour Boeings 
being completed in background. The 3500-horsepower 
Pratt and Whitney Wasp Major engines are already 
mounted on the wings of three Stratocruisers in this 
photograph. 

BOEING STRATOCRUISER 

/ 

of more than 14 years experience m design and manu
facture of 4-engine air craft. 

The completion of the first 4-engine Boeing airplane, 
Model 299 in 1935, marked the beginning of the Flying 
Fortress family . It also marked the beginning of an era 
of combination of speed and size in the air craft. The 299 
not only carried a heavier bomb load a greater distance 
than any other bomber of its day but had a top speed 
greater than that of any contemporary pursuit plane. 

The Flying Fortress became the spear-head of the 
World War II air offensive in Europe. In the course of 
the war some 12,700 B-l 7's were built. 6,900 of these 

were by Boeing and the balance were by two other 
companies from Boeing blueprints. These Fortresses, 
some of which are still in use, have the enviable record 
of 4,494,000 flying hours or about 674,100,000 miles. A 
clearer conception of this distance is gained by the fact 
that this is approximately equivalent to 26,964 times 
around the world. 

The commercial B-17 made its appearance in 1938 as 
the Boeing Stratoliner. Being the world's first J)ressurized 
transport plane, it pioneered in the now common place 
"over weather" operations. It too has an enviable record 
of over 3,000 ocean crossings without accident. 

Other members of this family are the Boeing 4-engine, 
Model 314, Flying Boat, employed by the Pan-American 
Airways and the British Over-Seas Airway Corporation 
and the B-29 Superfortress, which played a major role 
in the Pacific offensive. 1944 saw the Boeing XC-97 
Stratofreighter, prototype for all further Stratocruisers, 
complete its first successful flight. Shortly after this in
itial test flight the XC-97 set a still unbroken transconti
nental transport record of 6 hours and 4 minutes for a 
non-stop flight from Seattle to Washington, D. C. 
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Somewhat behind the scenes lies the slightly less dra
matic but none the less important phase of air craft 
manufacture . . . research. Plants in Washington and 
Kansas, totaling in area 1,711 acres, house innumerable 
testing machines. These machines which perform such 
operations as putting landing gears through thousands 
of retracting cycles, testing reciprocating, turbine and 
ram pet power plants, subjecting models to supersonic 
speeds in a $750,000 wind tunnel and testing to destr_uc
tion body and tail structures, supply experimental data 
which is combined in design to make possible these start
ling developments in air craft. 

The Stratocruiser as it stands today pays a fitting 
compliment to the millions of hours of work, 5 million 
man-hours to be more predse, and research done by the 
Boeing engineers. 

The embodying of these results and the many years 
experience in construction in this Goliath of the air
ways has brought a completely new concept of travel by 
air. The passenger on the Strato-cruiser has available 
all the comforts of a Pullman, a chair car, a club car, a 

lounge and a snack bar. Built in two decks, completely air 
conditioned and pressurized, passengers enjoy all the com
forts of their own homes and perhaps more. At sea level, 
as at 15,000 feet, humidified air, odor free, is completely 

changed every 80 seconds. All heating and ventilating 

systems are complete in the plane, operating either on 

the ground or in flight. 

At this time one might begin to wonder how the de

signers found room for all these things. The secret lies in 

the unµsual figure eight fuselage design. This design 

was the logical choice for large luxury type air craft 
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since it made available greater pay load and more useful 
space, with over-all dimensions only slightly larger than 
those of existing transports. The double deck design 
not only allows more efficient utilization of space but 
makes possible more efficient direct loading of cargo into 
the lower deck through truck-level doors. The total room 
available amounts to 6,600 or more cubic feet, a volume 
larger than ever before achieved in a land plane and 
roughly comparable in size to a modern 5 room home. 

The Stratocruiser is well known for its smooth, quiet 
ride, owes this quality again to extensive research and 
subsequent design. Results of the concentrated effort 
of a staff of experts in aerodynamics culminated in a par
ticular combination of weight wing area and aerody
namic shape that produced an inherently stable air
plane. In a few words the secret . . . high wing load. ' 
Smaller wing area in relation to total weight not only re
duces buffeting by rough air thus giving a smoother ride 
but increases air speed because of decreased air drag. Ef
ficient large area extendable wing flaps, employed during 
landing and take-off, increase the wings size and life 
enabling the Stratocruiser to utilize run ways of con
ventional length. 

The greatest horse power ever embodied in a com
mercial air liner enables a Stratocruiser to take full ad

( Continued on Page 18) 

" Sitting pretty" in one of the Stratocruiser fuselage 
center sections at the Boeing Airplane Company 
plant in Seattle, stewardesses from the six airl ines 
w hich have ordered the new 71-ton airliners help to 
demonstrate the unique " figure eight" design of the 
double-deck ship. The larger center section seen h e.r e 
is nearly ready to be joined to other sections to com
plet e the 110-foot fuselage. 
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The Tru±h Abeu± 
Flying Saucers 

By ROBERT SANFORD, M.E. '53 

The greatest mystery of modern times, that of the 
so-called "Flying saucers," has at last been partially 
solved. One has been found on the desert of New Mexico, 
practically intact. The fact that it had to land at all 
was due to a minor wiring fault which crossed two con
trol circuits and caused it to crash in place of some 
other maneuver. Information on the following details of 
construction has just been released by the covering authori
ties, 

First of all, the impression of the "Flying saucers" 
is quite correct. The machine is shape:! generally like an 
inverted saucer, with a small hump in the center of the 
upper side. The entire machine is made of some unknown 
transparent plastic. The transparent saucers would be 
practically invisible against the sky except in certain 
positions where the sun's rays would cause the machine to 
apparently appear or disappear. 

The landing mechanism consists of a tripod which is 
retractable. The foot of each of the three legs has the 
equivalent of a large ball bearing, in place of a wheel, 
allowing movement across the ground in any direction 
with equal facility. Each of the legs retracts vertically, 
and when down, has a large amount of vertical movement 
within massive shock absorbers. Evidently the world from 
which they came has very rough terrain, and this shows 
itself in the design. 

The central control room is held relatively fixed 
with reference to its surrounding space, but the huge wheel 
around it that forms the "Saucer" is in constant rotation. 
This wheel has internal fins, the power unit surrounding 
the control room has external fins, and the big wheel is 
run through a transparent liquid, probably heavy water, 
exactly as in the fluid drive in our modern automobiles. 
In a small area at the periphery of the wheel, are fixed 
several fins of the same transparent material, like those in 
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a turbine. While not needed in outer space, they are ne
cessary for the required lift in an atmosphere such as 
ours. 

Power for the device is derived from the elementary 
constituents of matter; protons, neutrons, and electrons. 
Evidently the builders of this device have progressed far 
beyond our feeble attempts at atomic power, for they have 
solved the major problem confronting us today. We are 
trying to synthesize hydrogen into helium, in the hydro
gen bomb. They have gone one step farther and synthe
size helium from the more elementary particles. The ter
rific energy released by this fusion is utilized in expelling 
the helium gas out of several ports in a similar manner 
to our rockets and jet engines. 

This power is also diverted to use in spinning the 
big outer wheel, and in guiding the machine in any direc
tion through properly located jet ports. In addition, 
several high power generators, jet driven, provide elec
trical power for the more prosaic functions of controlling 
the various jet ports and for use in the communication sys
tem. 

Most stories of flying saucers have assumed that 
they come from some other planet, and have always 
assumed that some living being is inside each one to pro
vide control. We do not know for certain just where 
they come from, but suspect Venus because of the likely 
possibility of a breathable atmosphere. However, there 
is no longer any question as to what kind of beings are 
driving the machines. They are remotely controlled from 
the place of their origin. 

Although the plastic of which the saucers are com
posed is evidently strong enough to resist the collisions 
with small meteorites in space, and to stand up under 
the unimaginable temperatures involved in passing through 
the earth's atmosphere at a high speed, they seem to have 
struck the same snag we have, in that no way has been 
found for living beings to withstand the necessary acceler
ation for leaving a planet. 

Completely surrounding the sides of the hump on the 
upper side of the saucer, is a telescreen. This is used in 
some way to give a full panoramic view of the surround
ings, through a communicating system of an unknown 
sort, back to the control panel at its place of origin. Quite 
evidently the local view is sent back to the operator at 
the base of operations, and through some system of push
button control, all movements of the machine are at 
the operator's fingertips. 

Since we know of no method of either transportation 
or communication in which the velocity involved can be 
greater than that of light, and since for the large dis
tances involved the times consumed would be considerable, 
they have evidently found some means to by-pass this 
difficulty. An astute guess would be that both the travel 
of the machine and the communications necessary for the 
operation of the machine are due to motion along a 

(Continued on Page 16) 
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To improve the accuracy of testing 
Bell telephone switching equipment and 

to speed up tests during manufacture, 
Western Electric engineers designed 
and built a unique test set- known as 

the Tape-O-Matic-which has a paper 
tape " brain." 

Controlled by a narrow paper tape, 
punched with coded information, the 

machine automatically performs compli
cated series of tests. If there is a fault in 

the equipment under test, the Tape-O-

Engineering problems are many and varied at 
Western Electric, where manufacturing telephone 
equipment for the Bell System is the primary ;ob. 
Engineers of many kinds-electrical, mechanical, 

APRIL, i950 

for Engineers 

Matic stops, rings · a bell and indicates 
the source of trouble on a lighted panel. 

Some 1200 different tapes, varying in 
length from one to thirty feet, are used 

for testing various assemblies. Formerly 
an operator, in testing an average size 

assembly, had to make 41 individual 
connections. With the Tape-O-Matic, 

one multiple plug connection does the 

job. And 28 preliminary tests, 81 lamp 
observations and 71 key operations are 
replaced by one tape insertion and the 

push of a button. 

The Tape-O-Matic can cut testing 
time as much as 80%-practically elimi

nates the possibility of human error
and helps to assure equipment of highest 

quality. It is a good example of the 

ingenuity, skill and thor
oughness which Western 
Electric engineers put in

to making Bell telephone 
equipment. 

The 1500-pound Tape-O-Matic is one 

of the largest, most complex and most 

versatile test sets that Western Electric 

engineers have ever devised. 

SYSTEM SINCE 1882-- - ---- - -

industrial, chemical, metallurgical-are con
stantly working to devise and improve machines 
and processes for production of highest quality 
communications equipment. 
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Why Change Oil 
(Continued from Page 7) 

on the general design of the engine and type of lubricating 
system. Generally the pump system can use a heavier 
grade oil than one with only a splash system. The 
heavier oils, while rich in lubricating value, are liable to 
leave larger carbon deposits. 

Due to the fact that the same oil is used for both 
cylinaers and bearings, it is desirable for the best lubri
cating efficiency, to use an oil having a viscosity at aver
age running temperatures of the bearings which is just 
sufficient to meet the physical operating conditions of 
these bearings, and yet be of such a nature that distri
bution of this same oil over the surfaces of the cylinder 
walls will be accomplished with speed and effectiveness 
and not retarded by an unnecessarily high viscosity. 

It has been found through extensive tests that the 
outer part of the oil film on the cylinder wall protects 
the inner film when exposed to the hot gases during the 
firing stroke. It is therefore important to quickly re
place this outer film with fresh oil after the firing stroke, 
which demands a clean free-flowing, low-viscosity oil. 
The bearings on the other hand are heated by conduc
tion through the metal of the connecting rods, and the 
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oil is compelled to work under high bearing temperatures. 
Here the viscosity of the oil should be sufficiently high to 
allow for a reduction due to bearing temperatures. 

To serve to drive home the value of the outer films 
as a heat protecting blanket for the inner oil film on 
the cylinder walls, an exerpt from a paper read before 
the Institute of Naval Architects in England stated as 
follows: "A film of lubricant one one-hundredth of an 
inch thick, a layer of boiler scale one tenth of an inch 
thick, and a steel boiler plate ten inches thick offer equal 
resistance to the passage of heat." 

Now with this small working knowledge of the part 
oil plays in the efficient operation of your engine the 
damage, and reduced life that can result from sludging 
or contaminated lubricating oil becomes increasingly evi
dent. An oil that has a high percentage of sludge de 
posits will clog all lines, lubricate slowly and ineffi
ciently and in many ways act as would oils of high vis
cosity, in addition to the gummy deposts left on cylnder 
walls and n valve seats. 

The •oil flow might be compared to the life blood of 
your car, for as does this flow slow and fail, so does the 
life of your car. And in the measure of economy the 
twelve or sixteen dollars saved a year on your oil bill, 
will in the long run lead to a much larger repair bill, 
and reduced efficiency and economy of your automobile. 

External Gaging shown. Equipment also 
available far internal gaging. 

NEWI~ 
MEASURING EQUIPMENT 

The new Brown & Sharpe 
Electronic Measuring 
Equipment enables accu
rate gaging to .00001" as 
fast as test-pieces can be 
handled. It features a sep
arate amplifier unit which 
isolates heat-producing ele
ments and prevents temper
ature drift in gaging units. 

Another unique feature is 
the true linear response of 
gaging units which permits 
accurate setting for entire 
scale with only one gage 
block or master. 

Write for illustrated 
Bulletin. Brown & Sharpe 
Mfg. Co., Providence 1, 
R. I., U. S. A. 

BROWN & SHARPE ~ 
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Better product ... better production 
I 

WHEREVER HIGH CARBON WIRE can improve the quality of a manufactured 
product, Roehling wire can be adopted with complete confidence in results. Roehling 
is one of the world's largest producers of quality Oil-Tempered Spring Wires and Cold 
Rolled Spring Steels ... furnishes wire with physical properties and finishes for almost 
every purpose under the sun. 

But besides bettering your product, Roehling round, flat and shaped wires, bring 
you better production, too. Every inch of these wires is identical in gauge, grain and 
finish. Your machine preparation time is lowered; machine stoppages and rejects cut 
way down .. . Roehling research, special techniques and modern, precision equip
ment assure wires with definite plus values for every user. 
THAT'S WHY .•• 

JOHN A. ROEBLING"S SONS COMPANY, TRENTON 2, NEW JERSEY 

Atlanta, 934 Avon Ave.* Boston, Sl Sleeper St.* Chicago, 5525 W. Roosevelt Road* Cincinnati, 3253 Fre4onia A ve. 
* Cleveland, 701 St. Clair Ave., N. E. * D enver, 4801 Jackson St.* Houston, 6216 Navigation Blvd.* Los Anceles, 
216 S. Alameda St.* New York, 19 Rector St.* Philadelphia, ~ 

12 S. Twelfth St.* Portland, 1032 N. W. 14th Ave.* San ~ 
l 'rancisco, 1740 Seventeenth St.* Seattle, 900 Fir51Ave.S. A CENTURY OF CONFIDENCE ~ 
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Have 

you 

heard 

what 

1hey're 

saying 

about 

~ 

Some grad is spreading the word that National 
Electric is the world 's largest single source of supply 
for electrical roughing-in materials. (And he couldn't 
be righter!) 

Since 1905 NE products have set the pace for 
qual ity. Today the NE complete line of electrical 
roughing-in materials includes: wires, cables, con
d uit, racewa ys and fittings. 

Ucitioncil Elec:tric 
PROOUCTS CORPORATION 

PITTSBURGH 30, PA. 

PENNEY'S 
For Your Comple±e 
College Wardrobe 

e SHOES 
e SLACKS 

• SPORT COATS 
e TOP COATS 
e DRESS SHIRTS 

Shop PENNEY'S 
• • • and SAVE! 

708-10 Broadway 
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Fly ing Saucers 
( Continued from Page 12) 

space-time georesic, known as a time-lag interval, wherein 
the time consumed in traveling ANY distance is zero. At 
the present time, this is unthinkable to us in our state of 
ignorance of the truth of the physical universe. 

Not much more is to be said, for we have no ink
ling of the purpose of these strange machines. No arma
ment of any sort is apparent, in spite of the presence of 
atomic power within the confines of the machines. This re
port is strictly a description of the materials and methods 
involved in these visitors from outer space. Editorially, 
we have only one comment, . . . APRIL FOOL. 

BLACK & VEATCH 
Consulting Engineers 

WATER-SEWAGE-ELECTRICITY 

INDUSTRY REPORTS, 

DESIGN, INVESTIGATIONS 

SUPERVISION OF CONSTRUCTION 

VALUATION AND RATES 

4706 Broadway Kansas City 2, Mo. 

Missouri Shamrock Seniors 

Reserve Your Cap & Gowns 

For the June Commencement 

Place Your Orders Now 

For Announcements and 

Name Cards 

• • • 
Don't forget our May Rebate 

Sale-Rebates are worth 15 % 

in merchandise during sale 

UNIVERSITY 
BOOK STORE 

Basement Jesse Ha ll 
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When agriculturists want to learn 
what nourishment a plant is getting, 
they inject radioactive materials into 
the soil and trace their absorption 
with sensitive instruments. Industry 
and medicine also use this ingenious 
technique to gain needed knowledge. 

Until recently, scientists literally heard 
what was happening, for they followed 
the passage of atomic materials through 
plants or machines, or even the human 
body, with a clicking Geiger counter. 
Now a more sensitive instrument-a new 
scintillation counter made possible by a 

APRIL, 1950 

development of RCA Laboratories-can 
do the job more efficiently. 

Heart of , this counter is a new multiplier 
phototube, so sensitive that it can react to 
the light of a firefly 250 feet away! In the 
scintillation counter, tiny Hashes, set off by 
the impact of atomic particles on a fluores
cent crystal, are converted into pulses of 
electrical current and multiplied as much as 
a million times by this tube. 

* * * 

See the newest advances in radio, television, 
and electronic science at RCA Exhibition 
Hall, 36 West 49th Street, New York. Admis
sion is free. Radio Corporation of America, 
Radio City, N. Y. 

., New scintillation counter4 
' using electron tube developea 
at RCA Laboratories, gives fasters 

n1ore accurate measurements of atomic radiations. 

Continue your education 
with pay-at RCA 

Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA 
Victor-one of the world's foremost manu
facturers of radio and electronic products 
-offers you opportunity to gain valuable, 
well-rounded training and experience at 
a good salary with opportunities for ad
vancement. Here are only five of the many 
projects which offer unusual promise: 

• Development and design of radio re
ceivers ( including broadcast, short waye 
and FM circuits, television, and phono
graph combinations). 

• Advanced development and design of 
AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F 
induction heating, mobile communications 
equipment, relay systems. 

o Design of component parts such as 
coils, loudspeakers, capacitors. 
• Development and design of new re
cording and producing methods. 
• D esign of receiving, power, cathode 
ray, gas_ and photo tubes. 
Write today to National Recruiting Divi
sion, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey. 
Also many opportunities for Mechanical 
and Chemical Engineers and Physicists. 

RADIO eORPORA'rlON oF AArERleA 

Wor/cl f_eacler Jn 'Raclio - Firs/- in 7elevist(?l1 
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THE SOURCE 

OFA 

RIVER 

IS THE 

SOURCE OF 

0 U A LIT Y ■ ■ ■ From the headwaters re~ion of the 
Amazon comes Up-River "Fine Para", widely acknowl
edged by rubber experts as the highest grade of natural 
rubber. To Okonite researchers and independent experts 
alike, long experience has shown that only this rubber 
provides all the factors needed in top quality insulation 
for electrical wires and cables. 

The Okonite Company obtains a high degree of uni• 
formity in shipment after shipment of this premium 
rubber in "biscuit" form ... has found that Up-River 
Fine Para assures a long service life ... uses it exclu
sively in all Okonite rubber insulated wires and cables. 
The Okonite Company, Passaic, New Jersey. 

G£T YOUR-
waterman's INDIA INK 

FOUNTAIN PENS 

at 

The Pen Point 
On the Strollway 

109 S. 9th St. 

CATERING SERVICE 

TIGER DELICATESSEN 
Under New Management 

213 So. Ninth Dial 7714 

THE FINEST 

Boeing S±ra±ocruiser 
( Continued from Pwge 11 ) 

vantage of this high wind loading. 14,000 Horse Power 
available from its 4 wasp major engines give it exceptional 
take-off, climb, ceiling and cruising speed. This power is 
supplied by four 3500-horsepower Pratt and Whitney 
Wasp Major engines. An air-cooled, 28-cylinder, four
row radial engine, the "Wasp Major" is the most pow
erful production reciprocating-type engine in the world 
today. Coupled to each engine for the utmost in fuel 
economy and high cruising speed is a General Electric 
"cruising" turbosupercharger, which utilizes otherwise 
wasted exhaust gas as an added supercharging device. 
Jet-type exhaust stacks add still further thrust. Curtiss 
electric, four-blade, reversible propellers of 16 feet, 8 
inches diameter or Hamilton-Standard reversibles of 16 
feet, 6 inches, are used. A maintenance feature new to 

this airplane are the quickly removable complete inter

changeable "power packs." The entire engine assemble 

forward of the cowling firewall, is removable as a unit, 

and all four units are identical. 

Important also is the Stratocruiser's ability to fly 

"over the weather." When weather forecasts indicate 

turbulent air at a certain flight level the Stratocruiser 

pilot has power and a cabin altitude conditioning system 

available to take his ship 5,000 feet higher than other 

airliners. Almost invariable, air at the higher altitudes 

is clearer and smoother. 

FOR 

STORE 

SUPERIOR QUALITY 
DEPENDABLE SERVICE 

Say it with Flowers 
From 

Member F. T . D. A. 

16 S. NINTH ST. 
3179-3170 

GREEN HOUSES 
WEST BLVD. 

6231 

See Edgar's Full 

Selection of 

Maytag Appliances 

4N1HN•;l4ii • • • 
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America's favorite washer-built for years 
of service, Take your pick of three modelta 

Liberal" trade- in, easy terms. See them 
today! ~ 

Phone 7404 

IO I 3 E. Broadway 
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He uses 3/s of the earth's elements in his cooking 

If you've always thought of glass simply as a 
substance made of sand, soda, and lime, 
we believe this will surprise you: 

Corning scientists, such as the one you 
see here cooking up a batch of experimental 
glass, have actually made glass using 84 of 
the earth's presently known 96 elements. 

Nearly 3000 of these experimental glass 
compositions are turned out every year, as 
Corning scientists search for new and use
ful ways to combine nature's elements. 

Already Corning has developed more 
than 50,000 formulas for glass. Just as al
loys make metals more useful, these 50,000 
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for~ ulas make glass more useful-enlarg
ing its applications in untold and sometimes 
surprising ways. 

Corning makes glass so strong that it can 
be used as piping in a steel mill. Corning 
makes glass so soft that it can be melted 
with a match-and glass so resistant to 
thermal shock that it can be heated to a 
cherry red, then plunged into ice water with
out its breaking. 

Today, throughout industry, Corning 
means research in g lass-research which, 
along with a multitude of other develop
ments, has made glass one of today's most 

versatile engineering materials. 

Corning is constantly-turning up new kinds 
of g lass, new uses for existing ones. So when 
you're out of college, and concerned with 
product .or process improvement, _it. will pay 
you to call· on Corning before your plan
ning reaches the blueprint stage. Corning 
Glass Works, Corning, New York. 
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world's finest drawing pencil 

with Genuine IMPORTED 

CASTELL lead DOW! 

Why wait until you graduate? 

Start using the Drawing Pencil 

of the Masters today-smooth; 

free -flowing, grit-free CASTELL, 

accurately graded in 18 un

varying tones of black,7Bto9H. 

YOU CAN AFFORD CASTELL

because it outlasts other pen

cils, hence is more economical. 

In addiiion, you get the per

sonal satisfaction of superior 

craftsmanship that only 

CASTELL gives. Unlike ordi

nary pencils, CASTELL sharp

ens to a needlepoint without 

breaking. 

Ask for CASTELL at your book 

store. Don't allow yourself to 

be talked into using a substi

tute. CASTELL is a life-time 

habit for up-and-coming Engi-

partners in. creating 
Eng ineering leaders for the last 8 1 years have made 

K & E instruments, drafting equipnient and materials 

their partners in creating the great technical achieve-

ments of America . So nearly universal is the reliance on 

K & E products, it is self-evident that every major engi

neering project has been completed with the help of K& E 

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. 
NEW YORK • HOBOKEN, N. J. 

Chicago • St. Louis • Detroit 
San Francisco • Los Angeles • Montreal 

IOTTLID UNDII AUTHOIITY OP THI COCA•COLA COMPANY IY 

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMP ANY OF COLUMBIA, MO. 

Ren±al Service 
Elec±ric Floor Polishers 

---•---
All Types of Floor Wax 

704 Broadway 

THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK 
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IT HELPS IMPROVE PRODUCTS-High speed movies provide a 
record of motion far too fast to see. With the Kodak High Speed 
Camera, a second becomes three minutes, so you can see and 
analyze rapid movement-spot faulty action and points of ex
cessive wear-see ways to make a better product. 

. \\ow photography's 

/i1Vttiftf S;/$d 
works tor business 

IT ANALYZES CHEMICALS IN A FLASH -Spectrography with 
Kodak Spectrum Analysis Film and Plates quickly determines 
the composition of almost all materials. It provides a means to 
make frequent production-line analyses. It can maintain a 
check on specifications and speed up output . 

IT COPIES DATA IN SECONDS-Engineering drawings, shop orders, 
specifications, records, and letters of all kinds can be copied fast, and 
with utmost accuracy. Photocopying with Kodagraph Papers, Cloths, and ' 
Film saves time, protects originals from wear and tear-even permits 
producing clean, legible copies from faded or wom material. 

HERE YOU SEE a few examples of how the speecl of photog
raphy serves industry. In addition, its accuracy is used 

in copying drawings, documents, and data of all kinds. Its 
ability to reduce can put records on microfilm and save 98% 
of filing space. 

These and the other unique qu~lities of photography are 
helping cut costs, improve products, speed production, and 
stimulate sales. If you would like to know more about how it 
could serve you, write forliterature or for specific information 
which may be helpful to you. Eastman Kodak Company, 
Rochester 4, N. Y. 

FUNCTIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
-serves industrial, commercial, scientific progress 

IT RECORDS THE FLICK OF INSTRUMENTS-The swift swing of the 
galvanometer mirror or cathode-ray tube beam is not too fast for photog
raphy. Readings of these instruments are quickly recorded on Kodak 
Linagraph Films and Papers so that they can be studied and full advan
tage taken of the facts that they reveal. 



Public Opinion
NOTHING IS STRONGER 

... given the facts 
NOTHING IS WISER 

On the Owners of Business 
A "community" estimated at some 14,000,000 people 

owns American business. The Bell Telephone sys

tem is owned by 940,000 stockholders. General 

Motors is owned by 436,000, Pennsylvania Railroad 

by more than 202 ,ooo. 

There are more stockholders in the U.S. than there 

are farmers. More than the membership of the CIO. 

More than the membership of the A.F.L. Certainly 

stockholders are no "privileged few." 

' . 67,000 more stockholders now have a share m Gen-
eral Electric's ownership than 15 years ago. There 

are 80,000 more owners of General Electric than 

there are employees. Today's total of stockholders 

is over 250,000. Of these, more than 215,000 are 

individuals. 

65,000 General Electric employees are participating 

in a plan which encourages savings. Investment in 

U.S. Savings Bonds gives them a bonus of G-E stock 
for bonds held five years. 

Compared with the boom year of 1929, American 
businesses have co llectively increased their pay

ments to their stockholders by 45%, and their tax 
payments to government by 678%. 

Anything that injures the owners of business di

rectly injures 14 million people. It destroys the 
provisions that they have tried to make through 

their own efforts for security. Anything that injures 

the security of these 14 million people also injures 

the security of those who rely on invested capital 
for the tools and jobs they need to make a living. 

You can put your confidence in-

GEN ER AL. ELECTRIC 





6,250,000 in 1949-anotller new record 

T HE automobile industry smashed 
records again in 1949 as it produced 

6,250,000 new passenger cars and trucks 
-more than in any other year in history. 
This terrific output of the finest cars ever 
made climaxed a phenomenal rise in 
production that began at the war's end. 

These new cars by the millions are a 
tribute to the American way of life. 
Their production is the result of the de
mands of people working under the 
American system of free enterprise, 
which has produced the highest living 
standard the world has ever known. 

Millions of tons of steel of almost 
every type and form helped America's 
auto makers boost their production so 
amazingly high ... helped the quality of 
today's automobiles keep pace with the 
quantity. In fact, many new steels have 
been developed just to meet the exacting 
requirements of present-day production. 

In spite of record-breaking production, 
the automobile industry's job is far from 
finished-the average age of the cars on 
America's highways today is 8.4 years. 

Continuing demands for vast quanti
ties of steel from the automobile indus-

try and from countless other sources 
mean a big job for the steel industry in 
coming years . . . mean a promising 
future for men who make steel their 
career. To assure itself management men 
of the highest caliber, United States 
Steel maintains a continuous training 
program that prepares young men with 
suitable backgrounds for places in this 
great industry. 

College engineering courses lay the 
foundation ... United States Steel builds 
a practical knowledge of steelmaking on 
this foundation. 

AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY· AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY· CARNEGIE-ILLINOIS STEEL CORPORATION· COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY 

H. C. FRICK COKE AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES • GENEVA STEEL COMPANY • GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING COMPANY 

MICHIGAN LIMESTONE & CHEMICAL COMPANY • NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY· OIL WELL SUPPLY COMPANY· OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY . 

PITTSBURGH LIMESTONE CORPORATION • PITTSBURGH STEAMSHIP COMPANY • TENNESSEE COAL, IRON & RAILROAD COMPANY 

UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY COMPANY 

UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY • VIRGINIA BRIDGE COMPANY 

UNITED STATES STEEL 



SHOULD AN OIL COMPANY BE 

MAY, 1950 

• 
HERE IS A STRAIGHT ANSWER FROM ONE OF THE OLDEST 

COMPANIES IN THE INDUSTRY: 

Socony-Vacuum is the size that it is -. neither the biggest nor the 
smallest in the Peti·oleum Industry - because it is an efficient size 
for the kind of business we do. 

Efflciency is the key to a company's size - for it is the key to what 
the American public wants, the most for its petroleum dollar. 

Under the American system of business, a company that operates 
inefflciently soon loses business to other companies able to off er the 
public more value at lower cost. That's how American competition 
works-. and if any company gets so big that efficiencies inherent in 
mass operation are more than offset by increasing costs - competition 
will cut that company to a proper size. 

To put it another way: 

A company is as strong as its competitive efficiency -

In turn, an industry is as strong as its companies -

And in turn, a nation is as strong as its industries. 

Thus, every company, big or little, must be 
"big" enough to serve the best interests of the 
people in the area it covers! 

Since 1866- the Flying Red Horse 
Companies have practiced Competitive 
Efficiency to s upply you with Finest 
Petroleum products at the lowest . 
possible cost! 

The Flying Red Horse Companies 

~OCON.Y-VACUUM OIL COMPANY, INC. 
1md Affiliates, MAGNOLIA PETROLEUM CO. • GENERAL PETROLEUM CORP. 

• 

? • 
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'Wthout beam strength-or, for that 
matter-without all of the strength factors 

listed opposite-no pipe laid 100 years 
ago in city streets would be in service 
today. But, in spite of the evolution of 

traffic from horse-drawn vehicles to heavy 
trucks and buses-and today's vast 

complexity of subway and underground 
utility services-cast iron gas and water 

mains, laid over a century ago, are 
serving in the streets of more than 30 

cities in the United States and Canada. 
Such service records prove that cast iron 
pipe combines all the strength factors of 

long life with ample margins of safety. No 
pipe that is provably deficient in any of 

these strength factors should ever be laid 
in city streets. Cast Iron Pipe Research 
)ulsociation, Thos. F. Wolfe, Engineer, 

122 So. Michiqan Ave., Chicago 3. 

Strength factors of Long Life! 
No pipe that is provably deficient in any of these 
strength factors should ever be laid in city streets 

BEAM 
STRENGTH 

CRUSHING 
STRENGTH 

SHOCK 
STRENGTH 

BURSTING 
STRENGTH 

{ 
{ 

{ 

When cast iron pipe is subjected to beam 
stress caused by soil settlement, or disturbance 
of soil by other utilities, or resting on an ob
struction, tests prove that standard 6-inch cast 
iron pipe in l 0-loot span sustains a load of 
15,000 lbs. 

The ability of cast iron pipe to withstand ex
ternal loads imposed by heavy fill and un
usual traffic loads is proved by the Ring 
Compression Test. Standard 6-inch cast iron 
pipe withstands a crushing weight of more 
than 14,000 lbs. per loot. 

The toughness of cast iron pipe which enables 
it to withstand impact and traffic shocks, as 
well as the hazards in handling, is demon
strated by the Impact Test. While under hydro
static pressure and the heavy blows from a 
50 pound hammer, standard 6-inch cast iron 
pipe does not crack until the hammer is 
dropped 6 times on the same spot from pro
gressively increased heights of 6 inches. 

In lull length bursting tests standard 6-inch 
cast iron pipe withstands more than 2500 lbs. 
per square inch internal hydrostatic pressure. 
which proves ample ability to resist water
hammer or unusual working pressures. 

(]1\S'l1 Ill()N PIPI~ SERVES FOB 
CENTURIES 

THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK 



BESEAHCH DECENTRALIZED 
Du Pont scientists pursue their studies 
from Buffalo, N. Y., to Orange, Texas 

THE DU PONT COMPANY is a large 
company. Its many manufactur

ing plants are now located from 
Maine to California. Likewise, the 
Company's research activities are 
spread over a wide area. From the 
Founder's informal scientific experi
ments on the Brandywine have 
sprung 42 research and development 
laboratories in ten states. 

Each manufacturing department* 
has its own research director and 
maintains facilities for studies in its 
specialized fields. Thus, research ha v
ing to do with dyes, neoprene and 
fine chemicals is centered at Deep
water, N. J. ; research on cellophane 
and other transparent wrapping films 
at Buffalo, N. Y.; research on viscose 

. rayon at Richmond, Va. ; and re
search on coated and impregnated 
fabrics at Newburgh, N . Y. These 

MAY, 1950 

are only a few of the places where 
Du Pont scientists are now at work. 
Each manufacturing department 
does fundamental research as well as 
applied research on new processes 
and products. 

Many types of training 

At any one time, many hundreds of 
different projects are under way in 
these laboratories. Though a rela
tively large number of Du Pont tech
nical people are chemists and chem
ical engineers, other fields of training 
are strongly represented. 

Among the scientists working with 
Du Pont are mechanical, electrical, 
civil, industrial, mining, petroleum, 
textile, architectural and safety en
gineers, physicists, metallurgists, bi
ologists and mathematicians. About 
30% of these men and women who 

Artist's drawing of the Marshall Laboratory, 
new Du Pont laboratory for research on fin
ishes. Under construction at Philadelphia, it 
should be ready for occupancy by late 1950. 

are engaged in technical activities 
at Du Pont hold doctor's degrees. 

Interchange of thinking 

All manufacturing departments may 
draw on the services of the chem
ical, engineering and toxicological 
laporatories of the company in Wil
mington. In addition, the Chemical 
Department's library at the Wil
mington Experimental Station cir
culates reference material, conducts 
literature and patent searches and 
issues a weekly abstract of pertinent 
articles found in the important chem
ical journals of the world. This sup
plements normal work of this kind 
done by the various manufacturing 
departments. 

No matter where a Du Pont re
search man may work, he has every 
opportunity to use his best talents, 
to advance as his abilities develop, 
and to profit by interchange of think
ing with scientists whose minds com
plement his own. 
*T here are ten Du Pont manufacturing departments 
-each conducting research: Electrochemicals.: Explo• 
sives; Fabrics & Finishes; Film-; Grasselli Chemicals; 
Organic Chemicals; Photo P roducts; Pigments; 
P olychemicals; R ayon. 

* * * 
SEND FOR " This I s Du P on t," 52 pages of 
informa tion on Du P on t's methods, prod
ucts, facilit ies, geography. Fully illustrated. 
F or your free cop y, write to t he Du Pont 
Company, 2503 N em ours Building, Wil
mington, Delawa re. 

PO 
'-'~G.U.S.PAT.OFf. 

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 

•• . THROUGH CHEMISTRY 

Great D ramatic Entertainment-T une in "Cavalcade 
of America" Tuesday Nights, N BC Coast to Coast 
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A Name 
to 

Remember 

Tomorrow ••. when you start playing for 
keeps ... names will assume new impor
tance. Reputations are built on ability to 
produce ..• effectively ••. efficiently ... 
economically ••• built on results delivered. 

Since its inception, Westinghouse has 
recognized this principle . . . has been 
guided by this premise in each of the 
thousands of undertakings it has initiated. 

In the university, where your work is 
judged on thoroughness and accuracy, you 
have learned to rely on Westinghouse 
laboratory equipment. 

As you enter business, you will learn that 
this great name in engineering and industry 
will mean even more to you. 

Whether your success is at stake in the 
college laboratory or in the business world, 
the broad experience and established repu
tation for excellence ii? engineering and 
manufacturing that Westinghouse has built 
through the years will be available to you. 

As you enter industry, you will meet new 
problems that will bring you in contact with 
many types of products, processes and 
methods. Because Westinghouse products 
play a vital role in practically every industry, 
our paths will likely cross many times. We 
will always welcome the opportunity to 
serve you ... guided by uncompromising 
principles ... principles that are required 
to fulfill the commitment ... 

G-10068 
you CAN se SURE •• 1F ,rs \\kstinghouse 
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DEANS PEN 

Dean Huber Croft 

The best engineers are usually most active c1t1zens. 
To reach the top in your chosen profession will demand 
more of you than honesty, reliability, sensible accuracy, 
and hard work, for you must become an active member 
of the community in which you live. 

To test this premise, select the name of a contemp
orary engineer whom you yourself would classify as out
standing ( such as Ex-president Hoover, Senator Ralph 
Flanders, William A. Batt) and then take the time to 
read the biography of this man in "Who's Who in Ameri
ca." This quick test may justify the statement above that 
the outstanding engineers are also extremely active in com
munity and national life and really take advantage of 
their privileges of living in a great democracy. 

Activity in community affairs, in a sense, is a test 
of your education and training. When these are yours, and 
are used properly, you will be rewarded by the recog
nition of your fellow citizens. For certain it is that the 
country never needed trained leadership at all policy 
levels more than it does now. If your guidance, training 
and self direction here at the University have been what 
they should be, all of the young men will in some way 
use your intelligence and energy to better the neighborhood, 
civil, state, and National life in which you exist. 

It ta~s more than the simple act of voting at elections 
to fulfill your responsibility of citizenship ( although it 
is a disgraceful fact that many University graduates even 
fail to practice this first fundamental step in partici
pating in their duties as a citizen). You not only should 
vote, but you should keep yourself informed as to the 
issues involved; you should take part in the precinct 
caucuses and state conventions where many of the issues 
are determined and personalities selected for the ballot. 
It is here at the very bottom of the political ladder that 
your influence and judgement may be most helpful. 

Nor is active political participation sufficient for 
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good citizenship. You should aggressively engage in the 
non-political affairs of your community, your church, 
the youth activities, the "service" clubs, the local "concert" 
or "lecture" series, the school board, and many advisory 
groups, such as · a parking commission, a planning com
mission, the airport commission, etc. If a new school 
or church should be built, get behind the project aggres
sively; if new playgrounds or a swimming pool are need
ed for youngsters, lead the support. If your community 
will benefit from a new park, help with the planning and 
the campaign to make it a reality. In fact all the groups 
working for the betterment of community life will need 
your help, and it is your duty as an educated citizen to 
give your services to such groups. In a word, identify 
yourself with those activities in your community that 
add to the appreciation and the joy of life for your fellow 
man. 

In return for your services, your understanding of the 
behavior of human beings will grow almost in propor
tion to your activities of this sort and incidentally your 
value to your employer will increase as your knowledge of 
the reactions of man to certain forc~s increases. Such 
experiences are actually laboratory courses in human be
havior. Your personal growth and maturity and even 
your value to our country are all dependent upon your 
definitely assuming responsibility in the worthwhile ac
tivities of your community. 

A training ground for this personal citizenship de
velopment before you graduate, exists right here in the 
College of Engineering. Where else can one find such 
a variety of activities in which to participate? There are 
the Engineer's Club, the Agriculture Club, the various 
student church organizations, the National Professional 
Societies, the honor fraternities, the Student Government 
Association, the Military and Naval clubs; each of these 
groups has maybe five to ten elective officers where one 
can obtain his first laboratory course in human behavior. 
Or if you like to write, the Shamrock staff is always 
on the lookout for someone who will help. 

What an opportunity for you to enjoy yourself and 
at the same time broaden your experiences in democracy 
and by so doing expand your own powers of human un
derstanding and tolerance. 

To be a successful engineer you must be an active 
citizen. This means that you must be more than a shark 
with slide rule tricks, a lallapulusa with a log table, 
or a darb at differential equations. The factor for suc
cess is how well can you integrate the human equations. 

This campus is the best training ground you will ever 
have for "making friends and influencing" people. Par
ticipate in the many activities you find here. Run for of
fice, try out for parts, write articles, make speeches, sing 
songs, and above all do more than just accumulate cred
its toward graduation, for this others can do. But you 
are different! You are going to undertake self-education 
by entering into the University community life and, what 
is even better, have fun in the doing. 
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THE BOEING 

STRATOCRUISER 
By H . M . HOLLINGSWORTH, JR. , '51 

The first part of this article was concerned mainly 
with the development and construction of the Strato
cruiser; one might say the body of the sky giant. This 
second and concluding part is concerned with the navi
gation and control- comparable to the brain.s. 

A far cry from the first trans-Atlantic flight by 
Alcott and Brown in a Hanley Page bomber is the pres
ent day continent-to-continent "hop." Gone are the days 
of flying "by the seat of your pants," the days of groping 
about in the dark and of hoping the fuel supply will hold 
out until until the destination is reached. 

The two major factors in the emergence of long range 
flying from the stage of blind man's bluff are cruise 
control and operating curves. The use of operating 
curves and employment of cruise control are perhaps 
less interesting and more academic than are other phases 
of air craft operation, however, when one considers the 
fact that 142,500 pounds of air craft and the safety of 
scores of passengers are involved, their importance be
comes apparent. 

The theories and ideas embodied in cruise control are 
not especially of recent vintage. The Pan-American Air 
Lines, for instance, have employed both cruise control 
and operating curves for many years. Trained flight 
personnel can estimate within 50 gallons the gasoline con
sumption for a ten hour flight of a four-engined air 
craft. 

War made the use of cruise control mandatory since 
the efficiency of their missions and ultimately their part 
in large scale offensives left no margin for error. A few 
crashes due to an under estimated fuel supply soon made 
"believers" of those pilots inclined to ignore the theory 
of planned cruise control and by the close of the war 
the Army flight engineers had become quite proficient 
in the use of the system. 

The essence of cruise control is obtaining the maxi
mum mileage per gallon of fuel without sacrifice of 
safety which would result from pushing the air craft 
power plants beyond prescribed limits. This is accom
plished through interpretation of operating curves which 
give correct throttle settings, propeller control and fuel 
mixture. These operating curves also serve as a check 
on the performance of engines not delivering the proper 
powe~. 

The cruise control plan is usually formulated prior to 
take off in order that the crey may be familiarized with 
the power settings and estimated fuel consumption. De-
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tails of the plan cover fuel consumptio::i rates for take 
off, climb and landing. This plan, while subject to 
change during actual flight still provides an outline from 
which further computations and adjustments may be 
made. Cruise control planning from operating curves 
is most accurate during actual flight, at which time in
formation may be checked with the actual readings of the 
instruments. The flight once under way, engineers are 
able through further computations to revise the control 
plan from time to time. This information enables the 
flight crew to determine the fuel consumption at any 
particular time, the remaining supply and the balance of 
flying time and mileage based on that remaining supply. 

From the operating curves the information in the 
cruise control plan may be checked by readings from the 
following : 

1. Tachometer ( crank shaft RPM) 
2. Manifold pressure gauge 
3. Carburetor intake temperature 
4. Fuel gauges (quantity) 
5. Altimeters 
6. Fuel flow meter 
7. Torque meters (BMEP ) 

In the beginning the· idea of planning a long distance 
flight on the basis of controlled power necessitated more 
than <!' little guess work. Flight engineers and pilots were 
limited to only the first five of the above instruments. 
Fuel quantity gauges were generally inaccurate, the ad
dition of fuel flow meters, BMEP gauges and more ac
curate quantity gauges have reduced guess work to a 
minimum, giving cruise control the status of a science. 
Calculations on fuel consumption and estimated developed 
power are now easily checked against instrument panel 
readings. 

With each year comes an increase in the number of 
people making trans-Atlantic and trans-continental flights. 
Much publicity is received by air craft crashes and dis
asters, yet when considered on the basis of the total num-

( Continued on page 12) 
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A QUICK LOOK AT FLUORESCENT LIGHTING 

Fluorescent lighting originates , in the phenomenon 
noticed hundreds of years ago: that certain chemicals, 
after being exposed to the sun, would become luminescent 
in the dark. Truly, this was a humble beginning and the 
development of a plausable means of fluorescent lighting 
was slow. As the nebulous properties of fluorescence were 
solved, work toward this type of lighting progressed, cul
minating in a patent granted to Thomas Edison in 1896. 
His design later proved to be inefficient. Little was ac
complished during the next 25 years until a concerted ef
fort in the 1920's developed the necessary essentials to 
produce a practical device. 

The universal acceptance given to fluorescent lighting 
in the 12 years it has been on the market can be justified 
by a comparison between the light output efficiencies of 
itself and those of the incandescent lamps. 

In a recent study made of railroad passenger car 

1/.E.S. Lighting Handbook, p. 17, section 13, 1947. 
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lighting systems, it was shown, using the light output of a 
40 watt fluorescent lamp as 100%, ·that a 50 watt incan
descent lamp was 51 % efficient, while a 100 watt lamp was 
only 56% efficient.1 This large differential is caused 
by the operation of the incandescent lamp where a high 
temperature filament is required for the production of 
visible light. Consequently, a large quantity of the in
put power is radiated as wasted heat. 

To produce fluorescent light, all the devices use an 
electric-discharge through low pressure mercury vapor 
to generate an ultra-violet radiation (predominantly of 
1537 Angstrom line) that can be transformed into visible 
light by the phosphors lining the interior of the lamp. 

Typical lamp construction could consist of an evac
uated glass tube that is internally coated with a luminous 
phosphor. A small amount of mercury and argon is 
introduced to aid arc formation. At each end of the tube 
is a cathode to supply electrons for current flow, and 
an anode to receive them. The cathode at one end op
erates with the anode at the other. See Figure 1. 

The present trend in modern lighting design is to 
obtain a low brightness source spread over a wide area. 
The fluorescent bulb fits this description well. Whereas the 
incandescent lamp is compact, it contains an objectionable 
concentrated high brightness center. The fluorescent tube 
is larger and the emitted light comes from a larger area. 

A simple circuit for the operation of a hot cathode 
fluorescent lamp would contain a ballast reactor in series 
with the two filaments of the tube. The filaments are 
separated by an external. switch. To fire the tube the 
switch is closed, allowing current to flow, preheating the 
filaments. On reopening the switch a voltage larger than 
the line voltage appears across the lamp due to the pres
ence of the reactor ( an inductance). This large voltage 
is enough to ionize the gas and cause an arc to be formed 
within the tube. The arc is then self-sustaining and the 
ballast becomes the current limiting element of the cir
cuit. See Figure 2. 

I11~1de of tube, coatcc! w,tJ, 
fluorescent h'IQT:er1a/ 

JnN I/. 
73.uu~ c...---:, 

CQthode coQteci . 
w'itlt octi,,-e. rnoter,-101 

fi91.ffe 1 

( Continued on page 14) 
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SPEAKING or 

Edward Dabler 

Edward Dahler, the son of a railroad engineer, was 
born in Evansville, Indiana in 1928. He has lived in va
rious mid-western communities, and he is now studying 
Civil Engineering in preparation for a career in railroad 
engineering. His early life was spent in Evansville, but 
by the time he was ready to start high-school his family 
had moved to Shenandoah, Iowa. Ed completed his first 
three years of high school at Shenandoah. and then his 
family moved again. This time it was to Moberly, Mis
souri, where his family now resides. In Moberly he com
pleted his high-school education in the lower division of 
the Moberly Junior College. He then went to Washing
ton University in St. Louis for his freshman year of col
lege, and in the fall of 1947 Ed came to Mizzou as a 
Sophomore in the College of Engineering. 

Since he arrived, Ed has taken an active interest in 
the extra-curricular activities of the Engine School. He 
is a member of the Engineers Club and a member of the 
American Society of Civil Engineers. His main activity, 
however, has been his work in the capacity of Business 
Manager and Photographer for the Shamrock. Both are 
important jobs, but the job of Business Manager is 
practically a full time job in itself. It is his duty to be 
sure that enough advertising is sold to earn enough money 
for him to be able to pay the many bills which accom
pany the publishing of the Shamrock. His job as pho
tographer is more of a routine job, but the combination of 
the two jobs is enough to keep him busy. Ed has given 
a lot and probably gained a lot through interest and 
activity in extra-curricular activities. 

Ed is an easy-going fellow with a very pleasant per
sonality, whose main interests in life are railroading and 
Travella Peavler, the M.U. co-ed with whom he is engag-
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CHARACTERS 
GRANT WILLIAMS '52 

ed to be married. If he goes into railroad engineering, as 
he now plans, he will be a fourth generation railroader. 
Besides being his chosen profession, railroading is one of 
Ed's hobbies. He is the President and General Manager 
of the Moberly and Southwestern Model Railroad, which 
is located at his home in Moberly. He will graduate from 
school this June. 

Jefferson Baker 

One of the busiest figures around Engine school 
this year has been one Jefferson Baker. Jeff graduated 
in February, but he is still here as a graduate assistant and 
taking graduate courses. He doesn't want to go out in 
search of a job yet, and when he does get a job he hopes to 
find one of a sales nature. He prefers not to specialize 
until he sees what is available. In considering the im
portance of location in job-seeking he has decided that he 
would like to live in Texas, California, or Florida, due to 
availability of jobs, climate, and friends. 

Jeff was born at Cape Girardeau in 1928. Since then 
he has lived in Jeff City and attended Hickman High 
School here in Columbia. 

So far this year Jeff has taken an active part in 
Engine Club as a member of the Executive Council and 
St. Pat's Board. Also a member of A.S.M.E ., Jeff 
still finds time to steal jokes and to write "Around the 
Columns" for our own dear Shamrock. Outside of Engine 
School Jeff is a member of I.M.A. and Tiger Claws. In 
his spare time he has several hobbies ( dating, photog
raphy, singing in the choir at the Methodist Church, gas
oline engines, and motor cycles ) . He tells us he has owned 
four motor cycles and now has one that he would like 
to sell. ( He's getting tired of missing curves and going 
under bill boards.) 

( Continued on page 14) 
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Around the Columns 
SL/PST/CK SAM, B. S. '99 

·,_:··_/ .,._- ~.: 
- .. . . . ,, . . 

A dreadful good day in May to all you fellow slip
stickers. This is the month when all engineers find out 
whether they do or they don't. If you don't you didn't 
and if you do you did. Yes, these things called finals 
are approaching, and if you ask ol' Sam, they are ap
proaching just a little to damn fast. Of course, some 
will be leaving this wonderful institution and others ( in
cluding Sam) like it so much here that they are de
termined to stay. Congrads to all you graduation sen
iors. Just remember, its a cold cruel world you are go
ing in to. That is its cold unless some of youse bums 
wanta take a toin to the lighter side of life and take over 
Binnaggio's job. That's one you can sweat out. 

Now let's get to the brighter side of life in the 
Engine school and see what kind of dirt ( The same 
thing in German is; Vass ist LOESS) we can dig up. 
(Sam will be digging ditches someday anyway, so he 
might as well get in some practice digging up dirt now.) 

What is this about a bookie shop being organized in 
the Engine school. It seems to originate in the E. E. de
partment. Nevertheless (six bit word) the students can't 
be the only ones taking a chance. . . . That is, every quiz 
is a gamble. So let's keep our eyes on the instructors, 
namely two of them. Sam isn't mentioning any names, but 
their initials are Gasteneau and Senneff. They seem to 
have a five dollar bet going on. The first one to smoke 
a cigarette will be minus the five dollars, so be on the 
lookout for a fag hanging from the lips of one of the 
fore-mentioned. I won't tell. 

Professor Miller :-"Young man, do you know who 
I am?" 

Freshman:- "No sir, but if you remember your ad
dress, I'll take you home." 
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How lucky can one get. Of course, I'm speaking 
of the senior E. E.'s who went on the inspection trip. That 
little vacation they had amounted to about ten days. Nev
ertheless ( six bit word) I'm sure the trip proved to be 
beneficial. For among all the interesting places that were 
toured, was Kiel Auditorium in St. Louis, where they 
watcned the Globetrotters and College All Stars SP ARK 
there talents. And Larry K., how is everything in Dublin 
Village. What is over there that isn't in Columbia. HA! 
You know, these E. E.s must look mighty suspicious, 
for the cops nabbed some of them for questioning in con
nection with a robbery. More details on this incident 
may be acquired from Peterson or Safron. Bread and 
water isn't too bad boys. At least you never get thirsty. 
Nevertheless, (six bit word) they had quite a bit of fun 
with those St. Louis cops, even though they were rather 
strict. Also, I'm ture there were no red lights passed up! 

Why do a lot of girls walk back from an automobile 
ride? 

It looks like the Engine building has the new look 
m one section on the first floor, even though cob-webs 
hang from most other parts of the sanctuary. It does 
make it kinda nice now to have a private interview in a 
room all to your lonesome, instead of a community affair 
in the front hall. Interview schedule--Cell No. 1-
Pots & Pots, Pots and Pans: Cell No. 2- Smelt & Cast 
Iron Works: Cell No. 3-Crap game; bring all references. 

Albrecht :- "I had more fun last night." 
J. Bauer :- "What did you do to have so much fun?" 
Albrecht :- "My girl said she was getting so thin you 

coulr count her ribs." 
J. Bauer :- "That's a little off the subject isn't it?" 
Albrecht: - "Nope, I counted her ribs.' (Wrong 

subject) 
If you all remember, at the Hamburg show ( and I 

use the word loosely) we had the pleasure of watching 
Don Humphrey explain the game of golf to Earl Stuck
man. Well, Earl has finally caught on to the game and 
after about fifteen rounds (apiece) at the shack the 
other day, they went out to play a few holes. It just 
so happened that Sam was their caddy. ( I can't make 
all my dough at the bakery). Anyway, (Same as never
theless) the conversation on the first tee went some
thing like this : 

Earl :-"Which one should I hit, there's two of 
them?" 

Don:- ( After studying the situation very carefully) 
"Hit 'em both, you're swingin' two clubs!" 

Sam didn't have his glasses on, but still it was a 
spectacle. 

To Mary- With Love. 
Two Merry- With Love. 
Too Merry- With Love. 
Three 
Two Marry. 
Does anyone care to start up a collection for a worth 

while fund? It is called the G. A. C. S. J. H. D. H. T .-
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S. 0. T . D. I. T. S. 0 . fund . All those willing to take 
over this job just leave a note on Sam's desk in the Sham
rock office. (Sam's desk is the two middle bricks in the 
window sill.) At least it would keep the typewriters 
off the floor and also the typists. By the way, (Some
thing like nevertheless ) you all know we have a nice 
bunch of gals doing most of our stenog work. In case you 

- didn't, you do now. Why don't you come up to the 
Shamrock office and see them sometie, and while you 
are up there, do something to help the Staff. Neverthe
less (inflation, eight bit word ) those gals are doing a 
great job. Lets all give three beers- I mean cheers for 
those gals who are helping to put out a bigger .and better 
Shamrock. (Get A Cot So Jack Harvey Doesn't Have 
To Sleep On The Desks In The Shamrock Office.) 

Tom MaGee to English Prof :- "Say Prof, what is 
the difference between a cat and a comma?" 

Prof :-"I don't know, what is it?" 
Tom :- "A cat has claws at the end of its paws, 

and a comma is a pause at the end of a clause." 

In case anyone wants to have a conference or wants 
to see a Civil Engineering instructor at 9 :30 a.m. on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays, just go to the Topic and ask 
for table number six. Round table discussion over java 
is the principle object of the meeting. "My wife don't 
believe a story like that, we better think up some other 
way for me to get to that stag (HA ) ! party.-Cream and 
sugar in mine." 

They don't like the make! 

Bud Minnick was seen in the E. E. lab making a 
short circuit, and he was so shocked that he decided to 
put his thoughts in the form of a poem. With Mr. Min
nick's · special permission and with the help of a pencil 
and a piece of paper I am able to bring to you at this 
time the poem that was writ :-

Modern girls are live wires. 
This needs little explanation. 
For after all, why not? 
They're covered with so little insulation. 

A Stephens Susie walked into the Columbia police 
station and gave the desk sergeant a detailed description 
of a man who had dragged her by the hair down three 

flights of stairs, threatened to choke her to death and 
finally beat her up.- "With that description, we'll have 
him arrested and put in jail in practically no time" 
said the desk sergeant.- "But I don't want him arrested," 
the Susie protested, "Just find him for me. He promised 
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to marry me."- This all leads Sam to think that this 
was the work of an Engineer except for one small thing. 
After a huddle with Sherlock, we came to the amazing con
clusion that an engineer wouldn't drag a Susie by her hair. 

A cat has music in its soul 
As note its back fence singing role. 
And after death a cat still sings, 
By proxy, via fiddle strings! 

Is it the epidemic of Spring fever floating around, 
or 1s it just the nature of any true blooded (blue ) stu-

dent at Missery Universe? Anywho, (same as never-• 
theless ) I along with mo-coo more Engineers, have been 
stung by the sleep bug, love bug, jitterbug, and the beer 
mug. The hink sure does look nice this year, so Sam's 
been told. I've only been out that way at night so I 
can say that I've never seen the Hink. Nevertheless, ( de
flation, two bit word) all this warm weather sure does 
do things to a student. It makes all lectures seem like 
speeches. And you know what a speech is like; Its 
like a wheel; The longer the spoke, the greater the tire. 
One freshman was heard saying, "I feel so down in the 
mouth (just like a dentist) that I don't care if he (?????) 
-does tear up one of my M. E . 1 drawings; I'll !aught 
right with him." It's a cold war! 

A dozen doctors tried Camels for a year and con
cluded that they still prefer women. 

Since this is going to be the last issue of the Sham
rock for this school year, Sam believes it is only proper 
that he should dedicate something to all the graduating 
seniors. So, to all you graduating seniors, I dedicate this 
dedication to you. ( What more could you ask for.) 
Anyway, (Same as nevertheless) Sam wishes all of you 
all the luck in the world. 

To the rest of all you unfortunate souls who aren't 
going to graduate, have a nice vacation, being sure not 
to work too hard. Sam will see you next year, and he 
wants you to be thinking about something while you 
are home during the summer. ( Or wherever you may 
be. ) Lets all be thinking about the Engine club of 
1950-51. What do you say we all make it the biggest 
and best that Missouri University has ever had. Natur
ally, the bigger it is, the better it is, and Sam thinks we 
can really make ourselves known nationwide. So how 
about it fellows. Lets all pitch in and be pwud of our 
(bigger and better ) Engine Club. 

This article has appeared in the Shamrock this 
month under the auspices of the Nevertheless Club. 
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Boeing S±ra±ocruiser 
( Continued from P,age 7) 

ber of people, the total number of hours in the air and 
mileage traveled a person is safer while making a New 
York to Rome flight ( 4,273 miles ( than when traveling 
along the highway in this country. The efficiency of 
men and machines such as that seen in connection with 
the planning of long range flights as previously described 
makes it possible for the air line passenger of today to re
lax in complete safety, and rest assured that he will ar
rive at his destination as planned on the flight schedule. 

In order that the most efficient and safest opera
tion may be obtained from their air craft, Boeing has 
placed a special emphasis on assistance in training cus
tomer operating personnel in the introduction of the 
Stratocruiser. The nucleus of this program is a ground 
maintenance school, a flight school, series of service 
publications and the assignment of resident Boeing ser
vice engineers to customer maintenance bases. Profiting 
by its war time experience obtained from the training of 
40,000 air force ground crew men, Boeing has established a_ 
full time ground maintenance school. Flight engineers 
supervisory personnel, and general mechanics who must 
be familiar with all parts of the ship devote their entire 
three weeks of the course to the study of the Stratocruiser 
in its entirety. Specialists spend only the first week to 
general familiarization, devoting the remaining time to 
intensified training on one of five special fields-electrical, 
power plant, structure and control system, and cabin air 
conditioning and thermal anti-icing. 

A staff of 12 instructors, chosen from the stand 
point of both air craft knewledge and teaching ability di
rects the school's proceedings on the theory of learn by 
doing. The actual Stratocruiser systems are duplicated 
by some 25 working mock-ups or display panels. Students 
are required to take them apart, reassemble them and 
operate them just as they will do in the actual main
tenance of the Stratocruiser. More than 100 charts, a two 
volume training manual ( revised to suit each customer), 
motion picture films and inspection trips through the 
Boeing Shops are all a part of the program. 

The Stratocruiser did not, like Topsy, "just grow" 
nor was any one person responsible for this 71-ton sky 
giant. There is much more behind the modern air planes 
than design, construction and sales. Literally thousands of 
men and women designers, performists, technicians, 
checkers, pilots, mechanics and sales engineers comprise 
the group which produced this new double-decked Boeing 
air liner. 

September 5, 1945 was an eventful day. Coinci
dent with the canceling of the company's remaining 
World War 2 contracts by the airforce, was the election 
of William M. Allen to the position of President of Boeing 
Air Craft Company. On this same day were issued the 
orders which gave production status to the Stratocruiser. 
The Stratocruiser, a logical commercial development from 
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the war-born Boeing XC 97 troop carrier and cargo trans
port plane existed only on the drawing board in the pre
liminary stages of air line discussions until Allen, had his 
first staff meeting the day after his election, directed that 
tooling be started and material ordered for an initial quan
tity of the luxury liners. 

Already an "old timer" both to Boeing and air 
transports, the new President's decision was not based on 
snap judgment. For 14 of the previous 20 years of service 
as company counsel, he was a member of the Board of 
Directors. Familiar with air line requirements, details 
of finances and contracts, as well as aviation law, he was 
similarly familiar with negotiations already under way 
for the sale of the Stratocruiser to airlines. In public 
speeches as well as in testimony befol'.e the President's 
Air Policy Commission, Allen supported efforts which 
resulted in the subsequent enlarged air power program. 
He urged a continued program of development, perfec
tion and proving of new experimental models and con
tinued production of required quantity of the latest ac
cepted and operating types of aircraft. He also stated 
the new procurement policy should be based on free com
petition to assure superior products. 

The son of a retired mining engineer, the Boeing 
president was born in Lo Lo, Montana, September 1, 
1900. With diplomas from Missoula High School and 
the University of Montana, he entered Harvard Law 
School and returned west shortly after his graduation in 
1925 to join the Seattle law firm of Donworth, Todd and 
Higgens, Boeing attorneys. This name later became 
Holman, Sprague and Allen before his resignation to ac
cept the Boeing presidency. 

As Vice-President in Charge of Manufacturing, Fred 
P. Laudand has directed all factory work on the Strato
cruiser as well as the experimental and production manu
facturing activities of all Boeing's B-50, C-97 and XB-47. 

Named Chief Engineer at the age of 33, in which ca
pacity he directed a force of more than 3,000 engineers 
during World War 2, Edward C. Wells rose from Chief 
Engineer to Vice-President of Engineering during the 
3 year span of the Stratocruiser project. 

Throughout the Stratocruiser project, the direction 
of the complex oganizational work of the widely diver
sified Boeing Engineering division was the main respon
sibility of Leslie A. Wood. Boeing's Assistant Chief En
gineer since 1933, Wood has been Chief Engineer since 
1938. 

Coordination of all Stratocruiser and C-97 Strato
freighter engineering was handled by Chief Project En
gineer Richard L. Rouzio. During the Stratocruiser 
project Rouzio was initiated in the pioneering art of de
signing modern pressurized high flying multi-engine lux
ury air transports. 

The man who was responsible for taking the dis
cussions on Stratocruiser design from the conference room 
and seeing to it that they reached the drawing boards is 
Allen F. Kolsoy- Stratocruiser Project Engineer. 
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"The Tiger Can't Be Beat" 

Pause and refresh 
Tiger Laundry & 

Dry Cleaning Co. 

Dial 4155 

• • • 
IOTTUI VNIU AUTNOIITY ., 1NI coc.a..co,& COMPANY ., 

1101 Broadway, Columbia, Mo. 
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF COLUMBIA, MO. 

Fl uorescen± 
( Continued from page 8 ) 

Many variations of the above circuit are used, but 
the two essentials, a high voltage to fire the tube and a 
current limiting component, must be present for successful 
operation. Lack of the latter would cause excessive cur
rent flow and would bum out the filaments. 

Balla.st 

F/9u.re 2 

If 60 cycle AC voltage is used, the current must re
verse itself 120 times per second. Although the reversal 
time is not long enough to de-ionize the gas completely, 
the lamp is effectively being turned on and off at that 
speed causing a stroboscopic effect which tires the eyes. 

WE FINEST 

To lessen this difficulty two or more lamps are usually 
used in one fixture. With the aid of electrical devices the 
tubes are so arranged that when one is off the other is 
on. 

As an aid to the lighting designer the fluorescent 
bulb is indispensable. Systems of equally spaced strips 
of lamps recessed in the ceiling give an over-all effect 
of the overhead being a uniform brightness source. Cove 
lighting, in which the fluorescent lights are installed 
on the walls near the ceiling, and which have all their use
ful light output directed at it, also yields the same effect 

Many variations of this are possible and the poten
tialities are limited only by the economics and the imagina
tion of the designer. 

At present one of the most popular types of installa
tion utilizes louverall ceiling construction. Strips of fluor
escent tubes are mounted directly on the ceiling and a 
false ceiling, whose appearance is similar in construction 
to egg crating, is mounted below. By properly designing 
the size of the louvers (egg crating) none of the fluor
escent lamp is visible in the normal line of vision. An 
installation similar to this will be used to light the general 
assembly hall of the new United Nations building in New 
York. 

( Continued on page 14) 

See Edgar's Full 

Selection of 

Maytag Appliances 

4N1HNt~ma • • • 

MAY, 1950 

America's favorite washer-built for yea rs 
of service. Take your pick of three mode~ 

.~l'::;e• '"'~ .,.,m Phone 7404 

1013 E. Broadway 
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Fl uorescen± 
Although fluorescent light fixtures and installations 

are more expensive than the incandescent type, the added 
investment is returned by a decrease in power consumed. 
New phosphors and techniques are continually being de
veloped to give more efficient and vari-colored sources. 
As these developments occur more diversified uses for the 
fluorescent tube will be conceived. 
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for coating 
Q What process . 

• conductors is Copper . u? "tinning· 
superior to 

. on conductors 
A. Okolo.Y coa~inglated cables 

- bber insu 1 in ru . ~" 2 to • t "tinnino 
outlaS s exclusive 
OkoloY -- an d bY Qkonite · 
alloy develop~ t to cor-

esistan . 
--is more r . and prevents 

. . than tin rosion copper and . between reaction fuse prove 
Years O f rubl;>er. · . the life o 

·t has twice 
that i It'~ one more 

. g " ., d "tinnin • ·te wires an . h Okoni 
reason w Y reliable, so 

are so cables . al to use ■ 
1 economic tru Y 

EW JEflSEY 
y pASSAIC, N 

Tt-lE oKDNtTE cot,1PAN • 

KEEN 
P AINT 

GLASS 

KITCHENWARE 

TOOLS 

FENCE 

SPORTING GOODS 

,..;, "" insulated wires and cables 
8032 

KUTTE R 
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES 

CUTLERY 

RANGES 

F UEL HEATERS 

BUILDER' S HARDWARE 

RooF SUPPLIES 

We Sell the Famous and Dependable Products 

HA'YS HARDWARE CO. 
808 Broadway Dial 4710 

Charac±ers 
( Continued from page 9) 

Although he is studying Mechanical Engineering, he 
has strangely enough gotten the most benefit so far from 
a C.E. course, Surveying I. After taking this course Jeff 
found that he had the pre-requisite for a number of good 
summer and part time jobs around town. He workej 
first at Stephens building scenery. Then he change:! 
sides of town and worked for the University Building 
and Grounds department in helping to locate the bar
racks. He also held a job on a housing pro;e::t doing 
survey work including the relocation of present boun
daries. 

Even though Jeff was knighted a Knight of St. Pat
rick Cum Laude last March, it is o_ur opinion that he 
will be around for a while longer. At least he'll be here 
until he finds a job that is what he wants and a suitable 
location to live. 

CATERING SERVICE 

TIGER DELICATESSEN 
Under New Management 

213 So. Ninth Dial 7714 

FOR 
SUPERIOR QUALITY 

DEPENDABLE SERVICE 
Say it with Flowers 

From 

Member F. T . D. A . 
STORE GREEN HOUSES 

WEST BLVD. 
6231 

16 S. NINTH ST. 
3179-3170 

BLACK & VEATCH 
Consulting Engineers 

WATER-SEWAGE-ELECTRICITY 

INDUSTRY REPORTS, 

DESIGN, INVESTIGATIONS 

SUPERVISION OF CONSTRUCTION 

VALUATION AND RATES 

4706 Broadway Kansas City 2, Mo. 
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Wayne King, "The Waltz King", is one of America's 
most popular entertainers. His weekly Standard Oil 

television show is a delight to see and hear-and it 
makes him one of Standard Oil's best salesmen. 

More than sweet music 
comes from this horn 

Let's assume that Standard Oil researchers and 

engineers have fully developed and tested a new, 

outstandingly improved petroleum product. Let's 

assume that the product has been made and dis

tributed to Standard Oil dealer stations. 

What happens then? 

That's where Wayne King and all our other sales

men take over. They inform the public about this 

new product. And when the public buys, there's 

work for people to do all down the line: work for the 

service station man, for the refiner, the pipeline 

man, the driller. The more we sell; the more people 

we need to make new products. Our present em

ployees become more secure in their jobs, and new 

jobs open up. 

Good salesmanship, you see, is vital to all of us. 

But good salesmen must have good products to sell 

-and that is why research and product engineer

ing, as carried on at Standard Oil and other pro

gressive companies, is also vital. 

Good products plus good salesmanship are an 

unbeatable combination that helps make our coun

try great a nd the American standard of living the 
highest in the world. 

Standard Oil Company 
(IN DIANA) 
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Sometime you'll be 
looking for some
thing racy in race
ways. Or you'll want 
asbestos cable that really beats the heat. 
National Electric has all that plus everything else 
you'll want in the way of a complete line of 
electrical roughing-in materials. Everything in the 
field of wires, cables, conduit, raceways and 
electrical fittings. 

NE has been the symbol of quality 
for more than 45 years, 

Dationa.l Electric NE is a 
good name 

to 
remember. PROOUCTS CORPORATION 

PITTHURGH 30, ,A. 
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To Ge± 

The Fines± 

Service .. 

Run To 

Thai 

Phone And 

CALL 

3114 

For Free Pick Up 

And Delivery By 

DORN-CLONEY 
107 South Eighth 

GAEBLER'S CLUB DINER 
• STEAKS • CHOPS • 

• WAFFLES • 

Open '±il 1 a. m. 

Conley Ave. 

Prescriptions Since 

1884 
PECK DRUG CO. 

in candy ... it's Stover's 

15% 
REBATE SALE 

MAY 17 lo 23, lnc:lusive 

Good on all merchandise in the store 

with the exception of the coke counter. 

* * * 

This Is YOUR S±ore 

Service Wi±h A Smile 

* * * 

UNIVERSITY 
BOOK STORE 

Basemen± Jesse Hall 
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New Duo-Cone loudspeaker, developed at RCA Laboratories, achieves the illusion of "living presence." 

For years, working toward the ulti
mate in sound reproduction, scientists 
have sought for living presence-the 
illusion that a musician or speaker is 
talking, singing, playing in your home. 

Now, with RCA's Duo-Cone loud
speaker, the goal is achieved. Two sound
cones in acoustical alignment reproduce 
sound without distortion, and give you 
every tonal value from a frequency of 30 
on to 15,000 cycles. It is in the area above 
a frequency of 4,000-seldom touched 
by conventional speakers-that most of 

MAY, 1950 

the all-important "overtones" lie. RCA's 
Duo-Cone loudspeaker reproduces every 
overtone - to the very peak of a violin's 
range-and faithfully gives you the deep 
low notes of a bass drum! 

In addition, the RCA Duo-Cone loud
speaker's wide angle of sound pervades every 
comer of a room without sharply directed 
blast or blare. Its response to tones of every 
frequency is smooth, flowing, and even. 

* 
See the newest advances of -radio, television, and 

electronics at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 W . 49th St., 
New York. Admission is free. Radio Corporation of 
America, Radio City, N . Y. 

Continue your education 
with pay-at RCA 

Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA 
Victor-one of the world's foremost manu
facturers of radio and electronic products 
-offers you opportunity to gain valuable, 
well-rounded training and experience at 
a good salary with opportunities for ad
vancement. H ere are only five of the many 
projects which offer unusual promise: 
• Development and design of radio re

ceivers ( including broadcast, short wave 
and FM circuits, television, and phono
graph combinations). 
• Advanced development and design of 

AM and FM broadcast transmitters , R-F 
induction heating, mobile communications 
equipn1ent, relay systems. 
• Design of component parts such as 

coils, loudsptakers, capacitors. 
• Development and design of new re

cording and producing methods. 
• Design of receiving, power, cathode 

ray, gas and photo tubes. 
Write today to National Recruiting Divi
sion, RCA Victor, Camden, N ew Jersey. 
Also many opportunities for Mechanical 
and Chemical Engineers and Physicists. 

RADIO eORPORA-rlON oF AMERleA 

World Leader in Radio - First- in 7elevi.s/on 
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Bridge Physical Da±a 
A. Span 

1. 800 tons 
2. 280 feet long 
3. Clears mean water level by 50' when lowered. 
4. Clears mean water level by 175' when raised. 

B. Counterbalance- two 400-ton counterweights, one 
located in each tower. 

C. Six lanes of traffic 

D. Span lifted and lowered at top speed of 74 fpm; 
automatically slowed to approximately 26 fpm ap
proaching the nearly open or closed position and 
is slowed to less than 7 fpm for seating. 

E. Synchronizing System- The drivers on each e:1d of 
the span are synchronized by means of a synchro
tie system.* This consists of four 100-hp wound
rotor motors located in pairs in each tower. The 
motors of each pair are on the same shaft. One 
motor of each pair is the driving motor and does 
the job of raising and lowering the bridge. The 
other motors of each pair have their secondaries 
tied together to form the synchrotie. The syn
chrotie acts as an electrical shaft which keeps the 
two driving motors in step revolution per revo
lution so that each end of the span is raised at 
exactly the same rate. 

SYNCHROTIE DRIVE 
In its simplest form, a synchrotie drive consists of 

two wound rotor induction motors with the primaries 
connecte1 to an a-c power supply and the rotors con
nected together as shown in Figure 1. Three phase 
power is generally used for power drives and single phase 
power for position indicators and certain control auxil
iaries. When properly connected or phasd out, the 
machines remain stationary when line voltage is applied. 
When no angle or phase displacement exists between the 
transmitter and receiver, the rotor voltages are equal and 
opposed, no current will flow, and no turning moment 
will be developed. When one unit called the transmitter is 
rotated through a small angle, the rotor voltages are no 
longer opposed and a current flows to develop a torque 
or turning moment in an effort to balance the secondary 
voltages again and bring the current back to zero. 

There is a close analogy between an electrical "syn
chrotie" system and a lineshaft or mechanical transmis
sion connecting two machines. Both a synchrotie and 
a lineshaft will transmit torque or power and under run 
ning conditions in both cases, the delivery end of the 
transmission will make exactly as many revolutions as 
the receiving end. In the mechanical transmission the 
shaft· will twist under application of torque so that an 
angular difference between the ends of the shaft will re
sult. 

partners in creating Get rid of that 
Shaggy Dog Look 
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For 81 years, leaders of the engineering profession 
have made K & E products their partners in creating 
the technical achievements of our age. K & E instru
ments, drafting equipment and materials - such a s 
the LEROYt Lettering equipment in the picture -
have thus played a part in v:atually every great 
engineering project in America. 

tReg. U.S. Pat. Off, 
KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. 

NEW YORK • HOBOKEN, N. J. 
Chicago • St. Louis • Detroit 

San Francisco • Los Angeles • Montreal 

Go to the 

TIGER 
BARBER 
SHOP 

South Ninth 
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Like To Be Abre3st of New Developments? 

1i1GUUE 1'11 I N 
1\JL U i i I NUii 

this one is of major importance to 
future engineers ... and businessmen ! 

Electricity is so much a part of our lives today 
that a new, lower-cost way of carrying it is 
important to everyone. 

Alcoa E.C. * Aluminum conductor for insu
lated electric wire and cable is revising old 
ideas of cable costs. In large size cables, alumi
num conductors weigh only one-half as much as 
copper of. equivalent current carrying capacity, 
are therefore lower in cost and easier to handle. 
Cost and weight savings are worthwhile in all 
sizes down to No. 6. 

*Ekctrical Conductor Aluminum 

Leading manufacturers of insulated wire and 
cable are making their products available now 
with conductors of Alcoa E.C. Aluminum. Sup
pliers of fittings and accessories are producing 
correct types for use with aluminum. If you 
would like further details, toward the day when 
you may be in a position to suggest a saving on 
electric wiring, write today for a copy of the 
illustrated book "Questions and Answers About 
Aluminum Conductors", ALUMINUM COMPANY 
OF AMERICA, 742E Gulf Bldg. ,Pittsburgh 19, Pa. 

INGOT • . SHEET l PLATE • SHAPES, ROLLED l EXTRUDED • WIRE • ROD • BAR • TUBING • PIPE • SAND, DIE l PERMANENT MOLD CASTINGS • FORGINGS • IMPACT EXTRUSIONS 
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS • SCREW MACHINE PRODUCTS • FABRICATED PRODUCTS • FASTENERS • FOIL • ALUMINUM PIGMENTS • MAGNESIUM PRODUCTS ® 
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SPRINGBOARD TO A CAREER IN 
ENGINEERING 

by J. F. ROBERTS 
Manager, Hydraulic Department 

General Machinery Di1•ision 
ALLIS-CHALMERS MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

(Graduate Training Course 1919) 

You HAVE to start somewhere-and as 
far as I know, flagpole painting is the 

only job where you start at the top. Next 
best thing is to get in where there are 

many opportunities, 
and many interesting, 
worthwhile paths to fol
low-particularly if you 
are not entirely sure 
just what type of work 
you want to do. You 
then have a chance to 
try more than one field, 
and eventually find the 

1. F. ROBERTS work that will give you 
the most in satisfaction and success. 

Growth of Hydraulics 
The field I'm best qualified to discuss is 
hydraulic engineering. Crude waterwheels 
were man's first mechanical source of 
power. Today, in highly perfected modern 
form, they're still a major source of abun
dant, low-cost electric power. The field is 
constantly expanding and holds a world 
of opportunity. Hydraulic power becomes 
increasingly important to the nation as 
the need for low-cost power steadily in
creases. Moreover, a hydraulic plant once 
installed produces energy with a mini
mum of manpower. There's no fuel to 
mine, prepare, ship, unload and burn
small operating personnel is required. 

Right now at Allis-Chalmers we're de
signing and building turbines for vast new 
hydro-power projects, not only for the 
U.S.A. and Canada, but also for Mexico, 
South America, Norway, New Zealand 

Graduate students conduct performance 
tests of centrifugal pump units. 

20 

Kentucky Dam TVA Field erection view of 250-ton gantry crane lowering hy
draulic turbine assembly. One of five 44,000 hp, 48-ft. head, Kaplan type turbines. 

and the Philippine Islands. We're also 
restoring many veteran turbines to bet
ter-than-original efficiency and capacity 
after long years of faithful performance. 

Hydraulics was a field that I hadn't 
seriously considered as an undergraduate 
at the University of Wisconsin. I gradu
ated :::; a Mechanical Engineer in 1918, 
and entered the Allis-Chalmers Graduate 
Training Course in January 1919. It was 
there that I got interestd in the big 
waterwheels. 

My first assignment was in steam tur
bine erection. Then I moved over on the 
hydraulic turbine test floor. In May 1919 
I was sent to North Carolina on the ac
ceptance tests of a big hydro-electric 
power installation. I continued with hy
draulic field work such as tests and trouble 
shooting until 1925, when I went into the 
sales end of the work. Two years later I 
left the manufacturing side and became 
Hydraulic Engineer for the Power Cor
poration of Cmab, supervising the de
sign and installatio.a of some 15 plants. 

In 1936 I became Hydraulic Engineer 
for the U.S. Government TVA, involving 
12 projects and 30 large units. I returned 
to Allis-Chalmers in 1942 as Manager of 

the Hydraulic Department-and had the 
unique experience of building some of 
the same turbines that I had purchased 
for TVA. 

Vantage Po:nt for All Industries 

These personal notes serve to illustrate 
two interesting facts about the Allis
Chalmers Graduate Training Course. 
First, it's tailor-made for each student. 
Since 1904, graduate students here have 
been helping plan their own courses
making changes as they went along and 
new interests developed. They've had an 
opportunity to divide their time between 
shop and office-follow important 
projects through from drafting board to 
installation. 

Second, the organization is in close 
contact with virtually all phases of indus
try: hydraulic or steam electric power 
plants and utilities; mining, smelting and 
rock products ; public works; steel and 
metal working; textiles; food processing; 
flour milling. Allis-Chalmers builds basic 
machinery for ALL these industries and 
many more. Its engineers, executives, 
salesmen and production experts have a 
ringside seat for industry in action. 

ALLIS-CHALMERS 
Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin 
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DI SPLAYS MASSIVE PRODUCTS-A 
Diesel locomotive can roar across the 
Rockies - all on a movie screen in a 
prospect's office. All because photog
raphy can take huge things or small, 
and make them of a size for a salesman, 
teacher, or demonstrator to show. 

Photography makes 
big things sma!l
small things big
and business 

MAKES MICROSCOPIC DETAILS CLEAR 
-Photography takes great magnifications 
produced b y the electron microscope 
(20,000X) on fine-grain Kodak plates, en
larges and records them up to 100,000X on 
Kodak projection papers. Previously unde
tectable details and new facts are revealed. 

comes out ahead 

REDUCES FILI NG SPACE BY 98%-With microfilming, bulky rec
ords can be reduced and stored on a few rolls of film. 675 draw
ings, 24" x 36", can be recorded on a 100' roll of 35mm. Recordak 
or Kodagraph Micro-File Film. And everything is quickly ready 
for reference in the Recordak or Kodagraph Film Reader. 

W ITH THE SPEED of a flick of light, photog
raphy can reduce or enlarge accurately 

to scale, and without missing the tiniest detail. 
And that's not all. 

It can magnify time with the high speed 
motion-picture camera so that the fastest mo
tion can be slowed down for study. It can 
record the penetrating x-ray and reveal inter
nal conditions of materials and products. With 

REVEALS STRUCTURE AND CONDITION OF METALS-X-ray diffraction 
patterns on Kodak films or plates provide important information concern
ing the crystal structure of metals. These patterns help show how alloys 
can be improved or new alloys made- give data on the effect of machining, 
drilling, and punching upon the structure of the material. 

movies and stills, it can repeat a story, time 
and again,- without the loss of a single detail. 

Yes, photography serves business and in
dustry in many important and valuable ways. 
It can work for you, too. If you would like to 
know how, please feel free to write for litera
ture, or for specific information which could 
be helpful to you. Eastman Kodak Company, 
Rochester 4, New York. 

FUNCTIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
serves industrial, commercial, and scientific progress 

@cdlcil~ 
TIIADE · MARK 



Public Opinion

NOTHING IS STRONGER 

... g iven the f a cts 

NOTHING IS WISER 

On Bigness 
,ve are today a much larger country than we were 

short years ago. Comparing 1930 with 1948, Federal 

government expenditures have grown from .'$3.6 

billion to $40 billion. National income has grown 

from $75 billion to $226 bil lion. 

• • • 

Is sma ll business holding its mrn with big business 

in th is growth? Or being driven from the American 

scene, concentra ting b usiness into a few hands? 

In 1900, there were 15 firms for each 1000 people. 

Today there are 18. (Apparent ly small business is 

not losing ground.) The average firm has the same 

number of employees as at the beginning of the 

century. 

According to a survey by the Federa l Reserve Board 

covering approximately 2,000 concerns, during the 

war, the small and medium-sized firms in tota l in

creased their profits , assets and net worth faster than 

did large concerns. In 1948, there were in operation 

on e-third more business units than in 1944. 

• • • 
Can new businesses crowd in and climb to the top? 

In 1935, to take the electrical busi ness as an ex

ample, only 153 companies did over Srioo,ooo busi

ness. By 1947, there were oYer 342 companies with 

sales in that higher bracket. 

• 
General Electric, in spite of its growth during the 

past 20 years, has only been able to keep pace with 

the growth of industry and of the country. ,ve esti

mate that our percentage of production in the elec

trical ind ustry was about 23 % in 1930, 25 % in 1940, 

and is today approximately 24 %-

• 
I t is the job of all business and all industry to sup

ply the ever-expanding needs of people. Big job~ 

req uire big tools. No company and no industry in 

the American econom y is yet big enough to bring 

enough goods to enough people. 

You can put y our confidence in-

GENERAL. ELECTRIC 
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